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FOREWORD – Maj Gen SMITH   

FOREWORD – Maj Gen SMITH

Nearly thirty years after the end of the Cold War, European nations once again face threatening neighbors with 
potentially expansive intent. Many threatened nations belong to military alliances, but even those with strong 
alliances and friends do not necessarily have the power to prevent incursion. This could make those states appear 
to be easy targets. This book is intended to prevent that. 

This multi-year project, developed by a diverse group of people, combines myriad instruments of national 
power into a focused guide on a difficult topic and makes it accessible to all. This publication applies a sharp 
focus on one aspect of Unconventional Warfare – resistance.   

The concept of resistance is a familiar one. Historically, nations have resisted invasions using conventional 
forces. Some of those events are included as case studies in this book. The concept of resistance is not limited to 
Europe, but applies wherever sovereign nations are threatened by other nations. Today’s threats are not limited to 
conventional incursions by uniformed military forces. As we have witnessed recently in Crimea and other parts 
of the Ukraine, proxy forces can be used by nations to threaten sovereignty and territorial integrity, challenging 
our traditional understanding of invasion by a foreign power. This is hybrid warfare, especially when the hostile 
power tries to mask its intentions. When a nation loses control of territory, resistance is applicable. 

Nations under clear threat from neighbors must build resilience into their societies. Resilience is a nation’s 
will and ability to withstand external pressure, influence, and possible incursion. A united society with a vibrant 
sense of national identity can more easily withstand external malign influence. Resilience allows nations to 
recover and resume their self-determination. Resilience is the fundamental foundation of Resistance.

Nations typically plan to protect critical infrastructure during crises. This book acknowledges these efforts, 
but also explains how to increase national resilience against incursion by planning for, establishing, and developing 
organized national resistance capabilities. Starting now, threatened nations must formulate transparent national 
legal frameworks and policies which establish organized and controlled resistance capability.  Resistance planning 
must involve not only the military, but government agencies and ministries at the national and local levels. It 
must also involve non-governmental elements society; the nation, as a whole, must plan for and be involved in 
various aspects of its defense. Resistance planning must also include a framework for reestablishing sovereignty 
when occupiers have been repelled.  Potential adversaries must be put on notice that they will not succeed; they 
will be ousted.

When national resistance planning is integrated with allies and partners committed to the ideals of national 
sovereignty, territorial integrity and self-determination, it can become a powerful message against a potential 
adversary.  It places a potential adversary on notice that it cannot violate a nation’s territorial integrity and 
attempt to establish a new status quo. The nation encroached upon will not accept defeat. Rule of Law will 
prevail. National independence and autonomy will prevail.  

That is the message of this book.  

Kirk Smith
Maj Gen, U.S. Air Force
Commander, Special Operations Command Europe
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FOREWORD – BG LÖFBERG   

FOREWORD – BG LÖFBERG

This publication is unprecedented in so many ways. It is a unique collaborative, comprehensive, combined, and 
joint effort that addresses an understudied area, namely resistance and resilience. In recent years, most of the 
contemporary literature and studies have focused on insurgency and counterinsurgency operations concerning 
the wars and conflicts since 2001. In contrast, this important publication fills a knowledge void (resistance 
and resilience) in order to complement existing understanding, thoughts, and ideas on insurgencies, conven-
tional warfare, and asymmetric conflict that is apparent today. It is unique because the Resistance Operating 
Concept (ROC) is an innovative, complementary tool in the modern military arsenal that speaks not only to the 
military power side of statecraft, but also to the civil society, the broader population, and the civilian defense 
as a whole. It could be called not just the Joint Force but a “Total Defense Force.” Resistance, resilience together 
with legitimacy will undoubtedly evolve into an important component of a nation-state’s defence sovereignty 
and security in the near future. The underpinning principles are nothing new but will certainly play a vital part 
in broadening and building the concept of total defense for the time to come. Legitimacy, for example, can be 
seen as a key factor in how a social unit, structure, or formation is held together and therefore plays a critical role 
in the cohesion and appeal of a resistance movement, as well as how the conduct of its operations are viewed 
from the perspective of the all-important population. Resilience and its close companion, perseverance, are vital 
for a society to overcome adversity and setbacks and generate a unifying fidelity to the mission and in the face 
of arduous circumstances to continue to learn and adapt to achieve its aims.

Moreover, this project is unique in the ways and methods used to develop this publication. It is a commendable 
effort. There are many contributors that include countries, organizations, partners, prominent academics, expert 
practitioners, as well as centers of learning who have contributed to the making of the publication. This unique 
effort speaks volumes of the network of people, who willingly share ideas, hard-won lessons, and experiences as 
well as valuable insights and who are committed to appreciating and seeking to understand this particular field 
of war and conflict. I am certain this publication will serve its purpose for strategists, policymakers, researchers, 
academics, and practitioners to mention a few that will find the content in this work both informative and 
interesting as a building block and foundation for further studies, projects, education, and doctrine development. 
It is a document for the future.

Anders Löfberg
Brigadier General
Commander, Swedish Special Operations Command
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PREFACE   

PREFACE

This Resistance Operating Concept (ROC) explores actions that a sovereign state can take to broaden its national 
defense strategy and prepare to defend itself against a partial or full loss of national sovereignty. This document 
is a result of inputs to the Resistance Seminar Series, initiated in 2014, as a succession of seminars dedicated to 
studying resistance as a means of national defense.

The Resistance Seminar Series assembled a multinational academic and practitioner network to foster a 
broader intellectual perspective and build a common understanding among the disparate groups and individuals 
needed to support a resistance. Our partner participants were primarily from northern and north-central 
Europe, with common concerns. The seminars provided a structured forum for stakeholders to critically evaluate 
and develop “pre-crisis” activities, including preparation, deterrence, and other activities, while allowing for 
discussion and exchange of ideas on theoretical, historical, and practical elements of resistance. The seminars 
promoted critical thinking on resistance themes, creating a basis for collaboration and mutual understanding 
at strategic and operational levels.

As a culmination of these efforts, the ROC:

• Defines resilience as: The will and ability to withstand external pressure and influences and/or recover 
from the effects of those pressures or influences.

• Defines resistance as: A nation’s organized, whole-of-society effort, encompassing the full range of activi-
ties from nonviolent to violent, led by a legally established government (potentially exiled/displaced or 
shadow) to reestablish independence and autonomy within its sovereign territory that has been wholly 
or partially occupied by a foreign power.

• Provides a common understanding of terms defined within previous seminars and by reference to publicly 
available United States (U.S.) military doctrine. “Adversary” and “enemy” are used to describe an aggressor 
state. The term “adversary” is used to describe the aggressor state prior to conflict, while “enemy” is used after that 
adversary becomes the foreign occupier and national resistance becomes necessary to restore national sovereignty.

The ROC employs many examples of historic insurgencies within the main body in order to examine the similar 
tactics, though we distinguish resistance from insurgencies. Resistance, as used here, specifically describes a 
national resistance, its organization and activities, against a foreign occupier to restore national sovereignty and 
not other political grievances which serve as impetus for insurgencies. The examples herein explain historical 
ideas and tactics and do not endorse the groups, movements, or tactics identified. The ROC also provides com-
mon terminology to continue to explore resistance concepts concerning the integration of resistance planning, 
preparation, and procedures.

The Resistance Seminar Series originated under the guidance of Major General (MG) Michael Repass, 
Commander, Special Operations Command-Europe (SOCEUR). The initial multi-national writing workshops 
were then begun under his successor MG Lengyel. The writing of this Resistance Operating Concept (ROC), 
based on that work, was begun under his successor, MG Schwartz, in 2016. His support for the concurrent 
continuation of the seminar series allowed for refinement of the ideas contained in this book. It also allowed for 
expansion to include participants from outside the special operations communities and defense ministries. After 
the initial writing workshops, SOCEUR continued the development and expansion of this concept and added 
additional chapters and case studies to illustrate the points made in this concept, while further expanding on 
the efforts of the workshops, resulting in this volume. Under his successor, Major General Smith, participation 
in the seminar series grew even further by bringing in more participants from outside of the special operations 
and defense communities. This extremely valuable exchange sped both intra-national planning cooperation as 
well as planning cooperation among the participating nations.  

National Resistance is not a new concept, nor is it limited to any particular region of the world. Nations have 
resisted more powerful foreign occupiers throughout history. In today’s interconnected world, communication 
and rule of law are critical to success. Throughout this work, we continuously stress strategic communication 
and the necessary establishment of legal frameworks. Governments must be prepared to effectively communicate 
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to their populations, both occupied and unoccupied, their allies, and even the adversary’s or enemy’s public 
for success in the information environment, which contributes to success in the physical environment. The 
necessity and criticality of national legal frameworks to support the organization, development and potential 
specifically authorized use of this form of warfare cannot be overemphasized. A legal framework offers internal 
legitimacy to the actions of the threatened nation and facilitates allied and partner support by communicating 
legitimacy on the international stage to secure support to restore sovereignty. 

The foundation for the preparation and possible conduct of national resistance rests firmly on national 
resiliency. A nation must have a citizenry that identify as members of that nation and must have a desire to 
remain as a sovereign and independent nation. This necessity is outlined here before even discussing resistance. 
The above-mentioned legal framework supporting the development of a resistance capability is an integral 
part of national resiliency. The population must see this capability as a legitimate form of warfare, grounded 
in law, which is acceptable and suitable. It must then be willing to support resistance. That is the foundation 
of resiliency against a foreign threat.  

This concept relies heavily on U.S. doctrinal terminology as an accessible basis for common understanding. 
U.S. doctrinal terms such as “underground,” “guerrilla,” “auxiliary,” and “shadow government” are taken from 
U.S. unconventional warfare literature and used here to achieve this commonality of understanding. The intent 
is for allies and partners to be able to find further literature regarding those components through use of those 
terms. The terms also function to provide some political neutrality to allies and partners since the terms are 
from U.S. doctrinal literature.

Though this written concept was developed in cooperation with several specific allies and partners for 
use as a common planning guide against a particular threat, its applicability is worldwide. There exist many 
nations physically located very near much larger, threatening neighbors, with historical records of expansion 
and subjugation. This Resistance Operating Concept is a brief (re-) introduction to national resistance and a 
collaborative planning guide.

Otto C. Fiala, Ph.D., J.D.
COL, USAR(R)
Chief Editor and Author
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CHAPTER 1  - INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

“We shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight on the landing grounds, we shall fight in the fields  
and in the streets, we shall fight in the hills, we shall never surrender.”

-Winston Churchill, 4 June 1940

1. Purpose

A. The ROC encourages governments to foster pre-crisis resiliency through Total Defense (also known as 
Comprehensive Defense), a “whole-of-government” and “whole-of-society” approach, which includes interoper-
ability among its forces and those of its allies and partners. This establishes a common operational understanding 
and lexicon for resistance planning and its potential execution in Total Defense, incorporated within National 
Defense Plans. Several states in Europe and in other parts of the world employ such a Total Defense posture. 
The ROC seeks to identify resistance principles, requirements, and potential challenges that may inform doctrine, 
plans, capabilities, and force development. It also identifies opportunities for intra and intergovernmental 
support and collaboration, while promoting overall allied and partner nation interoperability. This document 
is the result of a cooperative effort to understand this topic.1

B. The government and military, with popular support, take action against an enemy in a traditional conven-
tional defensive environment. The population is the primary actor in a resistance or Total Defense situation. 
Allies and partners play a very significant role in supporting the resistance effort. The most significant difference 
between Traditional and Total Defense is the preparation required to ensure that the population is ready to 
fulfill its Total Defense role (see fig.1). In a Total Defense construct, the population has an increased/greater 
and more significant role. This preparation is part of the Resilience concept. Enhancing and institutionalizing 
collaboration among government ministries, civic organizations, and the larger public is critical to success. This 
collaboration helps build a more resilient society and strengthens resistance networks established in the event 
resistance is required.

2. Scope

The ROC’s primary focus is developing a nationally authorized organized resistance capability prior to an 
invasion and full or partial occupation resulting in a loss of territory and sovereignty. Resistance, as a form of 
warfare, can be conceived of as part of a layered national defense in-depth. Toward this end, the ROC first 
seeks to delineate the concept of national resilience in a pre-crisis environment. The ROC describes resilience 
as withstanding and recovering from external pressures. National resilience is enhanced with the formation of a 
national resistance capability. Second, the ROC seeks to develop resistance requirements, and support planning 
and operations in the event that an adversary compromises or violates the sovereignty and independence of an 
allied or partner nation. The ROC attempts to demonstrate both the significance of national resilience and the 
criticality of maintaining legitimacy during the conduct of resistance operations during the struggle to restore 
and resume national sovereignty.
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3. Total Defense or Comprehensive Defense2

A. General. The concept of Total Defense has been adopted by several nations, particularly those bordering 
hegemonic powers.  It includes all activities necessary to prepare a nation for conflict in defense of its independence, 
sovereignty, and territorial integrity; it consists of both civil and military defense. This concept recognizes that 
attacks can come not only in the form of traditional conventional military actions, but also attacks against 
the country’s economy and society, designed to weaken its cohesion and resolve to defend against threats to 
its independence, sovereignty, and territorial integrity. This defense concept includes not only governmental 
agencies and functions from national to municipal level, but also private and commercial enterprises, voluntary 
organizations, and individuals. Total Defense encompasses all societal functions. Depending on national culture 
and historic experience, a legal framework may be constructed to mandate participation in planning, as well 
as to legally mandate certain civil activities (e.g., energy and food distribution; ground, air, sea, and rail trans-
portation priorities; and communications) during a declared crisis and during an actual conflict. Regardless of 
its extent, a legal framework is critical.

Government
Allies

MilitaryPopulaon

Governmnment

Militarulaonn

TRADITIONAL DEFENSE TOTAL DEFENSE

s

Transi�on
Readiness

Government
Allies

MilitaryM

Governmnment

MilitarM

Popula�on

Figure 1. Comparing Traditional Defense to Total Defense3

B. Strategic Purpose. Total Defense is integral to a National Defense Strategy.4 The intent of Total Defense 
is to mobilize all support necessary to defend the nation and its territorial integrity against armed attack. This 
includes cooperation with other states, on home territory or abroad, to protect and promote security, freedom, 
and autonomy. This focus is designed to afford maximum time and space for military maneuver and political 
decision making. Additionally, it calls for the mobilization of a prepared, firm, resolute, and perseverant resistance 
capability against an enemy in any of its occupied territory. The nation’s resistance capability must be able to 
demonstrate to a potential aggressor that an attack will be extremely costly. This concept, applied domestically, 
must be joined with diplomatic, political, and economic measures taken by the state and its international partners, 
bilaterally and multilaterally,5 to deter a potential aggressor. This deterrence should include agreements for those 
other nations to act against the aggressor. 

C. Lead Agency. A nation must establish a governmental office of primary responsibility (OPR) in order to 
advance, coordinate, and synchronize this effort. Such office is likely best placed inside of the Ministry of Defense 
(MoD) as its primary task is to make recommendations that will support the armed forces and national defense. 
That office can oversee and coordinate both military and civil defense planning and preparation as an all-inclusive, 
mutually supporting, and synchronized effort. It can also make recommendations for agreements with allies and 
partners, internal legal and policy framework adjustments, and inter-agency agreements to support this effort. 
Recommendations then require the political assent of the nation’s chief executive and legislature to create the 
necessary supporting legal and policy frameworks. 
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D. Civil Defense. The objectives of establishing a civil defense are to protect the civilian population, safeguard 
the continuing functioning of necessary public services, attenuate the accompanying harmful effects of conflict, 
and contribute to the operational capabilities of the armed forces during conflict.6 Civil Defense increases the 
capability of the people to prepare themselves through personal preparedness (i.e., storing canned food, bottled 
water, medicines, and batteries) to alleviate supply, transportation and distribution assets directed toward 
national defense while increasing the willingness of the individual to defend his or her country. Individuals 
and organizations inside and outside of government may be conscripted for roles in support of wartime organ-
ization. This may involve the establishment of municipal or regional reinforcement pools for rescue services, 
medical services (e.g., the designation of a hospital in a designated civil defense region as a war hospital), and 
home protection organizations, as well as the creation and maintenance of shelters and evacuation capabilities. 
Based upon these assignments, basic training and education for people in their wartime roles may be necessary.7 
Voluntary defensive organizations, such as home guards or defense leagues,8 have a large role to play in the civil 
defense activities within the Total Defense concept. Voluntary organizations often involve significant numbers 
of people and seek to develop and strengthen the will to defend their country. 

E. Military Defense. In cooperation with internal civil partners and jointly with external partners, the objective 
of military defense is to promote the nation’s security, maintain a force with a high-readiness capability to deter 
a potential aggressor, be able to defend the nation against attack, and secure a military victory to maintain or 
restore national sovereignty and territorial integrity. Defensive preparations should include the planning for 
stay-behind military forces and the establishment of a national resistance capability while under enemy occupation. 
The military must be prepared to protect the nation’s sovereignty, prevent and win conflicts if they arise, and 
support the civil authorities during crisis or war.

F. Relationship to Resilience. Success of the Total Defense concept requires a population to be willing to commit 
to their specific individual and group defensive roles, during peacetime and during national emergencies, and 
willing to defend their country during conflict. Training and education can prepare individuals and larger 
groups for resistance activities and strengthen the population’s will to resist an aggressor. A strong civil defense 
requires social cohesion and the maintenance of a common culture and national traditions while ensuring that 
all citizens have access to state services and benefits and are treated equally under the law; this is sometimes 
expressed as social defense. Developing and maintaining the will, resolve, and determination to overcome a 
national crisis and defend the nation is an element of national pride and mutual respect which contributes to 
the strength and commitment to overcome a crisis and the faith that it will be overcome; this can also be referred 
to as psychological defense. The planning and preparation (e.g., storage of foodstuffs and fuel) undertaken during 
peacetime to prepare the society directly contributes to national resilience during a crisis or war and can form a 
significant aspect of deterrence. Additionally, nations should build resiliency in their economies by protecting 
critical infrastructure against cyber and physical attacks.

G. Relationship to Resistance. Under the Total Defense concept, military and civil defense authorities are 
jointly responsible for establishing and maintaining a capability to conduct military and civilian resistance 
activities in their national territory. This can range from activities conducted by military stay-behind forces 
and government-recognized or sponsored voluntary military units, to organized nonviolent resistance efforts 
by and within the general population. These activities are to be conducted within a legal and policy framework 
established by the government and will be responsive to the legitimate national government, whether displaced 
or exiled. The goal of resistance activity is the restoration of the status quo ante bellum, the restoration of the 
legitimate government with all previously attendant powers and national sovereignty over all national territory.
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4. U.S. Department of Defense Doctrinal Terminology

A. For the sake of clarity, resistance must be delineated from similar and complementary terms describing 
operations and activities within Irregular Warfare (IW), defined in U.S. doctrine as, “[a] violent struggle among 
state and non-state actors for legitimacy and influence over the relevant population(s).”9 Though they are related 
terms, resistance must also be distinguished from U.S. Security Cooperation (SC), Security Force Assistance 
(SFA), Unconventional Warfare (UW), and Foreign Internal Defense (FID). We will state the following U.S. 
doctrinal definitions to distinguish these U.S. doctrinal activities from resistance. These terms encompass 
United States Department of Defense (U.S. DOD) activities in support of a partner nation’s preparation for 
and conduct of resistance. 

1) Security Cooperation.  SC is the U.S. DOD doctrinal term that encompasses U.S. support to resistance 
planning to bolster partner capability and legitimacy. This activity is defined as “[a]ll Department of Defense 
interactions with foreign security establishments to build security relationships that promote specific United 
States security interests, develop allied and partner nation (PN) military and security capabilities for self-defense 
and multinational operations, and provide United States forces with peacetime and contingency access to 
allied and partner nations.”10  

a) Security Force Assistance.  SFA falls under SC. It is Department of Defense (DOD) activities that support 
the development of the capacity and capability of foreign security forces (FSF) and their supporting institutions. 
It is the set of DOD SC activities that contribute to unified action by the United States Government (USG) 
to support the development of the capacity and capabilities of FSF and their supporting institutions, whether 
of a partner nation (PN) or an international organization (e.g., regional security organization). 11    

2) Unconventional Warfare.  UW is a U.S. DOD term, doctrinally defined as, “[a]ctivities conducted to enable 
a resistance movement or insurgency to coerce, disrupt, or overthrow a government or occupying power by 
operating through or with an underground, auxiliary, and guerrilla force in a denied area.”12 It can be either a 
supporting effort within a larger campaign or the strategic main effort. In the context of supporting a resistance, 
UW is conducted in the territory in which the ally or partner has lost sovereignty, to assist a resistance organ-
ization in its efforts to remove an aggressor and restore its national sovereignty.

3) Foreign Internal Defense.  FID is a U.S. DOD term, doctrinally defined as, “the participation by civilian 
and military agencies of a government in any of the action programs taken by another government or other 
designated organization, to free and protect its society from subversion, lawlessness, insurgency, terrorism, 
and other threats to their security.”13

a) The focus of FID is to support the host nation’s (HN) internal defense and development (IDAD). IDAD 
is the full range of measures taken by a nation to promote its growth and protect itself from subversion, 
lawlessness, insurgency, terrorism, and other threats to their security. It focuses on building viable institutions 
that respond to the needs of society.

b) FID encompasses U.S. activities that support a HN IDAD strategy designed to protect against subversion, 
lawlessness, insurgency, terrorism, and other security threats, consistent with U.S. national security objectives 
and policies.  

B. Within these U.S. DoD definitions, the U.S. engages in SC and SFA when supporting a partner nation’s 
development of an organized resistance capability. If that partner nation loses full or partial sovereignty over its 
territory to a hostile actor, then the U.S. can engage in UW to assist the resistance forces. If that partner nation 
is under pre- or post-crisis threat from a foreign actor interfering in the partner nation domestically, then the 
U.S. engages in FID to help free and protect the partner from foreign subversion or insurgency. 
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5. Understanding, Defining, and Differentiating Resilience and Resistance

A. Resilience.  A society’s resilience contributes to deterrence and supports national defense planning, to include 
resistance to regain national sovereignty, as well as the final post-resistance restoration of sovereignty. Generally, 
the survivability and durability of a society may also accurately describe this term. Essentially, resilience is the 
will of the people to maintain what they have; the will and ability to withstand external pressure and influences 
and/or recover from the effects of those pressures or influences.14

B. Resistance.  Resistance is the natural response of a sovereign government and its people when faced with 
a threat to their sovereignty and independence. Government proactive preparation and planning across its 
organizations and the whole-of-society is vital to ensure appropriate mechanisms are in place to conduct 
organized resistance against an occupier. Resistance factors include the geographic and historical relationship 
between the adversarial/ enemy governing authority and the population resisting it. In its objective of seeking 
the restoration of the pre-conflict status quo, resistance (unarmed or armed, nonviolent or violent) is distin-
guishable from terrorism, insurgency, or revolution. The methods and intensity of resistance are determined 
by the degree of coerciveness of the occupier or its proxy government being resisted. Resistance is: a nation’s 
organized, whole-of-society effort, encompassing the full range of activities from nonviolent to violent, led by a legally 
established government (potentially exiled/displaced or shadow) to reestablish independence and autonomy within its 
sovereign territory that has been wholly or partially occupied by a foreign power.15  

6. Resilience/ Resistance Conceptual Model

A synergistic relationship exists between ongoing government planning and preparation activities that foster 
national resilience and defend sovereignty, and how these activities contribute to resistance conducted to regain 
national sovereignty. This relationship of defending and regaining national sovereignty is depicted below (see fig. 
2). Government planning and preparation activities enhance national resiliency and set favorable conditions 
for the resumption of sovereignty. 

Defending Na�onal Sovereignty Regaining Na�onal Sovereignty

Resilience Resistance

Prepara�on Deterrence

Figure 2. Resilience and Resistance in National Defense16
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CHAPTER 2

RESILIENCE AS A FOUNDATION FOR RESISTANCE

“Deterrence today is significantly more complex to achieve than during the Cold War.”17

- National Security Strategy of the United States of America, December 2017

1. Operating Environment 

Governments, responsible for fostering resilience, face a highly dynamic and complex contemporary operating 
environment. Self-organizing human networks engage in multifaceted, nonlinear behaviors, with an absence 
of centrally controlled responses, complicating power dynamics and consistency of power distribution. Foreign 
governments, networks of governments, and influential non-state actors cooperate and compete for influence 
within populations in ways that can undermine resilience. Yet, despite the growth of non-state actor influence, 
governments overseeing state apparatus retain the primary responsibility for fostering resilience and organizing 
national resistance.

2. Structural Elements of the Operating Environment

The operating environment has structural elements that are consistent, but may vary in degree. Nations cooperate 
or compete in all elements. A government must understand, through self-assessment, the relative position of 
strength or weakness its society possesses in each element. Potentially exploitable weaknesses must be recognized 
and addressed to increase resilience. These elements are best described, and the strengths and weaknesses assessed, 
through familiar assessment tools: 

• National means/resources typically available to governments are expressed through the elements of national 
power: Diplomacy, Information, Military, Economic, Financial, Intelligence, and Law/law enforcement 
(DIMEFIL).

• An assessment of the systems of an operating environment such as a country or state can be expressed 
as: Political, Military, Economic, Social, Information, Infrastructure, Physical environment, and Time 
(PMESII-PT). 

• An analysis of the civil considerations of an operating environment is expressed in the six categories: Area, 
Structures, Capabilities, Organizations, People, and Events (ASCOPE). 

• Other key social drivers include industry, diasporas, key leaders, history, demographics, climate, tech-
nology, regional considerations, and other stakeholders. It is also necessary to analyze the way various 
factors interrelate or are weighted in importance. 

3. Prerequisites for a Successful Resistance

A. A strong foundation of resilience is necessary to engage in a successful resistance against an aggressor. A 
highly resilient population can be created through the development of a strong national identity accompanied 
by preparation to overcome crisis, which strengthens a nation’s will to resist. The government can also engage 
in practical psychological measures to strengthen popular identification with its national identity, emphasizing 
the homeland rather than the government in power. The government must proactively assess and identify its 
society’s vulnerabilities and use a comprehensive approach to reduce these vulnerabilities. It is also the gov-
ernment’s responsibility to identify potential external threats to the nation and prepare against these potential 
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threats through military and civil preparedness. The government must also strengthen relevant allied and partner 
nation relationships and increase interoperability with external support as a method of deterrence and increasing 
the cost of aggression to an adversary. National and local emergency plans for natural and manmade disasters 
are also a part of national resilience. Finally, the government should communicate the existence of potential 
external threats to its own population, along with its plans for the population and military to counter or mitigate 
those threats through preparedness, training, and the necessary institutional and legal structures and policies 
to develop, establish, and conduct resistance if and when necessary.

B. National Identity.  A strong national identity and values, also known as national cohesiveness, are pre-
requisites for a national resistance as they maintain/strengthen the population’s resilience and motivation to 
resist. A national identity is obtained through promoting measures such as historical and patriotic education 
consistent with identified cultural values, transparent communication with minority populations to ensure 
their inclusion in civic and governmental life, separation of politics from national defense policymaking to the 
greatest degree possible, and national unity messaging to encourage patriotic and civic-minded activity (e.g., 
youth scouting, camping, sports leagues, and clubs) through nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) or other 
associations at the local level. Official and public encouragement of young people to participate in activities like 
scouts or a national defense or civic support league can reinforce patriotic sentiment. Emphasizing a national 
identity instead of support for a government in power may help overcome some citizens’ reluctance to support 
a resistance because of dislike for the current government. 

C. Psychological Preparation.  Psychological preparation of the population should begin long before conflict. 
It should include patriotic education that stresses good citizenship or affinity for the nation or land and should 
be incorporated into the education system at lower levels to help children build immunity to an adversary’s 
propaganda. 

1) Psychological preparation does not end with the onset of hostilities. The resistance will need to maintain 
popular support. Therefore, many of the activities that build resilience will continue throughout the resistance 
itself, if perhaps in modified form. In addition, the organized resistance will engage in actions to maintain 
and increase popular morale in order to continue popular focus on regaining independence and national 
sovereignty over all its territory. 

2) Psychological preparation includes political mobilization and must be planned around a set of easily under-
stood political objectives. Ongoing influence activities directed against the occupier can be used to unify the 
population in support of the state, the resistance, and in opposition to the enemy. This includes a narrative 
that fits the population’s psychological needs and supports the strategic goal of restoring national sovereignty. 

D. Knowledge of  Vulnerabilities.  Governments must identify and mitigate internal vulnerabilities/weaknesses. 
Analyzing the internal operational environment and identifying areas of potential vulnerability that an adversary 
can exploit is the first step in preparing the state and nation. In any given operational environment, there 
may be particular relevant elements or sub-elements that drive power dynamics and grievances. These can be 
exploited by external powers as openings to gain leverage into a society in order to influence it. An adversary 
may use these elements or drivers as tools to create or increase divisions within populations. Examples of such 
drivers include identity, religion, economics, perceptions of repression, corruption, exploitation, and lack of 
essential services. These sub-elements of the operational environment, depending on their strengths as tools of 
exploitation, may require additional attention during resiliency building.

E. Vulnerability Reduction.  Reducing vulnerabilities requires “whole-of-government” and “whole-of-society” 
approaches that will cover all the elements of the operating environment. Examples include proactively countering 
adversary messaging, diversifying (to the extent possible) and protecting the national economy and critical 
industries/infrastructure, facilitating a common operating picture18 among relevant organizations, protecting 
basic standards of living, securing borders, promoting national unity, adopting data and cyber protection and 
information assurance measures, reducing vulnerabilities of key populations, and maintaining existing military 
advantages. The drivers must be identified early and assessed as potential vulnerable points of political leverage 
(influence) by an adversary, followed by actions to reduce those vulnerabilities. There are a number of efforts 
a nation can undertake, depending on the nature of its vulnerabilities; for sample assessments to identify vul-
nerabilities, see Appendix G.
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F. Potential External Threat Identification. The government’s ability to recognize and define the threat will 
drive the governmental actions necessary to mitigate the threat and prepare for resistance, if deemed necessary. 
Governments must understand and recognize the manner in which the external threat can exploit its advantages 
in the domestic operational environment. Governments should inform and educate the population about the 
threat, particularly those elements of the population that are vulnerable to adversary activities and influence. 
Communication themes and messaging efforts must also consider audiences outside the nation’s borders, such 
as friendly governments and their populations, potential aggressor governments and their populations, and the 
national diaspora, and should include counter propaganda efforts.

G. Preparation against the Threat

1) International Preparation.  Strong relationships with allies and partners support deterrence and help 
guarantee external support during resistance. Stakeholders with whom governments may make agreements 
to coordinate preparation include but are not limited to: international organizations and alliances; Ministries 
of Defense, Intelligence, and Foreign Affairs; finance and law enforcement organizations; civil institutions; 
and community groups, particularly among the diaspora. Formal public agreements should promote capa-
bilities and can create a strong deterrent to an adversary. International coordination and agreements should 
include intelligence sharing, law enforcement information sharing, and conducting exercises. Planning should 
include obtaining international recognition for the government’s position, contingency operations with and 
without external support, and post-conflict stabilization upon restoration of national sovereignty. Establishing 
a clearly defined end state, such as the restoration of pre-conflict national sovereignty, helps achieve unity of 
purpose among the legitimate government, its resistance organization, the occupied and unoccupied national 
population, allies, and partners. Governments should negotiate, codify, and sometimes exercise roles and 
responsibilities with allies and partners prior to crisis. This facilitates the development of capabilities and 
international legitimacy and support.

2) Interoperability with External Supporters

a) Agreements with allies and partners in place prior to commencement of hostilities can facilitate timely 
cooperation, while enabling and sustaining resistance efforts. These agreements may delineate types of support 
requested from each ally or partner during different phases. Agreements also help ensure legal recognition 
of resistance networks to address the potential concerns of allies and partners regarding cooperating with 
such legally designated resistance networks and distinguishing them from illicit networks. When building 
external support, the government must recognize that becoming too reliant on, or even appearing too reliant 
on, external support can undermine the credibility of the government and possibly undermine the credibility 
of an indigenous domestic organization representing the people. At the same time, the guarantee of outside 
support, particularly in the form of early material support followed by eventual combat troops to help oust 
the occupier, may improve the capacity and willingness to conduct resistance operations.19 Most of all, gov-
ernments and their resistance leaders should coordinate their plans with allied and partner nations to ensure 
interoperability during either overt external support or clandestine support. 

b) Agreements and exercises with partners and allies facilitate interoperability and may help to discover 
important issues that must be addressed prior to the provision of external support. For example, an exercise 
may discover that many countries require 14 days for customs clearance and customs checks of certain 
equipment and material, while others require as little as 7 days. In such a case, the receiving allied or partner 
nation may need to establish an allowance or waiver within its legal framework for certain customs procedures, 
country clearances, and overflights to enable rapid infiltration of forces and/or material during times of near 
or actual crisis.

3) Domestic Preparation

a) Governments can engage in proactive strategic communication to distribute essential information and 
instructions to the nation’s citizenry, while countering the information operations of potential adversaries. 
Pre-crisis Information Operations should be prepared, having clear narratives, synchronized actions and 
information, and sequencing with resistance acts that can be initiated as crisis nears and continue through 
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the first weeks of enemy occupation, even from a displaced location. Policymakers should develop the nec-
essary laws and legal structures to enable flexibility and initiative, while still managing risk in a peacetime 
environment (see Appendix A). These legal structures must account for resistance measures as well as account 
for continuity of government during resistance and upon resumption of national sovereignty. Planning can 
include establishing operational contingency resistance plans for ministerial and interagency involvement 
for a whole-of-society approach, rules-of-engagement (ROE), command and control, physical and personal 
security, secure communication, interoperability, and counterintelligence. Many of these efforts can be combined 
with civil defense efforts in preparation for a natural or man-made disaster. In addition, implementing 
resistance plans during exercises, well in advance of a crisis, can help ensure readiness down to the local 
level. Compartmentalized resistance plans add an extra layer of security. As part of Total Defense, these are 
tangible demonstrations of the national will to resist. Two examples of communication through distribution 
of information to the populace to enhance resiliency and boost the ability to resist, follow:

(1) In 2015, the Lithuanian Ministry of National Defense issued the third edition of its citizen’s guide, 
Prepare to Survive Emergencies and War: A Cheerful Take on Serious Recommendations.20 The 75-page manual 
offers survival techniques, focusing on an invasion scenario. The manual states “It is important that the 
civilians are aware and have a will to resist – when these elements are strong, an aggressor has difficulties in 
creating an environment for military invasion.” The manual tells its citizens to pay attention to the actions 
of neighboring Russia, even noting that Russia may use “denial and ambiguity” at the beginning of an 
invasion. This edition explains how Lithuanian citizens can observe and inform on the enemy if Russia 
succeeds in occupying part of the country. It does this with detailed images of Russian-made tanks, guns, 
grenades, and mines to assist citizens in easily identifying equipment and allowing each citizen to be an 
observer who can then report. It also covers basic first aid and surviving in the wilderness. The manual 
reminds its citizens that defending the country is the “right and duty of every citizen.” It recognizes that 
citizens are a crucial part of the country’s early warning system. Issuance of this manual also falls into the 
realm of remarkably transparent strategic communication to deter aggression. Further, as part of its early 
warning system, the government has even established a telephone hotline for Lithuanian citizens to report 
suspected foreign spies.21

(2) In May 2018, the Swedish Government’s Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB), distributed If Crisis or War 
Comes, a 20-page pamphlet (see Appendix I) with pictures to all 4.8m homes to show how its population can 
prepare in event of an attack and contribute toward the country’s “Total Defense.” The pamphlet detailed 
tips on home preparation, explained how people can secure food, water, and heat, how to understand the 
warning signals, where to find bomb shelters, and to be prepared to sustain themselves without government 
help for at least a week. This was the first time in more than half a century that the Swedish government 
issued such public information guidelines. Additional highlights of this pamphlet: In the event of armed 
conflict, “Everyone is obliged to contribute and everyone is needed” for Sweden’s “Total Defense.” And if Sweden 
is attacked, “…we will never give up. All information to the effect that resistance is to cease is false.”

b) Cyberspace Considerations

Resiliency and defending national sovereignty mean that the government must also be able to defend in 
cyberspace. This is also the operating space in which an adversary would likely launch attacks as part of a 
hybrid campaign. Therefore, understanding and detecting attacks in this environment is critical. This envi-
ronment consists of the interdependent network of information technology infrastructure and data, including 
the internet, telecommunications networks, computer systems, and embedded processors and controllers. 
Detecting and defending against attacks in cyberspace supports the nation’s ability to defend its national 
sovereignty and security. This requires the combined collaborative and integrated efforts of the military, other 
government agencies, and civilian organization stakeholders. 
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4. Planning for Resistance

A. Strategic Planning.  The strategic planning process should stem from the government’s understanding of 
an adversary’s mechanisms of control, and in turn identify ways to undermine the adversary’s efforts. It should 
also account for the political, strategic, operational, and tactical levels, which the government should prepare 
for in advance, through exercises to test its plans and ensure readiness down to the local level (see Chapter 4; 
Interagency Planning and Preparation). The strategic planning process should address the establishment and 
development of underground and auxiliary networks and specify how they will be activated. It should identify 
roles and responsibilities, requirements for securing external support, and operating with external support. 
The plan should also achieve the appropriate balance of control between national and local levels to ensure 
effectiveness and a common purpose for a potentially diverse set of actors. Planning must be comprehensive, 
proactive, and incorporate all relevant stakeholders. Strong continuity of government planning is essential and 
should include such aspects as communication, organization, security, and oversight.

B. Planning for Exiled or Displaced Government.  As part of the continuity of government, with the goal 
of re-establishment of national sovereignty over any occupied territory, the government must plan for internal 
displacement or foreign exile. The concept of internal displacement is significant because an adversarial state may 
seek to displace the government from its capital location to make it more difficult for the legitimate government 
to govern. This could also induce domestic confusion as to legitimate state authority and control of state functions 
and reduce popular faith and confidence in the ability of that government to govern. This contingency of exile 
or displacement should be established within the national legal framework, and made publicly known without 
necessarily revealing details, to ensure the credibility and legitimacy of such displaced or exiled government. The 
possibility of exile, to remove the most senior government leaders from an impending threat must be planned 
with the ally or partner who will agree to receive and host the government. This pre-crisis plan, likely secret, 
should include critical officeholders (e.g., Prime Minister or President, Defense Minister, Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, etc.) as well as certain staff members, and their families to avoid occupier threats to those families in an 
attempt to affect governmental decision making. The plan must include office location as well as plans to obtain 
the necessary equipment and communications to function and ably represent the nation and its sovereignty from 
the external location. The physical space can be one of its foreign embassies in a friendly state. Embassies on 
foreign friendly soil are good places to store critical documents, including plans for continuity of government 
and resistance. This exile plan must also include secure communication and transportation requirements for 
those persons designated to be removed from the country when the threat reaches a pre-designated threshold.  
If the state does not have adequately secure capability to remove these persons when necessary, then a plan 
must be made with a capable ally to assist in securely removing those persons when necessary. To ensure that 
legitimacy remains with the pre-conflict government, the legal framework can state that any political decision 
made by a public legislative or executive authority or body that is physically within occupied territory is null 
and void. This legal or constitutional framework can also establish and delegate limited legislative and executive 
powers to a War Delegation or War Council to last through the time of emergency (see: Swedish Constitution of 
1974, amended through 2012, Chapter 15, “War and Danger of War”).

C. Pre-Crisis Resistance Component Organization and Core Cadre.  In case of displacement or exile, the 
government must also plan for a stay-behind leadership structure, operating among the people, to assist in the 
conduct of resistance operations and provide governance (shadow government) to compete with the enemy’s 
occupation regime. This shadow government, in the occupied territory, will coordinate underground and guerrilla 
networks. Therefore, in addition to pre-designated shadow government leadership, underground and guerrilla 
components must also be established prior to a crisis. Each of these components need not be completely filled 
with all anticipated members, but a core cadre of leaders and certain trained specialists, who must be ready to be 
activated and used as crisis clearly approaches, should exist. This cadre should receive the training and education, 
during peacetime, necessary to fulfill positional duties and, if necessary due to occupation, to later guide and 
then further develop the organizations (see fig. 3). Many cadre members should not have military or government 
records, to prevent the enemy occupier from searching for resistance leadership among the records of active, 
reserve/auxiliary, or retired members. Cadre leadership should also have a role in locating potential additional 
members who will be vetted by the government during peacetime and contacted to become resistance members 
when necessary (see Appendix E, Case Study 2, Switzerland). Component leadership must understand how to 
flow communications, personnel, intelligence, and supplies into, out of, and throughout the territory under 
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occupation. This preparation also allows leaders to build connections with the population and develop active 
support that will benefit the resistance in a conflict. As part of network development, the leadership will have 
to develop a counterintelligence system to assess the loyalty of each resistance member or auxiliary participant. 
To preserve communications security, the resistance leadership must establish methods for resistance elements 
to communicate internally while also maintaining security through compartmentalization. 
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Sample Resistance Organiza�on

Cadre - Iden�fied/known; typically leaders and specialists requiring detailed training, o�en without military or government background, to 
prevent easy iden�fica�on by occupier. A region may require more specialized people than other regions

To be filled when crisis approaches; ve�ng has already taken place, o�en without the knowledge of the person(s) iden�fied for the posi�on

• This is an example of a no�onal
country which organized its territory
into four separate regions in support
of Resistance

• Regional cell leads are independent 
cells

• Cadre recruited and trained during 
peace�me. Others are assessed and 
ve�ed but not necessarily contacted

Key:

Figure 3. Pre-Conflict, Cadre-led, Partial, Resistance Organization Sample

1) Centralized Resistance Planning. One possible course of action is a civilian-led national crisis management 
center within the Ministry of Defense (MoD) or Ministry of Interior (MoI) to organize, oversee, and lead 
government resistance planning and preparation, including activating resistance plans and essential resistance 
elements upon government order. Planning for the resistance phase includes identifying key operational 
positions and the personnel to fill those positions. The government should identify population elements that 
should remain in place, in order to utilize their expertise to assist the resistance in an auxiliary role, to include 
collecting and disseminating information or disinformation on adversary activities. 

2) Resistance Organization Structure. The appropriate resistance organizational structure will depend on 
specific attributes of the country in question, though will likely adhere closely to the general components of 
underground, guerrillas, auxiliary, and shadow government. The political, physical, sociocultural, and other 
landscapes will determine the size, shape, activities, and scope of the resistance. It is critical that the government 
understand these attributes and how they affect the establishment, organization, and development of a resistance 
capability in regard to the strategic objective of regaining national sovereignty by removing the occupier. 

3) Identification of Key Personnel. It is important to place the most suitable people in key decision-making 
positions, ensure they have access to information that best supports their decisions and operations, and hold 
them accountable. Experience and roles in society may determine which network some individuals are best 
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qualified for e.g., underground, auxiliary, guerrilla force, or shadow government. Not everyone, however, will 
be suitable for active participation in the resistance. Many members of society such as government, civic and 
business leaders, and even popular figures will likely be too well known to participate actively and regularly 
in the underground, and while they may be appropriate for intermittent auxiliary functions, they should be 
compartmentalized from other resistance operations since the enemy will almost inevitably be monitoring 
their actions. Operational security should always be considered in assigning roles and responsibilities. 

4) Passive Resistance.  The population at large that are not members of the resistance organization has many 
opportunities even outside of organized events to passively resist. Individuals from all layers of society can 
take individual actions to weaken enemy morale or disrupt the daily operations of the enemy, through nonvi-
olent, clandestine, or passive resistance. Prior to a crisis, the government should ensure that the population is 
aware of how they can contribute to a possible resistance against an occupation, such as passive methods for 
the majority who will not be active members of the organization. During an occupation, the responsibility 
to communicate these options falls particularly to the underground within the occupied territories.22 Passive 
resistance encompasses slow performance of work, ignoring certain procedures or rules while claiming to be 
unaware, miscounting or not accounting for goods required by the enemy, and many other activities or lack of 
activity that can be excused or disguised as acting out of ignorance, fear, or wrong information (see Appendix 
D, Case Study 2, Poland, for examples).   

5) Resistance Components Ratio.  Resistance organizations have traditionally required both a rural element 
and an urban element to be successful. In countries that provide sufficient terrain in which larger guerrilla 
forces could operate, the resistance’s organization and strategic plan would place greater emphasis on these 
forces first taking control of large swaths of hinterland. It would then turn its attention to the cities, where 
the government would already be significantly weakened due to the loss of its base of support in the rest of 
the country.23 The ratio of guerrilla forces to underground and auxiliary members in this environment would 
be greater than in more urban environments, where overt guerrilla forces could not move or operate as freely. 
With recent significant increases in urbanization around the world, the balance between the urban and rural 
elements of a resistance organization have shifted, with greater importance placed on the urban operations 
undertaken by the underground, auxiliary, shadow government, and public component if allowed to exist.24 
Additionally, improvements in technology that make it easier to identify guerrilla safe havens in rural terrain 
have increased the importance of urban networks, particularly the traditional undergrounds, that benefit from 
the anonymity of crowded spaces and can operate among urban populations.25

6) Factors of Ethical Organizational Behavior

a) Organizational structure must support ethical behavior and control violence. Based upon the quality of 
individual resistance member performance, leaders can ensure adequate compensation or take corrective action 
to enforce ethical behavior; therefore, it is vitally important to attract willing resistance members instead 
of attempting to rely on conscripts. Compensation can be intrinsic rewards or recognition in the form of 
inputs into decisions, payments or support to families, or a promotion within the organizational structure. 
Implementing measures to evaluate resistance unit leadership, members, and operational performance can 
inform overall leadership of shortfalls requiring correction. This process helps ensure the resistance meets 
strategic objectives that achieve the desired end state.

b) Regardless of structure, resistance elements that are isolated and cut off from legitimate government control 
and support may be more likely to disregard legal and ethical codes in an effort to survive. Additionally, 
resistance leadership should be very wary of working with criminal networks for short-term gain because 
the enemy will exploit these types of relationships to turn the population and international opinion against 
the resistance. These two matters, of isolated resistance forces and criminal networks, should be addressed 
legally and organizationally during pre-crisis planning.

7) Centralization versus Decentralization.  An effective organizational structure can help resistance leaders 
maintain operational control and potentially manage escalation of tension or violence. The resistance must 
balance competing impulses for centralization versus decentralization. Centralization answers a national-level need 
to coordinate activities across sectors and allows for increased operational compliance within legal frameworks 
and ethical mores but increases the risk of the adversary detecting resistance members and deconstructing the 
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organization. Decentralization places authority and responsibility for day-to-day operations at the level of the local 
resistance elements that best understand the security requirements of their area of operations. Decentralization 
also permits more rapid adaptation to events that do not unfold according to plan. Decentralization requires 
knowledgeable and competent leaders to understand and execute the intent of their higher-level command 
(in U.S. Army doctrine; Mission Command26). 

D. Resistance Physical Infrastructure.  Supplies such as cash, weapons and ammunition, medical equipment, 
and communication equipment necessary for resistance operations should be obtained prior to a crisis. These 
materials can be stored and maintained in pre-planned locations or cached centrally under the authority of a 
designated government agency awaiting distribution orders. Cache sites should be surveyed, designated, prepared, 
and supplied as and when needed. Material can be placed at the cache sites on a permanent basis or used as a 
combination of pre-storage and distribution to caches on order. The government should also ensure sufficient 
funding and logistics to support all other preparatory activities and must incorporate this aspect into their legal 
framework. The government can authorize caches of certain materials (e.g., weapons and ammunition) outside 
of government or military facilities during peacetime or only allow sites to be stocked during certain pre-crisis 
events or upon the onset of a designated crisis (see Cold War Resistance Case Studies, Appendix E).

E. Required Resistance Networks.  Required networks include (but are not limited to) logistics, medical, 
information/messaging, finance, education/training, transportation, recruiting, communication, intelligence/
counterintelligence, security, and sabotage and subversion.

F. Validate/Exercise the Infrastructure and Plans.  Once the personnel are identified, material is obtained, and 
networks are built, the government should take the opportunity to exercise the capability in order to identify its 
strengths and weaknesses. Exercises are a highly effective means of identifying strengths and weaknesses, while 
promoting coordination between agencies, organizations, allies, and partner nations. Government organized 
resistance elements must train, rehearse, practice, and develop knowledge of their resistance capacities prior to 
a crisis. This activity is also an opportunity to engage with trusted allies and partners to ensure interoperability 
and to identify requirements for any non-standard items required for resistance activities. Coordination and 
synchronization among key stakeholders are essential. Such exercises can not only assess capabilities, but can 
also be part of the strategic communication deterrence message:

1) In June 2018, Sweden activated all 40 battalions of its Home Guards (approximately 22,000 volunteer 
soldiers) in Sweden’s biggest surprise preparedness exercise since 1975 to strengthen military deterrence by 
improving operational capabilities. In an event of a crisis, the Home Guard is responsible for protecting the 
core functions of the Swedish state to free the professional army for other front-line duties.27

5. Resilience as an Aspect of Deterrence

The first step in deterrence is to determine the actions a nation wants to discourage the adversary from taking, 
based on an understanding of what the adversary hopes to accomplish and how that adversary hopes to accomplish 
it. Increasing the expected costs of occupation through credible resistance preparations can influence adversary 
decision making in favorable ways. Deterrence in the information environment is a more complex challenge 
for Western democracies due to many types of freedoms and protections. Asymmetry between democracies and 
authoritarian regimes can limit a democracy’s counter-propaganda messaging activities. Coordinated, collective 
defense is preferable and likely to have a greater deterrent effect than preparations and actions by individual states 
alone. Thus, publicizing resistance preparation and exercising portions of it can itself contribute to deterrence e.g., 
Lithuania’s 2015 Prepare to Survive Emergencies and War or Sweden’s 2018 If Crisis or War Comes (Appendix I).
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6. Resistance within Defense Planning

A) Planning and Frameworks.  A resistance campaign plan should be a part of national defense planning and 
should also be considered to be a component of building national resilience. A resistance campaign needs to 
be planned prior to the requirement to resist an occupier. The government must establish a transparent legal 
framework authorizing the organization, provide for the training and equipping of such an organization, and 
establish a policy framework to authorize its mobilization, use, and demobilization. 

B) Communication and Deterrence.  Information concerning legal and policy frameworks must be part of 
the public domain to assure domestic legitimacy and thus will also be available and transparent to a potential 
aggressor. The frameworks should also be part of the national strategic communication strategy and support 
the overall national deterrence strategy. 

C) Limited Role of Resistance Organization.  A resistance organization is designed for use against an occupier 
and should not be used prior to conflict to supplement or enhance law enforcement activity against clandes-
tine aggressor actions (see Appendix E). Specific resistance-designated personnel, such as selected cadre, should 
not only receive necessary training but also participate in defense preparation exercises, within strict security 
measures to protect details of resistance plans and identities of individuals. These exercises should also function 
to educate key resistance personnel regarding resistance operations as well as incorporating aspects of the legal 
and policy framework governing the resistance campaign and its activities.

D) Interagency and Population.  Resistance as part of defense planning should also be expanded to include 
additional government and civilian organizations and agencies that are not a direct part of the defense structure. 
Other government ministries, as well as civilian security and law enforcement organizations must understand 
the concept of resistance and their potential roles in resistance and contribute their expertise and resources to 
the planning effort (see Chapter 4 and Appendix J). The government has a responsibility to include the general 
population through aspects of the Total Defense concept, with its elements of civil defense. Within this concept, the 
citizenry can be made aware of methods of nonviolent and passive resistance. A historical analysis of non-military 
civilian participation can guide these holistic planning efforts. These above aspects are captured in the below 
graphic (see fig. 4). (See also Appendices D and E).
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E) Risk and Confrontation Progression (see fig. 4). Engaging in resistance planning is a low-risk activity for a 
nation that may be threatened by an aggressor. A threatened nation should engage in such planning as a deter-
rent, a means of national resiliency building, and to defend its people in case of conflict. Publicizing certain 
aspects of planning and preparation of conventional military and resistance capabilities can act as a deterrent, 
combined with conventional military exercises and force development. Additionally, the nation should assess its 
own vulnerabilities and engage in national resilience building and psychological preparation of the population for 
potential conflict and resistance to occupation. When the aggressor initiates conflict, the nation’s conventional 
forces are mobilized and the resistance organization is activated. Under occupation, the population can engage 
in nonviolent and passive resistance activity, information operations begin against the enemy, and the nation 
engages in national resistance warfare. During this period, once enemy occupation commences and friendly 
conventional forces have been defeated or otherwise neutralized by the enemy or alternatively moved to external 
friendly territory, the nation continues its resistance, helping to create the conditions for the entry of friendly 
conventional forces (fig. 4, green bar). Upon defeat of the enemy and re-assertion of national sovereignty over all 
formerly occupied territory, forces are demobilized and reintegrated, and deterrence resumes. The next chapter 
focuses on resistance planning to further detail this progression. 
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CHAPTER 3

RESISTANCE

“A general uprising, as we see it, should be nebulous and elusive; its resistance should never materialize as a  
concrete body, otherwise the enemy can direct sufficient force at its core, crush it, and take many prisoners. When 
that happens, the people will lose heart and, believing that the issue has been decided and further efforts would be 
useless, drop their weapons. On the other hand, there must be some concentration at certain points: the fog must 

thicken and form a dark and menacing cloud out of which a bolt of lightning may strike at any time.”

- Carl Von Clausewitz, On War29

1. Operating Environment

National resistance against an occupier is triggered when a foreign power occupies sovereign national territory 
directly or by proxy. However, the resistance spectrum of activity can be ambiguous. There may be elevated risk 
levels associated with activities during pre-conflict which may themselves act as triggers to aggressor actions. 
The boundaries separating pre-crisis resilience building and crisis resistance operations and activities can be 
ambiguous if the adversary engages in asymmetric warfare methods. Therefore, activities conducted during 
resilience and resistance can overlap (see fig.5). It is critical to understand and delineate indicators of adversarial 
activity and conduct during advanced planning and preparation prior to a crisis. Depending upon various 
aspects of resilience and deterrence, the adversary’s actions can bring about one of three conditions, creating a 
new operating environment: partial loss of sovereignty, full loss of sovereignty, or sovereignty infringements.
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2. Aggressor Actions and National Resistance

The above figure (see fig.5) describes aggressor actions that bring about national resistance through a change 
in the operational environment. It does not account for the actions of the nation’s conventional forces, except 
that they would be engaging in defensive military actions during the periods of “National Military Defense” 
and “Defend/Resist.” During pre-crisis peacetime, in recognition of potential aggression against it by a larger 
state, the nation engages in resilience building (see Chapter 2) and resistance planning. Figure 4 assumes that the 
aggressor is likely to begin with lower level forms of aggression, which may later combine with a conventional force 
incursion, which is a form of hybrid warfare (see Appendix C). Once the aggressor’s intent becomes clearer based 
on indications and warnings, the nation begins activation of its resistance organization, almost concurrently with 
its conventional force mobilization. Yet, the extent of the threat may not necessarily be clear, possibly due to the 
use of proxies, and so a period of crisis sets in based on aggressor activities. Once the aggressor clearly infringes 
upon national sovereignty of its target state, it begins occupation of physical territory and national resistance in 
the occupied territory begins soon after. As the aggressor’s intent becomes clearer, there will likely be an ebb and 
flow of resistance activities. If resistance meets moderate success against the enemy by frustrating enemy goals, 
then that enemy is likely to partake in coercive population control measures. The effect of these measures is to 
likely reduce resistance activity against the enemy. After the situation stabilizes further, the resistance will seek 
and find opportunities for actions against the enemy and to maintain popular morale and hope of restoration 
of independence. Eventually, the resistance will assist in setting conditions for entry of friendly conventional 
forces and/ or terms of settlement to reinstate national sovereignty in all occupied territory (see fig.5).

3. Enemy Effects on National Defense Resources

Prior to enemy actions, the targeted state will rely upon national capabilities such as intelligence, law enforcement, 
conventional military forces, Special Operations Forces (SOF), and if necessary based on the nation’s assessment of 
its own defense capability against a specific aggressor, an organized resistance (see fig. 6). The nation’s intelligence 
organization(s) should be the first elements to become aware of aggressor activities and pass this information 
through existing channels to the nation’s leadership. An adversary could conceivably develop asymmetric capabil-
ities within a target state over the course of years, while testing the target state’s intelligence and law enforcement 
capabilities. We will limit our treatment of asymmetric attacks as part of hybrid warfare to the actual execution 
of these attacks immediately preceding an overt (direct or proxy) incursion effort (see fig. 6). During hybrid 
attacks, several facets of the nation’s capabilities likely react to the adversary. Law enforcement, supported by 
intelligence, is likely the first security asset to come into contact with elements of a hybrid attack, such as proxy 
forces. When the adversary engages in overt incursions on the nation’s sovereign territory, the conventional forces 
and SOF have larger roles to play. As the enemy begins to consolidate its occupation, ordinary law enforcement 
efforts, such as targeting typical criminal activity, should continue. If eventually defeated, conventional forces 
are demobilized by the occupier but some (possibly pre-designated) can blend into the stay-behind forces and 
the resistance, some can even be shifted to a partner nation to continue the fight later when joined by greater 
conventional forces, as was done by Poland in World War II. The nation’s intelligence services function under-
ground in occupied territory and historically gain much intelligence from law enforcement; the SOF that remain 
as stay-behind forces blend into the population and conduct activities, which are not always distinguishable by 
the enemy from the activities conducted by the nation’s resistance organization (see fig. 6).
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4. Adversary Imposed Conditions onto the Operating Environment

A. The adversary will assess the targeted state using variants of assessment tools (e.g., DIMEFIL, PMESII-PT, 
ASCOPE, and social drivers) and on their own ends, ways and means, and risk analysis of objectives. Based on 
that assessment, the adversary may impose one of three conditions:

1) Partial Loss of National Sovereignty.  A hostile force places a portion of the targeted state’s territory under 
its authority. Partial occupation applies only to the territory where hostile authority has been established.32 The 
legitimate national government maintains control over only a portion of its previous territory. 

2) Full Loss of National Sovereignty.  The entire targeted country is under the authority and effective control 
of a foreign occupier, likely ruling through proxies supported by the presence of an armed force, and is no longer 
administered by the country’s legitimate national government. Under this condition, a government-in-exile 
may direct resistance operations from outside the occupied territory. 

3) Sovereignty Infringements.  Adversary subversion of national power through coercive irregular warfare, 
targeting one or more vulnerable means of national power, will result in a reduced effectiveness of the legitimate 
sovereign government’s ability to govern. This subversion may be localized within the targeted state or occur 
throughout the entire state. This results in eventual de facto loss of territory and/or sovereign ability to act.

B. Techniques used to impose the above conditions can include:

• Cyberwarfare/disruption/sabotage,

• Exploitation of vulnerable populations (e.g., ethnic, religious, racial),

• Key industry attacks to disrupt economic/financial sectors,

• “Hybrid warfare” and asymmetric tactics identified in professional military journals,

• Conventional/traditional military attacks,

• Combination of the above
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5. Fundamental Resistance Planning Considerations

A. A resistance campaign plan requires the consideration of several critical fundamentals to guide such planning. 
These considerations must be factored into all planning, tactical through strategic, in order to bring about the 
intended outcome of the restoration of national sovereignty.

1) Organizing Entity.  Ideally, prior to a crisis, the government establishes an organizing entity to establish, 
develop, and guide a resistance organization for use against a potential occupier. This entity, suitably placed 
within the Ministry of Defense (MoD) or Ministry of Interior (MoI), is responsible for pre-execution planning 
and organization of the resistance campaign. The government’s intelligence services have a large role to play 
in organizing and recruiting for the resistance effort and can make good use of retired personnel. However, 
for security purposes, much resistance leadership and key personnel should not have military or government 
records. The organizing entity should recruit effective leadership for each resistance component to assist in 
resistance organization and preparation, and who will form the core of the cadre. The organizing entity develops, 
rehearses, and tests the resistance plan.  

a) This organizing entity can also be a body of higher-level decision makers from throughout the ministries 
of the central government whose identities would be secret, as well as the possibility of the body itself being 
secret. These individuals can meet to recommend actions to the head of the government (i.e., Prime Minister or 
President) who can then choose to direct the recommended actions in whole or in part or send the recommen-
dations back for further consideration and development. The advantage of such a secret body is to protect as 
much knowledge of the resistance plan as possible from an adversary or invading enemy. Specific planning 
such as details of networks, caches, support agreements with other states, and cadre personnel can be accom-
plished in a compartmented or cellular type structure. This limits aspects of resistance planning to certain 
compartmented planners or cells so that no one cell conducts all the planning. This can limit knowledge 
of the detailed planning so that no one person knows all the details of all planned activities, thus reducing 
risk of compromise of this knowledge to an adversary or enemy. Though the members and activities can be 
secret, as with other government secrets, the establishment and functioning of this body must comport with 
an authorized legal framework in order for it to be legitimate.

2) Guiding Narrative.  A well-crafted resistance narrative will unify government and societal functions to 
integrate public and private sector efforts with minimal friction. Established well before a crisis, a nation’s 
strategy to address national security threats provides the foundation for its narrative by outlining how a gov-
ernment builds resilience and prepares for contingencies that may necessitate resistance. A guiding narrative 
should be carefully crafted to ensure it resonates with the population. The narrative will provide the basis for 
communication between the government, its population, and the international community. Additionally, a 
well-crafted resiliency narrative can also serve as a strategic deterrent to adversaries. 

3) Unifying Purpose and Intent.  The success of a national resistance is dependent on a population’s support, 
involvement, contributions, and necessary resources to accomplish resistance campaign objectives. Every 
individual in society can take part in the resistance campaign to varying degrees and in a wide variety of tasks, 
though it is the historical norm that the majority of the population will be passive or neutral. However, for 
maximum effectiveness, though it may not involve a majority of the people within the entire nation, all districts 
(jurisdictional subdivisions) in the country must contain elements of the resistance organization for an effective 
national resistance campaign. Governments must make known practical ways for people to resist without harm 
to them or their families. As one British general noted when the Indian population demanded independence 
in 1946-7, “You cannot collect taxes indefinitely at the point of a bayonet.” Without consent, a government 
must rely on a high degree of coercion to force popular compliance, thus losing legitimacy domestically and 
internationally. Therefore, a common purpose and governmental ability to motivate the population to take 
action is fundamental to a national resistance (see Appendix B, Methods of Nonviolent Resistance and Table 2 – 
198 Nonviolent Actions).
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4) Maintenance of Rule of Law and Political Legitimacy.  Adherence to the rule of law is intrinsic to the 
concept of legitimacy. These two concepts are integral to each other. The application of the rule of law main-
tains political legitimacy.

a) Rule of Law.  Adherence to the rule of law refers to programs conducted to ensure all individuals and 
institutions, public and private, and the state itself are held accountable to the law, which is supreme. It 
limits arbitrariness by confining the exercise of power within legal constraints. The rule of law in a country 
is characterized by legal frameworks, public order, accountability to the law, access to justice, and a culture 
of lawfulness. Rule of law requires laws that are publicly promulgated, equally enforced, and independently 
adjudicated. Laws must also be consistent with international human rights principles. It also requires measures 
to ensure adherence to the principles of supremacy of law, equality before the law, accountability to the law, and 
fairness in applying the law. Resistance activities must adhere to the rule of law at all times (see Appendix A). 

b) Political Legitimacy.  Political legitimacy is based on an understanding of the state as a political organ-
ization formed through a social contract. In the social contract, legitimate political authority originates in 
the consent of those being governed. To demonstrate its support for the rule of law and bolster its case for 
legitimacy, any violent or nonviolent measures the resistance conducts should fall within the framework of 
applicable national and international law. Overt violent measures include use of guerrilla raids, ambushes, 
sabotage, and other activities. If the resistance controls any territory, it will retain a large measure of legiti-
macy be adhering to the rule of law. 

5) Control and Oversight of Resistance Activities.  Effective planning between government ministries, 
interagency organizations, military, and other societal elements assists in establishing structure, processes, and 
expectations that help control and mold resistance behavior. Resistance leadership must maintain command 
and control of all resistance activities to ensure compliance with legal standards and ethical mores inherent 
in the resistance narrative. Elements conducting resistance activities outside the command and control of the 
regional and national resistance leadership risk discrediting resistance claims of adherence to the rule of law, 
which can allow the enemy to challenge the resistance organization’s claim to leadership over a unified, organic 
movement. However, in practice it is very rare for resistance organizations or governments to control all activ-
ities. Indeed, it may even be detrimental to security for them to try to do so since such a level of control must 
use communication methods very frequently, which may be or may eventually become compromised, thus 
jeopardizing all those along the communication chain. Establishing the intent and using mission command to 
guide activities can be both effective and secure. Spontaneous and serendipitous ideas should be encouraged 
within the population. Humor, for example, is a great weapon to satirize the enemy and to maintain popular 
morale. Resistance leadership should anticipate the enemy carrying out false flag activities to turn the popu-
lation against resistance elements. Additionally, the enemy may simply create and distribute false information 
concerning resistance activities to discredit the resistance. Any hint of disunity and lack of control within the 
national resistance can lend credibility to these false attacks or charges. Maintaining control of the resistance 
also allows the leadership to enforce a code of ethics in its operations, which helps maintain legitimacy. 

6) Whole-of-Government and Whole-of-Society Collaboration (Total Defense).  Government resistance 
planning prior to crisis outbreak is central to establishing the components and capabilities for resistance activities. 
To this end, the government should enhance and institutionalize collaboration among and across governmental 
organizations, civic organizations, and the larger public in order to prepare the society for resistance as part 
of building societal resilience. Many governmental organizations can capitalize upon existing connections 
with civic organizations, trade or professional associations, or NGOs. Greater integration and collaboration 
among government organizations is necessary to reach a broader audience and effectively plan for resistance. 

7) Agility and Adaptability.  A resistance campaign can be influenced by both supporting actors and adversarial 
actors. It is essential that resistance campaigns possess the ability to adapt to changes. Supporting actors may 
adjust the degree, type, or timing of support and the adversary may adjust the methods used to consolidate 
control over occupied territory and its tactics against resistance. If unable to adjust, resistance organizations, 
processes, and goals ultimately will not survive.
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8) Post-Crisis Continuity of Government.  Intra-governmental collaboration on resistance planning is necessary 
for resistance to be a viable course of action within national defense planning. Engaging in intragovernmen-
tal and international planning further increases the viability of a resistance plan. Additionally, continuity of 
government plans for a displaced or exiled government must be made and must address certain requirements, 
in addition to plans for a shadow government in occupied territory.

a) Intergovernmental and International Coordination.  This activity helps ensure resistance roles and 
responsibilities are well understood and increases the credibility and legitimacy of an exiled or displaced 
government. Intergovernmental planning engages other governments and international planning, including 
leveraging the diaspora and engaging other international organizations and entities. This understanding 
is important particularly with regard to continuity of government, messaging, intelligence collection, and 
information sharing. Exercises are an effective means of promoting coordination and testing plans.

b) Legal and Policy.  A legal framework must be established and recognized to enable preparation and exe-
cution of resistance plans and activities. The legal and policy frameworks should also enable interministerial 
and intergovernmental strategic communication and information sharing agreements that respect operational 
security requirements, support successful resistance operations, and enhance legitimacy. 

c) International Agreements.  During pre-crisis, formal agreements with allies, partners, and international/
multinational organizations (as applicable), in support of a resistance campaign, facilitate legitimacy, increase 
resiliency, can deter an adversary, and streamline actions necessary during resistance. 

d) Resistance Networks.  Required resistance networks that should be planned and possibly staffed with 
core cadre during pre-crisis as part of the resilience effort include, but are not limited to logistics, medical, 
information/messaging, finance, education/training, transportation, recruiting, communication, intelligence/
counterintelligence, security, and sabotage and subversion. 

6. Resistance Organization Components

A. Four Primary Components: Underground, Auxiliary, Guerrilla Forces, Public Component. Resistance 
organizations are typically composed of four traditional primary components: the underground, auxiliary, guerrilla 
forces, and public components. The goals, objectives, and success of the resistance effort will determine the level 
of development of each and the relationships among them. The underground and guerrillas are politico-military 
entities that conduct both political and military activities. Typically, the underground is the first element of the 
resistance to be formed based on factors of leadership and popular willingness to oust the occupier from their 
midst. The part-time members of the auxiliary component provide clandestine support to both the underground 
and guerrillas. The public component is an overt, political entity. If the existence of the public component is 
tolerated by the occupier, then it may negotiate with the occupying power or the government installed by the 
occupier on behalf of the resistance, to include negotiating on behalf of a shadow, displaced or exiled government. 
The four traditional primary components – underground, guerrillas, auxiliary, and overt public entity – exist in 
a dynamic and evolving relationship, changing in response to internal and external drivers. 

B. Additional Governance Components: Exiled Government, Internally Displaced Government / or 
Government Remains in Unoccupied Capital, or Shadow Government.  In addition to the primary compo-
nents, the government should also plan, organize, and prepare for an externally exiled government, an internally 
displaced government outside of occupied territory if the national capital is occupied, and a shadow government 
within the occupied territory. The existence of this continuing governance capability will enhance the legitimacy 
of the resistance. A government-in-exile may exist in case of total occupation. A displaced government may exist 
within the original state borders but outside the occupied territory in case of partial occupation where the capital 
was occupied, or the government may continue functioning in its original location if partial occupation excluded 
the capital. The shadow government exists in the occupied territory as a clandestine governance activity of the 
resistance. It may operate in functional parallel with the governing structure of the occupying regime in the 
area under occupation. It acts clandestinely within the occupied area on behalf and in support of the displaced 
or exiled government with the primary purpose of supporting and influencing the behavior of the population. 
The shadow government seeks to maintain or increase popular resistance to the occupier. 
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C. Popular Participation.  Though not a primary component or an additional governing entity, popular support 
for the resistance is crucial. The resistance components are from and embedded within the population and thus 
rely on popular support for survival. Most of the population, even if they are opponents of the occupation, 
will not be active or even auxiliary members of the resistance. However, they can partake in passive methods of 
resistance to hinder enemy efforts of power consolidation, with minimal risk to themselves. Prior to a crisis, the 
government can make known many examples of such methods to inform the population, increase its resiliency, 
deter a potential aggressor, and assist a resistance while under occupation, if necessary (see Appendix I). Passive 
resistance can range from small, isolated challenges to specific laws to complete disregard for governmental 
authority. Passive resistance can wield tremendous power, challenging even formidable military opponents, or 
at minimum, bringing them to the negotiating table. Planning, strategizing, and management are essential to 
integrating individual, isolated acts of protest or defiance into activities with greater combined effects against 
the enemy. The population can also engage in many overt nonviolent methods of resistance, if possible. These 
actions can be categorized into the following three categories: protest and persuasion, noncooperation, and 
intervention (see Appendix B).

D. Resistance Distinguished.  National resistance to a foreign occupier as a form of warfare is our primary 
focus. Such an organization uses nonviolent and violent means to undermine, weaken, or overthrow the occu-
pying power. Popular resistance generally begins with the desire of individuals to remove an occupying power or 
its installed government. Resistance organizations and movements have taken many forms over time. Here we 
distinguish resistance from other conflicts such as the uprising of ethnic or religious groups against their rivals 
or insurgencies against long established governments that may possess several types of legitimacy. 

E. Leadership.  Resistance leadership typically draws from natural leaders such as former military personnel, 
religious leaders, college professors, local office holders, and neighborhood representatives. Leaders historically 
emerge from these groups during resistance and insurgencies, but they can also be vetted and designated for 
various levels of resistance leadership within the primary components during pre-crisis organization. The resist-
ance leadership must at least maintain, but should also grow, the population’s desire to resist and remove the 
occupier. The population must be convinced that regaining its sovereignty is feasible. As with similar forms of 
conflict, this is essential in maintaining support for resistance. As the movement grows, so should the primary 
components of the resistance organization.33

F. Primary Components of the Resistance Organization

1) Underground.  The underground is, traditionally, a cellular organization that conducts operations in urban 
areas that are under the control of the occupiers’ security forces. It is composed of politico-military entities 
designed to conduct political and military actions. Examples of underground functions include:

• Intelligence and counterintelligence networks,

• Subversive radio stations,

• Media networks that control newspaper or leaflet print shops, social media, satellite television, and/or 
web pages to disseminate information to the population and outside world,

• Special materiel fabrication such as false identification, explosives, weapons, and munitions,

• Control of networks for moving personnel, hiding personnel sought by the enemy, handling logistics, 
and generating funding,

• Conducting acts of sabotage in urban centers,

• Clandestine medical facilities34

2) Auxiliary.  The auxiliary refers to that portion of the population that provides active clandestine support 
to the guerrilla force or the underground. These are persons who may be asked to perform one activity, one 
time, or called upon several times to perform certain activities. Their participation is typically intermittent. 
The auxiliary is not a separate organization; specifically, it is a component to an urban underground or guerrilla 
network that it supports. Auxiliary members are part-time volunteers whose value is based on their normal 
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and accepted positions in the community. The auxiliary is not a separate organization, but consists of different 
types of individuals providing specific functions as a component within an urban underground network or 
guerrilla force’s network. These functions can take the form of logistics, labor, or intelligence collection. Auxiliary 
members may not know any more than how to perform their specific function or service that supports the 
network or a component of the organization. Due to their typical physical proximity to the occupier and the 
occupier’s knowledge of their daily work, in many ways auxiliary personnel assume the greatest risk. Due to 
their lack of detailed knowledge of the organization and methods of the resistance, and their individual small 
roles, they also pose the lowest risk to the resistance in case of capture or if they otherwise are unavailable for 
use, and typically are easily replaced. While under occupation, resistance leaders have often used auxiliary 
functions to test a recruit’s loyalty before exposing him to other parts of the organization. Auxiliary functions 
are like the connective tissue of the human body. They act as the innumerable fibers connecting the resist-
ance organization to state and societal entities and support the capabilities and activities of the underground 
and guerrilla components. Such persons may also provide early warning of occupier activities based on their 
placement. Specific functions include:

• Logistics procurement and distribution (all classes of supply),

• Labor for special materiel fabrication,

• Security and early warning for underground facilities and guerrilla bases,

• Intelligence collection,

• Recruitment,

• Communications network staff such as couriers and messengers,

• Media distribution,

• Safe house management,

• Logistics and personnel transport35

3) Guerrillas.  Guerrilla warfare is distinguishable from the conventional warfare of regular, well-armed and 
trained state forces operating in large units. Persons conducting this form of warfare are traditionally termed 
“guerrillas.” Guerrillas are basically irregular soldiers who, in our context, comprise the armed or military 
component of an organized resistance. They can be small units of stay-behind military forces or selected 
and trained members of the civilian population, or a combination of both. They typically have significant 
disadvantages in terms of equipment and capability, and sometimes also in training if they are civilians with 
no military experience, as compared to the regular and specialized forces of the occupier. Guerrilla warfare 
techniques traditionally include raids, ambushes, sabotage, and harassment techniques to interdict enemy 
movements, subvert morale, and degrade material strength. If popular support to the resistance grows, then 
the guerrilla component can grow and even better sustain itself while also conducting more aggressive activities 
against the enemy. 

a) It is important to use the term “guerrilla” accurately in order to distinguish between other similar types of 
irregular forces such as mercenaries and criminal gangs. As used here, guerrillas are under the lawful control of 
a legitimate, possibly exiled, displaced, or shadow government. A guerrilla is an irregular and predominantly 
indigenous member of a guerrilla force, organized along military lines to conduct military and paramilitary 
operations within the occupied territory. Mercenaries are individuals or groups of soldiers whose allegiance 
is secured through payment. Criminal gangs are local, regional, or international organizations conducting 
illegal activities for profit. Each can be co-opted by all parties. In resistance warfare, the activities of merce-
naries and criminal gangs can provide complex challenges to maintaining the legitimacy of the resistance 
organization. The occupying power or its installed government can use these groups for operational support 
or propaganda advantage against the resistance.
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Figure 7. Guerrilla Command Relationships Sample36

b) As military type units, guerrilla units also have command relationships similar to conventional force 
units. Guerrilla commanders have subordinate staffs and units, though typically on a small scale in occupied 
territory, responsible for personnel, communications, medical and logistical support, plans, operations, etc. 
The commanders also report up to the resistance leadership. An example of these relationships is graphically 
displayed above (see fig. 7).

4) Public Component/Overt Political Arm.  The public component is an overt political expression of resistance 
within the occupied territory, if tolerated and allowed to exist by the occupier or its installed government. It is 
not a shadow government or government-in-exile. This component of resistance can be an opposition political 
party, allowing the resistance to simultaneously engage in both nonviolent and violent opposition.37 Public 
resistance components may negotiate directly with the installed government or occupying power. They can 
also make overt appeals for support from domestic and international sympathizers while also organizing such 
support. In a resistance with no exiled, displaced, or shadow government, they may be the leadership of the 
resistance. In a well-prepared resistance, they are overt entities wielded by the leadership of a shadow, displaced, 
or exiled government. The scale of this component may be a large organization or a single spokesperson.

a) The occupier may gradually lose tolerance for such activity. As the occupying power or its proxies apply 
all manner of pressure to these public political adversaries, this public component will need to modify its 
overt political stance in order to be allowed to operate openly. At that point, its support for the resistance 
will have to be clandestine or presented indirectly in such a manner as to not threaten its ability to operate 
openly within occupied territory. The four resistance components exist in a dynamic and evolving relation-
ship, changing in response to internal and external drivers.38

b) If existing public components are completely suppressed by the occupying power, then the resistance 
may then operate secretly or indirectly through other openly existing organizations to continue pursuing the 
movements’ objectives. The public components may also relocate to another state where they can operate 
openly in support of the resistance. 
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7. Methods of Warfare

A. Within this concept, resistance is defined as “a nation’s organized, whole-of-society effort, encompassing the 
full range of activities from nonviolent to violent, led by a legally established government (potentially exiled/
displaced or shadow) to re-establish independence and autonomy within its sovereign territory that has been 
wholly or partially occupied by a foreign power.”  Delineation of methods of resistance is based on ways and 
means to achieve the end of re-establishment of national sovereignty. The means are the nation’s population and 
the components of the resistance, as well as any external assistance. Excluding passive and nonviolent resistance, 
the other methods, or ways, fall within the realm of armed conflict. Primarily, these methods are subversion 
and sabotage, to be executed by the underground and the traditional methods of raids and ambushes executed 
as guerrilla warfare by the guerrilla component. The other members of society who do not directly participate 
as members of one of the four resistance components, have many methods of passive and nonviolent resistance 
available to them.

Association of Components with Methods

Underground Guerillas Auxiliary

Subversion Ambushes Non-Violent Clandestine 
Resistance

Sabotage Raids

Table 1. Association of Components with Methods39

B. The association in the above table is not intended to be all encompassing or to restrict the activities of 
each component. There can be cross-over based on such factors as mission, accessibility, and opportunity. The 
following sections deal primarily with methods associated with the underground and auxiliary components. 
The methods associated with guerrillas (ambushes, raids) can be found in many military manuals concerning 
guerrilla or irregular warfare and thus will not be detailed here.

1) Underground - Subversion

a) Subversion is defined in U.S. joint doctrine as “actions designed to undermine the military, economic, 
psychological, or political strength or morale of a governing authority.”40 This definition covers a broad list 
of subversive activities, including propaganda, information operations, selective sabotage, and the targeted 
removal or killing of key individuals.41

b) Subversion is designed to degrade the influence and power of the ruling authorities while simultaneously 
generating support for resistance among the population. A common, historically-based, and easily understood 
example of this is when a movement creates civil unrest against the ruling authorities and those authorities 
over-react with coercive measures or repressive violence. Any abuses, or even questionable abuses, committed 
by those authorities, can be documented and highlighted by the resistance to undermine the new regime 
among the people, the international community, and the aggressor state’s or occupier’s own domestic audience. 
An example of removal of persons potentially dangerous to a resistance comes from the Polish underground 
during WWII. In an attempt to remove a portion of the local Volksdeutschen population (citizens of German 
descent and sympathies), the underground attempted to have them transferred onto active duty with the 
German army by forging their signatures on letters to Berlin requesting the honor to serve in the military.42 

c) Subversion during resistance to an occupation should achieve one or more of the following objectives: 
undermine the authority and reputation of occupier military and security services, infiltrate and subvert key 
government organizations run by the occupation forces and their supporters, conduct psychological operations 
against the occupier, and undermine the political authority of the occupation government.

2) Underground - Sabotage.  Sabotage can be defined as “the willful destruction of property or the hindering of 
normal operations by other means, and the injury, destruction, or knowingly defective production of materials, 
premises, or utilities used for war or national defense.”43 Sabotage can be lethal or non-lethal, and can be 
divided into selective and general sabotage.
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a) Selective Sabotage

(1) An underground can use selective sabotage to incapacitate installations that cannot be easily replaced 
or repaired in time to meet the occupier’s critical needs. An example is a tactical target such as a bridge that 
is essential to transporting enemy troops and supplies. Another form of selective sabotage is a non-kinetic 
strike such as a cyber-attack on a supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system or transpor-
tation center. Undergrounds typically excel at selective sabotage because they can fine tune the timing of 
the destruction as opposed to the coordination of a larger attack by conventional forces. An example is the 
timing of the destruction of a bridge. If such physical infrastructure is destroyed or severely damaged without 
regard to a necessary or critical effect on the enemy, such as the tactical use of that bridge for movement of 
supplies or troops, then destruction or damage to the bridge could simply place an unnecessary hardship 
on the population.44

(2) Resistance members handling explosives are typically not demolition experts and, therefore, require 
explosives that are relatively safe, with accessible materials, simple to produce, and easy to use. However, 
safety, access, and simplicity of production and use are not enough because some instruction is still required 
in the effective use of explosives. Such training is an important function of the underground and often 
requires support from external entities. Alternatively, knowledge can be disseminated via literature or online 
references. For example, during WWII, the Soviets broadcast a ten-minute program called “Course for 
Partisans” twice a day and published/distributed the Soviet Handbook for Partisans.45

b) General Sabotage.  Underground sabotage operations not only hamper the enemy’s war effort but can 
also encourage the populace to engage in general acts of destruction. Information disseminated to the 
population can increase the use of sabotage from the selective to the general by encouraging the populace 
to engage in general acts of destruction. These actions can be divided into active and passive. Though these 
acts may not have significant material effect, inducing people to perform minor acts of sabotage links them 
more firmly to the cause. These more general instructions for active sabotage can include incendiary devices 
such as “Molotov cocktails,” or the assembly of fragmentary hand grenades from evaporated-milk cans, 
blasting caps, and metal filler for shrapnel. Fires can be started by deliberately overloading machines. Some 
machinery can be destroyed or seriously damaged by placing emery dust or sand in delicate bearings. Enemy 
transportation can be disrupted by putting bleach into gasoline tanks, strewing nails onto roads, blocking 
roads with stalled trucks or felled trees, or misdirecting convoys by changing road signs. The resistance can 
also encourage people to practice passive sabotage by failing to lubricate machines, misplacing spare parts, 
slowing production, or practicing absenteeism.46

3) Auxiliary - Clandestine Resistance.  The auxiliary component of the resistance organization functions in 
a supporting role. The actions of its members are clandestine in nature because the members do not openly 
indicate their sympathy to or involvement with the organized resistance. Auxiliary personnel typically have 
full-time jobs, often in positions that can be advantageous to the resistance (e.g., government office clerks, 
government associated communications and transportation specialists, medical personnel). Their participation 
in resistance activities is occasional, based on the requirements of the resistance organization. They may be 
contacted by the underground for specific assistance, such as the services of a surgeon, or they may voluntarily 
render such assistance based on information in their possession, such as enemy troop movements.

8. Communication Synchronization/ Strategic Communication

A. During peacetime, the government must have the ability to form a narrative, themes, and messages and be 
able to effectively synchronize and communicate them. During occupation, the displaced or exiled government 
must also have an effective communication capability. It must synchronize this with appropriate resistance 
leaders and networks, allies and partners, its occupied population, and the international community, to deliver 
its narrative, themes, and messages. At the same time, it must also ensure that targeted audiences receive and 
understand the delivered communication. This capability can influence opinions and perceptions toward the 
opponent and mitigate opponent information activities and effects. Communication capabilities are the ways 
and means that influence opinions and perceptions of targeted audiences. They must support the legitimate 
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sovereign national government opposing the occupation and support its resistance. These communications must 
also undermine or mitigate the potential effects and capabilities of adversary or enemy information activities. 

B. Technological advances in methods of media distribution have resulted in a continuous and rapid flow 
of communication. Communication has also become fragmented with the proliferation of media platforms, 
allowing the coexistence of multiple and sometimes conflicting narratives. This has created a situation where it 
is very difficult to defeat the opponent’s narrative. Therefore, communicating the government’s narrative and 
message while countering the adversary’s or enemy’s narrative or message requires proactive, varied, and agile 
processes and capabilities. This results in the “battle of the narrative.” The goal of this battle is to gain superiority 
over the adversary’s narrative, to diminish its appeal and following, and when possible, to supplant it, or make 
it irrelevant. This battle is fought in the information environment, and its success or failure is measured in the 
cognitive dimension (perceptions/ attitudes) and physical domains (behavioral changes). The goal is to gain 
superiority over the opponent’s narrative.47 

C. National communication varies widely based on technology and established cultural practices for sharing 
information. This variety spans the spectrum from word of mouth to technologically facilitated social media. 
Further, contextual understanding of a message or narrative varies across cultures, different demographics, and 
local conditions. Often, people filter media communicated information through social non-media systems to 
establish information trustworthiness. Synchronizing communications in the information environment during 
resistance requires a comprehensive process and should include the following considerations.

1) Narrative, Themes, and Messages

a) Narrative:  An overarching expression of the context and desired results. A short story used to underpin 
operations and to provide greater understanding and context to an operation or situation. A key component 
of the narrative is establishing the reasons for, and desired outcomes of, the conflict in terms understandable 
to relevant publics.

b) Theme:  Unifying idea(s) or intention(s) that support(s) the narrative and is/ are designed to provide 
guidance and continuity for messaging and related products.          

c) Message:  A narrowly focused communication directed at a specific audience to support a specific theme. 
A tailored communication directed at a specific public, aligned with a specific theme, in support of a specific 
objective.48

d) Established well before a crisis, a nation’s strategy to address national security threats provides the foun-
dation for its narrative by outlining how a government builds resiliency and prepares for contingencies. The 
narrative is the overarching expression of the context, reason, and desired results associated with the resistance 
campaign. A psychologically unifying, crafted narrative, meeting strategic and operational objectives, should 
also resonate with the population to enable control, unity of purpose, and encourage ethical behavior. Themes 
are formed at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels. The themes at each level (each level should have 
several themes) must be nested under the themes of the higher level. Messages are subordinate to themes 
and support the themes and narrative. They deliver precise information to a specific target audience to create 
desired effects while supporting a specific theme. Messages are tailored for a specific time, place, delivery 
mechanism, and target audience. During resistance, messages can be tailored to specific events so that the 
enemy and the population believe that things that go wrong for the occupier are somehow being orchestrated 
by the resistance. Typically, plausibility is adequate to sustain the resistance’s legitimacy. The two themes that 
should be consistent from the beginning of the crisis until restoration of national sovereignty are legitimacy 
and sovereignty.49 

(1) Legitimacy 

(a) The concept of political legitimacy is based on an understanding of the state as a political organization 
formed through a social contract with its citizens. In the social contract, legitimate political authority 
originates in the consent of the governed, while outlining a reciprocal relationship of mutual obligations 
and rights between the governed and the government.
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(b) In the case of a nation resisting encroachment by an aggressor state, the new proxy ruling state authority 
emplaced by the aggressor state will have no legitimacy among most of the national population it seeks 
to govern. Similarly, the aggressor state will have little success in gaining any recognition for this new 
state authority in the international community. The legitimate national government must constantly and 
consistently emphasize its legitimacy in its strategic themes, even if exiled or shadow. At the same time, it 
must also prevent the occupier from achieving acceptance and a degree of legitimacy in the information 
environment within or outside of the occupied territory.

(2) Sovereignty: Juridical versus Empirical 

(a) “Juridical sovereignty” is the international recognition of state sovereignty; that is, the international 
recognition of the right of the state to rule within a certain geographical area. In this case, the new state 
authority of the occupier will achieve very little such recognition in the international community, except 
perhaps for the aggressor state and a few of its partners. Therefore, the displaced national government will 
be at the advantage of holding technical juridical sovereignty over the population within the contested state.

(b) “Empirical sovereignty” is normally associated with the state’s right to use force within its borders and 
the provision of services to the population. The government authorities of the occupier will continue services 
in an attempt to minimize the backlash of public discontent and to attempt to behave as the sovereign 
authority in order to eventually gain internal and international recognition. It will also claim the right 
of the use of force and will have no basis on which to legitimize that right internally or internationally; 
however, that will most likely not prevent it from applying force.50

(c) The legitimate displaced or exiled government must always emphasize its juridical sovereignty in the 
international arena while also communicating this to its population within the occupied territory. For 
example, the occupier may send a government representative from the occupied state to an international 
forum and claim legitimacy for that representative. The legitimate government must challenge each 
instance of such occurrences to emphasize to the international community that it is the sole sovereign and 
representative of the nation. It must also continuously challenge the occupier’s assumption of empirical 
sovereignty by challenging and discrediting any use of force by the enemy against the occupied population. 

2) Message Coordination and Integration.  Resistance leadership develops communications synchronization 
to support resistance efforts in influencing target audiences. Communications synchronization provides intent, 
objectives, theme, and message guidance, information coordination and integration among all partners, to 
include other governments, international organizations, and NGOs. This synchronization ensures consistency 
of messages and actions. 

3) Continuous Communication of Unity of Purpose.  Communicating unity of purpose and coordination of 
roles and responsibilities can improve collaboration effectiveness and demonstrate unity of effort. Continuous 
and consistent communication of unity of purpose can attract external supporters to the nation’s cause while 
disharmony can attract malign actors intent on exploiting potential schisms and also make it more difficult 
for external supporters to continue support. 

4) Disrupt Adversary Narrative.  In the pre-crisis environment, the aggressor will use its own unifying narrative 
to leverage the support of a potentially diverse set of minority groups (e.g., ethnic or religious) opposed to the 
target state or to set one segment of the population against another. It will continue and adjust this narrative 
in the crisis environment it creates. After occupation, the resistance must use information operations to deny 
support to the occupier from the populations targeted by the occupier as well as the domestic population of 
the occupier state. The resistance should understand the occupier’s narrative and identify ways to disrupt its 
attempts to create support among the population.51

5) Controlling Information Flow.  The unifying narrative is indispensable to the success of the resistance. 
The ability to control the flow of information to support that narrative is often even more important than 
offensive actions – which must always support the narrative. This requirement necessitates that networks be 
in place before a resistance is activated to facilitate communication between different elements of the resist-
ance. It also requires channels for continuous dissemination of the unifying narrative to the population. These 
channels will allow the resistance to respond quickly and accurately to any events or other developments that 
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could affect the allegiance of the population. Controlling the flow of information also requires the resistance 
to identify ways to disrupt the adversary’s ability to communicate among themselves and to the population, 
without contradicting the resistance narrative. The resistance can inhibit the enemy from disseminating its 
message to the population through sabotage of its facilities, subversion of personnel, and counter messaging. 

6) Communication Strategy.  Governments need to adjust messaging and targets according to phase when 
considering communication strategy between the resilience and resistance phases. In the resilience phase, the 
government will communicate the national narrative within its borders and to allies, partners, the interna-
tional community, and the potential adversary. However, in the resistance phase, a critical qualitative aspect 
of the communication strategy is ensuring the legitimacy and credibility of the potentially displaced or exiled 
government. Should the legitimacy and credibility of such government come into question, the ability of that 
government to represent the interests of the nation to the international community, and orchestrate resistance 
efforts, will be at risk. During resistance, an exiled government must tailor messages to different internal pop-
ulations: supporters of resistance, supporters of the adversary, and those who are neutral. The individuals and 
organizations transmitting the messages must have credibility with the target audience (intended receiver of 
message) to ensure the messages are well received. During resistance, the diaspora is an audience that takes on 
new significance and importance and should be included in the communication strategy as a base of support. 
Further, communication is two-way, and a feedback assessment capability must exist to ensure the message 
was correctly received to allow adjustment and refinement. A communication strategy will usually have a high 
correlation with other engagements, activities, and actions taken for or against a particular audience (i.e., armed 
resistance/ guerrilla actions can themselves be messages but must support the communicated narrative). Figure 
8 depicts these communication lines in both phases. 
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9. Organizing the Underground for Resistance

A. The leadership and organization of the resistance is perhaps the most critical feature of a resistance organiza-
tion. The most successful resistance organizations are resilient organizations whose leaders possess the flexibility 
and vision to adjust operations, organization, and methods of command and control in pursuit of the end state 
of restoring national sovereignty. 

B. Unlike the auxiliary component, which often has ad hoc membership based on placement and opportunity 
and thus lacks firm organization, the numbers and criticality of the underground’s functions in maintaining 
national resistance require special attention to developing its most effective organization. An effective organiza-
tion, in turn, requires the underground to perform certain essential “housekeeping” administrative functions, 
as well as operational functions. A sample organization is graphically presented below (see fig. 9).
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Figure 9. Underground Organization by Function Sample53

C. There are no standardized ways to accomplish a given network function. The choice and effectiveness of a 
given technique depends largely upon the resources available and the countermeasures used by the security forces. 
As undergrounds adopt certain practices, security forces invariably develop countermeasures that undermine the 
effectiveness of those practices once they become aware of the practices. Consequently, both governments and 
undergrounds often change techniques and develop new ones. Moreover, the availability of resources governs 
the underground’s choice of scope and depth of organization, organizing and development techniques, and 
determines how flexible it can be in responding to occupier actions. There are several factors that determine 
the organizational structure.54

1) Strategy

a) A resistance strategy should be part of national defense plans long before a crisis occurs. Resistance 
organizations operate on both political and military fronts. The choice of which front an underground will 
emphasize depends on the likelihood of success of one over the other, opportunities, and enemy strengths 
and weaknesses. It is also subject to modification when unexpected events compel the underground to revise 
its strategy. When it is impossible to seize the state instruments of control from occupation forces by force, 
then the underground predominantly chooses the political strategy of trying to weaken the occupying force’s 
governing effectiveness, typically by subversion. Depending upon availability of resources, support for the 
occupier from a small section of the population, and the extent and effectiveness of enemy coercion, the 
resistance should have developed contingency plans available for a variety of enemy courses of action. 
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b) An underground may shift from a predominantly political strategy to one that is predominantly military 
if the expression of popular support is curtailed by the enemy. Such a shift depends on resources available, 
intended effect on popular perception and behavior, intended effect on external audiences, intended effect 
on the enemy, its own domestic political support, and the extent of external support. The underground may 
conduct military activity to disrupt enemy operations and maintain popular morale and popular hope for 
the restoration of sovereignty. It should also retain significant capacity for use against the enemy at a later 
time, especially if external allies and partners are preparing for military action to restore national sovereignty. 
Underground military activity may be most useful and critical when it is available to coordinate with and 
assist allied and partner forces when those forces are ready to enter the country and restore national sover-
eignty. A rapid shift to a predominantly military strategy will likely be required at that time to assist incoming 
friendly forces. 

c) After deciding to shift primary emphasis from either the political or military front to the other, the 
entire underground may require major reorganization. During the Malayan “emergency” in the late 1940s, 
communist leaders shifted from political efforts, through the organization of united fronts and infiltration 
of unions, to the militarization phase of terrorism and guerrilla warfare. After this failed, they turned back 
to political activity. With each shift in strategy, units had to be organized, disbanded, or reorganized at 
no small cost to the movement. These units included escape and evasion networks for both guerrillas and 
underground, intelligence networks in urban areas and throughout the countryside, secret supply depots and 
supply routes networks, and recruiting teams for both underground and military units.55 Different strategies 
will give different emphasis to underground functions, and performance of these functions, in turn, requires 
different organizational structures.

2) Underground Origins and Leadership: Historic versus National Defense Planning 

a) Undergrounds usually develop from within existing social, political, or military organizations. Such existing 
organizations can provide the necessary structure and relationships for recruiting members. In 1994, the 
Hutu leadership in Rwanda organized tens of thousands of recently unemployed young males into soccer 
clubs that would eventually become their operational elements against the Tutsis.56 There exist many inde-
pendent associations and quasi-governmental entities during peacetime and during resilience hardening that 
can provide part of the organizational base of a potential resistance as well as provide membership for the 
components of the resistance organization.  

b) Historically, the organizational character of an underground has differed according to whether it had its 
beginning in political or military organizations and whether it was led by a political or military leader. Many 
of the European underground organizations of WWII developed from pre-war political parties, particularly 
communists, which were directed by political leaders. Consequently, the organization reflected the influence 
of the political leader. Some movements have both political and military leaders who function independently 
of each other. In this form of organization, the underground operates under direct political leadership while 
the guerrilla forces are led by a military leader. This occurred in the anti-fascist resistance in Italy during 
WWII and in Morocco during the fight for independence (1953-1955).57  

c) When national defense planning includes a potential resistance organization, the unified political and 
military organization can be planned, and the leadership designated (core cadre), as part of an overall national 
defense plan. This increases reliability of a resistance organization in terms of training, arming, equipping, 
and loyalty to the cause of re-instituting the pre-war government and returning national sovereignty to the 
people in the occupied territory. It also assures domestic and international legitimacy and credibility for the 
resistance and its cause as well as retaining governmental control over it. Concurrently, it reduces the political 
and operational space for the development of organizations at odds with those goals by seizing the concepts 
of sovereignty and legitimacy, particularly when authorized and designated within a national legal framework. 

d) During national defense planning, strategic, operational, and even some of the tactical level leadership 
of a national resistance can be pre-designated to conduct this form of warfare. This cadre of persons can be 
associated with, previously associated with, or not at all associated with the government through employment 
(military, law enforcement, or other government workers). A large portion should come from nongovernment 
employment. Their roles and association with a potential resistance organization must be kept secret since 
secrecy under occupation will allow them to operate, whereas their revelation would subject them to arrest 
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or targeted coercion by the occupying power to leverage them against their compatriots in the resistance 
organization.

3) Conflicting Requirements of Security and Expansion

a) An underground operates in a hostile environment in which governing forces attempt to seek it out and 
destroy it. In order to survive, an underground must adapt to two major factors, occupier countermeasures 
and its own successes and failures. If the enemy forces become increasingly effective, then the underground 
must emphasize security, which usually means smaller and fewer organizational elements.

b) Under occupation, a successful resistance underground might become deluged with new recruits. If it fails 
to expand its organization quickly, it may pass up an opportunity to expand and attain short and long-term 
objectives. On the other hand, recruiting non-fully vetted persons in order to quickly expand membership may 
provide the occupier’s security forces with the opportunity to infiltrate the resistance. Therefore, to preserve 
its security, the organization should place potential new recruits in auxiliary roles, to test their loyalty if they 
cannot also be vetted via other procedures (see the Forest Brothers case study in Appendix D).

c) Often, in order to achieve its objectives, the underground must be expansive and aggressive, but in order 
to survive, it must take precautions and emphasize security. The leadership must decide when to adjust the 
organization, its size, and security requirements to achieve an optimum balance between the possible need 
to expand, the need to replace members who leave the organization for whatever reason, and the need to 
maintain security.

4) Command and Control

a) An underground requires concerted action expressed through a centralized command. Without this, its 
activities can occur in a haphazard manner, may not support the strategic communication narrative, and 
may lose much of their cumulative effect (e.g., units may attack the same targets and may fail to attack a 
more operationally significant target). However, for security reasons, decentralization of activities is desir-
able. Therefore, leaders must strike a feasible, situationally determinative, balance between centralized and 
decentralized command and control.

b) Decentralized control methods cannot direct each subordinate unit and therefore must rely on mission 
orders issued by the central command describing the tactical objective and recommending activities to best 
accomplish that objective. This conduct of military operations through decentralized execution based on 
mission-type orders is also known as mission command.58 Each of the subordinate units, which must place a 
premium on survival, can devise independent plans for carrying out the orders. Consequently, the subordinate 
units usually have the authority to make independent decisions on local issues and to operate autonomously 
with only general direction and guidance from the centralized command. This does not preclude special 
assignments or centrally directed activities.

c) The central command may not know precisely how many members belong to the organization’s subor-
dinate elements. It can test the strength of the organization by calling demonstrations, strikes, or other trial 
actions. Such tests provide the central command with some estimate of underground strength and ability to 
react without jeopardizing the identity of its members. These tests can also help the organization determine 
the length of time necessary to mobilize its units.

5) Centralization of Administrative Functions

a) Undergrounds should consolidate many activities in the central command to provide services to subordi-
nate elements. These activities typically include:

• Production of false documents,

• Collection of funds,

• Purchase of supplies,

• Analysis of intelligence information,

• Security checks/vetting of new recruits
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b) These centralized services are also typically best performed outside the contested physical space or in a 
place of sanctuary within an allied or partner nation. The Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) relied heavily on 
administrative support from its diaspora in Germany and elsewhere.59 During WWII, much of this central-
ized activity was conducted for continental European resistance organizations by their governments in exile, 
located in England.

6) Decentralization of Units – Cell Structure

a) Undergrounds usually organize into territorial units. Each territorial unit then subdivides into districts and 
then into cells. Within each district, and at each level of organization, there are different groups responsible 
for specific functions. Undergrounds can often organize units within existing occupational activities, such 
as railroad workers unions. Thus, the underground is typically organized by professional or occupational 
groups as well as territorial units such as provincial, city, and cell.

b) The basic underground unit is the cell. The cell usually has from three to seven members with one appointed 
as the leader who is responsible for making assignments and verifying their execution. As the underground 
recruits more people, the cells are not expanded, but new cells are created.

(1) A cell may be composed of persons who live in a particular geographical area or work in the same 
occupation. Often, individual members do not know the places of residence or real names of their fellow 
members and only meet at prearranged times and locations. If the cell operates as an intelligence unit, its 
members may never come in contact with each other. An agent usually gathers information and transmits it 
to the cell leader through a courier, a mail drop, or the clandestine use of computer networks (e.g., e-mail, 
social media, and coded websites). The cell leader may have several agents, but the agents never contact 
each other and only contact the cell leader through intermediaries. Lateral communications and coordi-
nation with other cells or with guerrilla forces are also conducted in this manner. This way, if one unit is 
compromised, its members cannot inform on their superiors or other lateral units.

(2) To reduce the possibility of member detection, the underground disperses its cells over widely separated 
geographic areas and groups. This extends the occupier’s security forces and prevents their concentration 
in one area. The underground attempts to gain as wide a representation as possible among various identity 
and interest groups. The Malayan Communist Party during the emergency of the 1950s was easy prey for 
security forces partly because it was almost entirely composed from a minority Chinese population and 
mostly restricted to a limited geographic area.

(3) The underground organization and its activities are based upon a “failsafe” principle, meaning it is 
organized so that if one element fails, the operational effect will be minimal due to back-up elements. The 
underground should have a back-up element (i.e., alternate cell) that can perform the same duties as the 
primary element if the latter is compromised. Thus, the organizational expansion of undergrounds is usually 
in a lateral direction by duplicating units and functions. 

(a) An underground organization that provided an excellent example of these principles and served as a 
model for other movements was the Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA). In response to increasingly 
effective countermeasures by the British in 1972 and swelling numbers of volunteers, the PIRA moved 
away from a larger hierarchical military structure (e.g., battalions) and relied on a smaller cellular structure 
to enhance both security and operational effectiveness. 

(b) The basic “cell” of the PIRA organization was the Active Service Unit (ASU), which carried out the 
military operations of the PIRA. Each cell typically had four members and one operations commander. Each 
ASU was responsible for the bulk of the operational expenses as well as their safe-houses and transportation. 
The operations commander of an ASU usually knew the identity of only one higher commander in his 
organization. Part-time members were often men and women who held regular jobs in the community 
and would participate in PIRA operations on the weekends or after work hours. A few full-time members 
were paid by the PIRA with a weekly stipend and received additional support from the community in the 
form of donations, food, and clothing.
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10. Underground Functions

A. An underground function is a necessary activity for the resistance to conduct to be successful and is inte-
grated with other functions. The underground component is the component with the greatest and most varied 
responsibilities. Each function should be established and organized prior to a crisis. During and in the imme-
diate aftermath of a crisis, though likely centered on the underground, aspects of these functions are typically 
shared between the components with specifics guided by the situation. These functions may increase or decrease 
in scope or emphasis but are present in all resistance campaigns. They are present even though the operating 
environment, the duration of the resistance campaign, the equilibrium between stakeholders/competitors, or 
tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) may differ. Key functions are: 

• Recruitment  

• Intelligence 

• Financing  

• Logistics/Sustainment 

• Training 

• Communications   

• Security

B. Recruitment

1) Recruiting to Task.  Resistance organizations must accomplish a wide variety of tasks to be successful. 
These activities fall along a spectrum from nonviolent administrative record-keeping to information opera-
tions, training and equipping of guerrilla forces, executing targeted acts of violence, subversion, and sabotage. 
Therefore, recruitment under occupation can be a challenging endeavor. Resistance organizations are comprised 
of people; therefore, recruiting and retention of personnel is an essential function. This function is necessary 
even for a planned resistance of short duration.

2) Continual Recruiting.  Resistance planning prior to a crisis will have identified many members and potential 
members for the various components of the resistance effort. However, during a crisis many members will be 
unavailable for many reasons, ranging from voluntary departure to arrest. Therefore, finding, investigating, 
contacting, and assimilating people throughout the life of the resistance campaign are crucial to its success.60  

3) Recruitment Considerations.  Core recruitment considerations include who, where, and how to effectively 
recruit, based upon resistance requirements for specific tasks and skills to meet the organization’s objectives 
and end state. Recruiting is linked to the appeal of the resistance cause, which is a factor of legitimacy and 
potential for success, but it is constrained by security risks.

4) Recruiting Leaders.  Resistance senior leadership must be identified prior to a crisis challenging national 
sovereignty. A peacetime environment coupled with patriotic appeal against a potential threat to the nation 
allows for easier and more secure access to a greater pool of potential leaders. In this environment, there is less 
risk both to the potential recruit and to the recruiter, as well as better means to vet the potential recruit. Leaders 
tend to join a resistance organization primarily because of the appeal of the cause, in this case, nationalism and 
the restoration of national sovereignty. During occupation, senior leaders are often not recruited but rather 
assimilated because they intellectually favor the cause and have independently developed their own conviction 
to support the cause, sometimes coupled with personal grievance caused by the actions of the occupier. As the 
resistance expands under occupation, the underground organization must also recruit and develop middle level 
leaders such as provincial or district leaders, influential agents within a university or government agency, and 
military leaders. During peacetime preparation and planning for a resistance organization, many of these civilian 
potential members can be properly vetted by the government and be contacted for willingness to participate 
at a later time, closer to crisis. They need not be active organizational participants during a time of non-crisis. 
Only the core cadre of leaders, and some specialists, need to participate in training and exercises in peacetime. 
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When resisting less oppressive aggressors, recruiting key figures who already wield great influence in society is 
of great advantage to the underground because it adds significant new influence capability to the movement.

5) Recruiting in Rural Populations.  While under occupation, the resistance organization typically has better 
access to rural populations primarily because of their remoteness from centers of occupier control. The occu-
pier usually focuses its power in urban areas due to greater population. This rural population often has larger 
numbers of unemployed or underemployed young people. Recruiters can offer money, excitement, and upward 
mobility. In southwest Asia, the Vietcong was very successful in recruiting in rural areas, primarily because the 
government had little influence there. This recruitment was also part of a larger objective to limit and disrupt 
the reach of the central government into rural areas, thus allowing physical space for guerrilla formations.

6) Recruiting in Urban Populations. The bulk of populations in advanced states reside in urban environments. 
However, once a resistance campaign is underway, urban recruiting carries increased security risks due to the 
proximity of the occupier’s security forces, but it has the advantage of containing a very large population base 
from which to recruit. In the 1970s, the FARC in Colombia expanded its recruitment into the cities, based 
on an opportunity presented when poor urban workers began to protest their living conditions and economic 
stagnation. The FARC took up this grievance and represented their movement as a proletarian struggle against 
imperialism and government corruption. They established student groups and civic action programs within 
universities and schools and used these platforms to persuade people to vote for left-wing politicians and agitate 
for reforms of benefit to their insurgency. The FARC also drew upon the burgeoning urban population for 
recruitment into local militias and mobile guerrilla units. Whereas, rural recruits were typically drawn into their 
insurgency with promises of basic necessities, urban youth responded more to strong ideological propaganda.

7) Recruiting Techniques

a) Precursor Groups.  A consistently reliable technique to recruit people into a component of the resistance 
organization is to induce them to join benign and easily accessible groups as a precursor to later recruitment 
into the resistance. People can join student groups, protest events during occupation, or other activities at 
little risk because the activities are nonviolent, often legal, and typically carry lower risk. Such groups and 
events then serve as useful recruiting pools because they comprise large numbers of people already somewhat 
aligned with the cause of the resistance.

b) Selection and Vetting.  Whether during pre-crisis or while under occupation, this recruitment process 
gradually, sometimes over an extended period of time, especially under occupation, brings together an indi-
vidual inclined to act on behalf of the cause and the underground, which is concerned about security. When 
underground operatives judge that the participant possesses the requisite enthusiasm and abilities and is an 
acceptable security risk, they approach the prospective member. Analysis of this technique showed that it 
took a while for many individuals to realize that they were being recruited. The prospective recruit might 
then spend a lengthy period in an entry level status, usually performing an auxiliary associated function, 
while his or her reliability and potential are assessed. The recruit may then advance in the organization into 
increasingly committed levels of activity. This may be a very quick process depending on cultural context 
and resistance requirements and resources.

c) Recruiting Through Personal Ties.  Using personal ties to contact potential recruits is very common in 
such recruiting contexts, particularly while under occupation. Relations between recruiters and potential 
members can emanate from family ties, religious affiliation, student groups, and other activities.

d) Recruiting in Prisons.  During occupation, prison recruiting takes advantage of a literally captive audience 
to swell the ranks of the resistance organization. Regular criminals whose activities would reduce the legitimacy 
of the resistance are typically not the target. However, at a certain point after the crisis which resulted in a loss 
of sovereignty, the occupying regime installed by the enemy has likely imprisoned many people for various 
forms of resistance. Not all of these people were members of the resistance organization when imprisoned, 
but many of them are now ripe for recruitment into some level or component of the resistance organization.

e) Subversion of Individuals.  As it relates to recruiting, in the context of resistance, subversion implies 
changing someone’s loyalties. This form of recruiting targets individuals, typically within the occupier’s 
government administration (e.g., officials, administrators, police, or military personnel). One of the best 
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examples of the use of subversion as a recruiting technique was the Vietcong doctrine of bihn van, i.e. the 
promotion of desertion and defection from the government of Vietnam. Through agitation, persuasion, 
coercion, and threats, Vietcong operatives targeted key military and civilian officials to weaken the govern-
ment’s ability to rule and to swell the ranks of the insurgency. Subversion against the military was effective 
in diminishing the will to fight of many soldiers and in some cases, caused soldiers to provide intelligence 
on military operations or even to defect.

f ) Subversion of Unions and Critical Industries.  Undergrounds should have members placed within 
communication and transportation industries because agents therein can sabotage facilities needed by enemy 
military, and security forces and can provide intelligence on occupier activities. They can also, to a degree, 
use their positions in communication or transportation to assist the resistance. Often, the labor in these 
industries is represented by unions or other associations. These organizations, if allowed to operate under 
the occupation regime, should have underground members within them, because controlling or influencing 
these groups enables an underground to call strikes and weaken occupier control. Additionally, funds in these 
organizations can be diverted to underground activities. Underground funds may also be concealed in union 
or association accounts by falsifying records. Strikes, demonstrations, and riots also diminish the effectiveness 
of the occupation forces because security forces or regular army troops may be required to control them, 
drawing manpower from units assigned to combating the underground. One classic example of labor union 
power is Poland’s Lech Walesa-led Solidarity movement during the 1980s and the eventual transformation 
of that labor movement into a political party that undermined the authority of the Communist Party and 
placed Lech Walesa into office as President of Poland in 1990.61

C. Intelligence

1)  Shared Function.  One of the critical functions of an underground resisting a foreign occupier is intelligence. 
If external allies are engaging in military preparations to oust the occupier, then the underground must have 
networks and capabilities to assist that effort (see Types of Intelligence: Military Intelligence section, below). The 
underground typically shares responsibility for intelligence with the auxiliary. The underground establishes 
and controls the networks while auxiliary members collect most of the intelligence. 

2) Decision Input.  Leaders need relevant and timely information in order to make operational and tactical 
decisions. Therefore, underground operations typically include provisions for the systemized collection of 
intelligence on enemy forces and dispositions, political developments, lucrative targets for sabotage or guerrilla 
action, defectors, population dynamics, law enforcement activities, and a variety of other factors. Intelligence 
feeds senior level decision-making as well as small unit tactics and almost every other activity of the under-
ground, guerrilla force, shadow government, and public component if one exists.62 

3) Cellular Configuration and Training.  Intelligence gatherers should not contact each other or be able to 
identify each other. Cell members transmit gathered intelligence to the cell leader through remote methods 
to protect against identification. Intelligence cells and their members should not jeopardize their anonymity 
and thus effectiveness by conducting operations, such as sabotage, that could compromise them. Placement 
and access to essential information is a key factor when selecting intelligence gatherers. Training in collec-
tion, counterintelligence, operational security, etc., may be required in order for them to perform effectively. 
Therefore, conducting such training prior to a crisis is essential. Many of these persons should be trained in 
peacetime as part of the cadre. Such training can also be provided post-crisis if necessary, possibly with the 
assistance of a friendly state.

4) Indigenous Knowledge.  The resistance has the advantage of knowing the terrain and the people, which 
assists its ability to gather intelligence against the enemy. Drawing on the strength of clandestine networks and 
friendships, resistance networks often have access to intelligence by virtue of having confederates operating 
throughout the area. Most PIRA members kept day jobs that often helped in some way to support the PIRA. 
If they worked in a government office, gaining access to official paperwork/forms or intelligence was part of 
their duty. Catholics in government administrative jobs provided rich information such as the home addresses 
of policeman or loyalist paramilitary members, to the Provisionals.63 As another example, this fact assisted the 
Viet Minh because, pursuant to the 1954 Geneva Accords, large-scale regrouping of the population both north 
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and south of the 17th parallel left underground operatives distributed throughout the country and connected 
to each other through clandestine networks. The insurgents in the South were perfectly positioned to provide 
military and political intelligence to the communist leadership in Hanoi. As in that example, effective resistance 
organizations must directly leverage popular support.64

5) Security.  The advantage of knowing the people and terrain also benefits the resistance in its counterin-
telligence efforts to protect itself against enemy penetration. The PIRA was successful in preventing British 
security forces from infiltrating base areas and gaining intelligence by establishing close relations with their 
communities and using both coercion and incentives to encourage loyalty. Eventually, government forces 
intensified their efforts to gather intelligence through informers, surveillance, and interrogation. The struggle 
for control of intelligence continued throughout the 1970s and the increasing success of British efforts led to 
the PIRA changing its organization and practices to better secure itself. It began to organize in small cells, rather 
than the larger battalions of its earlier years, and increased instruction to recruits to refrain from discussing 
operations with anyone. This sophisticated response to British intelligence efforts included training members 
to avoid leaving forensic evidence after an operation and resisting interrogation after capture.65

6) Methods and Functions.  Many factors frame and influence the intelligence process and cycle. Language, 
cultural affinity, and methods of communication can facilitate or inhibit intelligence efforts. The intelligence 
collection process is linked to a resistance’s success or failure. Adversary forces are keenly interested in resist-
ance intelligence for targeting. To accomplish these functions, a sample network and sub-source functions is 
represented below in figures 10 and 11.
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Figure 10. Intelligence Network Sample66

a) Human Intelligence (HUMINT).  HUMINT is a category of intelligence derived from information 
collected and provided by human sources. These sources serve as human eyes and ears. When well placed, they 
can provide early warning of adversary or enemy activity. Typically, these persons are part of a source network 
that provides the equivalent of conventional reconnaissance and surveillance. Under occupation, assistance 
from friendly foreign intelligence services can provide Identity Intelligence (I2) on persons or groups through 
biometrics and forensics, signals intelligence (SIGINT), open-source intelligence (OSINT), counterintelligence 
(CI), and document and media exploitation (DOMEX) to assist in verification of information gathered.67
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b) Counterintelligence (CI).  CI encompasses activities conducted to identify, deceive, exploit, disrupt, 
or protect against espionage, other intelligence activities, sabotage, or assassinations by the adversary. CI is 
used offensively by penetrating and deceiving the opponent, and defensively to protect vital information 
and prevent it from being obtained by the opponent. In the pre-crisis environment, CI assets work closely 
with intelligence, security, and law enforcement to protect vital assets and information to prevent opponent 
infiltration of the resistance organization. During pre-crisis or under occupation, it includes all actions to 
identify, disrupt, or protect the resistance organization against espionage. The opponent will attempt to 
develop and use informants and double agents to attempt to gather critical information about the resistance. 
Therefore, Operations Security (OPSEC) is critical to the survival of the organization.68  
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Figure 11.  Intelligence Sub-Source Network Sample69

c) Operations Security.  Operations Security (OPSEC) is a threat-based risk management process intended 
to prevent an adversary or potential adversary from obtaining awareness or early warning of resistance 
organization activities. OPSEC is a capability that identifies and controls critical information, indicators of 
friendly force actions attendant to military operations, and incorporates countermeasures to reduce the risk 
of an adversary exploiting vulnerabilities.70 

(1) OPSEC is a Continuous Process.  Operations Security (OPSEC) is an iterative, five-step risk manage-
ment process that enables a resistance organization to identify the most important information requiring 
protection and take steps to protect it. The five steps used in applying OPSEC are: 1) Identify critical 
information. 2) Analyze the threat. 3) Analyze vulnerabilities and identify tentative measures for protecting 
critical information.  4) Assess risk.  5) Implement measures, assess their effectiveness, and refine the plan 
as needed.
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(a) Step 1: Identify Critical Information.  Critical information is information about a resistance organ-
ization that a potential or actual adversary can use to delay or prevent attainment of the resistance organ-
ization’s goals and objectives. Critical information can be divided into four broad categories using the 
acronym CALI (Callie) – Capabilities, Activities, Limitations (including Vulnerabilities), and Intentions. 
The identification of critical information results in the creation of a Critical Information List (CIL), 
which allows the resistance organization to focus time, effort and resources on protecting its most vital 
information, rather than attempting to protect all sensitive information.

(b) Step 2: Analyze the Threat.  Threat analysis involves the research and analysis of intelligence, coun-
terintelligence, and open source information to identify the likely adversaries to the planned operation. 
A threat is a potential or actual adversary who possesses both the intent and capability to do harm to the 
resistance organization. The greater the combined intent and capability of the adversary, the greater the 
threat. Analyzing the threat can include information from a variety of sources, including the resistance 
organization’s intelligence collection activities and open source information to identify likely adversaries 
and determine the extent of the threat. Consider which intelligence gathering capabilities the threat pos-
sesses (Human, Open Source, Signals, Measures and Signatures, and Geospatial). Assume the capabilities 
the threat possesses to the greatest degree are the ones to most likely be used.

(c) Step 3: Analyze Vulnerabilities and Identify Tentative Measures for Protecting Critical Information.  
The purpose of the vulnerability analysis is to identify an operation’s or activity’s vulnerabilities. A vulner-
ability exists when the adversary is capable of collecting critical information, correctly analyzing it, and 
then taking timely action. In this step, leaders of a resistance organization determine where and when a 
potential or actual adversary is likely to obtain critical information or indicators that could lead to usage 
based on the intelligence gathering capabilities of the adversary. If the adversary can place the information 
in the correct context and take action in time to delay or prevent the attainment of a resistance organization 
goal or objective, the vulnerability should be reduced or eliminated through the employment of OPSEC 
measures. A partial list of OPSEC measures includes: communicating the CIL to organization members 
(so they know what to protect), and to whom they should report incidents of critical information being 
compromised; training on the importance of OPSEC; awareness campaigns to remind organization 
members to be diligent in protecting critical information; limiting critical information distribution; coun-
ter-intelligence (preventing an adversary from effectively employing intelligence gathering capabilities); 
and counter-analysis (using Deception in Support of OPSEC (DISO)) to confuse the adversary and slow 
or paralyze his ability to process intelligence and take action.

(d) Step 4: Assess Risk.  This assessment has three components. First, analyze the vulnerabilities identified 
in the previous action, and identify possible OPSEC countermeasures for each. Second, estimate the impact 
on operations such as cost in time, resources, personnel, or interference with other operations associated 
with implementing each possible OPSEC countermeasure. Compare this against the potential harmful 
effects on mission accomplishment resulting from an adversary’s exploitation of a particular vulnerability. 
Third, select specific OPSEC countermeasures based upon a risk assessment. Calculate risk to attainment 
of resistance organization goals and objectives. This is done in terms of the importance of the critical 
information to accomplishing the goals and objectives, the threat’s intent and capability, and the likelihood 
that the threat can exploit a vulnerability to obtain critical information or indicators in sufficient time to 
delay or prevent attainment of the goals and objectives. Concentrate effort on reducing or eliminating 
the vulnerability. If the tentative measures developed in Step 3 are not sufficient, then consider including 
additional measures until the vulnerability is sufficiently reduced or eliminated.

(e) Step 5: Implement Measures, Assess Their Effectiveness, and Refine the Plan as Needed.  Implement 
the OPSEC measures identified in Step 3 and refined in Step 4. Assess their effectiveness and continue 
implementation, modify implementation, discard ineffective measures or add additional measures as 
circumstances require.
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d) Vetting.  Vetting resistance organization members and new recruits is critical to security. This must be con-
ducted in the pre-crisis phase for people being selected to join the organization as well as later under conditions 
of occupation. Individual background screenings can include biometric and forensic Identity Intelligence 
(I2), and biographic analysis (to determine whether a person is subject to adversary influence) and word 
of mouth vouching. The collected information must be secured and safeguarded from an adversary during 
pre-crisis and during occupation. It may be secured locally if possible, with safeguards to destroy or remove 
it if necessary but may also be kept at a safe foreign location such as an overseas embassy in a friendly state. 

e) Open Source Intelligence (OSINT).  This intelligence is based on open source information publicly 
available. It includes all available media, e.g., print, radio, television, and the internet (websites, blogs, 
communities of interest, and news sources). Other sources of information are academia and private and 
commercial enterprises. OSINT is susceptible to manipulation and deception (e.g., “fake news,” especially 
as part of information operations) and requires careful review and analysis. OSINT can provide context for 
understanding classified information, fill information gaps, gauge popular sentiment, and discern trends in 
friendly and adversarial governments as well as trends within their populations.71

f ) Social Media.  Social network structures are composed of individuals and organizations connected by one 
or more types of interdependency. Some primary categories of interdependencies are friendship, kinship, 
common interest, group affiliation, or social relationships. Understanding these connections gives insight 
into a group’s patterns of influence and decision making and can help understand an organization’s strengths 
and weaknesses. Examples of such media include Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. Such social media has 
been used to mobilize and coordinate protests, such as the World Trade Organization protests in Seattle, 
Washington, U.S., in 1999, the Arab Spring of 2010-2011, and the Ukrainian “Euromaidan” protests in 
2013. Social media has also been used to share battle damage assessments such as in the ongoing Syrian civil 
war and to recruit fighters, such as by ISIS. Al Qaida in Iraq (AQI) used social media videos depicting attacks 
against U.S. and coalition forces to help recruit, fund raise, and maintain the morale of its members. It also 
affords easy access and can quickly disseminate messages and multimedia. Video images and photographs 
can also be used to mitigate opponent misinformation and deception activities. This occurred in Crimea in 
2014 where Russian soldiers posted images of themselves online, which allowed for identification of them as 
Russian soldiers in Crimea, although denied by Russia at the time. Social media infrastructure can provide 
inexpensive and highly effective resistance communications. This can support information environment 
messaging, identification and communication of opponent activity by the general population, and popular 
support for the resistance campaign domestically and abroad.72

7) Intelligence Sharing and Training 

a) Intelligence Sharing.  The effective sharing and use of intelligence information with friendly international 
partners, as well as among internal agencies and organizations, is essential to provide adequate early warning 
of adversary intentions and to successful resistance operations if deterrence fails. An effective intelligence 
sharing architecture or system requires a network for communicating important operational and threat 
information. Intelligence sharing and collaboration with allies and partners can reinforce their commitment 
in both pre-crisis and occupation situations while contributing to deterrence in peacetime. Successful intel-
ligence sharing establishes a trusting partnership with foreign counterparts to counter a common threat and 
establish and maintain unity of effort. Resistance forces possessing cooperative relationships with friendly 
foreign intelligence services may be able to submit collection requests to them while also being given unso-
licited information of advantage.73  

b) Intelligence Training.  During the pre-crisis stage, designated resistance intelligence personnel should 
receive specific training in gathering, protecting, transmitting, evaluating, and using the information they 
receive. Such training should continue even when under occupation to update personnel on friendly and 
enemy measures and countermeasures. During an occupation, a friendly foreign government can assist this 
process of continued training, outside the occupied area or in that foreign country.74
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8) Types of Intelligence: Military, Sabotage, and Political 

a) Military Intelligence

(1) This form of intelligence focuses on the military capabilities of the adversarial or enemy state.75 It can 
also include the military capabilities of proxy or surrogate forces directly or indirectly associated with the 
opposing foreign state. The underground can provide valuable information regarding the area of intended 
allied invasion or impending combat, including enemy troop numbers, unit identification and movements, 
as well as the nature of their arms and equipment, and even perhaps their competency in employing their 
arms and equipment. The underground can identify minefields and other anti-access, area denial (A2AD) 
emplacements, can assist in assessing their vulnerabilities, and even support actions to reduce their effec-
tiveness or render them incapable at a critical time.76

(2) An underground and its associated auxiliary operatives can provide valuable intelligence to allied 
forces preparing to liberate the country. This intelligence can also assist guerrilla and underground forces 
by providing valuable information to plan and guide resistance operations. This information may include 
enemy troop numbers, unit designations, the nature of their arms and equipment, the location of their 
supply depots, the pattern and routine of their patrols, and their morale. This information can also focus 
on various topographical factors such as swamps and ravines that inhibit access to an area or can provide 
concealment for attacking units or tall structures in urban areas that can be used for surveillance of move-
ments. This information may be obtained directly by underground personnel through visual observation of 
the targets or through interaction with enemy troops by auxiliary members. In WWII, the French resistance 
reconnoitered the German coastal defenses and passed that information to the Allies in preparation for 
the Allied invasion of France in June 1944. During the early years of WWII, the Vietnamese resistance 
leader Ho Chi Minh and the Viet Minh worked with the American Office of Strategic Services against the 
Japanese forces. The Viet Minh provided intelligence on Japanese military dispositions and activities. Such 
data may also be collected by auxiliaries in the local populace, or “popular antenna,” as those sources are 
described in a Viet Minh manual.77  

(3) Resistance organizations supported by external powers provide invaluable intelligence to those allied 
and partner military forces readying to defeat and oust the occupying power. Intelligence activities in this 
context are often conducted under the guidance of outside governments or companion military forces in 
the field. These sponsors often assign targets for reconnaissance (e.g., A2AD) and give technical direction 
to resistance personnel who lack experience in this type of work. For example, in WWII, specially trained 
“Jedburgh” teams (composed of an American, a Briton, and a Frenchman) were sent into France partly to 
advise resistance networks regarding intelligence gathering. They focused resistance intelligence collection 
on information necessary to Allied operations. These teams were also equipped to conduct the necessary 
radio communications with Britain (see Appendix D). Likewise, also during WWII, the Soviets assigned 
Red Army personnel to partisan units to direct their activities. When such military personnel have not been 
available to direct and instruct, underground members have been instructed by manuals. The following is an 
excerpt from the Soviet Guide Book for Partisans, which was circulated in regions under German occupation:

“If you happen to encounter troops… do not show that you  
observe the enemy… ascertain the color of their headgear, 
their collar braid, and the figures on their shoulder straps. 
If they have questioned the inhabitants about something, 
try to find out what the Fascists have asked…”78

(4) The Guide Book for Partisans also gave tips for ascertaining enemy intentions: “if an attack is planned, 
trucks will arrive loaded and depart empty; if the enemy intends to retreat, fuel and foodstuffs will be 
removed, roads and bridges will be demolished, telephone wires will be removed, and trains and trucks 
will arrive empty and depart full.”79 Similar instructions can be prepared and distributed to the general 
population as a form of resilience strengthening and resistance preparation during peacetime.
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(5) The Karen National Liberation Army in Burma used Radio Kawthulay in the 1980s and 1990s to 
provide casualty reports and replay information to the diaspora in Thailand. They also used captured VHF 
radios recovered during combat operations with the Burmese military forces to acquire tactical information 
about the military’s operations.80 Mass communications, such as radio and the internet can also be used for 
collecting and passing intelligence. 

(6) Resistance organizations typically operate from a position of numerical and technological inferiority as 
compared to the aggressor’s forces. External allies and partners can help repair this gap through guidance, 
training, provision of equipment and information and sometimes with personnel (see Jedburghs in French 
Resistance, Appendix D). Operations conducted by the underground and guerrillas require highly accurate 
intelligence in order to maximize effectiveness and maintain security of their smaller, more vulnerable 
forces. Undergrounds and the auxiliary members of the resistance provide this critically important military 
intelligence through their placement throughout their own society, facilitated by networks of clandestine 
operatives.

b) Sabotage Intelligence

(1) Sabotage is an underground function that conducts destructive attacks on critical and vulnerable infra-
structure, material, or human or natural resources, in an attempt to weaken occupier control and legitimacy. 
As with guerrilla operations, saboteurs operate in small, vulnerable groups or sometimes as a single person 
and require exacting intelligence in order to complete their tasks.81

(2) Reconnaissance, transportation, and establishment of communication facilities prior to sabotage attacks 
occupied much of the time of the French resistance during WWII. Often working closely with Allied advisors, 
they surveyed targets earmarked for sabotage on D-Day. In reconnoitering a bridge for example, resistance 
members looked for such factors as the guard system covering the bridge and the bridge’s construction. If 
permanent troops were evident, then their elimination had to be included in the sabotage plan. If there 
were only occasional patrols, the resistance would time the attack to avoid the patrol. It was also important 
to evaluate the bridge’s construction so that the size of the explosives could be calculated. By determining 
the schedule of enemy train movements, saboteurs were able to destroy a stretch of railroad track while it 
was in use, thereby compounding the wreckage and complicating repair work.82 Also during WWII and in 
direct support of Allied efforts, the Norwegian resistance worked closely with the British Special Operations 
Executive (SOE) to sabotage German attempts to produce an atom bomb. This was done by sabotaging 
the “heavy water” production facility near Rjukan in southern Norway as well as successfully destroying 
the shipment of surviving amounts of that water.83 

(3) In WWII Denmark, Danish railroad saboteurs had an elaborate system to provide this information. 
Throughout Jutland, underground members were stationed near major terminals to note the departures 
of enemy troop trains. Whenever one was seen, the observer telephoned prearranged code phrases to the 
sabotage cell in the next town on the railroad line. Members of the cell then proceeded to predetermined 
spots on the tracks to lay their mines. With this advance notice, the mines could be placed at the last 
moment, preventing detection by patrols.84

(4) During the 1990s Balkan wars for independence, Kosovo resistance members used similar tactics and 
information to target convoys along the main Pristina–Belgrade highway and effectively controlled this main 
route by placing mines and using snipers to immobilize or destroy key vehicles and to limit the mobility 
of Serbian forces.85

(5) In the pre-crisis environment, facilities that could be taken by an occupier, e.g., broadcast facilities, 
rail junctions, data-bank facilities, and other communication and logistical nodes, and used effectively to 
further the occupier’s ends, must be assessed for potential sabotage (see Appendix E, Switzerland Case Study). 
The actual impairment or destruction of these facilities during enemy invasion or while under occupation 
will then need to be weighed against the actual and information environment or strategic communication 
effects on the population.
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c) Political Intelligence

(1) Resistance organizations are keenly interested in political developments within the populace of their 
respective countries because resistance success depends on political will. They note statements and activities 
of persons to determine who favors the occupier or its proxy regime, so that those persons can be closely 
watched to determine whether their actions threaten the underground. In Belgium during WWII, the 
resistance kept files on collaborators and campaigned against them by using threatening phone calls and 
letters to dissuade these individuals from working with the enemy. If this failed, the collaborators were 
often assassinated.86

(2) The late 2004 to early 2005, the Ukrainian Orange Revolution provided an excellent example of modern 
political intelligence and its ability to direct and fuel the actions of an insurgency. On 21 November 2004, 
the presidential runoff election was held in Ukraine with nonpartisan exit polling showing the challenger 
Viktor Yushchenko with a 52 percent lead to the incumbent Viktor Yanukovich’s 43 percent vote count. 
When the official results were released however, Yanukovich was declared the winner with 49.5 percent to 
46.6 percent for Yushchenko. More specifically, the ability to rapidly acquire and process the nonpartisan 
election data and distribute the results on the internet and via opposition radio and television allowed the 
members of the revolutionary movement to pinpoint the specific districts where voting had been rigged, 
thus providing the clear evidence required to mobilize the masses and garner international support.87

(3) Resistance personnel can also note the morale of the enemy soldiers. During WWII, the Polish Home 
Army systematically collected data on German troops by reading their mail because there were too few 
Germans to handle all of the postal work. These workers would open letters and photograph contents before 
sending them on. These letters provided a fairly good estimate of the enemy’s morale.88 

D. Financing

1) Resistance organizations require money. Financing the organization while under occupation is a key 
underground function, with much internally gathered funding often provided by auxiliary members. The 
very methods of obtaining funds have a direct impact on the nature, cause, and strategy of the organization. 
In the case of an extended timeframe for resistance, growing a resistance organization into something that will 
effect change requires time, patience, and money. Planning during peacetime for resistance under occupation 
requires that financial or monetary resources be pre-designated with mechanisms to make those funds avail-
able at the appropriate level and to the necessary component. Even if the resistance is likely to be short-term, 
coordinated with allied and partner military forces, there will likely still be a requirement for access to money 
to fund personnel and operations. 

2) Undergrounds need money to meet the following expenses: salaries of full-time workers, advances of 
money to persons who need money to pay human sources for information, to buy food while traversing an 
underground escape route, the purchase of materials for propaganda publications or internet access service, the 
purchase of explosive materials, and the potential purchase of communications equipment. The underground 
may also extend aid to families who shelter particular agents of the resistance to enable them to buy extra food. 
This happened in Belgium during WWII after the Nazis eliminated many resistance collaborators from the 
government bureaucracy. Previously, these sympathizers supplied fugitives with documents enabling them to 
switch identities and hold jobs. When this source of documents no longer existed, it was necessary for many 
evaders to go into hiding. Money to care for them was supplied by the treasury of the Armée de Belgique.89

3) Financial aid may be extended to the families of underground members who have been captured or forced to 
flee. The WWII Luxembourg resistance typified this support when it provided financial aid to the dependents 
of 4,200 persons who were deported and nearly 4,000 who were sent to prisons and concentration camps.90

4) Money may also be required to obtain the protection or silence of key officials installed by the occupier or 
to pay for information; it may also be needed for the bribery of corrupt officials, which is a form of subversion. 
Additionally, an underground may also channel funds to guerrilla units to pay salaries and buy supplies.91
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5) Money may also be required to support services provided by the shadow government. Items such as medical 
care, unemployment insurance, food aid, housing subsidies, and pensions are sometimes provided by a shadow 
government to undermine the occupier while caring for their constituents and providing a cover, typically for 
auxiliary members, for activities outlawed by the new regime. These activities require a sustained and reliable 
income source.92

a) External Sources of Funding

(1) Foreign Governments

(a) Resistance organizations are often aided by allied or partner nations. In fact, as we have stressed, these 
relationships are best begun prior to a crisis through joint training, information exchanges, agreements, 
and planning coordination. These agreements can also include means and ways for allies and partners to 
financially facilitate the resistance organization. In WWII, the Belgian resistance used money from Belgian 
reserves in London released by the British government. Similarly, many of the funds used by the French 
resistance were remitted from the Bank of England or from the Bank of Algiers after its liberation. The 
Vietcong’s fight against the government of South Vietnam and its American ally was funded by China, 
the Soviet Union, and North Vietnam.93

(b) Foreign governments extend support to resistance organizations for several reasons such as defeating a 
common enemy or to shaping the political outcome. Allies and partners can help plan to assist a potential 
resistance to defeat the common enemy. Additionally, while fighting the enemy, sometimes non-partners 
wish to gain intelligence information, as occurred in 1940, when the Japanese government, which was 
not yet allied formally with Germany and Italy, provided the Polish underground in Rome with finan-
cial aid and technical equipment in exchange for intelligence on German and Soviet occupying forces.94 
Arrangements are best planned with allies prior to the requirement.

(2) Non-State Actors

(a) Friendship societies or quasi-official aid groups can also channel funds to a resistance organization. 
One of the best known of the latter was the post WWII Jewish Agency. The Agency had offices or repre-
sentatives throughout the West and in the run-up to the Israeli War for Independence, Jews in Palestine, 
of the time, obtained critically needed financing from fellow Jews throughout the world, especially in 
Europe and the United States. Open appeals for money were made in newspapers, during lectures, charity 
balls, and other social events.95

(b) The PIRA also relied on funding from abroad. In 1969, the United States had five times as many 
Irish as Ireland. The PIRA turned to people in the United States for money and weapons as soon as it was 
organized enough to send agents abroad, and the Irish communities of Boston and New York proved very 
supportive. The Irish Northern Aid Committee (NORAID) was established in New York City in 1972 to 
provide a steady stream of money to the IRA, mostly for weapons purchases.96

(c) Charities and non-profit organizations are attractive sources of funding for resistance organizations. 
They tend to be less regulated and less scrutinized than publicly owned corporations, with many having a 
global presence, administering considerable sums of money.97 These organizations can be based domesti-
cally or on foreign soil but should partake in international transactions to better conceal funding sources 
and distribution.

b) Cash and Substitute Currency.  Cash can transfer internationally through informal fund transfer systems 
and converted into whatever currency is best for the situation. This includes gold.98  Hard currency, such as 
U.S. dollars, British pounds, or Euros, is often a good substitute for local currency because they are typically 
easily exchanged on the black market for local currency or goods. Hard currency is also useful when the local 
currency is confiscated by authorities and replaced with another currency or vouchers. More recently, the 
potential use of electronic credits accrued and traded via mobile phones as a means of transferring funds from 
one location to the next has become common in places such as East Africa. Further, the acquisition of cash 
value for online video gaming credits that can be acquired and traded with little visibility has also become 
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more common. However, electronic mechanisms within an adversary-dominated operational environment 
can be problematic due to monitoring, jamming, or other means of electronic interference.99

c) Counterfeit Money.  Counterfeit money can also fund an underground movement, especially against a 
new currency issued by the occupier. Planning to produce counterfeit currency requires necessary facilities and 
technical competency to produce such currency. Therefore, it is usually done in an allied or partner nation in 
coordination with the exiled government. If the planned resistance is likely to be short, then this method must 
be weighed against economic effect to the civilian population and long-term economic prospects. A resistance 
can also use counterfeiting to target the enemy’s economy. For example, in WWII, the Nazis attempted to 
target the British economy with Operation BERNHARD, purportedly the largest counterfeiting operation 
in the history of economic warfare.100The Polish underground chose not to do this in WWII.101

d) Online Activities Targeting Aggressor.  A resistance organization can use online operations to take 
money or goods from the enemy state’s government. This method should be carefully coordinated with the 
organization’s information campaign and targets should be chosen for maximum political effect, while not 
damaging the legitimacy of the resistance cause.

e) Value Transfer and Barter.  Resistance personnel can obtain funds directly through receipt of donated 
items for which they have no requirement and can resell such items on a local market. They can also exchange 
non-required or excess items for a needed supply item.

f ) Internal Non-Coercive Sources of Money

(1) Gifts.  Voluntary gifts from individuals or commercial enterprises can constitute a good source of income 
for many undergrounds. Many industrialists and bankers provided funds for the anti-fascist underground 
in Italy. However, donor firms in France attempting to aid the resistance encountered difficulties in hiding 
these donations from the Germans which hampered the exploitation of this potential revenue source.102

(2) Loans.  The underground can also borrow funds. During WWII, the Service Socrates organization 
of the Belgian banker, Raymond Scheyven, borrowed over 200 million francs for the anti-Nazi Belgian 
underground. To overcome doubts from potential lenders that Service Socrates was operating on behalf of 
Belgian’s government-in-exile, the organization invited prospective lenders to suggest a phrase to be men-
tioned on the British Broadcasting Company (BBC) on a given night. The underground passed the requests 
onto the London authorities who then broadcast the phrase at the designated time. The individuals then 
knew that they were dealing with bona fide agents of the underground.103

(3) Sales.  The sale of various items through door-to-door canvassing or from “front” stores can also provide 
money. The WWII Luxembourg resistance sold lottery tickets as well as photographs of the Grand Duchess. 
The Yugoslav communists raised money through sales made by party-owned clothing stores.104

g) Internal Coercive Sources of Money.  Though money is critical to the sustainment of a resistance organ-
ization and its activities, a resistance organization should never rob or extort money from within its own 
constituency. However, if a resistance organization subsists from substantial funding from a foreign power, 
it can be viewed or portrayed as a puppet organization acting on behalf of that power instead of on behalf of 
its own people. Therefore, funding is never a matter of mere finances or economics but must always account 
for political perception.

(1) Forceful Appropriations from Aggressor.  Undergrounds should avoid confiscations from the general 
populace because such activity would greatly harm legitimacy and claims to authority (see Appendix D). 
However, such activity directed against aggressor state targets can provide some funding while causing the 
aggressor state to spend more resources defending against such activity, instead of focusing those resources 
on defeating the resistance.

(2) Forced Contributions.  Undergrounds must not victimize their own constituency, but such a method 
can be used against collaborators as punishment and/or to dissuade them against continued collaboration.
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(3) Taxes.  Though not recommended and likely unnecessary in a resistance of short duration awaiting 
allied and partner conventional force entry, taxes can be levied on a population to finance the resistance and 
the services provided by the shadow government. However, the amount and method of collection must be 
politically and economically sustainable in order not to harm the local populace and damage the legitimacy 
of the resistance and its legitimate claim to power.105

E. Logistics/ Sustainment.  Logistics include the critical functions of procuring, storing, and distributing supplies, 
maintenance, medical services, and transportation. Supplies include food, water, general supplies, fuel and oil, 
building materials, ammunition, explosives, major end items such as weapons and vehicles, medical supplies, 
and repair parts. In practice, this responsibility is shared between the underground and auxiliary. Generally, 
the auxiliary handles routine logistics such as food, water and fuel, while the underground often takes on the 
more difficult task of procuring and distributing large-caliber ammunition or other special supplies. As with 
most networks, the underground plans and supervises the function.106

1) Procurement Methods

a) Black Market.  Undergrounds can purchase some supplies on the black market. During WWII, some 
workers in an Italian anti-fascist underground had the specific assignment of bartering with a black market 
sponsored by some young fascists. This market flourished during a period when the demand for staple goods 
was very high and an excellent machine gun could reportedly be exchanged for 220 pounds of salt.

b) Legal Market.  Some items can often be purchased by an underground from legal firms through front 
organizations with a valid need for these items. These transactions are typically conducted in foreign coun-
tries. The items are then surreptitiously transported by resistance operatives into the occupied territory by 
land, sea, or air. This method is sometimes also possible within the occupied territory. In WWII Poland, the 
Home Army bought large quantities of artificial fertilizer from two German controlled factories at Chorzow 
and Moscice through agricultural cooperatives and individual farmers. The underground extracted saltpeter 
from the fertilizer for use in explosives.

c) Battlefield Recovery.  Resistance warfare often features ambushes and raids, typically by guerrilla units, 
against isolated conventional forces followed by rapid withdrawal. Often, the purpose of such actions is 
to confiscate arms, ammunition, vehicles, communications equipment, food, medical supplies, and other 
supplies left behind by the conventional forces.

d) Secret Confiscation.  Items can be removed secretly from plants and warehouses by workers who are 
sympathetic to the resistance. Italian workers during WWII were able to supply the underground with 
radios that were pilfered from stocks in their factories. Such confiscations do not produce a steady supply 
of goods. Further, the risk is high due to regular inventories. The problem of inventory checks could be 
avoided if sympathetic office clerks are able to account for losses by forging orders and invoices and altering 
bookkeeping records.

e) Raid. Raids of government or commercial warehouses or other storage centers can also be used to acquire 
supplies and equipment. However, care should be taken to avoid theft from loyal citizens on whose behalf 
the resistance operates. In France during WWII, the manager of one warehouse was awakened by 12 masked 
resistance members who forced him to hand over his keys. There were trucks in the courtyard and 200 men 
stood ready to load them. A total of 38 tons of coats, sweaters, shoes, radios, and typewriters were taken. 
Many such raids were carried out in France after resistance workers established “understandings” with sym-
pathetic warehouse employees.107

2) Manufacturing Types and Places

a) Undergrounds frequently manufacture such items as mines, flamethrowers, hand grenades, incendiaries, 
explosives, and detonators. Rarely are they able to produce heavy equipment because of concealment prob-
lems. An exception occurred in Nazi-occupied France, when workers in a steel mill constructed four crude 
tanks out of farm tractors and sheets of steel from the factory. The components were hidden separately inside 
the plant until they could be welded together and armed with 87 mm cannons and heavy machine guns.108  
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b) As in the previous examples, the underground can manufacture items for itself within legal facilities, 
manufacturing similar or similar-looking items. During WWII, the Polish Home Army used workers in 
legally licensed metal shops to manufacture small arms. Hand grenades, commonly referred to as “Sidelowski” 
because of their resemblance to round cans of Sidel polish, were produced in the same facilities as the actual 
cans of polish while flamethrowers were made in a factory engaged in the manufacture of fire extinguishers.109

c) Legal covers for manufacture of items for the underground are not always necessary or available. Small 
shops can be completely hidden by false walls partitioning rooms and cellars. To conceal machine noise, 
shops can be constructed near places where legal goods are being manufactured. Production using chemicals 
can be done at night to mask the appearance of colored smoke rising from chimneys.

3) Collections from the Populace. Goods can be systematically collected from the populace in areas with a 
high degree of underground influence and freedom of action. In rural areas, food is often collected for guerrilla 
troops. To avoid being considered “bandit” or criminal organizations by the local populace, undergrounds 
must either pay for requisitioned items or offer recompense with some sort of “I Owe You/IOU” process.110

4) External Means

a) A nation preparing for resistance warfare as part of its national defense planning should secure allied and 
partner support to that resistance effort prior to the onset of a crisis. Operational and logistical demands 
while under occupation, as well as the pervasive intelligence and security capabilities of the occupier, usually 
requires support to the resistance from a foreign source. In WWII, the British Royal Air Force parachuted 
arms and equipment to the French resistance. This method required coordination in advance and agreement 
on drop zone locations, exact drop times, and ground-to-air recognition signals. This method of supply was 
almost exclusively conducted at night and resistance personnel stored the items in caches near the drop zone 
which allowed them to leave the scene immediately and without incriminating evidence on their persons.111  

b) Foreign governments can also support a resistance by clandestinely producing and supplying non-attributable 
goods in addition to items that allies want the enemy to know has been provided by them in support of the 
national resistance campaign. After the defeat of the Hussein regime in Iraq, the Iranian Revolutionary Guard 
Corps (IRGC) used this method to provide Shiite militias with material to produce improvised explosive 
devices (IEDs). This practice gives the foreign government a degree of deniability. 

c) The underground can also use businesses engaged in foreign trade to import equipment under non-con-
traband labels. For example, a textile firm can order textile machinery while delivering arms producing 
machinery or arms parts.112

5) Transportation

a) Vehicular and Sea Transportation

(1) Arms and equipment moving about in rural areas can often be hidden among farming equipment 
while consignments to urban areas can be placed in compressors, gas cylinders, asphalt sprayers, and other 
industrial equipment. During the Jewish fight for a state, items were sometimes hidden in trucks carrying 
a large amount of oranges which would then roll into any hole made while the cargo was being inspected. 
Contraband was also concealed by tarpaulins covered with fertilizer exuding a very disagreeable odor which 
often dissuaded polished and well-dressed police officers from conducting full inspections. Additionally, 
trucks from well-known firms such as breweries whose products were shipped to many locations and in 
great quantity, usually also escaped suspicion. Underground members dressed as policemen and riding 
motorcycles sometimes escorted heavy truckloads appearing as police escorted convoys and sometimes even 
succeeded in joining British military convoys, passing many roadblocks and checkpoints without inspection.

(2) The New People’s Army, in the Philippines, established a complex intra- and interisland network of 
fishing boats that appeared exactly as typical fishing boats used for legitimate island trade. This method 
was extremely successful because the Philippine security forces lacked a brown-water-navy and patrol boats 
affording the capability to secure the waterways.113
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b) Foot and Animal Transportation.  Guerrillas operating in remote and sometimes mountainous rural areas 
usually move material by foot and with animals due to the natural access difficulties. In WWII, the Greek 
resistance used pack animals to negotiate mountain trails and mountain dwellers to carry supplies to their 
resistance forces. The Viet Minh used thousands of supporters from amongst local inhabitants organized 
into an “auxiliary service” to move arms, equipment, food, and ammunition along trails in “human caravan” 
formations.114

6) Storage.  Supplies can sometimes be stored in individuals’ houses, but more often are stored in centralized 
locations to subject fewer persons to capture in the event of discovery. Caches are frequently located in remote 
areas. The French resistance dug and camouflaged pits near parachute drops to store equipment until it could be 
safely moved to more convenient hiding places. In Vietnam, local inhabitants helped “prepare the battlefield” 
for the guerrillas by storing food near the scene of an impending Viet Minh attack, which enabled the guer-
rillas to travel lightly and quickly. When supplies had to be stored for longer than a few days, the caches were 
ventilated and insulated against dampness with exposed ventilation pipes covered at the surface by bushes.115

7) Maintenance.  Because the nature of underground logistics is often desultory, interdicted, or unreliable, 
resistance elements must provide for their own maintenance functions. Guerrillas usually perform unit level 
maintenance while the auxiliary component typically performs higher levels of maintenance (e.g., engine replace-
ment, weapon repair). If the resistance controls a secure area, it can build dedicated maintenance facilities.116

8) Medical.  Undergrounds must establish effective medical capabilities to sustain their end strengths. Wounded 
resistance members typically cannot go to a hospital for fear that enemy security agents or informers working 
for the occupier will notify the occupier’s security services of the presence of the wounded resistance member. 
This situation can arise after a violent encounter between resistance forces and occupation forces resulting in 
casualties. The occupier will be watching for newly admitted people with particular types of wounds. Effective 
medical services also sustain morale and allow individual risk-taking in the knowledge that medical assistance 
is available. Prior to a crisis, resistance planning should also include support to and methods of casualty evac-
uation out of the country and to a friendly state. In populated areas where effective medical assistance may not 
exist, the resistance may maintain the loyalty of the population through the provision of medical services.117 
During resistance planning, the resistance organization should identify the requisite medical expertise and 
possibly recruit appropriate doctors, nurses, and technicians for future use as auxiliary personnel. Resistance 
planning should not only account for evacuation to a friendly state but also the potential receipt of medical 
supplies and equipment from that state to supplement available supplies and equipment, possibly stored in 
cache sites. The practice of the Hippocratic Oath must be confirmed prior to a crisis to sustain legitimacy 
in the information environment. A resistance medical network can be quite extensive. It requires dedicated 
underground medical personnel, transportation services, supplies, equipment, and facilities. Such a dedicated 
network can medically sustain the resistance organization, particularly members who become injured in actions 
against the enemy, and can sustain resistance morale. Dedicated underground personnel, supplies, equipment, 
and facilities should be supplemented by auxiliary access. A sample underground medical organization is 
represented below (see fig. 12).
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9) Mortuary Affairs.  The evacuation of dead resistance fighters from the scene of a tactical operation such 
as a raid or ambush is critical for the maintenance of security. Identification of the dead could endanger 
the families of resistance members and could also provide the enemy with vital intelligence concerning cell 
membership or the larger resistance organization. In such instances, resistance personnel must remove and 
temporarily inter/bury the bodies of those killed in action until proper burial or disposal of the bodies is 
feasible. Removal and burial of the dead not only denies the enemy intelligence concerning resistance mem-
bership, numbers, and organization structure, but also denies them propaganda opportunities (see Forest 
Brothers, Appendix D).

F. Training

1) Training for identified members of a resistance organization such as core cadre, should be conducted prior 
to a crisis as part of national defense planning and preparation to allow complete vetting, comprehensive skill 
building, and even cross–training. The training of resistance members necessitates the combination of hard skills 
and psychological preparation. While under occupation, underground members are primarily responsible for 
providing specific training to members of the resistance components: underground, auxiliary, and guerrillas.119 
Guerrillas, saboteurs, administrative specialists, messengers, and other operatives can accomplish their tasks 
only if they are competent in the use of weapons, explosives, communications equipment, etc. The training 
process should go beyond mere skill-building and also be used to enhance organizational security, provide 
sufficient indoctrination, and select and develop future leaders. Once a resistance is engaged against an occupier, 
it gains experience and must disseminate and incorporate lessons learned into its continuing training program. 

2) During the period of initial training, leaders evaluate new recruits for reliability or risk to the organization. 
Thus, initial entrance training serves the dual functions of skill-building and gatekeeping. Only demonstrated 
ability, commitment, maturity, and fidelity to the cause of national autonomy and defense will lead to more 
advanced training. 

3) If such training is conducted clandestinely in an occupation environment, it typically takes much longer. 
Training tends to occur sporadically, in intervals of short duration and focuses on individuals or very small 
units rather than the collective training of larger cohorts. The two most frequently used methods of training 
are the use of training camps and online training.120
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a) Training Camps

(1) As with the training of a nation’s conventional and special forces, camps can provide an isolated envi-
ronment, focused skill-building, and indoctrination to produce capable and committed individuals. In 
a pre-crisis environment, the government can establish the requisite facilities to provide this training to 
potential resistance members. While under occupation, such facilities must be inaccessible to the occupying 
force and possibly located in a foreign state. History demonstrates that training camps established in permis-
sive or semi-permissive environments can evolve into highly effective institutions for producing resistance 
fighters. The Vietcong trained recruits at locations near the recruits’ home villages. Recruits displaying the 
most potential received additional advanced training and were assigned to main force units. These units 
consisted of individuals who were extremely motivated.

(2) After the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982, elements of the Iranian Revolutionary Guards Corps 
(IRGC) moved into Lebanon’s Bekaa Valley and established the infrastructure for the formation of what 
would become Hezbollah. The IRGC conducted military training and religious indoctrination for the 
embryonic insurgency. By 1984, the IRGC was operating six training camps and providing salaries, medical 
benefits, and free education for fighters and their families.121

b) Training Online

(1) The evolution of the internet, personal computers, portable digital devices, and wireless communications 
has revolutionized many aspects of society and conflict. It has also revolutionized the underground function 
of training. Prior to the advent of the internet, access to information sources on weapons, explosives, and 
tactics was fairly limited. Today, much motivational and operational information can be made available 
online and be only a mouse click away. However, there is significant risk to online training when considering 
the capabilities of the enemy to conduct Signals Intelligence (SIGINT). Measures must be taken to ensure 
operational security when conducting training online.

(2) Hezbollah developed a videogame called Special Force in which players experienced simulated opera-
tions against Israeli soldiers based on real-life events. The game allowed players to conduct “target practice” 
against Israeli political leaders. Through the publication of this game, Hezbollah was able to export both 
its ideology and a form of skill-building.122

(3) Governments engage in continuous online offensive and defensive measures against adversaries. During 
pre-crisis, the government will have access to many resources to maintain and protect its information and 
to securely communicate. This is the best time to train personnel engaged in these tasks. However, under 
occupation, these resources will likely not be securely available. Resistance forces in country, even if already 
trained on these methods, will need to access available online resources for continued training to assist the 
resistance. The most salient expression of online training is the growing community of hackers. Thousands 
of new websites emerge annually offering instruction and tools for hackers and are replete with opera-
tional know-how, tips, tricks, and “best practices.” The visitors to the sites can learn detailed techniques 
for conducting denial of service attacks, stealing passwords, overloading websites, and probing networks 
for vulnerabilities. They can also download tools for encryption, programming, and data manipulation.123 
The use of such persons or organizations that are not part of the sovereign government must be balanced 
against the rules and laws bounding that government as well as the effect on legitimacy in the information 
environment. 

c) Conducting Training

(1) If the training of some resistance personnel is not accomplished pre-crisis, then such training becomes 
a core function of the underground. Through a training regime, underground leaders select, evaluate, and 
develop recruits to populate the underground and guerrilla forces while also perhaps conducting very specific 
training for potential auxiliary members. The internet can provide almost unfettered access to advanced 
training information on a wide spectrum of useful hard skills. Training clandestinely affects the content and 
conduct of training and typically aims at training individuals and very small units. The training program 
also has a gatekeeping role and it must rapidly assimilate lessons learned into new training techniques.
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(2) In case of the requirement for an extended resistance, the PIRA is an instructive example of how an 
organization planned, organized, and conducted training. A training department under its general head-
quarters was responsible for maintaining all training resources and facilities. They conducted training in 
three areas: new recruits training, operational skills training, and intelligence/counterintelligence/security 
training. New recruits training emphasized motivational information such as national history and the 
history of Irish resistance. The latter two training courses focused on the necessary hard skills to conduct 
operations and to protect the security of the organization.

(a) New recruits were required to attend training sessions about once per week during their first three 
months in the organization. These sessions included lectures and discussions about duties, organization 
history, rules of military engagement, and resisting interrogation. During this time, recruits were also 
evaluated on potential for service and risk to the security of the organization.

(b) The PIRA learned to emphasize rigorous training and instruction in hard skills, such as weapons, 
explosives, and urban and rural tactics. This resulted because previous inexperience with weapons and 
explosives caused numerous fratricidal deaths and premature explosions as well as ineffective attacks by 
impulsive and unskilled youths which merely invited arrests, interrogations, and political failure. 

(c) The PIRA also sought to improve performance in bomb-making, sniping, logistics, and intelligence. 
Therefore, they occasionally brought specialists together to receive training and pass on lessons learned 
with the intent of improving safety, security, and performance.

(d) Clandestine training requirements typically do not facilitate noisy and difficult to conceal live fire 
weapons training. The PIRA therefore used remote locations throughout Ireland, including abandoned 
farmhouses, unused beaches, and woods. In one case, they used a beach for mortar fire using non-explosive 
shells. Recruits were often kept ignorant of the exact location of these camps for security purposes. The 
PIRA also formed relationships with sympathetic groups abroad and conducted training in foreign areas.124

G. Communications

1) Communication is the exchange of information and other messaging that occurs within any organization. 
Underground operations, including coordination with the armed, auxiliary, and public components, cannot 
occur in the absence of a communications system. Underground communications are typically clandestine in 
nature and must balance the need for communicating with the risk of exposing personnel, plans, and facilities 
if the messages are intercepted.

2) Historically, the underground communication system evolves with the resistance. When resistance is included 
as part of national defense planning, secure and redundant communication systems can be acquired and used to 
train designated resistance members in the pre-crisis environment, as well as training such personnel in specific 
classified tradecraft methods. This avoids the pitfalls of potential lack of rigorous discipline and uniformity if 
this effort began after occupation and begins the resistance effort at a higher level of capability and competence. 
To avoid presenting a pattern that could be recognized and defeated, the underground must use various and 
diverse methods such as face-to-face meetings, couriers, mail, dead drops, radio, cell phones, internet, and 
social media. In preparation for countermeasures used by the occupying power, the underground must also be 
trained in security measures such as codes, frequency hopping radios, spread spectrum, and other measures.125

3) Effective planning for resistance also includes developing and maintaining alternative methods of commu-
nication throughout the resistance network to mitigate an adversary’s disruption capabilities. If the occupier is 
in control of most or all of the country, it could disable, block, intercept, or alter technical communications. 
The occupier could also use detection methods to identify, track, arrest, or assassinate resistance leaders and 
members. Consequently, the national resistance and its allies and partners should not limit communication 
planning to technical options but should also incorporate less conventional, non-technical communication 
methods.
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4) Technical Communications

a) Resistance forces have used radios of all kinds, from ultra-high-frequency radios to ham radios to citizens’ 
band radios. Although they can be easily jammed, intercepted, or located with direction finding devices, 
they are also cheap, expendable, and do not require traceable accounts as required by telephones or internet 
email accounts.

b) Cell phones can be useful while also carrying a high degree of risk. Connections can be monitored, locations 
can be found, and a plethora of information can be yielded if captured. Such disadvantages played significant 
roles in the targeting and killing of Abu Musab Al-Zarqawi in Iraq. In Afghanistan, the Taliban arranged for 
the shutting down of cell phone towers at night to hinder American operations, while in Iraq, insurgents 
coerced commercial companies to maintain service because they were useful to insurgent operations.

c) Internet communications also have similar advantages of speed and accuracy with similar disadvantages 
of monitoring, location revelation, and information yield if captured. However, insurgents have used them 
effectively for propaganda purposes by uploading captured digital video imagery of their own attacks. 
Resistance forces can also upload favorable images in order to help maintain the morale of the population 
under occupation.

d) The November 2004 to January 2005 Orange Revolution in the Ukraine featured the widespread use 
of internet postings and cell phone use to bolster and grow the protest against the rigged elections in Kiev. 
Organizers used the internet to organize demonstrations, sit-ins, and strikes while reaching an international 
audience to develop international support. Similar methods can be used to organize a resisting population 
for nonviolent protests against an occupier.

e) In 2009, the resistance in Moldova capitalized on the internet-based social messaging service Twitter to 
incite unrest, update protester actions, and inform on government reactions while also using Twitter to appeal 
to the international community for assistance. A resistance organization can use similar methods to maintain 
and build support among friendly foreign populations as well as its own diaspora.

f ) The internet and cell phones can be used to demoralize the occupation forces by posting videos of success-
ful guerrilla or underground attacks or large-scale demonstrations and other events. They can also be used 
to attract recruits to the resistance and demonstrate its resiliency, while supporting national morale against 
the occupier. It can also be used as a propaganda tool to influence the aggressor state’s home population to 
reduce support for the aggressor state’s actions.

g) Technical communications such as the use of the internet and cell phones can enhance recruiting, 
financing, training, propaganda, and even intelligence operations while attracting a large audience within 
cyberspace. Social media’s decentralized nature is also extremely useful in reaching and mobilizing masses 
and is un-equaled in its utility in planning and controlling day-to-day operations, unless the adversary blocks 
reception. Additionally, social media in particular can be used by an adversary as a deception tool against the 
occupied population or against the resistance organization. 

h) Undergrounds must employ effective communications to survive and grow. There must be communication 
between the underground, the auxiliary, guerrilla forces, the internally displaced or exiled government, and, 
when applicable, the public component of the resistance. Furthermore, communicating with actual and 
potential supporters at all levels throughout the international community and attempting to demoralize the 
population of the aggressor state are vital to success.126

5) Nontechnical Communications

a) Nontechnical communications have the advantage of leaving no detectable electronic signature which 
could be intercepted, but they increase the vulnerability of the people conducting such communications. 
Nontechnical means include face-to-face meetings, couriers, the mail system, and dead drops.  A dead drop 
is a secret location where messages, money, or supplies are deposited for later pickup by another agent. The 
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advantage is that neither the person dropping the communication or items nor the person picking them up 
must meet or even know each other. The person making the drop at the prearranged location arranges for 
the display of some physical sign, at that or even another location, that only the other contact or limited 
organization members would recognize. The signal alerts the recipient to the fact that an item is ready for 
pick-up at the dead drop site. The greatest threat to this method is surveillance. Therefore, the underground 
must take security precautions such as varying the drop sites and signals and undertake countersurveillance.

b) In clandestine communications, when using non-face-to-face methods, acknowledgment of the receipt 
of a communication from receiver to sender is crucial. Without positive acknowledgment of receipt, the 
underground must assume that the message was intercepted, and that part of the network may be compro-
mised. In such an event, the members most susceptible to compromise must either prepare cover activities 
or proceed to safe houses and await further risk evaluation.127

H. Security.  In the presence of capable and competent enemy forces, security is the prime consideration for 
a resistance organization and permeates every aspect of its functions. Pre-crisis training for designated cadre 
members of the resistance is necessary to ensure its functioning and survival. Through the establishment and 
enforcement of security measures, the resistance enforces the integrity of the organization, the safety of its 
members, and the ability to conduct operations. Resistance organizational security precautions are primarily 
an underground responsibility, with auxiliary members usually providing early warning of threats.

1) Compartmentalization.  Compartmentalization is the division of an organization or activity into functional 
segments or cells to restrict communication between them, and prevent knowledge of the identity or activities 
of other segments except on a need-to-know basis. This measure minimizes the danger of compromising the 
organization by limiting contacts between superiors and subordinates, as well as lateral communication. Using 
this method, any captured cell members can only divulge, at most, the identities of their few fellow cell members.

2) Screening New Members.  New recruits, especially during occupation, present a heightened danger due 
to the possibility that any of them could be agents of the aggressor state. Therefore, checks must be made on 
their backgrounds, political activities, jobs, families, and close associates. Further, a probationary period during 
which they can be monitored and tested, typically with auxiliary type tasks, may also be necessary.

3) Communications Security.  Building upon both technical and nontechnical communication methods, 
code words can be used to designate places, movements, and operational plans, and can also be used as a 
means of recognition for persons unknown to each other as resistance members. In 1998, during the onset of 
major conflict in Kosovo, every Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) leader assumed that the Serbian intelligence 
services monitored their cell phones. Therefore, cell phone discussions were kept to an absolute minimum, 
with strict adherence to operational security by not mentioning places, names, or specific observables which 
could be easily intercepted by Serbian intelligence services.

4) Keeping Records.  Although keeping records is necessary for practically all organizations, written and 
electronic records within occupied territory and territory under threat of occupation must be kept to an 
absolute minimum. Only information that cannot be memorized or is required for future reference should be 
recorded. The experience of a French resistance network during WWII, known as the “Cartel,” illustrates the 
risks of detailed records. The organization’s leader made lists of its membership including names, addresses, 
appearances, and telephone numbers, and recorded them, un-encoded on cards for each member. In 1942, 
a designated organization courier was in possession of 200 of these cards in a briefcase while travelling on a 
train to Paris. The courier fell asleep, and while asleep a German intelligence agent took the briefcase. This 
ensured the downfall of the network.128

5) Personal Security Measures.  During occupation, individual resistance members must continue to blend 
into their environment. Members must continue or establish normal routines, consistent with the routines of 
their neighbors, in order to avoid attracting attention. A former anti-Nazi German underground leader stated 
that it was difficult to avoid the surveillance of a modern police state, but that the police could be misled. The 
best way to mislead them was to live as conventionally and as openly as possible. “The more you resemble 
a normal everyday citizen in every respect the less apt you are to be suspected.”129 Today, that can mean not 
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just physical behavior but online behavior as well. Another aspect of personal security is the establishment of 
random physical behavior patterns. Such adjustments to routines are effective counter surveillance methods 
to detect monitoring by security forces.

6) Safe Havens.  The robust technical intelligence gathering capabilities of modern state security forces elevates 
the importance of secure safe havens for resistance organizations. Such safe havens must be located in places 
that are inaccessible or nearly inaccessible to enemy or occupation security forces. Limited safe havens may be 
established inside the country among reliably sympathetic populations who can also be depended upon for 
logistical support. Safe havens are most effective outside of the country, within friendly, preferably physically 
bordering, states.

7) Actions in the Case of Capture. The resistance membership should possess a code of conduct, to govern 
behavior if captured. In general, a code of conduct should prohibit divulging information such as names, 
cover names, addresses, or information covering past, present, or future operations. Additionally, members 
should be prepared for, and knowledgeable of, potential interrogation techniques employed by the enemy. 
Common interrogation and interview techniques include the insertion of a deception agent into the same 
cell to attempt to gain the confidence of the member and obtain information from him. Another technique 
involves demoralizing a prisoner by using information already known about him, or the organization, in order 
to make him believe that he was betrayed, thereby undermining his loyalty. Another technique is to promise 
leniency or amnesty in exchange for information.130

11. Leadership and Governance Activities and Functions, and Governments-in-Exile
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A. A government-in-exile is a government displaced from its country of origin, yet which remains recognized as 
the legitimate sovereign authority of a nation. Exiling the national government under extreme circumstances where 
it cannot continue functioning within the nation should be a part of any national resistance defense planning. 
The purpose is to retain national representation through a sovereign, legitimate government that can speak for 
the nation as it fights alongside its allies and partners to restore national sovereignty. A government-in-exile will 
normally take up sanctuary in a nearby allied or partner nation. The government-in-exile should have a close 
relationship with, and be in command of, the shadow government in the occupied territory. Governments-
in-exile can provide a ready apparatus for coordinating external support for a resistance. The functions and 
relationships of the government-in-exile are represented above (see fig. 13).

B. Resistance Leadership.  While some degree of centralized strategic direction and planning is essential for 
resistance organizations, the form of that leadership ranges from simple to complex, from centralized to de-cen-
tralized. Through the increasing use of social media and information technology, resistance organizations can 
operate in a flatter, more decentralized fashion. Using the internet, if available under occupation and while 
considering security requirements, members can link virtually with fellow members inside and outside of the 
country. The relationships of resistance leadership are represented below (see fig. 14).
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C. Shadow Government 

1) Purpose.  The shadow government is the clandestine governance activity of the resistance and is found within 
the underground. It operates in competitive functional parallel with, but in opposition to, the state structure 
being used by the occupying regime. It acts clandestinely within the occupied area on behalf of, and in support 
of, the displaced or exiled government. Its primary purpose is to influence the behavior of the population. In 
particular, it seeks to maintain or increase popular resistance to the occupier through nonviolent and passive 
resistance methods, while acting to discourage collaboration (see Appendix G). 
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2) Structure and Role.  A shadow government, especially if it must operate for an extended term measured in 
years, often attempts to copy or mimic some or most of the governance functions of the imposed occupying 
regime (e.g., security and police, judicial processes, social and health services, and revenue generation, through 
taxation if required). 133  The roles of the shadow government include: adding legitimacy to the resistance 
organization, undermining the authority of the occupier, deterring and discouraging collaboration with the 
enemy by groups or individuals, and dealing with them through its judicial processes if required. The shadow 
government synchronizes its clandestine functions with the other resistance components. It does not act to 
control the other components, but rather acts to influence the behavior of the population. Shadow governance 
exercises a degree of supervision, control, and accountability over the population. This accountability function 
can extend into the restoration of sovereignty phase after removal of the occupier, where information gathered 
while under occupation can assist with restored judicial procedures against people charged with collaboration. 
The shadow government functions to discredit the occupier, support and influence the population, and lend 
legitimacy to the resistance. Organizationally and conceptually, it is typically an adjunct of the underground. 
The complex relationships of the shadow government are presented below (see fig. 15).

3) Maintaining Legitimacy.  The members of the shadow government will be local citizens of the same national 
identity as the local populace. Based on that common identity, the populace will normally grant them a large 
degree of legitimacy.134 It must be perceived as acting in the best interests of the population. It should assist overt 
law enforcement in apprehending common criminals who harm the population or establish its own policing 
functions if overt functions are inadequate. 135 It can also provide or supplement social services to portions of 
the population in need, as the Polish Underground State did in WWII (see Appendix D). It must acquire and 
retain functioning empirical sovereignty and maintain strong links to the displaced or exiled government. It 
must also avoid the danger of doing too much, in case it becomes resource constrained and can no longer 
deliver functions it undertook. This would be seen as a weakening of the resistance and used by the enemy to 
discredit it. In the case of a nation of people resisting occupation by an enemy state, the shadow government, 
acting at the direction of a displaced or exiled government should retain a large degree of legitimacy with the 
population as well as the international community.136  
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4) Short-Term versus Long Term.  National resistance is qualitatively and contextually different from insur-
gency. Insurgencies are internal movements which are based on grievances against a national government – in 
many cases an internationally recognized and legitimate one. Resistance is a form of warfare conducted by the 
legitimate government and population of a sovereign state to oppose occupation by a foreign power. National 
resistance warfare as envisioned in this concept is a short-term measure used to assist the nation and its allies 
and partners in the recovery of national sovereignty from the occupier. It is not part of Maoist revolutionary 
warfare to overthrow and replace a social and political hierarchy. Only if the nation lacks external allies and 
partners committed to forcefully assist in the restoration of its national sovereignty in the short-term, will this 
become a long-term struggle. In such a long-term struggle, the shadow government must gradually increase 
its role in domestic security and service provision to grow its legitimacy domestically and internationally, grow 
loyalty among the population, and support the exiled government in seeking allies and partners committed 
to the restoration of national sovereignty.

D. Legitimacy

1) In the domestic context, the concept of political legitimacy is based on an understanding of the state as 
a political organization formed through a social contract with its citizens. In that social contract, legitimate 
political authority originates in the consent of the governed, while outlining a reciprocal relationship of mutual 
obligations and rights between the governed and the government. When a foreign state invades and occupies 
any or all of the national territory, it does so without the consent of the governed and thus there is no social 
contract. The displaced or exiled, but still legitimate, government must continuously inform its people that 
it exists and is working to restore national sovereignty in order to retain its legitimacy and deny legitimacy to 
the occupier. 

2) In the international context, the legitimacy of an exiled government is formed during its governance of state 
territory prior to enemy incursion. The closer that government is to meeting international norms of legitimacy, 
through the traditional method of consensus of principal states, especially if democratically elected, then the 
more likely it will be to retain the support of other states as well as of its own people.

3) In the case of a nation resisting encroachment by an aggressor state, if it is in compliance with these two 
domestic and international conditions, then the new proxy ruling state authority emplaced by the occupier 
will have practically no legitimacy among the population it seeks to govern, with the exception of a potential, 
but small, portion of the population adhering to the occupier. The occupier will have little success in gaining 
any recognition of state authority for its newly emplaced regime among the international community or the 
domestic population. Based on domestic and international support, the legitimacy of the displaced or exiled 
government of the attacked state continues and does not need to be newly established. To retain this legitimacy 
as it fights to regain sovereignty, the resistance must avoid brutal tactics, human rights abuses, and criminal 
activity, while adhering to applicable laws of warfare, the Geneva Conventions and their applicable protocols, 
and international human rights law.137

E. Sovereignty

As reviewed earlier in this document, sovereignty can be broken down into “juridical” and “empirical.” Though it 
will be contested by the occupier, the original national government can hold technical juridical sovereignty over 
the occupied territory by preparing the necessary legal framework to transfer governing authority to an exiled 
governing authority, to continue representing the nation. The occupier will exercise empirical sovereignty, but 
the resistance can challenge this through the activities of its guerrilla, underground and auxiliary components, 
the displaced or exiled government, and especially the activities of a shadow government.138

F. Public Component of the Resistance

1) It is possible that in addition to the resistance components of the underground, guerrillas, and auxiliary, a 
public component may be able to exist within the occupied area. This public component will likely take the 
form of a political party and engage in nonviolent resistance to the new authorities. It should remain openly 
committed to nonviolent resistance in order for the new authorities to allow it to continue to exist.
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2) This public component, or political wing of the resistance, can facilitate broad communication within 
the state to its national constituency, as well as to international audiences. It can also provide the occupation 
authorities with a negotiating partner that is not ostensibly connected to any violence conducted by the other 
components of the resistance. If there comes a time when the occupier decides to surrender its ambition to 
establish its governance over all, or a portion, of the state into which it encroached, then this public component 
or political party will be the entity with which it will most likely negotiate.

3) As an example, the PIRA originated as a radical splinter group from the official IRA in 1969, after the latter’s 
attempts to end abstention from the political process. The PIRA opposed participation in the political process 
because it feared legitimizing the recognition of Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland as separate 
political entities. However, after observing the outpouring of domestic and international political support for 
the cause of the IRA when Bobby Sands died in his hunger strike in 1981, the PIRA realized the value of the 
political process. Soon afterwards, Gerry Adams became head of Sinn Fein in 1983 and the political process 
came to dominate the negotiations with ever decreasing violence until 2005, when the PIRA announced the 
end of its armed struggle and the decommissioning of its weapons.139

12. Nonviolent Resistance

A. Though the role and methods of nonviolent resistance have sometimes been obscured by religious and 
philosophical considerations, its tactics are fairly consistent. Typically, the resistance organizes and directs non-
violent resistance techniques and persuades ordinary citizens to carry them out. Nonviolent resistance and mass 
mobilization have contributed to significant resistance organizations and movements in the past 35 years. The 
Solidarity movement in Poland in the 1980s was a labor movement that played a decisive role in the eventual 
unseating of the communist regime. Ukraine’s 2004-2005 Orange Revolution was a mass mobilization, with 
broad civil disobedience, after a fraudulent election that successfully removed a regime, replacing it with a 
genuinely democratic political process.

B. A resistance can use various activities to undermine the enemy’s control over territory and the population. 
Nonviolent actions include protests, demonstrations, sit-ins, boycotts, occupation of government buildings or 
other locations, graffiti, symbols, media postings, and ignoring occupier orders. The resistance can also co-opt 
demonstrations, festivals, and institutions to align cultural identity with the cause of the resistance. These actions 
disrupt the smooth operation of government and civil society that is under the occupying enemy’s leadership 
or influence. Nonviolent resistance can also provoke the enemy into responding poorly. This response could 
range from immediate arrests and possible violence to longer term intrusive restrictions on communities or the 
society at large. An excessive response or over-reaction could alienate any internal supporters, external supporters 
(including the occupying enemy’s domestic population), and undecided individuals. In case of such a response, 
the resistance must take advantage of it to illuminate the enemy as an unjust and illegitimate occupier, which 
forms the basis of the national resistance narrative. At the same time that it undermines the occupation regime 
with this message supporting its narrative, the resistance shadow government can illustrate a stark contrast in 
efficacy and justness between the character and ethics of the occupier and those of the resistance. These actions 
prevent the enemy state from establishing legitimacy over the invaded nation, weaken enemy regime official 
morale (including security forces), occupy the enemy’s time and resources, and prevent any formation of popular 
support for the imposed regime.140 

C. Nonviolent Resistance Objectives

1) Nonviolent resistance implies an unarmed group whose activities capitalize on social norms, customs, 
and taboos, often provoking action by occupation security forces that will serve to alienate large segments of 
public opinion from the occupation regime and its agents. If the occupier does not respond to the nonviolent 
resisters’ actions, the resisters will immobilize the processes of public order and safety, and seriously challenge 
the enemy’s ability to govern. Nonviolent resistance rests on the basic thesis that governments and social 
organizations, even when they possess instruments of physical force, depend on the voluntary assistance and 
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cooperation of a great number of individuals. This method of opposition to a power structure aims to persuade 
the population to refuse to cooperate with the occupier and its agents.

2) The principal tactic used to induce noncooperation is frequently described as persuasion through suffering, 
which is intended to withdraw popular support from the occupying regime. A misconception of this tactic is 
that it is designed to persuade the opponent to have a change of heart through remorse. This misconception 
makes the error of assuming that there are only two actors involved in this process: the suffering resister and 
the opponent. However, nonviolent resistance operates within a framework of three actors: the suffering 
nonviolent resister, the opponent (the occupying enemy and its security forces), and the larger audience (the 
population). In the context of national resistance to an occupying enemy, the audience is broadly expanded. 
It includes the populace of the enemy state in an attempt to reduce internal support for the actions of that 
state, as well as extending to many populations around the world within nations supportive of the resistance, 
or which can be persuaded to support the resistance. Every conflict situation is dramatically affected by the 
extent to which the audience(s) become(s) involved.

3) This contagiousness of conflict inevitably occurs when the audience is included as the third actor. Nonviolent 
resistance techniques, particularly the function of suffering, provide one insight into the manipulation of the 
contagiousness of conflict. More than anything else, the objective of nonviolent resistance is to create situations 
that will involve public opinion and direct it against the occupying power or its installed regime.

4) When the nonviolent resister suffers at the hands of the occupier, it demonstrates his or her integrity, 
commitment, and courage while showing the injustice, cruelty, and tyranny of the occupier. If the nonviolent 
resister provokes a response from the occupying forces or regime that can be seen as unjust or unfair, then the 
charges of tyranny and persecution are confirmed. Nonviolent resistance techniques thrust the initiative and 
the responsibility for uninvited conflict with unarmed citizens upon an occupier. This is aikido141 politics, 
where a population is mobilized by conflict between two groups in which one (here the occupying force) has 
aggressively or excessively responded to the other, promoting sympathy for the victim(s) and outrage at the 
aggressive actor. In this context, aikido politics refers to the use of the occupier’s momentum against itself by 
the less well-resourced resistance organization.

5) There are a number of variables that affect the effectiveness of this staged suffering. One is the attitude of 
the occupier. The success of this method will be determined by whether the occupier cares how a population 
views it. If the occupier is unconcerned with popular opinion, then nonviolent resistance tactics are less likely 
to be effective.

6) In addition to it alienating public opinion from the occupier, underground sponsored nonviolent resistance 
has two other objectives. The first is to lower the morale of the occupying security forces and their government 
officials. Confronting unarmed and nonviolent activists can undermine the cohesive ethos of most security 
forces. A second objective is to tie down security forces. By organizing nonviolent resistance events, the 
underground can successfully divert security forces from other tasks. These coordinated operations between 
a nonviolent wing and guerrillas or underground can be extremely effective in disorienting security forces.142

D. Nonviolent Resistance Techniques.  Nonviolent resistance can range from small, isolated challenges to 
specific laws, to complete disregard of occupier authority. The techniques of nonviolent resistance are classified 
into three general types: attention-getting devices, noncooperation, and civil disobedience. The underlying con-
sideration in nonviolent resistance techniques is whether they serve to legitimize the position of the nonviolent 
resister while alienating or challenging the authority of the occupying regime.143

1) Attention-Getting Devices.  Nonviolent resistance in its early stages usually takes the form of actions 
calculated to gain attention, provide propaganda for the cause, or be a nuisance to occupation forces. 
Attention-getting devices include demonstrations, mass meetings, picketing, and the creation of symbols. 
Demonstrations and picketing help to advertise the resistance campaign and educate the larger public about 
the need to maintain resistance against the occupier. Such activities provide communication to both internal 
and external audiences. For example, the upheaval in Tunisia that began on December 17, 2010 was begun 
by a 26-year-old fruit vendor who performed an act of self-immolation to protest humiliating tactics of local 
officials. This eventually led to large protests and clashes with Tunisian security forces, resulting in the deaths 
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of approximately 100 people throughout the country. As a result, President Ben Ali renounced his power and 
departed the country. During the Nazi occupation of Denmark in WWII, King Christian became a symbol of 
nonviolent resistance. By maintaining his traditional morning ride through the city of Copenhagen without 
police or aides and keeping his royal standard flying above the palace both day and night, he indicated his 
presence as the rightful and legitimate sovereign representative of the people, his readiness to negotiate with 
the Germans, and his leadership of his people.144

2) Noncooperation.  Techniques of noncooperation call for a passive nonviolent resister to perform normal 
activities in a slightly contrived manner to slow or impede processes, or to exaggerate difficulties, but not 
to the degree that the resister can be accused of breaking the law. This was also identified previously in this 
document as passive sabotage. Activities such as slowdowns, boycotts of all kinds, and various forms of disasso-
ciation from the occupier all exemplify acts of noncooperation. Anti-Nazi resistance in Europe during WWII 
included deliberate errors in adjustments of machine tools and precision instruments. Workers in shipping 
departments addressed shipments to wrong addresses or conveniently forgot to include items in the shipment 
containers. Feigned sickness was also widespread. These acts of noncooperation impeded the war effort while 
appearing to be honest mistakes (see Appendix D). During the same period, Yugoslavian railroad workers used 
a particularly effective noncooperation technique: during Allied air raids they deserted their jobs, and, after 
the raid, stayed away for 24 hours or more because of their feigned fear, seriously delaying railway traffic.145

3) Civil Disobedience

a) Mass participation in deliberately unlawful acts, typically legal misdemeanors, constitutes civil disobe-
dience. This is the most extreme form of nonviolent resistance because it straddles the boundary between 
misdemeanors and serious crimes, on the dividing line between nonviolent and violent resistance. Forms of 
civil disobedience include breaking specific laws, for example breaking tax laws by not paying taxes, breaking 
traffic laws by disrupting traffic, and breaking laws prohibiting meetings, publications, speech codes, etc., 
by engaging in those acts. Civil disobedience can also take the form of certain types of strikes and walkouts, 
resignations en masse, and minor destruction of property.

b) In Palestine, during the Jewish uprising/resistance of 1920-1948, the population practiced an effective 
form of resistance though civil disobedience by preventing the capture of the Haganah raiding force by the 
British security forces. When the police began to search for the Haganah, people vigorously refused the 
security forces entry to their homes, only stopping short of using arms, often using hand-to-hand fighting, 
throwing bricks and stones, and injuring many security force members. At the first sign of a British cordon, 
a gong or siren would sound, and, at this signal, villagers from nearby settlements would rush to the area, 
flooding it with outsiders and effectively preventing the British from recognizing which outsiders responsible 
for the raid had taken refuge in the village.

c) Civil disobedience is a powerful technique, but to be effective, it must be exercised by large numbers of 
people. The calculated risk is that the breach of law justifies arrest by security forces and judicial punish-
ment. However, the more massive the scale of disobedience, the more difficult and less profitable it is for 
the government to carry out punishments. During the Indian independence movement, Mahatma Gandhi 
led so many millions in acts of nonviolent civil disobedience that it proved impractical, if not impossible, 
for the British to jail all offenders. To the British, such widespread disrespect for a law made its enforcement 
ridiculous or counterproductive. Such actions can be used by a resistance organization to prevent the occupier 
from enforcing its will in an attempt to cause it to at least partially abdicate its authority.146

4) Cyber Activism.  Cyber (or virtual) activism refers to normal, non-disruptive use of the internet in support 
of an agenda or cause. This is also referred to as online organizing, electronic advocacy, e-campaigning, and 
e-activism. Such activity includes web-based research, website design and publication, transmitting electronic 
publications and other materials through e-mail, and using the web to discuss issues, form communities of 
interest, and plan and coordinate activities. Hacktivism, the exploitation of computer systems (hacking) for 
a political purpose, brings methods of civil disobedience into cyberspace. Hacktivist tactics include many 
evolving techniques at the leading edge of information security such as virtual sit-ins, automated e-mail bombs, 
web hacks, computer break-ins, and computer viruses and worms. A virtual sit-in is the cyberspace equivalent 
of a blockade where the objective is to disrupt normal operations, thus calling attention to the perpetrator. 
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Another form of hacking is website defacement, which does not necessarily seek to take information or corrupt 
a network but rather seeks to replace existing public content with a political message.147 All these methods 
are available to a resistance organization if internet connectivity is possible within the occupied area. The 
drawback is the ability of the actor to be traced and discovered, especially if in occupied territory, and so this 
activity should only be engaged in by the expert few. This activity can also be engaged in by the displaced or 
exiled government against the occupier with relative impunity. An exiled government requires the assistance 
and ascent of a friendly nation from which this activity can be conducted. 

13. Deterrence as an Aspect of Resistance

Government creation of deterrent factors is a part of resistance planning. Deterrence involves governments 
creating counter actions to potential adversary courses of action that will cause adversaries to believe that the 
costs outweigh the benefits of aggression. Defense options coordinated collectively among allies and partners are 
likely to have a greater deterrent effect than unilateral actions. Strong allied and partner-nation relations support 
deterrence and can solidify external support for resistance operations. For resistance to function as a deterrent, 
a potential aggressor must be aware of its existence. Therefore, some measure of information, particularly of 
the legal and policy frameworks, must be made available in the public domain for the potential aggressor to be 
aware of such planning. Such public knowledge also lends popular legitimacy.

14. Restoration of Sovereignty/ Stability Operations Considerations

A. Post Resistance Stabilization

1) Preparation and planning for post-resistance stabilization and reconstruction must begin at the outset of 
considering resistance as a national defense option. During its defense planning in peacetime, the government 
should plan this phase to the same extent that it plans for the resistance campaign. As governing sovereignty is 
restored to the nation, the resistance organization must cease all operations. Many of its members may desire 
continued anonymity. Its members, the government, and the people, must understand and demonstrate that 
the organized resistance remains under the closely held control of the state’s governing hierarchy. It remains 
an integral part of, and supports, the return and restoration of the legitimate national governing authority. 

2) Successful post-resistance and stabilization planning will depend on understanding the circumstances that 
made the nation and state vulnerable to the aggressor, and any social circumstances that created challenges 
during resistance operations. The government must anticipate that the post-resistance phase may not resemble 
its prior internal political balance of power, and many internal societal relationships will not return to the exact 
same status quo ante. Relationships within the nation regarding certain portions of the population, groups, 
and individuals that supported the aggressor will need to be addressed. The social fabric itself may have been 
damaged by the intentional actions of the enemy as well as by some resistance operations - authorized or 
otherwise. The government should plan toward a unity of purpose among all resistance participants, and all 
segments of the population. The government should be aware of and plan for the need to continue actions that 
maintain its legitimacy internally and with its allies and partners and the international community as a whole. 

3) As during pre-crisis resiliency building, the government should focus on maintaining popular allegiance 
to the state, and not the particular government directing the state apparatus. This also includes assessing the 
effectiveness of institutions to meet the post-crisis needs of the population through equitable and inclusive 
delivery of services. The latter is of particular importance, since no matter how effective state institutions were, 
it may have been the perception of specific domestic minority groups that the government either ignored 
them or acted against them. This may have initially allowed the enemy to develop a foothold in the country 
and gain traction within those segments of the population.
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4) The judicial system and law enforcement organizations require particular attention. It is during this phase 
that collaborators will be charged by the state. This should be a legally transparent activity based on written 
laws that existed prior to the conflict, and facts that emerged during the conflict. It should be processed through 
the state’s judicial system post-conflict. This will ensure and demonstrate the protection of the rights of all citi-
zens, according to applicable law, and retain the legitimacy of the state and the government. Additionally, this 
clarifies consequences for a small segment of the population that may have supported the aggressor. It will also 
encourage loyalty to the state by persons related to this group by ethnic, religious or other ties, by ensuring that 
only persons who actually collaborated with the enemy through specific violations face judicial consequences. 

B. Presence of Adversary Loyalists.  While the enemy may have withdrawn, enemy loyalists could remain in 
control of some territory. Such loyalists may try to continue undermining the legitimate government by using 
violence, threats, or other coercion to prevent cooperation with the legitimate government. In such situations, 
the government may need to use force against this internal adversary. Whether the state applies its military or 
law enforcement resources will be a decision based on the state’s laws, and factors such as: the number of persons 
involved, degree of violence, the physical location of those persons, the degree of material support from the 
ousted enemy state, and the maintenance of state legitimacy. 
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CHAPTER 4

INTERAGENCY PLANNING AND PREPARATION148

“In the long history of humankind (and animal kind too) those who learned to  
collaborate and improvise most effectively have prevailed.” 

- Charles Darwin

“To be realistic, one must therefore think of a general insurrection within the framework of a war  
conducted by the regular army, and coordinated in one all-encompassing plan.”

- Carl Von Clausewitz, On War149

1. Introduction

Resistance planning must involve practically all government agencies or ministries, creating a whole of gov-
ernment approach. This strengthens national preparedness and thus resilience. Such preparation and planning 
also lends itself to strategic messaging against a potential adversary by presenting costly consequences to an 
adversary’s attempt at sovereignty infringement. Resistance planning should also extend to organizations and 
other entities outside of government to increase resilience by enhancing national resolve and national integrity. 
First, we will cover some general principles of such planning in the form of: who, what, when, where, and why.

A. WHO.  Planning across the full range of resistance options is an inherent responsibility of every level of 
government. This provides layered, integrated, and mutually supporting capabilities. This effort is best led by 
the national government, and particularly the Ministry of Defense (MoD), which is likely best suited due to 
the topic and intent of the plan. The lead agency also functions as the primary coordinator of the effort, but 
may or may not be authorized to direct other agencies. Planning by these ministries or agencies fosters unity 
of effort by providing shared understanding, shared references, common terminology, and shared purpose for 
crisis response and resistance activities. Though the national government (likely the MoD) leads this effort, 
commercial, private, and civil society entities outside of government should also be involved in a Total Defense 
effort. Portions of the plan are thus broadened to involve the whole of society in an aspect of the national 
defense and potential resistance.

B. WHAT.  A plan is a continuous, evolving instrument of anticipated actions that maximizes opportunities 
and guides responses. Since planning is an ongoing process, a plan is an interim product based on available 
information, present capabilities, and understanding. It is subject to revision based on new information and 
capabilities. Formation of the plan is a whole of government approach collaboratively integrating all facets and 
levels of government, vertically and horizontally. The plan may also need to include Memorandums of Agreement 
(MoA) or Memorandums of Understanding (MoU) regarding shared or over-lapping areas of responsibility or 
necessary cooperation to effect results.

C. WHEN.  Plans are best described as living documents. Reviews, updates and revisions should be regularly 
scheduled and involve the same entities that originated the plan. Outside of regularly scheduled reviews, plans 
should be updated based on an increased threat level or other significant contextual changes.

D. WHERE.  Resistance planning is best hosted by the Ministry of Defense. It likely has the most secure 
facilities for such planning, and for the storage of such plans, and it will likely be the lead ministry during a 
national resistance. Certain extremely sensitive portions, such as designated resistance leadership, may be best 
kept outside the country, perhaps in a national embassy in a partner nation. The planned location of a possible 
government-in-exile or the embassy to one of the most secure partner nations are potential options.
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E. WHY.  Planning provides three principal benefits: (1) it allows agencies, ministries, departments, and juris-
dictions to influence the course of events in a national crisis by determining in advance the actions, policies, and 
processes that will be followed; (2) it delineates and creates a mutual understanding of integrated and comple-
mentary roles and responsibilities; and (3) it contributes to unity of effort by providing a common blueprint for 
activity in the event of crisis through top-down integration. This collaborative planning is intended to improve 
coordination, assign and clarify responsibilities, reduce confusion, and increase efficiency and effectiveness. 
Planning is a foundational element of national preparedness and is an essential national defense activity. Planning 
for resistance enhances resilience and should be a national priority.

2. Whole of Government Planning Considerations

• A designated lead or primary agency to lead the planning effort (most likely MoD)

• Integration of all required instruments of national power

• Expertise of government organizations related to the plan’s goal

• Participants that forge a common understanding of the operational environment and of a defined problem

• Active lines of communication appropriate to the levels of discussion to begin and foster continuous 
relationships throughout the planning process for ease of information sharing

• A shared goal with clearly stated objectives to achieve results through comprehensive integration and 
synchronization at the implementation level

• A common determination of the resources and capabilities to be aligned in order to achieve the plan-
ning objectives

3. Comprehensive Approach

A. Unified Action.  Develop unified action by building a strategy to integrate all relevant instruments of national 
power with other government ministries and organizations, multinational partners, and non-governmental 
civilian organizations as necessary. Identify the key objectives to all participants to attain the end state. Multiple 
organizations need a coherent plan (a plan on how the resistance planning will be accomplished) with timelines 
and due dates to guide the simultaneous efforts of several ministries and agencies to better understand their 
roles within the larger planning scheme.  

B. Establish Responsibility.  A common sense of ownership and mutual commitment can be forged among 
the participants when they understand what must be accomplished to achieve planning objectives and agree 
on how to accomplish the planning. Each ministry, organization or agency must clearly identify the resources 
(people and time) that they will devote to the planning effort and must agree to the responsibilities assigned to 
their organizations.  

4. Government Levels

In order to create a layered, complementary, and integrated plan, each level of government, as well as the 
individual citizen, has certain responsibilities. Plans for resistance can differ little from emergency or disaster 
response plans in the initial stage of resistance. If territorial invasion occurs by an aggressor, then many of the 
same challenges as a natural or man-made disaster will first befall much of the population.  

A. Individuals and Local Governments.  Resilient communities begin with prepared individuals.  Local lead-
ership is provided by local government, private and commercial organizations, businesses and associations, and 
other non-governmental groups. Individuals, families, and caregivers to those with special needs should develop 
household emergency plans to include emergency supply kits. This includes care for pets and service animals. 
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Emergency supply kits should include food and water, first aid kits, batteries for communications devices, and 
possibly alternate energy sources such as generators for power. Individual citizens can also enroll in first aid 
courses, or even partake in government sponsored voluntary military training, as offered by some nations. Local 
police, fire, emergency medical services, public health and medical providers, emergency management, public 
works, and others in the community are often the first to respond to an incident. The local senior elected or 
appointed official (the mayor, city manager, or county manager) is responsible for ensuring the public safety and 
welfare of residents. They organize and integrate their capabilities and resources with neighboring and senior 
jurisdictions, NGOs, and the private sector. Businesses are vital partners within communities wherever retail 
locations, service sites, manufacturing facilities, or management offices are located. NGOs and not-for-profit 
organizations also play a key role in strengthening communities’ response efforts, typically in preparation for 
natural or man-made disasters. Many of those organizations possess knowledge of hard-to-reach populations, 
conduct training and management of volunteers, and have identified shelter locations and supplies.

B. Provincial, Mid-level, or Intermediate-level Governments.  This level of government has responsibility 
for coordinating resources and capabilities throughout its jurisdiction and typically obtaining resources and 
capabilities from other similar level governments. It typically has its own law enforcement personnel that can 
be focused on assisting specific localities. In some countries these provincial level governments are sovereign 
entities (e.g., each of the fifty states of the United States), and in other countries they are a subordinate level of 
the national level government, or they can be mixed. If these are sovereign entities, then greater coordination 
is required because they cannot necessarily be directed by the national government.  

C. The National or Central Government.  National governments ordinarily maintain a wide array of capabilities 
and resources that can supplement the above levels of government if not required for a national level crisis. The 
national government should also maintain working relationships with the private sector and NGOs, as well as 
international organizations, partner states and allies. In the case of a foreign adversary infringing on national 
sovereignty, the national government is the primary defender of the nation, and primary coordinator for the 
other levels of government, which is why it must lead this planning effort.

5. Government Interagency Planning and Responsibilities

As a government-led activity, resistance planning has aspects that are shared among different agencies or ministries. 
Additionally, as noted above, there will be many similarities between plans covering the early stages of a threat 
posed by an adversarial foreign power and natural or man-made disasters. Therefore, national plans already in 
place to deal with such disasters should be consulted as a basis for resistance planning. Below is a sampling of 
suggested national government ministerial planning activities, divided between the general phases of: pre-crisis 
or deterrence, crisis, and foreign occupation (partial or total). The following ministry titles are attempts to cap-
ture the general government divisions of most national governments. The sampling of responsibilities during 
the first phase pertains to domestic peacetime operations of a government. The sampling of responsibilities 
during crisis includes the transfer of some ministerial activities outside the nation to support the continuity of 
the sovereign government. The sampling of responsibilities under enemy occupation are also divided between 
ministries continuing to operate under occupation, and specific elements that operate externally, having been 
transferred as part of the exiled government to support the return of national sovereignty. Additionally, but not 
specified here, certain government ministries and agencies may have specific roles to fulfill upon the entry of 
allied forces to assist in the restoration of national sovereignty. Further, this planning may involve coordination 
for support from external allies and partners. These suggested responsibilities are only samples of what might 
be done and, accounting for administrative, traditional and cultural differences, are only intended to assist with 
beginning national resistance planning. A sample of responsibilities is provided in a Government Interagency 
Planning and Preparation chart in Appendix J, and further explained in the following sections. 
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A. Ministry of Defense (MoD)

1) Pre-Crisis/ Deterrence.  Potential overall lead planning ministry. Lead and provide specialized resistance 
focused training for select members of special operations forces, conventional forces, and specially selected 
persons with anticipated roles and duties in the resistance organization. Host a civilian-led national crisis 
planning team to organize, oversee, and lead government resistance planning and preparation. Engage in joint 
training and exercises with partner and allied nations for national defense and potential support to resistance. 
Purchase specialized communication, transportation and other equipment and supplies. Designate cache sites 
and store equipment and supplies as necessary, in accordance with governing laws.

2) Crisis.  Engage enemy to defend national sovereignty. Activate select resistance underground support net-
works in coordination with national political authority. Stock remaining caches. Distribute specialized equip-
ment. Disperse pre-designated military leadership to external, pre-planned locations coordinated with partner 
nations. From those locations, coordinate ongoing internal (territory under occupation) and external activities 
with allied and partner nations and serve and advise the exiled civilian government regarding military matters.  

3) Enemy Occupation.  Resist occupier as planned. Designate small stay-behind military elements to con-
duct planned activities to combat occupier, maintain civilian morale, and prepare for incoming allied forces. 
Resistance networks conduct activities against the occupier guided by the political leadership of the exiled 
government. Conduct sabotage, subversion, intelligence gathering and sharing of intelligence. Recruit, train 
and equip additional underground and guerrilla members as necessary.  

B. Ministry of Interior / Ministry of Justice (Internal Security and Law Enforcement)

1) Pre-Crisis/Deterrence.  Assist the national legislative body in writing laws as part of a national legal frame-
work to support the establishment, development, and material support and supply of a resistance organization, 
as well as the potential conduct of its activities (see Appendix A). Assist the national legislative body in under-
standing and developing laws to enforce against asymmetric adversarial penetration of societal elements and 
organizations, and threats to critical infrastructure. Identify, monitor and disrupt subversive elements within 
the population that are assisting a hostile foreign power (counterintelligence) in gaining leverage within the 
domestic society.   

2) Crisis.  Conduct raids and arrests of select, known subversive elements, mostly previously monitored, that 
are assisting the foreign adversarial power. Increase surveillance of groups and individuals suspected of assist-
ing the adversarial power. Employ any authorized emergency powers to counter the adversary’s asymmetric 
warfare activities.  

3) Enemy Occupation.  Gather information on occupier activities and personnel. Members of the resistance 
underground pass information to be converted into intelligence. Support and mask the activities of local law 
enforcement agencies clandestinely cooperating with the resistance. Use access to occupier activities to monitor 
and collect against those activities for use against the occupier within international legal regimes upon the res-
toration of sovereignty. Maintain law enforcement against traditional criminal activities to protect the populace.  

C. Agency for Disaster Response or Civil Emergency

1) Pre-Crisis/ Deterrence.  Educate and inform the general public regarding individual and organizational 
responsibilities and responses to natural or man-made disasters (e.g., United States Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) or Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB)).150  Assist the general public 
with the earliest stages of preparation and response due to the early stage similarities between a natural or 
man-made disaster and the threat of forceful foreign occupation. 

2) Crisis.  Prepare the nation for shortages and execute most disaster protocols. The early stages of a hostile 
incursion will bring many of the same problems as other types of disasters. Pre-positioned disaster response 
supplies may need to be used. Disaster response support agreements with other nations may not be honored 
by those nations due to the context of war and the additional dangers to personnel and equipment. 
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3) Enemy Occupation.  Continue functioning as a disaster response agency on behalf of the nation in case of 
disaster while under occupation. Assist and prepare the nation, as possible, for sustenance and power shortages 
during combat when allied and partner conventional forces enter to restore sovereignty. 

D. Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA)

1) Pre-Crisis/ Deterrence.  Secure agreements with allies and partners to ensure legal recognition and potential 
placement of exiled government, if necessary, and recognition of resistance networks as operating on behalf of 
the sovereign exiled government.151 Foster relationships with the diaspora for purposes of information dissem-
ination, intelligence, funding, strategic communication and recruitment. Engage international organizations 
and international NGOs to develop and establish support agreements in case of crisis and for the purposes of 
present and future strategic communication integration.

2) Crisis.  Coordinate execution of a plan to safely transport predetermined key members of the government to 
an allied or partner nation willing to host the government-in-exile, per agreements concluded during pre-crisis 
activities. Execute strategic communication plan stressing unjustified, hostile foreign invasion of sovereign 
nation, in coordination with Office of the Prime Minister or President, and Ministry of Communication. 
Execute strategic communication plan, coordinated with Ministry of Communication, to illuminate and 
internationally publicize the aggressive and illegal actions of the adversary state undermining sovereignty and 
legitimacy. 

3) Enemy Occupation.  Continue pre-planned strategic communication to positively influence populations 
and governments of partner nations to retain support for restoration of full sovereignty.  Promote international 
sanctions against occupying state with governments and international organizations.

E. Ministry of Communication

1) Pre-Crisis/Deterrence.  Develop and distribute strategic communication messages, in accordance with themes 
and the national narrative to domestic and international audiences as allowed by law. Prepare crisis strategic 
communication. Identify and disrupt hostile communication penetration of domestic networks. Coordinate 
government and non-government entities to leverage existing cyberspace capabilities. Develop alternative 
communication distribution systems and methods in case of critical disruption.152 Assist in development and 
possibly acquisition of a secure communication capability for the resistance organization. Devise alternative 
resistance communication means. Increase resiliency of communication networks.  

2) Crisis.  Distribute national strategic communication messages as per pre-planned and approved themes and 
narrative. Identify and neutralize adversarial communication capabilities within national borders as allowed by 
emergency laws. Attack adversary communication capability as directed by national authority. Engage partner 
and other international media outlets to gain international support.  

3) Enemy Occupation.  Restore and repair cyber and telecommunications infrastructure, especially emergency 
systems. Distribute pre-planned resistance information operations products in coordination and as planned 
with other relevant agencies. Surreptitiously monitor occupier activities, particularly if possibly criminal. Record 
and transmit such information, as well as occupier communications, to exiled or partner intelligence agencies 
for use within strategic communication and possibly international judiciary proceedings.  

F. Ministry of Education/ Culture

1) Pre-Crisis/Deterrence.  Oversee the conduct of patriotic education and events to strengthen national 
unity and resilience. Promote a national culture available to all citizens. Engage with neighboring nations and 
international organizations to conduct cultural and educational events to strengthen long-term bonds and 
assist strategic communication. Involve domestic civil society organizations in such activities to strengthen 
domestic bonds. Educate population on peaceful, passive and other resistance methods. 
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2) Crisis.  Communicate message of strong national bonds and national resilience. Promote national coop-
eration against adversary. 

3) Enemy Occupation.  Continue general education as far as allowed by occupier. Promote surreptitious 
schooling in cooperation with resistance organization to subvert occupier. Engage in peaceful culturally based 
resistance activities against the occupier. Assist in maintaining popular morale. Disseminate clandestine infor-
mation to inform population of occupier activities and motivate resistance to the occupier.

G. Ministry of Transportation

1) Pre-Crisis/Deterrence.  Formulate plan for priority transport of military essential items in time of national 
crisis across air, land and sea domains to support national defense. Coordinate and support development of 
alternate and clandestine transport networks in support of resistance. Identify critical nodes of transportation 
infrastructure for purpose of sabotage against enemy use if necessary.  

2) Crisis.  Execute national defense priority transportation plan as required by MoD. Prepare transportation 
networks for national resistance activities as required by plan. Conduct sabotage as required for national 
defense and directed by MoD.  

3) Enemy Occupation.  Restore and recover emergency transportation infrastructure. Disrupt enemy use of 
domestic transportation infrastructure to inhibit enemy control. Support clandestine resistance use of trans-
portation networks domestically and for border infiltration and exfiltration. Assist sabotage of transportation 
systems as directed.  

H. Ministry of Finance

1) Pre-Crisis/ Deterrence.  Develop plan to finance acquisition of materials, supplies, and services in support 
of development of a resistance organization and national resistance capability. In coordination with domestic, 
partner, and international banking entities, develop alternate methods of revenue generation, collection, and 
distribution for clandestine purposes in support of resistance.

2) Crisis.  Activate contingency finance measures to support national defense and alternate methods of financ-
ing to support resistance. Execute diaspora financial support network for contributions to national resistance. 
Secure key national financial information and data to prevent manipulation by an occupier and to support a 
return to sovereignty.

3) Enemy Occupation.  Continue engagement with diaspora communities and international banks and donors 
to sustain financial support to national resistance and the activities of the resistance organization.

6. Preparedness

Once a plan is formulated, it becomes part of a preparedness cycle. The cycle has several activities: plan, organize, 
equip, train, exercise, and evaluate, and improve. This cycle, or a similar method, is vital to understanding and 
improving potential resistance and thus to increasing national resilience.

A. Plan.  Planning makes it possible to manage the life cycle of a potential crisis, determine capability require-
ments, and help stake-holding ministries, agencies, and other personnel learn their roles. It includes the collec-
tion and analysis of intelligence and information, as well as the development of policies, procedures, assistance 
agreements, and other arrangements. Planning also improves effectiveness by clearly defining required capabilities, 
shortening response time, and facilitating rapid information exchange. Plans should clearly define leadership 
roles and responsibilities, and clearly articulate the decisions that need to be made, who will make them, and 
when. A technique for planning collaboration is the identification and formation of boards, centers, cells, working 
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groups, offices, elements, planning teams, and/or other cross-functional staff organizations. They manage specific 
processes and accomplish tasks in support of plan development.  Persons assigned to these elements should 
be vested with the authority to make decisions, at their level, for their parent organizations to expedite overall 
decision-making in the planning effort.153 

B. Organize.  Organizing to execute resistance planning includes developing and understanding the resistance 
organizational structure, identifying leadership, and assembling well-qualified personnel. The resistance organ-
ization should provide command and control structures. Knowledge of the structural hierarchy allows others 
to identify possible counterparts for coordination and collaboration. Governments at all levels should integrate 
their capabilities to support the development of the resistance organization and its potential activities. 

C. Equip.  A critical component of preparedness is the acquisition of equipment, including the capability to 
be interoperable with equipment used by certain other government entities and partner nation forces. Effective 
preparedness requires the ability to identify, obtain, and deploy equipment, supplies, facilities, and systems in 
sufficient quantities necessary to perform assigned missions and tasks. The mobilization and maintenance of 
physical and human resources requires an effective logistics system. Government organizations responsible for 
providing equipment for organized resistance may store that equipment at their facilities for distribution when 
necessary or in prepared caches, as allowed by law and determined by plan. They must also routinely service 
and maintain such equipment and support the resources needed to maintain, repair, and operate the equipment 
in the field.

D. Train.  Building nationwide resistance capabilities requires a systematic program to train individuals, cells or 
teams, and organizations. The purpose is to meet a common baseline of performance and certification standards. 
Professionalism and experience are the foundation of success. Rigorous, ongoing training is thus imperative. 
Individuals and cells or teams should meet qualification, or performance standards. Content and methods of 
training must produce required skills and measurable proficiency. 

E. Exercise.  Exercises provide opportunities to test plans and improve proficiency in a risk-free environment. 
Exercises assess and validate proficiency levels. They also clarify and familiarize personnel with roles and 
responsibilities. Well-designed exercises improve interagency coordination, communications, and planning, 
highlight capability gaps, and identify opportunities for improvement. Once a resistance plan is formed, a 
resistance organization structured, governmental and ministerial roles and responsibilities delineated, and the 
necessary equipped acquired, then portions of that plan can be exercised at various levels. Some portions of the 
plan involving external partner military support can be exercised with that partner in a classified environment. 
Domestic and partner military units can also exercise capabilities on or near potentially contested ground or 
at a military training center. The portion of the resistance plan involving individual and organizational disaster 
response can be exercised as part of a local, regional or national disaster response exercise. Other portions can 
be exercised among pertinent government agencies in a classified environment. The most sensitive portions 
of the plan may not need to be subject to a formal exercise format, but may only require certain portions be 
tested by a few individuals. 

F. Evaluate and Improve.  Evaluation and continual process improvement are cornerstones of effective prepar-
edness. Upon concluding an exercise, performance is evaluated against relevant capability objectives, deficits are 
identified, and corrective actions instituted. Improvement planning should develop specific recommendations 
for changes in practice and timelines for implementation. The testing entity should institute a corrective action 
program to evaluate exercise participation and response, capture lessons learned, and make improvements in 
response capabilities. An active improvement program will provide a method and define roles and responsibilities 
for identification, prioritization, assignment, and monitoring of corrective actions arising from exercises and 
real-world events. The below graphic (see fig. 16) illustrates a capability building cycle to increase preparedness.
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Figure 16. The Preparedness Cycle.154

7. Criteria for Successful Planning155

The following are criteria to measure key aspects of planning: 

A. Acceptability.  A plan is acceptable if it can meet the requirements of anticipated scenarios, can be imple-
mented within the costs and timeframes that senior officials and the public can support, and is consistent with 
applicable laws. 

B. Adequacy.  A plan is adequate if it complies with applicable planning guidance, planning assumptions are valid 
and relevant, and the concept of operations identifies and addresses critical tasks specific to the plan’s objectives. 

C. Completeness.  A plan is complete if it incorporates major actions, objectives, and tasks to be accomplished. 
The complete plan addresses the personnel and resources required and sound concepts for how those will be 
deployed, employed, sustained, and demobilized. It also addresses timelines and criteria for measuring success 
in achieving objectives, and the desired end state. Completeness of a plan can be greatly enhanced by including 
all those who could be affected in the planning process. 

D. Consistency and Standardization.  A common frame of reference with common terminology must be 
established. Then standardized planning processes and products must be established to foster consistency, 
interoperability, and collaboration. 

E. Feasibility.  A plan is considered feasible if the critical tasks can be accomplished with the resources available 
internally or through mutual aid. Immediate need for additional resources from other sources, such as partner 
nations, are identified in detail and coordinated in advance. Procedures are in place to integrate and employ 
resources effectively. 

F. Flexibility.  Flexibility and adaptability are promoted by certain decentralized decision making and by plan-
ning for full or partial loss of sovereignty. The capability to activate regional resistance organization elements 
and specific networks, partial or whole, also lends flexibility.  

G. Interoperability and Collaboration.  A plan is interoperable and collaborative if it identifies other plan holders 
with similar and complementary plans and objectives. This is especially important when planning with allies 
and partner nations to support a resistance and follow-on military actions for a return of sovereignty. Planning 
should also support regular collaboration focused on integrating with those other plans to optimize achievement 
of individual and collective goals and objectives. Each organization should understand the interests, policies, and 
values of each other’s organizations. Achieving consensus on unifying goals is essential to successful planning 
because of the shared operational environment.
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8. Authorities and Legal Framework

A. Authorities.  Resistance plan development may not be among the responsibilities or missions of the agencies 
or ministries whose participation is required for such planning. Thus, the required staffing and/ or funding 
may also not be immediately allocated or available. Consequently, some of these organizations may require 
authorization or direction, as well as additional funding allocated from their higher responsible executive or 
legislative bodies, in order to fulfill their responsibilities to resistance planning.   

B. Legal Framework.  Participating ministries and other organizations should have legal experts available who 
understand the regulatory and legal frameworks within which each ministry or agency operates. These experts 
can advise on the bounds of commitments and the drafting of agreements as well as relevant national laws (see 
Appendix A).  

9. Operations Security (OPSEC)

OPSEC is also a critical part of the planning process. The planning process, some participating individuals, 
agreements, and decisions, as well as the plan itself and each of its components, must be treated as protected, 
or secret, information. Therefore, not all planners, especially persons without clearances and non-government 
civilians, will have access to all or even most planning information.  Information can be compartmented within 
subordinate planning groups and isolated. Very few people will know the more sensitive aspects of the resistance 
plan, particularly the contents dealing with the crisis and occupation phases.    
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CONCLUSION

“In the last analysis, luck comes only to the well prepared.”

- Helmuth von Moltke, the Elder

1. Resistance is a form of warfare. It is potentially conducted by the United States’ allies and partners against 
neighboring hegemonic regimes, against whom deterrence has failed, and who possess the ability to seize some, 
or all, of the sovereign territory of those allies and partners. This Resistance Operating Concept is intended to 
promulgate common terms, perspectives, and understanding to facilitate operational discussions in the planning, 
preparation, and application of resistance efforts - particularly between the United States and its allies and partners. 

2. As a form of warfare conducted directly by the United States’ allies and partners, the role of the United States 
is in support of this effort. Specifically, this form of warfare is resistance to a foreign occupier, and as such, it 
is distinguished from insurgencies or revolutions. Resistance warfare can be planned and prepared for by allies 
and partners, supported by the United States, in pre-crisis times of peace. The tactical and operational level 
plans and details must be closely guarded. However, the willingness of a nation to prepare to resist a foreign 
occupier, if necessary, through forceful and active, passive, and nonviolent methods can be part of a national 
deterrence strategy, as it is in the over-arching concept of Total Defense. 

3. A nation’s military resistance against a foreign occupier can be conducted by its active and reserve military 
forces (e.g., Home Guard, National Guard, Defense League). These forces can be joined, or augmented, by 
pre-selected networks of persons with no other relationship to, or association with, the defense or security 
Ministries. This lack of relationship through prior military or government service can make their existence and 
numbers difficult to discover by an occupier with potential access to personnel records. The general population 
can also partake in non-violent and passive methods of resistance. 

4. To increase the deterrent value of resistance, the government must publicly promulgate legal and policy 
frameworks supporting its resistance planning efforts. The potential adversary must be aware, and the nation’s 
general population must be aware and educated. Additionally, the state must have pre-existing agreements for 
material and other support with allies and partners during the period of resistance. For example, among NATO 
members, this would be an Article 5 circumstance, requiring an allied military response to the infringement on 
the sovereign territory of a member state. Nations planning resistance can also seek agreements from partner 
nations to use their military forces to assist in reclaiming sovereign national territory. 

5. While general popular resistance to an occupier, and more specific and targeted resistance by its military 
and designated resistance networks, is critical to eventual success, the threatened nation must engage with its 
allies and partners during pre-crisis to mutually plan and prepare for resistance. The period of resistance is the 
time necessary for allies and partners to prepare their conventional military forces to remove the enemy from 
occupied territory. During this time of conventional military preparation, the resistance forces, through their 
legitimate displaced or exiled government, can transmit intelligence from occupied territory and partake in 
other actions to help prepare that environment for the entry of conventional forces. 

6. The intent of planning for national resistance against an occupier is not only to ensure the return of sovereign 
national territory. It is also to prevent governance by any entity other than the legitimate government that was 
displaced by the foreign occupier. Appendix D contains several examples of internal communist competition 
during WWII where communists, sometimes successfully, prevented the return of the pre-war status quo. They 
were instead able to use the war to bring about a new government, governing ideology, and structure. This 
concept advocates the continuous national focus on returning the government, state, and nation to its pre-war 
status. This should be the most politically palatable goal for the overwhelming majority of the nation and is 
integral to its resilience. Stressing and strengthening the aspects of national resilience that allow the overwhelming 
majority of citizens to support this singular goal are critical aspects of national deterrence.

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/1123387
https://www.azquotes.com/author/42993-Helmuth_von_Moltke_the_Elder
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7. Planning for resistance is at least a whole of government effort. For those nations that use the Comprehensive 
or Total Defense concept, or a variant of it, planning should also include non-government entities from the 
civilian sector, in addition to critical external allies and partners. This makes understanding and developing 
an interagency approach to, and planning process for, resistance critical (Chapter 4). Such planning supports 
unity of effort and national cohesion, which contributes to national resilience. The initial national response 
to an immediate threat of foreign incursion will have many aspects of a national response to natural or man-
made disaster. However, due to the circumstances in which resistance may be necessary, the nation’s Ministry 
of Defense is likely the best coordinating agency for resistance planning.  

8. The appendices to this concept are included to enhance understanding, often through historical perspective 
(e.g., Appendices D and E). They also speak about assessing population resiliency during peacetime to find 
societal weaknesses capable of exploitation by an aggressor. Appendix H begins the conversation regarding the 
development and application of resistance tactics and operations, occupier actions and responses to resistance, 
and their effect on the populace.

9. It is hoped that the information contained herein enlightens interested readers and policy makers. This 
concept strives to provide an understanding of resistance as a historical form of warfare against an occupier. Its 
planning and preparation strengthens the bonds between allies and partners and serves as reassurance to those 
potentially threatened by aggressive, hegemonic neighbors.  

10. Reinforcing comprehension of resistance efforts, the enclosed selections of terminology, references, case 
studies, and contributing perspectives form a functional platform from which current and prospective resistance 
efforts can be formed and matured. This concept seeks to effectively impact the political and military conver-
sations - strategic, operational, and tactical – with resolution and determination. It is an expressed objective 
that allies and partners with the requirement of situational necessity find these contents illuminative to their 
own purposeful implementations. 
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APPENDIX A

LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS156

“Nothing distinguishes more clearly conditions in a free country from those in a country under arbitrary  
government than the observance in the former of the great principles known as the Rule of Law.”

- Friedrich August von Hayek

1. Introduction

A. This section is intended to highlight the necessity of the establishment of a national legal framework to 
authorize and facilitate the development of a resistance organization. It is also intended to examine elements 
of the international legal framework that can bear upon the defending state, its resistance organization, and 
the individual members of that organization. Each state must consider these aspects, as well as develop its own 
internal, national legal framework. Such frameworks should be consistent with a state’s own laws and law-mak-
ing, as well as international laws, as it plans for resistance either as an additional method of warfare or as a part 
of its own Total Defense. 

B. The legal parameters of resistance operations need to be made as clear as possible, but are also dependent on 
the specific context of a particular resistance operation or campaign. It is crucial that the resistance organization 
and its leadership pay careful attention to legal considerations and respect legal authorities, in order to maintain 
legitimacy with the public, as well as among the international community, and in particular, its partner states 
and organizations. This appendix addresses legal considerations and personnel status associated with resistance 
operations, as well as the status of the belligerent occupier. Resistance presents numerous and complex legal 
issues. At the national strategic level, this means retaining national sovereignty and regaining de facto authority 
over occupied territory. At the operational and tactical levels, it requires supporting a resistance organization 
that must adhere to the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC), also known as International Humanitarian Law (IHL). 
Decisions involving resistance will almost always require policy determinations from the highest levels of the 
sovereign government conducting resistance on behalf of the nation. 

2. Law and Legitimacy

A. Definitive laws regarding national resistance, including: funding, authority to conduct operations, legal status 
of personnel, and a host of other issues, must be promulgated prior to the need to employ resistance against an 
enemy. This is necessary in order to give maximum national legal protection, and thus legitimacy, to persons 
engaging in resistance and their operations. Resisters must know that they are engaging in legitimate acts, and 
must understand what actions are acceptable and authorized by their national government, for which they will 
not be prosecuted.

B. Acting in accord with international human rights norms is essential to legitimacy and success. The national 
resistance effort must ensure that none of its members commit violations of human rights. This assists in 
maintaining legitimacy among the population it seeks to reinstate to power and among its international, state 
and non-state supporters. Violations could jeopardize support in the form of funding, training, equipment, 
direct participation, planned conventional military support by allies and partners, or other assistance rendered 
by external partners. 

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/1337358?ref=rule-of-law
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/1337358?ref=rule-of-law
https://www.azquotes.com/author/6429-Friedrich_August_von_Hayek
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3. National Legal Frameworks

A. Organized national resistance to a foreign occupation does not fit neatly into the various status categories 
originally envisioned in the international treaty law built around The Hague Conventions of 1907 and Geneva 
Conventions of 1949. Resistance planners and their external supporters must understand these paradigms and 
also provide an effective national legal framework for operations.

B. The complexity of resistance planning, preparation, and execution (involving various preparatory activities, 
operating environments, operational modes, and its potentially extended nature) may require several national 
authoritative instruments. Each will have its own unique constraints, limitations, and processes, wherein lie the 
legal authorities to approve a resistance campaign’s actions and activities. 

4. International Law: International Humanitarian Law and the Law of Armed Conflict

A. Formally declared wars are no longer the norm, and armed conflicts often lack obviously delimited battlefields. 
Resistance operations can fall into this category and present unique circumstances that can make the application 
of existing law difficult. The framework for analyzing conflict activities is an intricate mix of international and 
domestic law derived from various sources including treaties, custom, legislation, and judicial decisions.

B. Military operations involve complex questions related to international law. International law establishes 
certain limitations on the conduct of conflict and creates obligations for combatants. International law is 
generally formed through the observed custom of states, treaties (international agreements under any name or 
title), general principles of law accepted among the vast majority of nations, the writings of experts and scholars, 
and international judicial decisions. Customary international law (sometimes simply referred to as “custom”) 
and treaties are the two primary sources of the LOAC. Judicial decisions and writings of leading authors are 
subsidiary means for determining the law. Customary international law constitutes those rules that derive from 
general practice accepted as law, as opposed to written rules. It reflects the acceptance of a practice to the degree 
that states no longer view compliance as discretionary but, rather, as a legal obligation. Customary international 
law includes the Law of War (LOW) before its codification in The Hague and Geneva Conventions. In addition 
to covering conflict, parts of these conventions also cover belligerent occupation.

1) Among the principal IHL/ LOAC international conventions or treaties covering conflict, the most important 
are listed below. The Hague Regulation, most of the provisions of the Geneva Conventions, and the 1977 
Additional Protocols are generally recognized as customary law.

• The 1907 Hague Conventions (especially Hague Convention IV with Hague Regulations)

• The four Geneva Conventions of 1949 (GCs I-IV): I – Treatment of Battlefield Casualties; II – Extension 
of GC I Principles to War at Sea; III – Treatment of Prisoners of War (POWs); IV – Treatment of 
Civilians During Wartime (including the civilian population under occupation)

• The 1977 Additional Protocols to Geneva Conventions (APs I-II): AP I – Protection of Victims of 
International Armed Conflicts; AP II – Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts

• The Weapons Conventions (e.g., Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons [CCW] of 1980)

• The principal sources of the law of occupation are:

• The Hague Convention (IV) respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land and its annex: Regulations 
concerning the Laws and Customs of War on Land (The Hague Regulations), 18 October 1907

• The Fourth Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, 12 August 
1949 (GC IV)

• The Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection 
of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Additional Protocol I), 8 June 1977

• The customary rules of IHL
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C. One complicated aspect of customary international law is that acknowledgement by a state of certain norms 
as custom is not always clear and is often a matter of policy. Recognizing a norm through state practice will 
bind a state, if that norm is already customary international law. If the norm is not yet custom, then states can 
be bound by unilateral declarations showing the intent to be bound. For example, it is now generally accepted 
that many provisions of the Geneva Conventions are considered to have the force of customary international 
law, which is significant because such provisions bind states regardless of whether they have become a party to 
these conventions. For example, the United States has not ratified Additional Protocols I and II of the Geneva 
Conventions but has stated that it considers many aspects of Protocol I as custom.

D. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC).  The ICRC began as an independent Swiss 
organization in the mid-nineteenth century. The ICRC came into being at the initiative of a man named Henry 
Dunant, who lobbied political leaders to take more action to protect war victims. His two main ideas were for 
a treaty that would oblige armies to take care of all wounded soldiers and for the creation of national societies 
that would help the military medical services. In August 1864, delegates from a dozen countries adopted the first 
Geneva Convention, which put a legal framework around these decisions and made it compulsory for armies 
to care for all wounded soldiers, whatever side they were on.157 The work of the ICRC today is primarily based 
on the Geneva Conventions of 1949, their Additional Protocols, and its Statutes. It is an independent, neutral 
organization ensuring humanitarian protection and assistance for victims of armed conflict and other situations 
of violence. It promotes respect for international humanitarian law and its implementation in national law. It 
is a unique organization because unlike NGOs, it is treaty based. That is, its activities are rooted in the Geneva 
Conventions, which are treaties among states, for which it is the repository, giving the ICRC unique authority 
among states and in conflicts.

5. Terminology: The Relationship between Law of War, Law of Armed Conflict, International 
Humanitarian Law, and International Human Rights Law

A. Law of War and Law of Armed Conflict

As discussed above, there are several specific terms used to describe the body of law applicable to participants in 
resistance organizations. These terms refer to separate areas of law that are related, and can be used interchange-
ably, but for one: the Law of War (LOW), the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC), International Humanitarian 
Law (IHL), and International Human Rights Law (IHRL). Little to no distinction exists between LOW and 
LOAC, with some scholars arguing that either term is acceptable, mainly because the Geneva Conventions 
refer to both war and armed conflict.158  Basically, “the law of war is that part of international law that regulates 
the resort to armed force; the conduct of hostilities and the protection of war victims in both international and 
non-international armed conflict; belligerent occupation; and the relationships between belligerent, neutral, and 
non-belligerent States.”159 Further, “The law of war is often called the law of armed conflict (…). International 
humanitarian law is an alternative term for the law of war that may be understood to have the same substan-
tive meaning as the law of war.”160 LOW has its origins in rules of the battlefield that have been around for 
centuries. LOAC is a fairly new construction and is associated with laws for the battlefield, the main difference 
being that laws have penalties that can be enforced within a specific jurisdiction, and rules provide a standard 
for conduct that do not necessarily carry consequences if violated.161 Recognition of a state of war is no longer 
a prerequisite for the application of LOAC; it is the existence of armed conflict that is determinative. As noted 
in the commentary to the 1949 Geneva Conventions:

“The substitution of [armed conflict] for the word “war” was deliberate. It is possible to argue almost endlessly 
about the legal definition of “war.” . . . The expression “armed conflict” makes such arguments less easy. Any 
difference arising between two States and leading to the intervention of armed forces is an armed conflict. . . . 
It makes no difference how long the conflict lasts, or how much slaughter takes place.”162
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B. International Humanitarian Law

International Humanitarian Law (IHL) can be defined by the ICRC Commentary on Additional Protocol I 
(AP I) of 1987: “…international Humanitarian Law (IHL), applicable in armed conflict means international 
rules, established by treaties or custom, which are specifically intended to solve humanitarian problems directly 
arising from international or non-international armed conflicts and which, for humanitarian reasons, limit the 
right of Parties to a conflict to use the methods and means of warfare of their choice or protect persons and 
property that are, or may be, affected by conflict. The expression ‘international humanitarian law applicable in 
armed conflict’ is often abbreviated to international humanitarian law or humanitarian law.”163 Its basic principles 
are: the distinction between civilians and combatants; the prohibition against attacking hors de combat (e.g., 
POWs); the prohibition against inflicting unnecessary suffering; the principle of necessity; and the principle 
of proportionality.

C. International Humanitarian Law and International Human Rights Law 

1) IHL and the International Human Rights Law IHRL are distinct bodies of law. These terms are not inter-
changeable. While both are principally aimed at protecting individuals, there are important differences. IHL 
is applicable in time of armed conflict and occupation. IHRL is applicable to everyone within the jurisdiction 
of the state concerned in time of peace as well as in time of armed conflict; it applies always, to everyone. 

2) International Human Rights Law is a system of international norms designed to protect and promote the 
human rights of all persons. It expresses the obligations of states to act in certain ways or to refrain from cer-
tain acts, in order to promote and protect the human rights and fundamental freedoms of individual persons 
or groups.

3) International Humanitarian Law is intended to limit the violence in conflicts and regulate the treatment of 
persons affected by armed conflict by striking a balance between humanity and military necessity. 

4) Their substance is very similar and both protect individuals in similar ways. The most important substantive 
difference is that the protection of IHL is largely based on distinctions – in particular between civilians and 
combatants – unknown in International Human Rights Law.

6. Principles of Law of Armed Conflict

There are four key principles related to LOAC. They generally apply to what is termed “the means and meth-
ods”164 or how the parties conduct themselves once an armed conflict is underway. The “means” refer to the 
weapons used to fight. The “methods” refer to the tactics of fighting. Put another way, it is the determination 
of who or what may be targeted, and how. The four principles central to that analysis are military necessity, 
distinction, proportionality, and humanity. Analyzing conduct within the context of these principles requires 
consulting customary law, treaties, case law, rules of engagement, and policy directives, as well as considering 
concerns of the coalition and host nation.165

A. Principle 1 - Military Necessity.  Military necessity includes two elements: 1) there is a military requirement 
to undertake a certain measure; 2) the measure is not forbidden by LOAC. A commander must articulate a 
military requirement, select a measure to achieve it, and ensure that neither the requirement nor the measure 
to achieve it violates LOAC.

B. Principle 2 - Distinction.  The principle of distinction is sometimes referred to as the grandfather of all prin-
ciples as it forms the foundation for much of the Geneva tradition of LOAC. The essence of the principle is that 
military attacks should be directed at belligerents (those who are fighting) and military targets, and not civilians 
(those who are not fighting or civilian property). Additional Protocol I, Article 48 sets out the rule: “parties to 
the conflict shall at all times distinguish between the civilian population and combatants and between civilian 
objects and military objectives and, accordingly, shall direct their operations only against military objectives.”
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C. Principle 3 - Proportionality.  The test to determine whether an attack is proportionate is found in Additional 
Protocol I, Article 51(5) (b): if launched, “an attack which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian 
life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation 
to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated” would violate the principle of proportionality. The 
same standard is echoed in Article 57 of Additional Protocol I: if the target is purely military with no known 
civilian personnel or property in jeopardy, no proportionality analysis need be conducted. 

D. Principle 4 - Humanity.  Sometimes referred to as the principle of unnecessary suffering or the principle 
of humanity, this principle requires military forces to avoid inflicting gratuitous violence on the enemy. It arose 
originally from humanitarian concerns over the suffering of wounded soldiers and was codified as a weapons 
limitation: “It is especially forbidden . . . to employ arms, projectiles, or material calculated to cause unnecessary 
suffering.”166 This principle counterbalances the principle of military necessity.

7. The Geneva Conventions

A. The Geneva Conventions of 1949 are four international treaties that, along with the Additional Protocols of 
1977 and 2005, serve as the cornerstone of IHL and LOAC. Every state has ratified the Geneva Conventions 
of 1949, and many of these treaty provisions are now considered customary law. The purpose of these treaties 
is to protect victims and participants of war, including combatants and other belligerents, POWs, the sick, the 
wounded, the shipwrecked, and civilians.

B. Each of the four treaties that forms the Geneva Conventions of 1949 focuses on protections for a specific 
category of personnel and applies in any armed conflict (hereinafter referred to as GC I, GC II, GC III, and 
GC IV). The treaties contain an identical Article 3, which extends a minimum standard of protections of the 
treaties to armed conflicts not of an international character, or non-international armed conflicts (NIACs) such 
as insurgencies.167 Known as “Common Article 3,” it has been referred to as “the Convention in miniature” 
because it requires that a range of basic humanitarian protections apply to participants and civilians during 
internal armed conflicts.168 The Conventions also contain a Common Article 2, which makes their provisions 
applicable in “all cases of declared war or of any other armed conflict which may arise between two or more 
High Contracting Parties.”169

C. The ICRC categorizes civilians as members of organized armed groups when they assume a continuing 
combat function involving direct participation in hostilities.170 They are belligerents in the sense that they take 
up arms and fight. Yet, these groups are not armed forces and, therefore, are not combatants, meaning that 
they do not receive the same privileges that combatants are afforded. Rather, they are unprivileged belligerents. 
However, their unprivileged status is not unlawfulness under international law. They have no international 
status. If they are prosecuted for their combat activities (e.g., killing or injuring government armed forces or 
destroying government property) they are prosecuted under domestic law with no protection or privilege under 
international law.171  Acts punishable as violations of international law are those which violate treaty-based IHL 
and customary IHL - such as terrorism or targeting civilians.172

D. In 1977, the four Geneva Conventions were supplemented by Additional Protocols I and II. Additional 
Protocol I protects civilians during international armed conflicts (IACs) by expanding on the provisions of the 
Geneva Conventions, and extends these protections to national liberation movements, namely internal conflicts 
against colonial domination, alien occupation, and racist regimes. Additional Protocol II first sets a higher 
threshold than Common Article 3 for its application, and then expands the protections provided by Common 
Article 3, such as specific provisions for the protection of children and the protection of “objects indispensable 
to civilian survival.”173
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8. Individual Status on the Battlefield: Two Types; Belligerent or Civilian (See; LOAC/ IHL) 

A. Civilians are a protected group unless or until they directly participate in hostilities, at which point, they 
become belligerents and are subject to attack. 

B. Within the belligerent status are categories of individuals who are considered to possess combatant’s privilege, 
meaning they are entitled to take part in hostilities and are, therefore, afforded POW protections if captured. 
Belligerents, who are not entitled to fight, sometimes called unprivileged belligerents or unlawful combatants, 
are not recognized under LOAC as having POW protections.

C. Resistance members historically use guerilla warfare, conspiracy, sabotage, and other methods of resistance 
against the occupying state. If they abide by certain conditions expressed in international treaty law, in par-
ticular The Hague Regulations of 1907 and Geneva Conventions of 1949, they can be afforded status as lawful 
combatants and thus POWs under international law.

1) According to the Hague Regulations annexed to the Hague Convention (IV) of 1907 respecting the Laws 
and Customs of War on Land, the status of combatants, and qualifications for prisoner of war treatment when 
captured, shall apply not only to members of state armies, but also to “militia and volunteer corps” if they 
fulfill the following conditions (art. 1):

• Commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates

• Have a fixed distinctive emblem recognizable at a distance

• Carry arms openly

• Conduct their operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war

2) Geneva Convention (III) of 1949 relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War (GC III, Article 4 para. A 
(2)), states that combatant/POW status also extends to “members of organized resistance movements belonging 
to a Party to the conflict” and “operating in or outside their own territory,” even if this territory is occupied, 
provided that such organized resistance movements fulfill the following conditions: 

• Commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates 

• Have a fixed distinctive sign recognizable at a distance

• Carry arms openly

• Conduct operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war

3) Both Article 1 of The Hague Regulations and Article 4 of GC III are considered to be embodied within 
customary international law. The conditions enumerated in Art. 4 para. A (2) are cumulative.  In other words, 
all of them must co-exist for combatant status, and the status of POW, to be legitimately claimed and conferred 
upon a member of a resistance organization.

D. If members of an organized resistance who carried out hostile acts in occupied territory fulfill the criteria 
described in GC III, Art. 4, Para. A (2), then they are entitled to combatant status. They must be members of 
an organized force, and must belong to one of the Parties to the conflict, for the actions to be deemed legitimate 
in this context. The Party to the conflict must bear responsibility for the activities of the resistance organization. 
Conversely, resistance members must regard themselves as subordinate to the Party to the conflict, and accept 
its overall policy and command, especially as regards respect for the laws and customs of war. Combatant status 
brings three legal consequences:

• The privileged combatant is allowed to conduct hostilities and as such cannot be prosecuted for bearing 
arms or attacking enemy targets, unless the conduct amounts to a war crime

• The combatant is a legitimate target to the opposing forces

• In the event of capture, the combatant is afforded POW status
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9. Members of Organized Resistance, Militias and Volunteer Corps

A. GC III, Article 4 (A), affords combatant and POW status to “members of other militias and members of other 
volunteer corps, including those of organized resistance movements.” To achieve POW status, the members of 
these groups must meet the following criteria stated above:174

• Commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates 

• Have a fixed distinctive sign recognizable at a distance

• Carry arms openly

• Conduct operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war

B. The first requirement exists to exclude from the definition individuals acting on their own. The second is 
required to distinguish the partisan or guerrilla from the civilian population. The third criterion means that arms 
must not be concealed when parties are visible to the adversary or before launching an attack by not “creating 
the false impression that he is a civilian . . . and carry his arms openly in a reasonable way.”175 The last one exists 
so that combatants cannot rely on LOAC only to benefit from its protections. Conduct in accordance with 
LOAC is a key distinction between lawful and unlawful combatants.

1) First Requirement – Commanded by a Person Responsible for His Subordinates

a) The resistance must be organized into units with a responsible command. The armed group is organized 
when its military engagement is of a collective nature, within the structure of the organization, under the 
movement’s command and control, and in accordance with applicable rules. It cannot be an action under-
taken by isolated individuals, without adequate preparation and training. 

b) The members must form a group having all the characteristics of a military organization, especially a 
system of internal discipline, hierarchy, responsibility, and honor.

(1) Internal discipline means that the rules of the organization and the orders must be strictly followed. 
According to AP I (art. 86), the system of internal discipline must also ensure that provisions of humani-
tarian law are respected. 

(2) Hierarchy in the resistance does not necessarily mean structure as in regular military units. Resistance 
commanders can be both civilian and military - but their command must be recognized as military. In 
particular, the commander is responsible for the activities, including violations, carried out by subordinates. 

(3) Responsible command is military discipline. The organization must be able to prosecute and sentence 
members who breach disciplinary and legal rules.

2) Second Requirement – Have a fixed distinctive sign recognizable at a distance

Military units of a resistance organization must have recognizable signs in the form of arm-band, hats, coat, 
shirt, an emblem or a colored sign worn on the chest or specific symbols displayed on items of clothing. It 
is not necessary to wear these signs or emblems constantly, but such signs or emblems must be visible to the 
targeted personnel shortly before the start of the military action and recognizable by a person at a distance 
not too great to permit a uniform to be recognized. The sign must be distinctive, the same for all organization 
members and used only by that organization.176 If the resistance fighters are on board a vehicle, tank, plane 
or boat, the distinctive sign must be shown on the vehicle concerned (Military Prosecutor v. Omar Mahmud 
Kassem and others).177 

3) Third Requirement – Carry arms openly

According to the HR of 1907 and GC III, carrying arms openly is another sine qua non condition for 
acquiring combatant status by members of the resistance organization. Carrying a weapon openly must be 
distinguished from carrying weapons in a visible or ostentatious manner. This requirement does not mean 
that small arms (e.g., hand guns) cannot be hidden in a pocket, or in a coat, and must be held in a visible 
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place. However, the enemy must be able to recognize an opponent preparing for an attack, regardless of the 
weapon he uses. In particular, it is forbidden to step into military positions as a civilian, under a false pretext 
and in a perfidious way, in order to gain advantage and attack the adversary (Trial of Wilhelm List and others).178  

4) Fourth Requirement - Conduct operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war

a) The right to use force by combatants (combatant’s privilege) is not unrestricted. According to article 22 of 
the HR, “the right of belligerents to adopt means of injuring the enemy is not unlimited.” Additionally, article 
35 para. 1 of AP I states that “in any armed conflict, the right of the Parties to the conflict to choose methods 
or means of warfare is not unlimited.” Combatants must respect the laws and customs of war. If they fail to 
do so, combatants breach IHL and are personally responsible for their illegal acts. Furthermore, the military 
commander who ordered them to commit the act forbidden by IHL also bears responsibility for his order.

b) If they observe these rules, they cannot be treated by the adversary as bandits, rebels, criminals, etc. 
Legally, the occupying power has no excuse to refuse them the legal status of combatants. If they widely and 
systematically violate these rules, the occupying power may not recognize the organization as a party to the 
conflict, punishing them as violators of public order.

c) The occupying power cannot refuse the status of combatant to all resistance members in case of individ-
ual and sporadic violation of IHL by a single member, particularly if the violator has been punished by the 
commander, or by relevant organs of the organization. On the other hand, widespread disregard for the rules 
of IHL will affect the status of the entire resistance organization.

 C. During a resistance to foreign occupation, two historically common acts by resistance members are sabotage 
and espionage.

1) To determine whether sabotage is legitimate as an act of warfare, it is necessary to analyze three factors: 1) 
the category of persons committing it (only combatants, including members of the resistance organization, 
may lawfully commit sabotage); 2) the target of sabotage (only military objectives may be targeted); and, 3) 
the means and methods used (legal unless forbidden by IHL).

2) Espionage against the occupier is a more difficult issue, and it is difficult to determine the parameters of 
allowable behavior. The Geneva Convention attempts to define whether the actor is protected, once espionage 
is determined. A member of the armed forces of a party to the conflict, resident in occupied territory, who 
gathers or attempts to gather information of military value within that territory, shall not be considered as 
engaging in espionage unless done through an act of false pretenses or in a deliberately clandestine manner. 
Such a resident does not lose his right to the status of prisoner of war and may not be treated as a spy, unless 
he is captured while engaging in espionage.179  Further, a member of the armed forces of a party, who is not 
a resident of occupied territory and who has engaged in espionage in that territory, shall not lose his right to 
the status of prisoner of war and may not be treated as a spy, unless he is captured before he has rejoined the 
armed forces to which he belongs.180

10. Individual Status and Direct Participation in Hostilities

A. Significance of Individual Status

1) The terminology used in AP I (art. 51), to the GC suggests that an individual person can have one of three 
statuses; 

• A member of the armed forces;

• A participant in a levée en masse (mass uprising or mass mobilization); or

• A civilian

2) A member of a nation’s armed forces is defined by AP I (art. 43(1)), which provides: “The armed forces 
of a Party to a conflict consist of all organized armed forces, groups and units which are under a command 
responsible to that Party for the conduct of its subordinates, even if that Party is represented by a govern-
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ment or an authority not recognized by an adverse Party. Such armed forces shall be subject to an internal 
disciplinary system which, inter alia, shall enforce compliance with the rules of international law applicable 
in armed conflict.” Significantly, especially for states using the Total Defense concept, AP I (art. 43(3)) states 
that “Whenever a Party to a conflict incorporates a paramilitary or armed law enforcement agency into its 
armed forces it shall so notify the other Parties to the conflict.”

3) A levée en masse is a special label that only regards action taken by inhabitants of an unoccupied area. That 
is, when facing foreign invasion, and in an attempt to prevent occupation, the civilian population (not having 
an opportunity to organize) is allowed to spontaneously take up arms against the invader. During this short 
time, only two of the four Hague conditions need be satisfied; carrying arms openly (condition 3) and respect 
for international law (condition 4). During this period, there is no need for armed citizens to be subordinate 
to a responsible commander (condition 1) or display a fixed, distinctive emblem (condition 2).  A levée en 
masse ends, or lapses, after a relatively short time. If the territory becomes occupied, which is a question of 
fact and not law, then inhabitants who continue to forcibly resist the occupation can be regarded as saboteurs 
or as civilians directly participating in hostilities. Whereas inhabitants who participated in the levée en masse, 
but then laid down their arms after occupation, may return to normal civilian life.181 182 183

4) A civilian is always negatively defined as someone not falling into another category. A civilian is any person 
who does not belong to one of the categories of persons referred to in Article 4, paragraph A (1), (2), (3) and 
(6) of GC III and Article 43 of AP I. Under the law governing the conduct of hostilities (especially as con-
tained in Article 48 et seq. of AP I), and under customary international law, civilians are entitled to general 
protection against the dangers arising from military operations; in particular they may not be made the object 
of an attack.184 Under IHL, the civilian population and individual civilians enjoy a general protection from 
the effects of hostilities.

5) AP I addresses the issue of increased civilian participation in hostilities with its Article 51, which protects 
civilians “against dangers arising from military operations,” including direct attacks.185  This is “unless and for 
such time as they take a direct part in hostilities.”186 Neither the protocols nor the Conventions define direct 
participation in hostilities. However, whether a civilian is directly participating in hostilities is a critical deter-
mination, because doing so suspends his or her immunity, thus allowing him or her to be made the object 
of attack.

B. ICRC Criteria for Determining Direct Participation

1) The analysis for determining direct participation in hostilities can be broken down into two elements: 
1) what is meant by “hostilities;” and, 2) what is meant by “direct participation.” The first element refers 
to collective activities that constitute the means of injuring the enemy, and the second element refers to the 
individual involvement of a person. In the course of armed conflict, not all conduct constitutes hostilities. 
Likewise, not all actions of an individual have the quality or degree of involvement that is required to meet 
the threshold for direct participation.

2) The ICRC identifies three cumulative elements for a specific civilian act to constitute direct participation 
in hostilities:

• Element one - “The act must be likely to adversely affect the military operations or military capacity 
of a party to an armed conflict or, alternatively, to inflict death, injury, or destruction on persons or 
objects protected against direct attack (threshold of harm);

• Element two - There must be a direct causal link between the act and the harm likely to result either 
from that act or from a coordinated military operation of which that act constitutes an integral part 
(direct causation); and

• Element three - The act must be specifically designed to directly cause the required threshold of harm 
in support of a party to the conflict and to the detriment of another (belligerent nexus).”187

3) For element one, threshold of harm, only an objective likelihood that the harm will occur is required. It 
need not actually materialize. Military harm can be any consequence adversely affecting military operations, 
such as sabotage, armed or unarmed activities, disturbing deployments, logistics, communications, clearing 
mines placed by the enemy, or wiretapping the adversary’s high command. Harm is not limited to killing or 
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wounding personnel or causing physical damage to military objects. The second clause of this element allows 
violent or deadly acts against nonmilitary targets to also constitute direct participation in hostilities. These 
include attacks against civilians, such as sniper attacks or the bombardment of residential areas.188

4) For element two, direct causation, the acts can go beyond the actual conduct of armed hostilities and include 
acts that contribute in a direct way to the defeat of an adversary. An example of this type of activity would 
be a civilian driving a military ammunition truck to operationally engaged fighters. However, the use of the 
term direct implies there can be indirect participation. Acts that may “even be indispensable to the adversary 
such as providing finances, food, and shelter . . . and producing weapons and ammunition” are considered 
conflict-sustaining activities that are not designed to directly bring about the required harm. The distinction 
between producing the ammunition and driving the ammunition to operationally engaged fighters is ostensibly 
that delivering weapons to those engaged in combat “is carried out as an integral part of a specific military 
operation designed to directly cause the required threshold of harm.”189 An opposing example may be the 
person serving as a lookout on an ambush. The contribution may not be indispensable to the causation of the 
harm once the ambush occurs, but he or she would almost certainly be considered to be directly participat-
ing in hostilities. Simply producing ammunition does not meet the causal link requirement, because it only 
maintains or increases the capacity of a party to harm an adversary. Mere participation in the war effort does 
not rise to direct causation.  

5) The third element, belligerent nexus, refers to the objective purpose of the act carried out by the civilian. The 
focus is not on the subjective intent of the individual, but is “expressed in the design of the act or operation.” 
As there is no focus on the mental capacity or willingness of the individual, even civilians forced to directly 
participate in hostilities, or children below the recruitment age, could be deemed combatants. Only in cir-
cumstances in which civilians are completely unaware of their roles or completely deprived of their physical 
freedom of action will they remain protected. Examples include an individual who is forced to act as a human 
shield or a driver who unknowingly transports a remote-controlled bomb.190

11. Unlawful Combatants

A. The term unlawful combatant does not appear in the Conventions or protocols but has been frequently used 
by the United States as an individual status. The main characteristic of an unlawful combatant is that he or she 
is not entitled to POW status. The status is not universally recognized, and some argue that it is a subcategory 
of civilian, where the civilian takes up arms without LOAC protection. The expression unlawful combatant is 
thus understood as describing all persons taking part directly in hostilities without being entitled to do so and 
who therefore cannot be classified as prisoners of war on falling into the power of the enemy (Ex Parte Quirin 
et al.).191 It would include, for instance, civilians taking direct part in hostilities or members of militias and of 
other volunteer groups, who are not integrated in the regular armed forces (but who belong to a party to the 
conflict) and who do not comply with the conditions of Article 4, paragraph A (2) of GC III.

B. The use of this status has been criticized. One scholar notes that unlawful combatants “are subject to the 
burdens of combatancy (they can be killed), but they have no reciprocal rights. . . it is the worst of all possible 
worlds.”192 Unlawful combatants do not acknowledge the requirement to distinguish themselves from civilians, 
which could constitute an act of perfidy. Perfidy is prohibited in both IACs and NIACs and generally refers to 
any acts used to gain an enemy’s confidence while intending to injure, kill, or capture him.193 The act of feign-
ing civilian status is one example. Members of the Viet Cong were considered unlawful combatants because 
they fought at night and purported to be civilian farmers by day. Combatants cannot wear two hats, and if 
they do, they lose the protections that they would be afforded under either. They are not civilians and are not 
lawful combatants. However, LOAC still applies to unlawful combatants in that they are entitled to the basic 
humanitarian protections of Common Article 3 upon capture.
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12. Belligerent Occupation and Status under International Treaty Law

A. Article 42 of the HR states: “Territory is considered occupied when it is actually placed under the authority 
of the hostile army. The occupation extends only to the territory where such authority has been established and 
can be exercised.” Article 42 lists two conditions required to apply the law of belligerent occupation:

1) Control of the territory of the occupied state by foreign armed forces;

2) The possibility of exercising authority over the population of this territory.
a) Thus, occupation is not an act of law. It does not arise as a result of the occupant’s announcement. It is 
a matter of fact. During the belligerent occupation, the actual authority lies in the hands of the occupant. 
This fact, however, does not affect the legal continuity of the occupied state.

b) Legal sovereignty remains where it was before the territory was occupied, although the lawful government 
is unable to exercise its authority in the occupied territory. Even the lack of legitimate state or local authorities, 
in case of long-term occupation, does not result in the loss of sovereignty by the occupied state.

c) The occupant is responsible for the occupied territory until the government of the state under occupation 
is able to return to power and fulfill its obligations. Actual authority over the occupied territory is, therefore, 
temporary, and is limited by the provisions of the law of occupation. Therefore, the occupant cannot decide 
unilaterally about the future of the occupied territory or change the rules of its domestic legal system.

B. Article 2 (2) of the GC IV states that: “The Convention shall also apply to all cases of partial or total occupa-
tion of the territory of a High Contracting Party, even if the said occupation meets with no armed resistance.”

C. Belligerent occupation exists regardless of the question of the legality of the use of armed force by the occupier 
to seize the territory, and regardless of the state of war and the proclamation of the occupation.194 

D. An effective belligerent occupation begins when organized resistance is overcome in a given area, and the 
occupying army is able to maintain their authority in any part of the occupied territory in a reasonable time. 
This does not mean that the occupying forces must be stationed in every part of the occupied territory. It is 
sufficient if they can react effectively, at a proper time and place, when the situation so requires. Efficacy is a 
constitutive element of the belligerent occupation. The occupation cannot be symbolic. It exists only where the 
occupant is capable of effective administrative authority, using armed forces and civilian institutions.

E. According to IHL, the occupation lasts as long as foreign troops exercise real authority over a given (occupied) 
territory. Occupation is a situation that is temporary, the consequence of which is the rule that the occupant 
should only introduce necessary changes, so as to maintain the status of the occupied territory that existed there 
prior to the beginning of the occupation (status quo ante).

F. An occupied territory ceases to be occupied if it is released in the course of fighting, and also if it transforms 
into a battlefield. The occupier cannot appoint puppet governments or proclaim a new state in the occupied 
territory. These actions violate of the law of belligerent occupation.

13. Belligerent Occupation, Hostilities and Law Enforcement

A. Article 43 of the Hague Regulations of 1907 states that: “The authority of the legitimate power having in 
fact passed into the hands of the occupant, the latter shall take all the measures in his power to restore, and 
ensure, as far as possible, public order and safety, while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force 
in the country.”

B. The occupied territory is still under the sovereignty of the legal state, however, it is the occupying power 
which exercises factual authority; thus, there is no legal basis to question the occupant’s right to combat the 
armed resistance organization by military or military-police means – it is not a war crime, the occupant has the 
right to do so by virtue of the law of occupation.
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C. The organized armed resistance, on the other hand, has all legal grounds for continuing the armed struggle 
under the conditions of invasion and occupation – it is the undeniable right of every conquered and occupied 
nation.

D. Neither the Hague Regulations of 1907 nor the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 regulate how military 
operations should be conducted in occupied territory. However, the general rules regarding the preparation 
and conduct of military operations are applicable (e.g., the principles of distinction and proportionality, the 
obligation to take precautionary measures, certain restrictions on means and methods of warfare, respect for 
persons and objects subject to special protection).

E. The responsibility for maintaining security and public order in the territory under occupation requires ade-
quate and effective response to cases of riots, internal tensions and unrest, and prevention and prosecution of 
criminal offences (not related to acts hostile to the occupying power); apart from military actions, the occupant 
is also obliged to carry out police tasks.

F. The international legal instruments are silent on separating military and police functions in occupied territory. 
However, in practice, states distinguish two types of use of force by the occupying power: 1) The maintenance of 
security and public order, fulfilling the obligation under Art. 43 of the Hague Regulations, where the occupant, 
as the factual authority, is responsible for the normal functioning of territory under occupation, which allows the 
occupant to conduct law enforcement operations; 2) The conduct of hostilities in the occupied territory. This is 
based on the assumption that organized armed forces of the occupied state may still conduct an armed struggle 
against the occupant or there is a resistance organization which undertakes such a struggle during occupation.

14. Occupation and Foreign Allied Forces

A. Although both GCs and APl I do not contain any precise definition of the term “international armed conflict,” 
such a conflict exists where force is directed by one state against another, irrespective of duration or intensity.

B. During an occupation, foreign armed forces may become parties to the conflict by intervening with their 
own troops, by having other participants act on their behalf, or by rendering direct support to resistance mili-
tary operations. If members of foreign armed forces actively support a national resistance effort, they could be 
considered hostile enemy forces by the occupying power. Depending on their activities, they may or may not be 
treated as POWs in case of capture. If foreign military personnel conduct covert operations or behave clandes-
tinely, in case of capture, they may be accused of being spies or unlawful combatants by the occupying power.

C. Usually, anyone present in a foreign nation’s territory is subject to its jurisdiction. Jurisdiction is the legal 
power a sovereign nation possesses to make and enforce laws without foreign direction or control. Foreign, 
state-sponsored military or other personnel actively supporting a resistance effort could be considered hostile 
enemy forces by the occupier, and may or may not be accorded prisoner of war protections, depending on 
their actions. Such personnel, operating covertly or clandestinely, are at risk of arrest and prosecution as spies 
by the occupying authority. 

15.  The Lawful (exiled) Government and Belonging to a Party to the Conflict as a Resistance

A. Resistance military units fighting against the occupier must act on behalf of a party to the conflict. There 
must be a link between the legal government of the occupied territory and the resistance.

B. After the adoption of the GCs of 1949, authorization may be granted by the government’s tacit agreement, 
without written directives. This is especially the case when operations carried out by the resistance organiza-
tion meet the goals of the government-in-exile and are directed against the forces of the occupier. Thus, it is 
possible to determine which party to the conflict is supported by the organization. The relationship between 
the legal government and the armed resistance would be at least a de facto relationship (Military Prosecutor v. 
Omar Mahmud Kassem and others). 195  
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C. ICRC Commentary to AP I, para. 1661 – “[R]esistance movements representing a pre-existing subject of 
international law may be ‘Parties to the conflict’ within the meaning of the Conventions and the Protocol. 
However, the authority which represents them must have certain characteristics of a government, at least in 
relation to its armed forces,” (Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadić ).196  

16. Conclusion

A. Alliances are treaty-based organizations whereby signatories agree to take certain actions on behalf of each 
other. In most cases, they agree to come to each other’s defense if attacked. When most of today’s military 
alliances were formed, the methods of attack were clearer and more objective, concerning uniformed soldiers 
and hardware such as tanks, crossing borders, and aircraft dropping munitions. In such instances, the concept 
of being “attacked” was clear. 

B. For example, NATO’s Article 5 states that “The Parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of 
them in Europe or North America shall be considered an attack against them all.” However, there have been 
recent instances of asymmetric tactics in hybrid warfare campaigns, conducted by Russia in particular within its 
bordering states, that may not have clearly and immediately risen to the concept of “armed attack.” This is an 
important legal point because it means that it is legally arguable as to when or at what point an “armed attack” 
took place in several recent conflict areas. It also provides warning regarding potential tactics to be used against 
sovereign nations while attempting to remain below the threshold of incurring a major, immediate military 
response from external partners. 

C. International customary and codified law, as well as written security treaties, may be legally insufficient to deal 
with situations such as described in the last paragraph, many of which were attacks using asymmetric methods 
as components of hybrid attacks (see Appendix C). This area of legal insufficiency must be addressed by nations 
seeking to defend themselves against non-conventional attacks by aggressor states. 

D. Additionally, as a nation prepares its plans for resistance in case of an attack, it must account for the legal status, 
actions and legitimacy of its resistance members within the framework of its laws. Identifying and accounting 
for these potential legal gaps is a necessary part of a nation’s development of its national legal framework to 
establish, develop, and if required, authorize the conduct of resistance against an occupier.
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APPENDIX B

METHODS OF NONVIOLENT RESISTANCE

“Nonviolent action is possible, and is capable of wielding great power even against ruthless rulers and  
military regimes, because it attacks the most vulnerable characteristic of all hierarchical institutions  

and governments: dependence on the governed.”

 - Gene Sharp

“The Role of Power in Nonviolent Struggle” 1990

1. Introduction

A. In 2000, a Serbian student group called Otpor! (Resistance!) mobilized to overthrow the Balkan country’s 
dictator, Slobodan Milosevic. The group organized around three demands: free and fair elections, academic 
freedom, and an unfettered news media.

B. Despite immense challenges, the youth-led group was successful, partly because it united and mobilized 
diverse civic associations across the country. The Serbian group appealed to large segments of the Serbian 
population, because it maintained a strict adherence to nonviolent methods. For Otpor!, even if an adversary 
threatened, intimidated, or physically harmed its members, any form of violence, revenge, or retaliation was 
strictly prohibited.

C. In order to increase its power, a movement must build a cohesive coalition of organizations, groups, and 
institutions that are unified around common objectives. As Otpor! increasingly attracted support, generated 
sympathy, and brought in new members from among its fellow citizens, its power and leverage against Milosevic 
increased. The more members, resources, and external support a movement can attract, the stronger its capacity. 
Otpor! also drew support from international groups and a number of countries, including the United States and 
several countries in Europe, that contributed various forms of assistance to the movement.

D. Nonviolent civil action requires targeting and skill. Like so many other movements around the world, Otpor! 
could never have achieved its goals without a concerted, proactive, and determined effort. In the armed services, 
commanders attempt to outmaneuver and outflank their opponents, while simultaneously anticipating their 
responses. Nonviolent movements must also carefully plan their actions to achieve their objectives with limited 
resources and under conditions of uncertainty. In order to secure free and fair elections in Serbia, Otpor! placed 
monitoring teams in all voting precincts, coordinated efforts to expose electoral fraud, and mobilized mass 
protests in the aftermath of fraudulent elections.197

E. In the early 1980s, thousands of Soviet troops occupied Poland. The Poles lived under severe fear and repres-
sion by the communist government. Expressions of dissent were harshly put down by the regime. In August 
1980, workers at the Lenin Shipyard in Gdansk initiated a strike in protest against a recent rise in food prices, 
among other grievances. Roughly 17,000 factory workers stopped work and many remained inside the factory 
walls in defiance of the ruling Communist Party. The group issued a list of demands that included the right to 
form an independent self-governing trade union, which they would name Solidarnosc, or Solidarity. As news 
of the strike spread across Poland, the movement swelled as sympathetic factory workers joined the cause. The 
shipyard workers, led by Lech Walesa, adhered to a strict code of nonviolent discipline. Polish strikers had 
learned the futility of violent confrontations against the iron-fisted communist government a decade prior 
when six people died in strikes. This time, within days, Solidarity successfully shut down entire industries across 
Poland and forced the Communist Party to the negotiating table. Government officials finally agreed to most 
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of the workers’ demands, including the establishment of a free trade union, a first in communist Europe. From 
a movement that started with a group of disgruntled workers in one factory, Solidarity grew to approximately 
ten million members in a little over a year. In the years that followed, the government reneged on parts of 
the labor agreement but Solidarity’s power and influence paved the way for the first ever free elections in the 
communist bloc, in June 1989.198

F. Nonviolent movements have the potential to topple the most ruthless dictator. However, those in power 
do not typically concede their power voluntarily. Rather, they must be made to feel heightened political and 
economic costs to maintaining the status quo. While strategic nonviolent action has the potential to empower 
previously disenfranchised, disempowered, and marginalized people, there is never a guarantee that a nonvi-
olent movement will succeed. Highly authoritarian regimes that are closed off from the global economy pose 
a particular challenge to would-be nonviolent resisters. In such environments, the risks and consequences for 
activists are high. Countless people have been arrested, tortured, and killed struggling nonviolently.

G. Burma (also known as Myanmar), under the control of a ruthless military junta, suppressed the basic freedoms 
of the Burmese for four decades. A highly coordinated pro-democracy movement surged both internally within 
Burma’s borders and externally through diaspora populations and sympathizers. Burmese monks orchestrated 
a series of protests, demonstrations, and marches such as the 2007 Saffron Revolution. However, the junta’s 
iron fist squashed dissident efforts and tortured and killed numerous leaders, despite international outcry. Pro-
democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi was under house arrest for over 20 years. The Burmese nonviolent struggle 
continued, with little success, for an extended time.199

2. A Compendium of Nonviolent Methods 

A. Among the most prominent theorists of nonviolent methods of protest and revolution was Dr. Gene Sharp. 
Dr. Sharp compiled a list of 198 nonviolent tactics (listed below). Sharp’s key theme was that political power is 
not derived from the intrinsic qualities of those in positions of authority. Rather, the power of states is derived 
from the consent of the governed. The governed thus possess the moral and political authority to refuse their 
consent. Essentially, leaders lack power without the consent of the governed, and since most states retain a 
monopoly on the use of force, nonviolent resistance methods are ideal as a means for the populace to impose 
its will on the state.200 Such methods can be effective when government forces may not know how to cope with 
nonviolent resistance. Dr. Sharp theorized that police and soldiers are trained to meet force with force but are 
much less psychologically prepared to fight nonviolent resistance.201

B. Nonviolent resistance can range from small, isolated challenges to specific laws to complete disregard for 
governmental authority. In The Politics of Nonviolent Action, Part Two: The Methods of Nonviolent Action, Gene 
Sharp identifies 198 methods of nonviolent action.202 He classifies the methods into the following three categories: 

1) Protest and Persuasion: formal statements, blogging, group presentations, distributing leaflets, wearing 
symbols, drama and music, joining Facebook protest groups, processions, honoring the dead, and public 
assemblies.

2) Noncooperation: social or economic boycotts, text messaging of information that is banned or censored, 
labor strikes, boycotting rigged elections, and refusing to recognize the legitimacy of a regime.

3) Intervention: hunger strikes, sit-downs in streets, live video streaming of an opponent’s abuse or fraud 
from cell phones to internet sites, occupation of offices, seeking imprisonment, and overloading administrative 
facilities.

C. When conducted skillfully, a unified nonviolent movement of ordinary people can wield tremendous power, 
challenging even formidable military opponents or at least bringing them to the negotiating table. Yet a tremen-
dous amount of planning, strategizing, and management is essential in order to integrate individual isolated 
acts of protest or defiance into a concerted, coordinated movement. Gene Sharp’s 198 methods of nonviolent 
action are listed below, in Table 2.
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The Methods of Nonviolent Protest and Persuasion

Formal Statements 25. Displays of portraits
1. Public speeches 26. Paint as protest
2. Letters of opposition or support 27. New signs and names
3. Declarations by organizations and institutions 28. Symbolic sounds
4. Signed public statements 29. Symbolic reclamations
5. Declarations of indictment and intention 30. Rude gestures
6. Group or mass petitions Pressure on Individuals
Communications with a Wider Audience 31. "Haunting" officials
7. Slogans, caricatures, and symbols 32. Taunting officials
8. Banners, posters, and is displayed 
communcations

33. Fraternization

9. Leaflets, pamphlets, and books 34. Vigils
10. Newspapers and journals
11. Records, radio, and television Drama and Music
12. Skywriting and earthwriting 35. Humourous skits and pranks
Group Representations 36. Performances of plays and music
13. Deputations 37. Singing
14. Mock awards Processions
15. Group lobbying 38. Marches
16. Picketing 39. Parades
17. Mock elections 40. Parades
Symbolic Public Acts 41. Pilgrimages
18. Displays of flags and symbolic colors 42. Motorcades
19. Wearing of symbols Honoring the Dead
20. Prayer and worship 43. Political mourning
21. Delivering symbolic objects 44. Mock funerals
22. Protestant disrobings 45. Demonstrative funerals
23. Destruction of own propery 46. Homage at burial places
24. Symbolic lights

Table 2. Gene Sharp’s 198 Nonviolent Actions (1-46 Actions)203
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The Methods of Nonviolent Protest and Persuasion (cont'd)
Public Assemblies Withdrawal and Renunciation
47. Assemblies of protest or support 51. Walk-outs
48. Protest meetings 52. Silence
49. Camouflaged meetings of protest 53. Renouncing honors
50. Teach-ins 54. Turning one's back
The Methods of Social Non-Cooperation
55. Social boycott 63. Social disobedience
56. Selective social boycott 64. Withdrawal from social institutions
57. Lysistratic non-action Withdrawal from the Social System
58. Excommunication 65. Stay-at-home
59. Interdiction 66. Total personal noncooperation
Non-Cooperation with Social Events, Customs, and 
Institutions

67. "Flight" of workers

60. Suspension of social and sports activities 68. Sanctuary
61. Boycott of social affairs 69. Collective disappearance
62. Student strikes 70. Protest emigration “Hijrat”
The Methods of Economic Noncooperation: (1) Economic Boycotts
Actions by Consumers 83. Lockout
71. Consumers boycotts 84. Refusal of industrial assistance
72. Non-consumption of boycotted goods 85. Merchants’ “general strike”
73. Policy of austerity Action by Holders of Financial Resources
74. Rent withholding 86. Withdrawals of bank deposits
75. Refusal to rent 87. Refusal to pay fees, dues, and assessments
76. National consumer’s boycott 88. Refusal to pay debts or interest
77. International consumer’s boycott 89. Severance of funds or credit
Action by workers and producers 90. Revenue refusal
78. Workmen's boycotts 91. Refusal of a government’s money
79. Producer’s boycott Action by Governments
Action by Middlemen 92. Domestic embargo
80. Suppliers’ and handlers boycott 93. Blacklisting of traders
Action by Owners and Managers 94. International sellers’ embargo
81. Trader’s boycott 95. International buyers’ embargo
82. Refusal to let or sell property 96. International trade embargo
The Methods of Economic Noncooperation: (2) The Strike
Symbolic Strikes Restricted Strikes
97. Protest Strike 108. Detailed strike
98. Quickie walkout (lightning strike) 109. Bumper strike
Agricultural Strikes 110. Slowdown strike
99. Peasant strike 111. Working-to-rule strike
100. Farm workers’ strike 112. Reporting “sick” (sick-out)
Strikes by Special Groups 113. Strike by resignation
101. Refusal of impressed labor 114. Limited strike
102. Prisoner’s strike 115. Selective strike
103. Craft strike Multi-Industry Strikes
104. Professional strike 116. Generalized strikes
Ordinary Industrial Strikes 117. General Strike
105. Establishment strike Combination of Strikes and Economic Closures
106. Industry strike 118. Hartal
107. Sympathetic strike 119. Economic shutdown

 Table 2 (cont’d). 198 Nonviolent Actions (57-119) 
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Methods of Political Noncooperation
Rejection of Authority 139. Noncooperation with conscription and deportation
120. Withholding or withdrawal of allegiance 140. Hiding, escape, and false identities
121. Refusal of public support 141. Civil disobedience of “illegitimate” laws
122. Literature and speeches advocating resistance Action by Government Personnel
Citizens’ Noncooperation with Government 142. Selective refusal of assistance
123. Boycott of legislative bodies 143. Blocking of lines of command and information
124. Boycott of elections 144. Stalling and obstruction
125. Boycott of government employment and positions 145. General administrative noncooperation
126. Boycott of government departments, agencies, 
and other bodies

146. Judicial noncooperation

127. Withdrawal from government educational insti-
tutions

147. Deliberate inefficiency and selective noncoop-
eration by enforcement agents

128. Boycott of government-supported organizations 148. Mutiny
129. Refusal of assistance to enforcement agencies Domestic Government Action
130. Removal 149. Quasi-legal evasions and delays
131. Refusal to accept appointed officials 150. Noncooperation by constituent governmental 

units
132. Refusal to dissolve existing institutions International Governmental Action
Citizens’ Alternatives to Obedience 151. Changes in diplomatic and other representations
133. Reluctant and slow compliance 152. Delay and cancellation of diplomatic events
134. Nonobedience in absence of direct supervision 153. Withdrawal of diplomatic recognition
135. Popular nonobedience 154. Severance of diplomatic relations
136. Disguised disobedience 155. Withdrawal from international organizations
137. Refusal of an assemblage or meeting to disperse 156. Refusal of membership in international bodies
138. Sitdown 157. Expulsion from international organizations
Methods of Nonviolent Intervention
158. Self-exposure to the elements 177. Speak-in
159. The fast 178. Guerrilla theater
          a) Fast of moral pressure 179. Alternative social institutions
          b) Hunger strike 180. Alternative communication system
          c) Satyagraphic fast Economic Intervention
160. Reverse trial 181. Reverse strike
161. Nonviolent harassment 182. Stay-in strike
Physical Intervention 183. Nonviolent land seizure
162. Sit-in 184. Defiance of blockades
163. Stand-in 185. Politically motivated counterfeiting
164. Ride-in 186. Preclusive purchasing
165. Wade-in 187. Seizure of assets
166. Mill-in 188. Dumping
167. Pray-in 189. Selective patronage
168. Nonviolent raids 190. Alternative markets
169. Nonviolent air raids 191. Alternative transportation systems
170. Nonviolent invasion 192. Alternative economic institutions
171. Nonviolent interjection Political Intervention
172. Nonviolent obstruction 193. Overloading of administrative systems
173. Nonviolent occupation 194. Disclosing identities of secret agents
Social Intervention 195. Seeking imprisonment
174. Establishing new social patterns 196. Civil disobedience of “neutral” laws
175. Overloading of facilities 197. Work-on without collaboration
176. Stall-in 198. Dual sovereignty and parallel government

Table 2 (cont’d). 198 Nonviolent Actions (120-198 Actions)
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D. Very detailed and practical methods of nonviolent and passive resistance for the general population were 
also laid out in 1965 by Swiss Army Major H. Von Dach. He described behaviors such as; disturbing the sleep 
of enemy soldiers, damaging their clothing during laundering, selling them over-priced and damaged goods, 
and damaging fruits and vegetables during packing into grocery bags. Von Dach even broke down the popu-
lation by employment and offered specific suggestions for passive resistance against occupiers. He explained 
how overt use of excessive drugs and medical equipment by medical personnel could conceal the extra drugs 
and equipment to be set aside and given to resistance members. He suggested that local policemen hide some 
of their uniforms and give them to active resistance members for later use as part of a deception plan during 
operations, to include raids and information gathering.204

3. Organization

A. The success of most of these methods relies on the ability to secure widespread compliance. For example, 
boycotts require participation of large numbers of people in order to be effective. During the Orange Revolution 
in the Ukraine, organizers were able to mobilize hundreds of thousands of people against the government while 
simultaneously avoiding the use or provocation of violence. On the day after the fraudulent vote, approximately 
500,000 people (many dressed in orange) gathered in Independence Square in Kiev and marched to the Ukrainian 
Parliament building. This globally broadcast scene sent an unambiguous message to the members of parliament, 
who would vote to void the election results several days later.

B. Organization is as critically important to nonviolent resistance as it is to the organization of the resistance 
components (auxiliary, underground, guerrilla, public). For such resistance to be successful, a significant portion 
of the population must be organized to participate in these methods.205

4. Factors Asserting Legitimacy 

A. Normative Factors. Movements can cloak themselves and their techniques in the beliefs, values, and norms 
of society – things that the society accepts without question. For example, during World War II, the clergy of 
Norway led the earliest stages of the Norwegian resistance against Nazi occupation and the Quisling govern-
ment. The religious leadership coalesced public opinion against the Nazis by invoking the voice of the church. 
Despite the establishment of a new ecclesiastical leadership, the bulk of the old established church ignored the 
new hierarchy. Through nonviolent action, the old establishment preserved its integrity by simply refusing to 
cooperate with the Nazi occupation in religious affairs. The Norwegian church and its leadership were held in 
high esteem, and appealed to the population within the framework of religious values. The Nazi occupation 
was never able to break its resistance.206

B. Mystical Factors. Factors such as charisma can also mobilize public opinion. Gandhi’s leadership in India 
verged on mystical, and was able to mobilize large segments of the population through his fasts and religious 
mystique.207

C. Consensual Validation

1) This refers to when the simultaneous occurrence of events creates a sense of their validity and can coalesce 
public opinion. For example, if demonstrations occur simultaneously in diverse parts of the country, the cause 
espoused can appear valid simply because a variety of persons from different places are involved. Nonviolent 
resistance organizers use this psychological method of consensual validation to rally public opinion. 

2) Enforcement of social compliance can be had through the method of ostracism. Ostracism can be used 
to apply pressure on individuals not participating in the nonviolent resistance campaign. Informal, everyday 
pressures can also assist in securing widespread compliance.208
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5. Communication and Propaganda

A. Once it becomes necessary to launch the resistance campaign, there must be methods of continuous com-
munication. The purpose is to inform, organize, instruct in nonviolent resistance techniques, help maintain the 
legitimacy of the resistance, and maintain focus on regaining sovereignty and defeating the enemy.

B. Nontraditional forms of media have effectively disseminated messages, while also serving as a source of 
mainstream media to a population that views its traditional media sources as corrupted by the aggressor. An 
advantage to the use of the internet is the ability to circumvent government censorship. However, government 
capabilities, though not necessarily agile, can exceed those of the resistance based on resources. The Tunisian 
Internet Agency (ATI) allegedly hacked Facebook sites that advocated the removal of President Ben Ali and 
restricted access to the internet from IP addresses outside of government facilities.209 In 2011, at the height of 
tensions in Egypt, the government restricted access to the internet and mobile networks. Each of these protests 
attracted worldwide attention due to integration of and access to social media that enabled activists and spec-
tators to communicate, coordinate, and document events as they occurred.210

C. During WWII in Norway, ninety percent of the teachers resigned within several months in response to Nazi 
pressure to teach National Socialism and join a Nazi teachers association. This rebuke was accomplished by 
communicating the plan to all of Norway’s teachers in boxes of matches containing a statement that teachers 
were required to make to the Nazis. The communication was obeyed, though the leaders were never known, 
because each communicator was trusted and teachers were assured that others were taking similar action.211

6. Training 

A. The purpose of this training is to erect a mental fence between the individuals who resist and the new author-
ity. Instructions typically take the form of “dos and don’ts.” Historically, undergrounds have found it easier to 
tell people what not to do than what to do.212

B. Gandhi placed great emphasis on nonviolent training, not only because he viewed nonviolence as a moral 
creed, but also because he understood that it was essential for effective resistance. He required his followers to 
swear an oath and he developed a code for volunteers. The American civil rights movement followed his example 
and applied it in its planning of the 1958 sit-in movement, by establishing special schools to train people to 
withstand forms of physical violence, and tolerate torment without responding violently, which could negate 
the strategy.213

C. Institutions such as the Albert Einstein Institution (AEI) and the U.S. Institute for Peace (USIP) are repos-
itories of such information while also funding research, translating publications, and hosting events focusing 
on nonviolent political resolution. The works of Gene Sharp have been translated into over thirty languages 
and were employed from Ukraine to Egypt.214

7. Summary

A. Nonviolent resistance has played an increasingly prominent role in many underground activities. In the 
twenty-first century, the synthesis of global technological networks linking computers to the internet and social 
networks has resulted in innovative forms of communication and protest. Though not powerful enough alone to 
change a regime, the communication linkage provides a forum for a youthful demographic to engage in creative 
alternatives to picketing and chants, which are often social media directed. This technologically assisted form 
of communication and organization is likely to continue its prominence in nonviolent activity. 

B. Organizing large segments of the occupied population to engage in nonviolent resistance can be an important 
part of the strategic communication narrative. It also allows a large segment of the population to engage in a 
resistance activity with minimal peril to itself, especially if engaged in by large numbers. It aids in maintaining 
popular morale against the occupier as well as the hope for the return of national sovereignty. Nonviolent civil 
action enables almost anyone, regardless of gender, age, education, or economic status to play an important part 
in exercising nonviolent resistance as an effective tool for resisting an aggressor state or its installed regime. At 
times, the challenges and risks may be great and opponents may be formidable. Through careful planning and 
commitment, dedicated individuals can use nonviolent civic action as a realistic method to resist aggression 
and re-assert national sovereignty. 
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APPENDIX C

RUSSIAN HYBRID WARFARE TACTICS AND CONSIDERATIONS

“We, the Heads of State and Government of the North Atlantic Alliance, stand united in our resolve to maintain 
and further develop our individual and collective capacity to resist any form of armed attack. In this context, we 

are today making a commitment to continue to enhance our resilience against the full spectrum of threats, includ-
ing hybrid threats, from any direction. Resilience is an essential basis for credible deterrence and defence and effec-

tive fulfilment of the Alliance’s core tasks.”215 

       - 
North Atlantic Council, Warsaw, July 2016

1. Introduction

A. The term hybrid warfare is used here, for the purpose of commonality of understanding, to express a broad 
range of warfare that is not limited to conventional or traditional warfare as understood for most of the last 
three quarters of a century. It is intended to be more inclusive of fighting styles and methods than exclusive. 
Hybrid warfare, as a combination of methods of warfare, includes asymmetric tactics. The term “hybrid” was 
effectively used by Dr. Frank Hoffman to express the combination of new technologies and fighting styles lacking 
traditional state structure and observance of rules, laws and customs of war.216 Since then, it has become a widely 
used term to describe the combination of conventional/industrial, irregular, and unconventional methods of 
warfare. Combining methods of warfare, especially those we consider today as irregular, is actually typical of 
most wars in human history. In April 2017, the European Union established the European Centre of Excellence 
for Countering Hybrid Threats in Finland’s capital city of Helsinki and thus “hybrid” is presently the more 
common term in the West to describe this type of combination warfare.

 B. The topic of hybrid warfare is presented here due to states like Russia and Iran successfully using it to under-
mine resilience in targeted states. Hezbollah’s 2006 fight against Israel attracted much attention to hybrid warfare. 
Hezbollah’s effective use of such warfare followed the war in Chechnya, where the term originated.217  Hybrid 
warfare’s unique threat to a state, relevant to resilience and resistance operations, is primarily in the ability of 
the actor wielding the capability to initiate a multi-faceted attack prior to the targeted state realizing what is 
occurring. This delays the attacked state’s defensive efforts, resistance activation, and allied/partner response.

C. An adversary’s application of hybrid warfare requires new thinking about strategic challenges, threats, and 
opportunities in a world of complex and interactively dynamic relationships. This requires us to develop indi-
cators to assess, sort, form responses, and rescale security challenges much earlier in the development and risk 
profiles of these challenges. In particular, it requires a comprehensive understanding of the human domain 
(psychological and informational) and how an aggressor state accesses and leverages that domain to weaken 
and disable the target state by influencing perceptions and decision-making.218 

D. During the last twenty five years, non-state terrorists, insurgents, and criminal groups have increasingly used 
irregular methods. Hybrid warfare as a distinct challenge has arisen during the same time through an innovative 
mix of such irregular or asymmetric threats. Hybrid warfare combines conventional, irregular, and asymmetric 
means, including the persistent manipulation of political and ideological conflict. Foreshadowed by Iranian 
actions throughout the Middle East, and by Chinese unrestricted warfare strategists in the 1990s,219 the hybrid 
warfare concept gained much attention during Russia’s support for separatist insurgents in Ukraine.
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2. General Description

A. Hybrid warfare involves a state or state-like actor’s use of all available diplomatic, informational, military, and 
economic means to destabilize an adversary. Whole-of-government by nature, hybrid warfare places a premium 
on irregular warfare (IW). Specifically, hybrid warfare incorporates the full range of modes of warfare, including 
conventional capabilities, irregular or asymmetric tactics and formations, terrorist acts (including indiscriminate 
violence and coercion), and criminal disorder. These multi-modal activities are generally operationally and tac-
tically directed and coordinated within the main battle space to achieve synergistic effects in the physical and 
psychological dimensions of conflict.220 The key to hybrid warfare is convergence and coordination, allowing 
various actors to integrate their efforts by acting together to achieve an enhanced synergistic effect.

B. After the Russian occupation of Crimea and other aggression against Ukraine, NATO attempted a very 
general definition of hybrid warfare within NATO’s Wales Summit Declaration of 2014. Hybrid warfare occurs 
when “a wide range of overt and covert military, paramilitary, and civilian measures are employed in a highly 
integrated design.”221

C. Some non-kinetic aspects of hybrid warfare share methods with “influence operations” by aiming to misin-
form (e.g., Russia in Crimea and Syria) or to become a force multiplier (e.g., ISIS in the Middle East). These 
aspects can be significant enough to affect strategic calculations among belligerents, and have a long history of 
successful employment.222 Sun Tzu stated “[t]o subdue the enemy without fighting is the supreme excellence.”223

3. Hybrid Warfare from Antiquity to the Twentieth Century

During the Jewish Rebellion of 66 AD, a hybrid force composed of bandits, regular soldiers, and irregular or 
unregulated fighters employed tactics including fixed battle, roadside ambushes, and the employment of stolen 
siege engines against Vespasian’s Roman Legions.224 During the Peninsular War against the French forces occu-
pying Spain from 1808-1814, a hybrid force composed of Spanish guerrillas of diverse interests (ranging from 
Basque independence to anti-royalist forces and bandits) combined with conventional British, Portuguese, and 
Spanish forces, supported by a British naval blockade, to gradually and decisively defeat the French Grande 
Armée.225 During World War II (WWII), the Soviet Army integrated and synchronized an ill-equipped, irregular 
force with its conventional military forces to defeat the German Army and its Axis Allies on Soviet territory, 
and gradually push them westward.226 The North Vietnamese Army synchronized its efforts with the irregular 
Viet Cong forces in the south,227 while the government of North Vietnam conducted a highly sophisticated 
information campaign to defeat the technologically and conventionally superior French and then American 
forces by targeting the political will of both nations.228  

4. Recent History

A. Since the beginning of the twenty first century, state and non-state actors have conducted hybrid warfare 
to coerce, disrupt, or overthrow established governments in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan, Georgia, and other areas. 
Among non-state actors, Sunni Jihadist extremists formed the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and claimed 
a boundless “Islamic State.”229 They sought to overthrow state governments through irregular methods such as 
the application of general terror against occupied people, assassinations of military and security officers, and 
guerrilla tactics against conventional forces. ISIS raised revenue through the sale of oil, ransom from kidnap-
ping, selling antiquities, and extortion. It recruited through the internet, and used that medium to great effect 
for strategic communication.

B. Hybrid threats constitute a diverse array of options with which to confront states. Among the most pressing 
challenges is the employment of proxies and surrogates, including terrorist and criminal networks. Iran, for 
example, employs an array of very capable proxy forces to extend and solidify its influence abroad, the best 
example of which is Hezbollah in Lebanon. It also uses surrogates such as Hamas (though Sunni) in Gaza. It has 
similar proxy and surrogate relationships with various groups in Afghanistan, Yemen, Iraq, and the Caucasus. 
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Likewise, non-state actors such as Hezbollah, Hamas, and other violent groups will leverage high-end capabilities 
traditionally associated with state actors. 

C.  It is important to understand how to counter state adversaries who use modern military technologies as well 
as proxies and surrogates. Difficult to detect in a timely fashion via conventional methods, countering these 
hybrid threats will place a premium on broad-based intelligence efforts, rapid, coordinated innovation and 
adaptation, and a commitment to undermining the means and will of adversaries to persist in such conduct.

5. Hybrid Warfare Capability Development and Application by Russia

A. Hybrid means are central to the way in which Russia operates to achieve its national objectives. In addition 
to using conventional forces, or using them in a supporting role as a threat, Russian hybrid warfare combines 
low-level use of force, cyber-attacks, economic and political coercion and subversion, and information warfare 
tailored specifically to the target. These actions form a complex and interconnected web of political, diplomatic, 
information, military, and economic activities.230  

B. These asymmetric methods can individually be highly developed into a hybrid warfare campaign. They can 
be used in various combinations, depending on the strengths of each method vis-à-vis the target. These means 
can be conceptualized as tools in a toolbox. With multiple, highly developed tools available for different prob-
lems sets, the array of effective tools for various targets gives the holder of them many options. This range of 
options presents a greater problem for the defender because the defender must recognize the use of these tools 
and defend against a broad range of their employment. This facilitates an aggressor’s cross-domain coercion.231  

C. This conception of hybrid warfare is not new to Russia. In the 1920’s, the Soviet Union developed the con-
cept of “masked warfare” (maskirovka). It included various active and passive measures designed to deceive an 
enemy and to influence public opinion within the West.232 The Soviet Union attempted to manipulate domestic 
issues within NATO states while creating ambiguity concerning the degree of its involvement. The Soviet Union 
employed asymmetric tactics in hybrid warfare to soften their opponents. Russia employs them today as the 
primary means of achieving political objectives in neighboring states.233 

D. These different tools are tailored to the accessible points of leverage in the target state. In Western Europe 
e.g., the United Kingdom, France, and Germany, Russia emphasizes business ties, particularly in energy. In 
countries with an Orthodox religious majority such as Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia, and Greece, Russia empha-
sizes the church and related organizations. In Slavic countries such as the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, 
Bulgaria, and again Serbia, Russia emphasizes pan-Slavism, pressing the notion that “we are all Slavs.” In the 
Baltic countries, Russia attempts to leverage the Russian speaking minority and compatriot organizations, 
particularly through its own government-organized nongovernmental organizations (GONGOs), emphasizing 
Russian nationalism and culture. In Austria, Switzerland, Finland, and Sweden, Russia emphasizes their neutral-
ity as leverage to influence them.234 Russia has manipulated access to energy resources and markets, exploiting 
perceived economic and diplomatic leverage to disrupt freedom and stability in the Baltic countries, Central 
and Southern Europe, as well as in Central Asia.

E. A recent asymmetrical tactical development in the hybrid warfare tool kit is the concept of “lawfare.”235 As 
the importance of international law and public perceptions of it has increased over time, states desire to be 
seen in compliance with international law. One working definition of lawfare is “a tactic that seeks to help 
states develop a legally grounded narrative that justifies their actions and couches their aggression in rational 
terms. This in turn, allows states to take any action they deem necessary while, at least, maintaining the ruse of 
compliance with the international legal system.”236  The use of lawfare in hybrid warfare serves both domestic 
and international ends by attempting to legitimize a state’s behavior to domestic and international audiences. 

F. In the case of Crimea, many western countries, and the broader international legal community, charged Russia 
with violating the membership treaty of the United Nations, statutes of the Council of Europe of which Russia 
is a member, two regional treaties, and two bilateral treaties. Russia countered with its own legal, or lawfare, 
arguments such as The Kosovo Precedent, arguing that secession of Kosovo from Serbia provided international 
legal precedent for the secession of Crimea from Ukraine. Russia also argued that the original transfer of Crimea 
from Russia to Ukraine in 1954 was illegal under Soviet law. Additionally, Russia argued that an illegal seizure 
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of power occurred in Ukraine in 2014 when power was taken from the elected Victor Yanukovych, and thus 
Russian actions to defend Russians in Crimea were justified. Further arguments were that Russian actions were 
justified by the Western Precedent, pointing to the actions of the West in Afghanistan, Iraq and Libya, providing 
Russia with adequate precedent to intervene.237 

1) Russian Actions in Ukraine

a) Russia’s actions in eastern and southern Ukraine embrace hybrid warfare. Russia employed SOF, intelligence 
agents, political provocateurs, and media representatives, as well as transnational criminal elements. Funded 
by the Kremlin and operating with differing degrees of deniability, or even acknowledgement, the Russian 
government used little green men (mostly Russian SOF) to achieve some physical objectives. Many Crimeans 
during this takeover referred to them as polite people. The objectives of these forces included instigating 
confusion and disrupting civil order. Additionally, Russian elements organized pro-Russian separatists, filling 
out their ranks with advisors and fighters. Russia also included funding, arming, tactical coordination, and fire 
support for separatist operations.238 The Russian-aided insurgency gained local supporters while intimidating 
dissenters into acquiescing to a separation from the Kiev government.239

b) Russian hybrid warfare thus involves conventional forces, economic intimidation, influence operations, 
and diplomatic intervention. Sponsorship of separatist insurgency in Ukraine accords well with current 
Russian military doctrine and strategy, which embrace “asymmetrical actions… [including] special-opera-
tions forces and internal opposition to create a permanently operating front through the entire territory of 
the enemy state.”240

c) Russia’s campaign in Ukraine is a prominent example of hybrid warfare. However, during the 2008 Russia-
Georgia conflict in the breakaway regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, both sides used combinations of 
regular forces, irregular forces, and criminal elements. Prior to the war, Russian forces operating in Georgia 
as peacekeepers allegedly sustained a flourishing smuggling network in partnership with various Abkhaz, 
Ossetian, and Georgian criminal groups. This network cooperated with separatist militias used by Russian 
forces to ethnically cleanse Georgians from the two breakaway regions. Georgian military forces also cooperated 
with guerrilla groups operating in the area. Both sides blurred the distinction between regular government 
forces, criminal elements, and militias.

2) Cyber Warfare:  Estonia’s Bronze Soldier of Tallinn 2007, and Georgia 2008

a) In January 2007, the Estonian government announced its intention to move a bronze statue (Monument 
to the Fallen in the Second World War) erected in 1947 when Estonia was held as a Soviet Socialist Republic. 
The move was from the center of the capital city of Tallinn to a military cemetery where some of the dead 
from World War II were interred on the outskirts of the city.241 The Russian government warned against this, 
stating that such an action would be “disastrous for Estonians.”242 

b) After several months of political controversy, including protest demonstrations by Estonia’s ethnic Russian 
minority, the statue, and the Red Army soldiers buried beneath, were removed on April 26, 2007 and placed 
into the nearby military cemetery. Upon this removal, Estonia suffered riots by ethnic Russians, and denuncia-
tions from Russia, including by President Putin. Estonia, Europe’s “most connected country” which pioneered 
e-government and was almost completely wireless, suffered cyber-attacks against its internet infrastructure.243  

c) The attacks came in the form of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, website defacements, DNS 
server attacks, mass e-mail, and massive spam and phishing emails. Many attacks were conducted by hackers 
likely recruited by the Russian government specifically for this event.  Government agencies, universities, 
banks, telecommunications, media and almost all societal infrastructure were attacked.244 These attacks were the 
largest and most nationally disruptive cyber-attacks yet launched. Though such warfare can be combined with 
other types of warfare, as part of a hybrid attack, this cyber-attack was not combined with a physical attack.

d) In August 2008, conventional military conflict broke out between Russia and Georgia, also another 
former Soviet Socialist Republic, over the Georgian breakaway provinces of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. 
Russian cyber-attacks against Georgian political leaders, followed by attacks against Georgian government 
institutions, began about three weeks prior to the incursion of Russian conventional forces. Compared to 
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Estonia, Georgia was much less connected in cyber space.  However, unlike the attack against Estonia, the 
cyber-attack against Georgia was combined with conventional Russian military operations.  

e) Once the incursion of Russian conventional forces began, the cyber-attacks continued, with DDoS 
attacks shutting down targeted websites. Other sites were defaced with Russian propaganda. As in the attack 
against Estonia, many hackers were likely recruited by the Russian government specifically for this attack. 
Additionally, Georgian hacker forums were attacked early in order to neutralize them and prevent their use 
in a counter-attack.245  

f ) Russian physical target selection and cyber targeting appeared to be coordinated. This was seen by the 
fact that command and control centers, media outlets and other communication targets were spared from 
physical force if already neutralized via cyber-attack.246 However, since Georgia was much less connected 
than Estonia, these attacks primarily affected the ability of Georgians to connect to the outside world, and 
for the government to counter Russian disinformation.247  

g) The cyber-attack on Estonia resulted in millions of dollars in damages and massive economic disruption, 
with short-term, temporary, and not physical effects. The cyber-attack on Georgia was combined with a phys-
ical ground incursion supported by successful cyber-attacks on command and control and communication 
centers which nullified the requirement for more destructive and expensive physical attacks. The cyber-attacks 
on Georgia were part of an effective hybrid warfare campaign. 

G. Developments in Russia’s Hybrid Warfare Capabilities.  As a way of conflict, hybrid warfare poses chal-
lenges due to its subtle nature and ability to mask the starting point of an attack. This tests a nation’s resilience 
and can delay the defending state’s ability to begin defensive measures or activate resistance capabilities. Though 
Russia is not the only state to develop theories on and how to engage in hybrid warfare, Russia lends itself best 
to the examination of this type of warfare, due to its successful use of the approach.

1) Force Structure

a) Russia’s cumbersome legacy divisions, designed for fighting along a frontline, were disbanded in 2009 
and replaced by smaller, but more agile and better prepared brigades. Such transformation was intended to 
improve mobility and to conduct smaller-scale operations by better equipped units.

b) Since 2014, Russia has worked on establishing a pool of rapid deployment forces which include special 
operations units, airborne forces, and other relevant brigades. In 2015, these forces were assessed to consist 
of approximately seventy thousand combat troops, and based on the Russian Airborne Forces.248

2) National Defense Control Center

a) The formation of the Russian National Defense Control Center in December 2014 may be the most 
important innovation since the beginning of Russia’s 2008 military reforms, following Russia’s war with 
Georgia. The Center’s main responsibility is to maintain centralized combat control of the Russian Armed 
Forces, and analyze comprehensive data on military and political developments in the country and overseas. 
The Center mainly deals with coordination of information flows among relevant state structures (Ministry 
of Defense, General Staff, etc.) and oversees the implementation of defense and security measures.249

b) The National Defense Control Center also ensures close coordination with forty nine other security agencies 
and ministries such as the Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry of Emergency Situations, and Rosatom, the 
state nuclear energy corporation.250 This facilitates joint operations of the armed forces, as well as interagency 
coordination, allowing a genuine whole-of-government approach. This center enhances Russia’s capabilities 
for hybrid warfare.251

3) National Policy/Law.  In 2009, Russia amended its law On Defense. Previously, the law allowed the deploy-
ment of Russian troops abroad only to fight international terrorism or to conduct peacekeeping missions. The 
amendments allowed greater use of Russian troops abroad to include deployment to repel an armed attack 
on Russian troops or citizens abroad or to assist another state by request of its leadership to repel or prevent 
an armed attack. Russia cited both of these changes to legitimize its operations in Crimea and the second to 
legitimize its operations in Syria.252
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H. Russian Hybrid Warfare Theoretical Development253 

1) In 2013, General Valery Gerasimov, Chief of the General Staff of the Russian Federation, published an 
article based on his observations of the Arab Spring. This was likely an observation of and response to NATO’s 
Comprehensive Approach,254 which was adopted as part of NATO’s new Strategic Concept at the Lisbon 
Summit of November 2010. It outlined the requirement to use political, civilian and military instruments 
together as the approach to crisis management. He described a “new generation warfare,” focusing on the 
combined use of diplomatic, economic, political, and other non-military methods, along with direct military 
force, instead of waging open war.255  He argued that the importance of non-military means in reaching 
political and strategic goals has increased and that they are often more efficient than arms alone. Gerasimov 
foresaw concealed, non-open use of force, such as paramilitary and civilian insurgent units, and emphasized 
the need to rely on asymmetric, indirect methods. He also included the information space, where real-time 
coordination of means and tools is possible. He placed great emphasis on targeted strikes far behind enemy 
lines, and destruction of enemy critical infrastructure (military and civilian elements), preferably in a short 
timeframe. He advocated massive use of special forces and robotized weapons such as drones. Gerasimov argued 
that regular forces should be used only in the late phases of the conflict, and under the guise of peacekeeper 
or crisis-management forces.256

2) In that same year, another complementary article was published by Sergei Chekinov and Sergei Bogdanov.257 
The authors agreed with Gerasimov and elaborated on his doctrine. They stressed the high importance of asym-
metric actions to neutralize the enemy’s military through the combined use of political, economic, technological, 
and information campaigns. They pointed out the need to integrate all these tools into a single, shared system 
of command and control to multiply their efficiency. They listed the media, religious organizations, cultural 
institutions, NGOs, public movements financed from abroad, and scholars engaged in research on foreign 
grants as possible components of a coordinated attack against the target country. In particular, they highlighted 
the need to gain information superiority over the target country through intensive propaganda prior to the 
attack, and continuous use of electronic warfare (EW) to disable enemy communications. They saw the main 
battleground as the information space. This type of warfare is dominated by psychological and information 
warfare to crush the morale of enemy troops and the opposing population, thus breaking their will to resist.

3) Chekinov and Bogdanov divided this type of warfare into an opening phase and a closing phase. The 
opening begins with an intensive, months-long, coordinated non-military campaign, including diplomatic, 
economic, ideological, psychological, and information measures. A heavy propaganda campaign is conducted 
to depress the enemy population, spark discontent regarding its central government, and weaken the morale of 
the armed forces. Government and military officers in the target country are deceived and bribed to decrease 
the functionality of its armed forces in advance. Concurrently, agents are deployed within the target state with 
funds, weaponry, and other materials to commit terrorist acts, conduct provocations, and create chaos and 
instability. Directly prior to the military phase (closing phase), large-scale reconnaissance and subversive missions 
are conducted to gather information, and locate and isolate enemy military units, key governmental facilities, 
and critical infrastructure. This is followed by a large-scale electronic warfare operation to disable the enemy’s 
government and military forces. Immediately thereafter, a conventional military attack begins with precision 
weaponry, drones, and other automated weapons. At the end of this opening phase, the target country’s main 
government and military control centers are destroyed, and critical infrastructure heavily damaged to render 
the country ungovernable, and unable to deploy its defense forces. In the next phase, the closing phase, the 
attackers’ irregular ground forces enter the target country to isolate and destroy remaining points of resistance. 
This second phase is much less important than the predominantly non-military first phase. There is a striking 
similarity between this description and the events in Ukraine in 2014, particularly prior to, and during, the 
Russian operation in Crimea.258

4) Another way to describe this approach is the term “reflexive control” which was developed during the 
Soviet era. Reflexive control is designed to cause a “stronger adversary voluntarily to choose the actions most 
advantageous to Russian objectives by shaping the adversary’s perceptions of the situation decisively.”259 This 
is accomplished through the application of information operations/strategic communication, lawfare, politi-
cal action, military operations using a tailored and timed combination of SOF and conventional forces, and 
economic actions.260  
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5) This Russian approach may actually pre-date both the so called Gerasimov Doctrine and NATO’s 
Comprehensive Approach. Certain combinations of this style of warfare could also be termed political warfare. 
The application of political warfare can be traced back to Lenin and the early Soviet Union. In fact, an argu-
ment can be made that Russia has used this style of hybrid or political warfare when it led the Soviet Union 
through the twentieth century, making this style of warfare a long tradition in the Russian state.261 

I. Russian Hybrid Warfare Application262

1) The Three Main Operational Phases of Russian Hybrid Warfare. András Rácz, of The Finnish Institute 
of International Affairs, analyzed Russia’s operations in Crimea and in Eastern Ukraine. He described Russian 
hybrid warfare as being composed of three main phases: preparatory, attack, and stabilization. The following 
sections are based on his work: Russia’s Hybrid War in Ukraine; Breaking the Enemy’s Ability to Resist.263

a) Preparatory Phase264

(1) The preparatory phase concentrates on mapping out the strategic, political, economic, social, and infra-
structural vulnerabilities of the target state, and creating the necessary means for capitalizing on them. This 
does not differ much from traditional diplomatic and soft coercion activities. These include establishing 
political and cultural organizations loyal to Russia, gaining economic influence, building strong media 
positions, and strengthening separatist movements and other anti-government sentiments, all with the aim 
of pressuring the target government.

(2) This makes it practically impossible to determine whether traditional Russian influence-gaining measures 
may be serving as preparation for a hybrid attack before the offensive actually starts. In addition, many of 
the actions listed below are not explicitly or necessarily illegal in most countries, which makes it hard for 
the target country to defend itself against them.

(3) The preparatory phase of hybrid war, encompassing traditional aspects of foreign policy, that may serve 
as the basis for a hybrid war, can be divided into three steps:

Step 1. Strategic preparation

• Explore points of vulnerability in the state administration, economy, and armed forces of the tar-
get state.

• Establish networks of loyal NGOs and media channels in the territory of the target state.
• Establish diplomatic and media positions to influence the international audience.

Step 2. Political preparation

• Encourage dissatisfaction with the central authorities in the target state by using political,  diplomatic, 
special operation, and media tools.

• Strengthen local separatist movements and fuel ethnic, religious, and social tensions.
• Use information measures against the target government and state.
• Bribe susceptible politicians, administrative officials, and armed forces officers.
• Establish contacts with local oligarchs and business people, making them dependent on the  attacking 

country via profitable contracts.
• Establish contacts with local organized crime groups.

Step 3. Operational preparation

• Launch coordinated political pressure and disinformation actions.
• Mobilize officials, officers, and local criminal groups that have been turned.
• Mobilize the Russian armed forces under the pretext of military exercises.
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(4) There is no violence during the preparatory phase and the measures taken should not cross any polit-
ical or legal threshold that would make the target state adopt countermeasures. However, if the targeted 
government detects these steps, it may feel pressure to be more receptive to Russia’s demands. This could 
result in some political destabilization. The effects of the preparations become visible only in the next phase, 
following the principles that Chekinov and Bogdanov established.

b) Attack Phase265

(1) An attack exploits all the weaknesses identified during the preparatory phase. 

(2) Open, organized, and armed violence or its threat begins. Crises erupted in similar ways in both Crimea 
and Eastern Ukraine. Unmarked units using sanitized Russian uniforms, weapons, vehicles, and equipment, 
appeared and started setting up barricades and checkpoints, and blocking the Ukrainian military and police 
barracks gates. Violence was not employed but it was clear that Ukrainian units could not leave their bases 
without using force against the unidentified militants.

(3) Political targets are of primary importance. In Crimea, the attack started on February 27, 2014 with little 
green men overrunning the parliament building, and the Supreme Council of Crimea, effectively preventing 
local political decision-making. In Donetsk, in April 2014, the regional state administration building was 
among the first targets to be seized and still serves as the Donetsk National Republic headquarters. Police 
and local security forces failed to defend the buildings, due to the lack of clear commands, their low morale, 
weak leadership, and inadequate resources.

(4) In Crimea, parallel to these actions, well-organized, often armed demonstrators, dressed in civilian 
clothes and exhibiting high tactical skills, started to take over less defended public administration build-
ings, media outlets, and civilian infrastructure. Capturing television and radio stations and broadcasting 
towers enabled the attackers to take central government media channels off the air and to replace them 
with Russian channels.

(5) Both the attackers and the little green men consistently claimed that they were local protesters dissatis-
fied with the Ukrainian central government. The Russian official discourse and media consistently referred 
to them as the opposition or resistance. Many local inhabitants referred to them as polite people. Russian 
President Vladimir Putin admitted the men were Russian troops only after Crimea had been annexed, after 
a widely criticized public referendum.

(6) These offensive operations were supported by an intensive information campaign aimed at confusing 
decision-makers, generating fear, and dissatisfaction vis-a-vis the central government, and weakening 
the resistance potential of the local Ukrainian army and police units by lowering their morale. Ukraine’s 
command and control chains were damaged, disrupted, or jammed by sabotage attacks, corruption, and 
electronic warfare. As a result of these actions, almost all of the Ukrainian army, police, and navy units in 
Crimea ultimately surrendered. Some units sympathetic to Russia changed sides while the resistance of 
others was broken with low-level violence. 

(7) Before the attackers’ affiliation with Russia became known, Moscow consistently denied its involvement, 
confusing Western observers and buying time. This delaying tactic allowed Russia to quickly reach a fait 
accompli in Crimea and later in Donbass. This was Moscow’s policy of persistent denial in successful action.

(8) This type of low-level attack, combined with persistent denial, if applied against any NATO state that 
is similarly vulnerable, could delay or prevent the activation of the Washington Treaty’s Article 5. As most 
actions would remain below the threshold of NATO’s collective defense guarantee, the attacker could 
gamble that NATO might not engage until after a significant amount of territory had been taken, causing 
political difficulties to NATO. The longer that territory stayed under hostile control, the more difficult it 
would be to politically and militarily re-assert sovereignty.
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(9) Although most attack phase actions are conducted by nonmilitary or non-regular military means, the 
regular military plays a key role. In the case of Crimea and in Eastern Ukraine, Russian regular military 
units were placed on the border with Ukraine, posing an imminent threat of a conventional attack. This 
limited Ukraine’s options as it did not want to risk conventional Russian incursion.

(10) The legitimacy of the separatist leaders is constructed by consistent building up and strengthening by 
Russian diplomacy, media and public discourse. The Russian media constantly referred to the separatist 
authorities as if the People’s Republics of Donetsk and Luhansk were properly functioning, legitimate 
states, and as if they represented the local population. The Soviet Union did the same when recognizing 
Babrak Karmal as the installed leader of Afghanistan following the 1979 Soviet invasion. However, even 
this constructed legitimacy may alienate locals from the true sovereign government by relying on the 
attacker’s information monopoly once they dominate the information environment, and by establishing 
an alternative political power center.

(11) The attack phase of can again be divided into three steps:

Step 1. Exploding the tensions

• Organize massive anti-government protests and riots in the target state.

• Infiltrate special forces, disguised as local civilians, to conduct the first sabotage attacks and capture 
administrative buildings (with the active or passive support of corrupt local officials and police), 
often in cooperation with local criminal groups.

• Instigate provocations and sabotage attacks throughout the target country, to divert the attention 
and resources of the national government.

• Employ media to launch a disinformation campaign.

• Place Russian regular forces on the border to make it more difficult or impossible to counterattack 
by posing an imminent threat of an overwhelming conventional attack. 

Step 2. Ousting the central power from the targeted region

• Disable the targeted government by capturing administrative buildings and telecommunications 
infrastructure in the targeted region.

• Block the targeted nation’s media, establishing communication and information monopoly.

• Disable the local armed forces of the targeted power by blockading their barracks, bribing their 
commanders, breaking their morale, etc. 

• Use media to mislead and disorient the international audience, and discredit the target state.

Step 3. Establishing alternative political power

• Declare an alternative political center, using captured administrative buildings, by referring to real 
or fabricated traditions of separatism.

• Replace administrative organs of the targeted state with newly established political bodies, thereby 
creating a quasi-legitimacy.

• Employ media to strengthen the alleged legitimacy of the new political bodies.

• Alienate local population from the government of the targeted state via information monopoly.

• Continuously block counterattack options of the targeted state with the threat of a conventional 
military attack against it.
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(12) Toward the end of the attack phase, the targeted state’s ability to resist with its conventional military 
or other internal security forces is broken. Its governance, command and control, and communications 
capabilities are severely damaged and it loses control over some of its territory. Such success capitalizes on 
inherent, multiple weaknesses of the target state, explored in the preparatory phase. 

c) Stabilization Phase266

(1) To consolidate the results that hybrid warfare achieves, the attacking state needs to take steps to strengthen 
and legitimize its rule. This third phase is stabilization. In Eastern Ukraine and Crimea, initial developments 
followed a similar pattern, but turned out very differently. 

(2) Russian units stationed in Crimea exerted pressure on local elites and the population. “Independence” 
referendums were organized in both regions, and in both cases the results favored separatists. After less than 
a full day of so called independence, Russia annexed Crimea. In Eastern Ukraine, however, separatism could 
not gather sufficiently strong momentum, mostly due to the low local support, and lack of support such as 
provided in Crimea by Russian units stationed there. In the Donbass, instead of establishing a functioning 
alternative power, Russia created a political, security, and social limbo.

(3) Typically, hybrid warfare allows two possible options. One is the annexation of the captured territory, 
as occurred in Crimea, while the other option is to keep the territory inside the attacked country but deny 
the central government control.

(4) The final political outcome, and the main goal, is achieved in either event. The strategic freedom of 
movement of the target country, including its freedom to choose its foreign policy, becomes severely curtailed 
due to the loss of territory, population, resources, and credibility. The case of Ukraine demonstrated how 
hybrid warfare can cripple the functioning of a state without launching a full-scale war against it.

(5) The stabilization phase can be detailed in three steps:

Step 1. Political stabilization of the outcome

• Organize a referendum and decision about secession/independence in the target state, all with the 
strong diplomatic and media support from the attacking state.

• Have the new political entity request help from the attacking state.

Step 2. Separation of the captured territory from the target state

• Annex the captured territory (Crimea), or;

• Establish an open or covert military presence, and start fighting the displaced national government 
in the name of the newly established political entity thereby continuing to weaken the targeted 
state in the political, economic, and military sense (Eastern Ukraine). A variant is an open invasion 
under the pretext of peacekeeping or crisis management.

Step 3. Lasting limitation of the strategic freedom of movement of the attacked state

• Loss of territory (economy, population, infrastructure, etc.) results in severe economic hardship 
and domestic political destabilization.

• Lacking full control over its territory, the attacked state is unable to join any political or military 
alliance that requires territorial integrity (e.g., NATO).

(6) One of the main reasons that Eastern Ukraine turned out differently from Crimea was that following 
the election of Petro Poroshenko as President of Ukraine on May 25, 2014, the Anti-Terrorist Operation 
(ATO) launched by Ukraine also gained momentum. The irregular rebel forces could not stand against 
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the advancing Ukrainian regular military. To prevent a separatist defeat in August 2014, Russia launched 
an intervention by its regular forces, thus transforming the conflict into a conventional, albeit limited, 
interstate conflict.

6. Operational Factors of Success267

Despite Russia’s partial failure in Eastern Ukraine, the employment of hybrid warfare was very effective. 

A. The Element of Surprise

The first and probably most important reason for the effectiveness was the element of surprise. The rapid 
implementation of the full range of hybrid warfare (i.e., all three phases described above) took both Kiev 
and western states by surprise. This form of warfare was unexpected and the means of defense against it were 
underdeveloped. The main tool in misleading Kiev and other governments was effective and well-coordinated 
information warfare, of which a major component was persistent denial.

B. Denial of Formal Involvement

1) Russia’s denial of its involvement succeeded in confusing the Ukrainian leadership and forestalling the 
reactions of western governments. Further, the attackers enjoyed a lack of accountability, as they appeared to 
have no connection to any foreign state.

2) Meanwhile, Ukraine was put in a situation where it formally had no one with whom to negotiate. Russia 
consistently refused to engage in bilateral discussions, claiming its non-involvement. Further, Moscow pushed 
Kiev to negotiate directly with the separatists. This would have meant the de facto recognition of the separatists 
as legitimate partners.

3) Additionally, the denial of formal involvement theoretically empowered Russia to stop its attack at any time 
in the event of difficulties. Under the guise of denial of involvement, the attack could have been stopped at 
almost any time, as long as no decisive political acts took place. Moscow could have exited both the Crimean 
and the Eastern Ukraine operations without major political loss by withdrawing its unmarked forces and 
ordering its agents to gradually end their activities.

C. Attackers Indistinguishable from Civilians

1) Another element that contributed to the efficiency of the hybrid offensive was that many of the attackers 
were dressed in civilian clothes. This made them practically indistinguishable from the local civilian popula-
tion. This seriously limited the potential of the Ukrainian government to use force. The use of force against 
the demonstrators, with many local civilians among them, was a risk that most ordinary Ukrainian policemen 
were not willing to take.

2) Additionally, Russian propaganda was highly effective in sowing the seeds of doubt about the legitimacy of 
the interim government in Kiev. As a result, many police officers could not be sure which orders to follow, and 
whether the law was actually on their side. Most ordinary Ukrainian police officers were not eager to risk injury 
or death, not to mention their career prospects, trying to defend the attacked buildings against demonstrators.

7. Conclusion

A. Russia effectively employed hybrid warfare against Ukraine in two instances. Foremost was the ability to 
identify and capitalize on the inherent weaknesses of both operational areas within Ukraine through effective 
exploitation. A large ethnically Russian population (though less than a majority in Eastern Ukraine) supported 
Russia’s objectives. That population also made it easier for Russian Special Forces to disguise themselves as 
locals. This gave Russia plausible deniability when it claimed that local inhabitants were merely expressing dis-
satisfaction with the Kiev government and acting against that government. Further, a strong media presence, 
in the target area and abroad, gave Russia the ability to generate mistrust of the opposing central government, 
isolate the attacked region through information transmitted or withheld, and misinform and obfuscate Russian 
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participation to the international community. Television and radio stations were among the first targets, where 
their broadcasts were immediately replaced with Russian channels, proliferating Russian messages. Russia was 
geographically contiguous and had military superiority, allowing for surreptitious cross-border logistical and 
other support. By merely placing large numbers of forces in proximity to the area of operations, on its side of 
the border, Russia limited its opponents’ options, for fear of causing Russian forces to invade. 

B. Since such hybrid methods mostly leveraged access to the population, there must be greater emphasis on 
engaging the public prior to crisis in order to strengthen resilience. This resilience of the population is a critical 
element in the Clausewitzian “trinity” of war. This could begin with instilling confidence in the population 
through domestic resilience measures, including popular knowledge and identification of adversary tactics such 
as exposing their propaganda, as well as adversarial use of methods of hybrid warfare.268 Further, a national 
defense plan which includes resistance under occupation can serve to instill popular confidence against a poten-
tial adversary by demonstrating that the nation will continue to fight to regain its sovereignty and territorial 
integrity. Resistance planning and preparation, especially in coordination with allies and partners, can also serve 
as a form of deterrence. Lastly, such coordinated planning and preparation increases the likelihood of success, 
and of timely ally and partner action to restore lost sovereignty and territorial integrity.  
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APPENDIX D

SECOND WORLD WAR RESISTANCE CASE STUDIES

“Whoever wishes to foresee the future must consult the past; for human events ever resemble those of preceding 
times. This arises from the fact that they are produced by men who ever have been, and ever shall be, animated by 

the same passions, and thus they necessarily have the same results.”

        
 - Niccolo Machiavelli  

1. Introduction

A. World War II (WWII) offers excellent perspectives into resistance operations. The Axis powers easily over-
ran most nations that they chose to invade. Resistance occurred to various degrees in different places around 
the world. Some resistance groups received significant assistance from the Allied powers, while others did not.

B. Appendix D focuses on four case studies, chosen for their contextual diversity. They vary in description 
based primarily on the availability of information. At the end of each of these studies is a summary. These sec-
tions strived to offer as much hindsight objectivity as possible in relation to resistance. The conclusions are not 
intended to point out deficiencies in WWII leadership thinking. Nor are the conclusions intended in any way 
to criticize, second-guess, or dishonor any of the decision makers and brave people who fought and died. These 
case studies formed some of the historical basis upon which much of the twentieth century unconventional 
warfare doctrine was based, and now corroborate recommendations covered in this resistance concept. In all, 
these case studies elucidate practical recommendations, and highlight problems that may occur if not taken 
into consideration. The cases cover French, Polish, Filipino, and Baltic resistance.

2. Case Studies Summaries

A. French resistance to the German invasion was ad hoc and began as grass roots efforts, even in the territories 
not physically occupied by the invader. Many resistance groups evolved from different ideological leanings. The 
socialist and communist groups wanted a vastly different post-war France than that which previously existed. 
Friction between the different groups reduced potential cooperation, as each group maneuvered to secure its 
own post-war outcomes. Added to this friction were the objectives of the British and the Americans who were 
very focused on defeating the Germans and less concerned with internal French conflicts affecting post-war 
France. General Charles de Gaulle’s political skills were of premiere importance in realizing the final outcome: a 
non-communist France, without a military government imposed by the Allies, or civil war, and with a resump-
tion of the sovereignty that was violated in 1940.

B. The Polish resistance to German occupation, like the French resistance, exemplifies the need to have plans in 
place before an invasion. Poland had a long resistance tradition that allowed a state underground organization 
to be established in a remarkably short time. Poland’s underground organization was probably Europe’s best 
and most integrated. Unlike France, Poland quickly prepared a government-in-exile, which was sent abroad to 
preserve Polish sovereignty and to continue its legitimate struggle. Poland’s resistance accomplished remarkable 
feats, such as smuggling a V2 rocket’s critical components to the British and sharing information on extermi-
nation camps. The Soviet Union was the greatest threat to the re-establishment of Poland’s freedom. Poland 
was geographically much closer to the Soviet Union than to western Allies, which would have decades’ long 
consequences for Polish freedom. Poland’s resistance was valiant, well organized, and highly motivated, but was 
unable to prevail against the steamrolling Soviet Union. 
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C. The Filipino resistance to the Japanese has several interesting aspects. Historically, resistance organization 
and movements must be indigenous to succeed. The Philippines was a commonwealth of the United States and 
thus reliant on the U.S. for its defense. Yet, despite knowledge of Japanese expansion and warnings of Japanese 
intentions in the Western Pacific, the U.S. did not establish a resistance capability on the archipelago. After the 
U.S. surrender, thousands of American and Filipino officers and soldiers escaped Japanese capture and fled to 
the jungles and mountains. Those military members organized remarkably effective resistance groups despite 
being disconnected from each other. The American leadership of Filipino guerrilla units was a direct result of 
the unusual cultural and political nature of the American experience in the Philippines prior to the war. The vast 
majority of Filipinos supported their effort, but there was domestic competition. The Hukbalahaps (Huks) were 
communists seeking to establish a communist post-war state. Although their numbers and capabilities never 
reached the necessary level to attain their post-war goals, the Huks did provide difficulties for American forces. 
The Moros, Filipino Muslims, were anti-Japanese but also not pro-American. Moros and Huks could be relied 
upon to fight the Japanese, but not in concert with American plans as an integrated force. Allied headquarters 
eventually saw the utility of the military led resistance groups, formed mostly by those who escaped capture 
by the Japanese, as part of an intelligence gathering effort to gain information on Japanese dispositions and 
activities, especially immediately prior to the return of American conventional forces. 

D. The Forest Brothers of the Baltics engaged in resistance against the Soviets soon after the Molotov-Ribbentrop 
Pact placed them under Soviet rule. When Germany attacked the Soviet Union, the Germans were initially 
treated as liberators by the Baltics. Yet, the Baltic people eventually came to resist Nazi domination. Soon 
afterwards, they were invaded again when the Soviets pushed the Germans westward and through the Baltics. 
However, having experienced Soviet occupation several years earlier, most of the Baltic people did not receive 
the Soviets as liberators. An organized resistance formed against the Soviets in the states of Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania. In each of these nations, these resisters were well organized along military lines in large units, reason-
ably well armed, and uniformed. They became known as the Forest Brothers. After initial clashes with Soviet 
forces that greatly reduced their numbers, they changed tactics for survival. They hid in the forests, eventually 
constructing underground bunkers. The Forest Brothers relied on the U.S. and Great Britain to stay true to the 
Atlantic Charter and fight for the freedom of the Baltics from Soviet domination. That assistance never arrived. 
Eventually, the Forest Brothers lost members who returned to normal civilian lives, were killed in fights with 
occupation security forces, or were betrayed by those who saw the struggle as hopeless. Their resistance survived 
for several years with practically no outside support.

3. Conclusion

These studies demonstrate both the efficacy and shortfalls of national resistance against an occupier. None of 
these nations had prepared resistance organizations prior to enemy invasion. Poland, due to its long history of 
being dominated by major powers, was able to quickly establish a basic resistance organization which became 
much more capable and larger in the years that followed. Also, of these nations, only Poland had an effective 
government-in-exile capable of representing the Polish nation. The Philippines, as a United States Commonwealth, 
did not have a sovereign government to exile because the United States represented its interests. Common 
themes emerge, such as: internal (frequently communist) competition to establish post-war governance, struggle 
for political legitimacy, the criticality of external material support, and the utility of the resistance conducting 
operations in support of a conventional invasion by friendly forces. Much can be learned from delving deeply 
into these few historic episodes, from which some critical points are elucidated in these case studies.
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CASE STUDY 1. FRANCE: WWII RESISTANCE269

“Before it could be joined, the Resistance had to be invented.”270

“The form of government of France is and remains the Republic. In law the Republic has not ceased to exist.” 

- Algiers ordinance of June 26, 1944.

1. Background

Prior to World War II the French government did not prepare for domestic resistance against occupation forces. 
Its focus was on the ability of its conventional forces to deter and defend against a German invasion from the 
east. France constructed the defensive Maginot Line, running from Switzerland to Belgium to defend against 
conventional land attack. The Germans attacked on May 10, 1940 through the Ardennes Forest, avoiding the 
defensive line and introducing combined arms warfare and blitzkrieg. France was defeated six weeks later. After 
the Franco-German armistice of June 22, 1940, France was split into three distinct areas: 

A. Occupied France.  German occupation of France was expansive. Germany gained more factories, workers, 
minerals and the necessary air and seaports for operations against Britain by directly controlling the industrial 
north, the national capital of Paris, and ports on the North Sea, English Channel, and Atlantic Coast.271  

B. Unoccupied France, or Nominally Free Zone.  A new French government, the État Français (French State) 
based in Vichy, France, ruled over the southern part of France that was not occupied by German troops. Vichy 
France was in fact a German client state. However, after the Allied landings in the French North African territo-
ries in November 1942, followed by the surrender of French forces there, Germany assessed this surrender as a 
violation of the 1940 armistice allowing the existence of Vichy-controlled France. German troops then invaded 
Vichy France, thus occupying all of France and abrogating the distinction between Free and Occupied Zones. 

C. Annexed Territories.  The German Reich re-annexed the Alsace region and much of the Lorraine region, 
which had been under German control from 1871 to 1919. It contained both French and German speaking 
people, with dual or divided loyalties.272   

2. Weakened Pre-War Resilience

A. The French defeat in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870 resulted in German occupation of the eastern part of 
France. Guerrilla warfare by francs-tireurs (free-shooters) sprang up in those territories. The francs-tireurs evolved 
from recreational shooting clubs and patriotic organizations that grew under the French Second Empire during 
the 1860s. Their sniping, ambushes, sabotage, and hit-and-run tactics against German regular forces resulted in 
harsh and deadly German collective reprisals against civilians for what the Germans considered to be terrorist 
attacks outside the laws of war. The conflict was followed by internal chaos, criminality, revolution, and the 
establishment of the Third Republic, which existed until 1940. In addition to the Franco-Prussian war, the 
French retained recent memory of the massive loss of life incurred in World War I, when approximately 1.3 
million French citizens were killed. These experiences functioned to weaken French resilience and willingness 
to expend more lives to fight an invader.

B. In February 1934, French fascists and paramilitaries attacked the French parliament building. In reaction 
to this, a center-left, anti-fascist movement, dominated by socialists and communists, arose and gained some 
political power in 1936 as the Popular Front. Yet this group remained a minor part of French politics, and had 
members who were sympathetic to the Soviet Union, which raised the suspicions of many French citizens. The 
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Front was banned in 1939 and began operating surreptitiously, which served it well as underground organiza-
tions formed during later German occupation. Though not the only organized resistance group, this movement 
laid the groundwork for organized resistance against German occupation, especially in and around Paris.273  

3. Government (Internally Displaced Versus Exiled)

The French government did not have any plans for a government-in-exile in case of foreign invasion. This lack 
of preparation allowed the Germans to set up a client state, in the form of the French Vichy government head-
quartered in Vichy, France, which was militarily, economically and politically subordinated to Nazi Germany. 

A. Internally Displaced Government (Free Zone)

1) In keeping with the armistice terms, the new Vichy government no longer fought Germany or assisted 
Germany’s enemies. Indeed, by the terms of the armistice, it cooperated with Germany but was clearly 
subordinate to it politically and militarily. The Vichy government became the legitimate government led 
by the World War I French hero, Marshal Philippe Pétain, who was accepted by most French citizens. This 
right-leaning government was anti-communist, anti-Freemason, and, as evidence suggests, anti-Semitic. The 
Vichy government retained an Armistice Army of 100,000 soldiers within the Free Zone and also controlled 
all French military and naval forces stationed in overseas French possessions. 

2) A minority of officers, including Charles de Gaulle, disagreed with the cessation of hostilities and the treaty 
that subordinated France. They refused to stop fighting and fled to Britain instead. 

B. Nascent Government-in-Exile

1) De Gaulle was not a pre-designated leader of a government-in-exile. De Gaulle was the initial voice of con-
tinuing French resistance from outside of occupied territory, and outside Vichy controlled France. Germany 
invaded Belgium and The Netherlands on May 10, 1940 and crossed the Franco-Belgian border on May 12. 
De Gaulle was appointed as Under Secretary of War in French Prime Minister Paul Reynaud’s274 cabinet on 
June 5. Germany’s Axis ally Italy invaded southern France, over the Alps, on 10 June. Fearing German arrest, 
De Gaulle escaped to England with British assistance on June 17. The next day, June 18, he made his first 
official broadcast on BBC radio from London, urging fellow French officers and soldiers to find their way 
to him to continue the “flame of resistance.”275  This was probably the first significant twentieth century use 
of the term “resistance” in this context.276 An armistice ending hostilities between the Axis and France was 
signed on June 22. 

2) De Gaulle was not the immediate and obvious center of French resistance. His support base was initially 
very small. Many French citizens and foreigners believed he was hasty and personally ambitious, making them 
wary of his government-in-exile. De Gaulle soon established an organization called Free France, followed by 
the Français Comité National (French National Committee) or FNC, as a government-in-exile, which the 
British government recognized on June 23, 1940. A week later Britain recognized de Gaulle as leader of all 
Free French.277 Two French military units, one Foreign Legion and the other Alpine infantry, found themselves 
outside of France or its colonies during the fall of France. Only thirty of 700 infantrymen, and about half of 
the Legionnaires, joined de Gaulle. The remainder either repatriated to France or joined the British military.278  

3) Reliant upon Britain, de Gaulle opposed both Germany and the French Vichy government. After June, 
1941, the British regularly denounced the Vichy government as pro-German and traitorous to France.279 Britain 
now provided limited material support as part of an August 7, 1941 agreement with de Gaulle. The Vichy 
government considered French citizens seeking a continuation of the war against the Germans as traitors and 
tried them as such. In early July, 1940, a Vichy military tribunal condemned de Gaulle to death for treason.280  

4) De Gaulle did not command much by way of military force. He attempted to demonstrate usefulness to 
the British, in order to retain their support, by providing military intelligence on German forces and their 
movements in France. In this way de Gaulle sought legitimacy by demonstrating his access to French agents 
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and resistance networks. To this end, de Gaulle established an intelligence bureau, which subsequently became 
the Bureau Central de Renseignements et d’Action (Central Bureau of Intelligence and Action), or BCRA. The 
BCRA treated resistance in purely military terms, organizing networks to collect and transmit military intel-
ligence, which gave de Gaulle credibility with the British. Later, this effort evolved to include escape lines out 
of France and sabotage of German installations.281

5) After the Allied landings in North Africa on 8 November 1942, the Americans considered replacing de 
Gaulle with another French military leader who could unify France. Other French officers were seen as less 
difficult to work with than de Gaulle.282 Admiral Darlan was the Vichy government’s senior-most officer 
present in Algeria, had negotiated a truce with the Americans after the North Africa landings, and was one 
of those potential candidates supported by the Americans, until assassinated by a fellow Frenchman.283 Army 
General Giraud then assumed civil and military powers in North Africa. He was protected by the Americans, 
who wanted North Africa as a place to build an offensive against the Axis and did not want to be hampered by 
French disputes. This presented a direct challenge to the leadership of de Gaulle.284 However, French domestic 
based resistance networks supported de Gaulle as leader of the Free French, increasing his legitimacy. After de 
Gaulle gained the support of the French Communist Party, he became the sole figure capable of uniting all 
resistance efforts in support of the Allied cause.285  

4. Early Resistance Efforts

After the armistice of 1940, some people in the Alsace and Lorraine regions did not assimilate into the German 
Reich.286 In occupied France, the Germans banned any type of paramilitary groups (even scouting groups such 
as Boy Scouts), as well as all weapons, including hunting rifles, which had to be surrendered under penalty of 
death. Scouting was allowed in the Free Zone.287

A. Embryonic Resistance.  Resisters came from throughout the political spectrum. The left’s Popular Front, 
formed in 1936 and banned in 1939, now expanded its anti-fascist efforts and began lethally targeting Germans. 
Many on the right were former World War I Soldiers who diverged from Vichy’s “strategy of collaboration” and 
believed that military intelligence should be shared with the British.288 Early resisters were formed and defined 
by existing constituency groups: combatants and veterans, friends and neighbors, pastors and priests, academics 
and students, businessmen and labor leaders.289

B. Early Sporadic Nonviolent resistance

1) Early French popular resistance exhibited itself in acts of defiance such as raising the French flag over a 
cathedral, or laying wreaths at war memorials. In November, 1940, college students gathered at the Tomb of 
the Unknown Soldier at the Arc de Triomphe and marched down the Champs-Élysées, symbolically reclaiming 
space where German Soldiers marched daily, resulting in arrests and the closing of universities.290  

2) Women’s committees in large cities in the Free and Occupied Zones organized many protests and marches 
addressing food and goods shortages. Police often arrested participants, who sometimes were able to disperse. 
Prisoners who were moved to hospitals for treatment were often freed by resistance members or by family 
members. The same often occurred during the transport of prisoners. Many citizens obtained information about 
German movements by land, sea, and air and were able to move such information out of France to the Allies.291    

3) A large-scale miner’s protest began on May 1, 1941, the French Labor Day, in the German occupied Pas-
de-Calais and Nord regions. Protesters displayed the French tricolor and red flags with hammers and sickles 
flying from electric wires, buildings, and conveyer belts. Slogans demanded higher wages and praised Stalin. 
The strike spread to other northern mining regions, and added a women’s demonstration to the protest. Once 
the Germans saw that French security forces could not halt the activities after several weeks, they moved in and 
brutally repressed them, arresting about 500 miners and their wives. About half were deported to Germany 
as laborers, and about half of those never returned. This brutal repression resulted in miners conducting 
sabotage. Several saboteurs were arrested, tried, and executed. Wives who assisted were tried and sentenced 
to forced labor.292
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5. Developing Resistance Networks

A. French resistance elements ranged from ideological socialists and communists to anti-communists, anti-Se-
mitic groups, anti-Freemason, or supporters of the French military.293 These groupings existed prior to the war, 
and attempted to maneuver to impose their views for a post-occupation France. However, these different groups 
did not usually act against each other directly.

B. These networks were basically divided between the Free and Occupied Zones. Most of the Occupied Zone 
resistance activities were focused on sending intelligence to the Allies or helping POWs escape. In the Free 
Zone, propaganda against Vichy collaboration was the primary, though not sole, effort.294 Together, by 1944, 
these networks were publishing several hundred clandestine newspapers with a total circulation of about two 
million copies.295

1) Free Zone Networks

a) The Free Zone had several prominent resistance networks. The Organisation Civile et Militaire was composed 
of business leaders and factory managers. It had contact with the Armistice Army’s Air Force intelligence 
service and sent intelligence through it to London.296 Action Ouvrière was the underground metal workers 
union in Lyon that organized factory strikes to undermine production for the German war economy.297 The 
right wing groups, Croix de Feu and Combat, were nationalist and anti-communist.298  

b) Lyon became the center of resistance in the Free Zone. The city had a dense population with a church 
center, a university, and a large working class mostly involved in manufacturing. Lyon also had traboules, 
a succession of interior courtyards and alleys that linked streets, almost maze-like, allowing for clandestine 
movement or quick escape. 299   

2) Occupied Zone Networks

a) On August 23, 1941, three assassins from the communist Youth Battalions killed a German naval warrant 
officer in Paris. It was the first direct attack on an individual member of the German armed forces, violating 
the unspoken rule that such assassinations would not be conducted. This assassination resulted in the begin-
ning of collective reprisals. Germans executed six communists immediately, followed by fifty-eight within 
four weeks. This reprisal, in turn, inspired another assassination by a communist cell in Nantes, resulting in 
the execution of forty-eight hostages. These more spectacular gestures of violence such as blatant assassina-
tions were predominantly practiced by communists and resulted in collective reprisals by the Germans. The 
communist groups did not win many adherents, alienating many other resistance groups and a majority of 
the French population.300

b) De Gaulle responded to these assassinations and reprisals on October 25, 1941. He broadcast via the BBC 
that “War should be undertaken by those whose business it is. I am giving the order to those in the occupied 
territory not to kill Germans.” He called for five minutes of silence to honor the dead and later invented and 
awarded the Croix de la Liberation to Nantes.301   

c) Several other resistance networks operated in the Occupied Zone. Among them, the Musée de l’Homme 
resistance network operated out of that museum and assisted POWs and downed Allied airmen to escape. The 
network transmitted intelligence to the Americans and published a paper called “Resistance.” The network 
continued its operation until an informant’s betrayal resulted in arrests, trials, deportations to Germany, 
and executions.302 Two resistance groups, the Comité d’Action Socialiste303 and the Defense de la France, were 
organized by Sorbonne students in Paris.304 

d) The communist-dominated, and very independent, Francs-Tireurs et Partisans (FTP) committed many 
assassinations resulting in horrific reprisals. The FTP claimed to have killed Germans at the rate of 500 to 600 
a month and accounted for about one third of resistance manpower.305 The Union Nationale des Combattants 
Coloniaux (UNCC), was formed to assist former colonial troops, primarily black and North African, held in 
POW camps and hospitals. The UNCC openly provided charitable assistance while secretly trying to extract 
them, providing civilian clothes, safe houses, and falsified identification.306    
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3) Réfractaires and Maquisards

a) Germany instituted a policy known as the Relève307 in June 1942 and a forced labor draft, the Service du 
Travail Obligatoire308 in 1943. The Relève allowed one French POW to be released in exchange for three 
workers sent to Germany. The Relève and the Service du Travail Obligatoire resulted in labor strikes. Many 
men disappeared and were known as réfractaires. These réfractaires did not all join resistance groups; some 
simply hid in forests and places such as the Vercors plateau. 

b) Réfractaires provided many of the recruits for resistance groups hiding in the backwoods and mountains 
that later became known as maquisards or maquis.309 Initially, these groups developed a bad reputation due 
to their raids on farms for food, town halls for false papers, and tobacconists for cigarettes.310 Maquis groups 
began forming in the southern mountains and forests of the Alps and the Central Massif in 1942, holding 
much local power by 1943.311 Their numbers amounted to about 30,000-40,000. Many Spanish Republican 
veterans of the Spanish Civil War served as instructors for these young men, who were new to resistance.312  

6. Resistance Network Dynamics

A. Internal Rivalries  

1) The broadly organized internal resistance networks often competed against each other for post-war political 
gain. Many metropolitan networks, which tended to be socialist and communist, intended to use the conflict 
as an opportunity to establish an entirely new, leftist political order. The Free French under de Gaulle saw 
the purpose of resistance networks as facilitating Allied military activities to liberate France, and sought the 
re-establishment of a republic. 

2) After Vichy’s Armistice Army was disbanded, many of its officers established a secret organization named 
the Organisation de Résistance de l’Armée, intended to reveal itself when the Allies entered France. Another 
large group existed, the Armée Secrète. Its members went about their normal daily lives and intended to come 
out in units to assist the Allies during their advance.313  

B. Franco-British Rivalries

1) The agents and the radio operators of the BCRA-controlled networks were sent from outside of France to 
gather military related intelligence as well as establish escape lines. Meanwhile, the British Special Operations 
Executive (SOE) established its Section F to build resistance groups in France. It interviewed French refugees 
for potential agents and recruited them without consulting the BCRA. SOE cared little about internal groups 
maneuvering for post-war political gain, and built about one hundred networks, which included commu-
nists. Resistance agents working for SOE were given sophisticated false documentation, and often had hybrid 
Franco-British backgrounds to ensure French cultural and linguistic identity but British loyalty. Parents were 
typically listed as dead and birthplaces were from locations bombed and destroyed or out of reach of German 
or Vichy authorities.314  

2) After promulgation of the forced labor laws swelled the rolls of maquis, the SOE became interested in building 
a secret army for use during the upcoming invasion, though the British did not want to promote widespread 
uncontrolled guerrilla warfare. Both de Gaulle and SOE desired the resistance groups to rise up only when 
instructed to do so in support of the upcoming invasion. The British armed forces also organized their own 
SOF which operated independently, sometimes in conjunction with SOE and sometimes conflicting with it.

C. U.S. Involvement.  Finally, in 1942, the newly created U.S. Office of Special Services (OSS) also entered 
this arena. Its cooperation with the SOE in France was good and OSS had a similar outlook on the French 
resistance, which was to focus on anti-Nazi operations and eventual assistance to invading Allied conventional 
forces and not post-war political outcomes.315 
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7. Network Commonalities

A. Cell Size.  Despite political and operational differences, the French resistance networks had multiple com-
monalities such as operating in small cells, with many participating only part-time.316 

B. Security.  Resistance members adopted noms de guerre for their safety.317 Some individuals disappeared from 
their former lives with completely new identities. During capture or confinement, they often feigned illness 
to secure transfer to hospitals, which were less secure than prisons, where their escape could be organized and 
assisted.318 Sometimes untrained amateurism destroyed networks. In one instance, a resistance member left a 
list of agents on a train, which found its way into the hands of the Germans, revealing the entire network.319  

8. Political Unification Efforts

A. Limited unity of the various movements was finally achieved in May 1943, when de Gaulle sent his personal 
representative, Jean Moulin, on a clandestine mission into occupied France. Moulin succeeded in establishing a 
Conseil national de la résistance (National Council of Resistance) or CNR, joining all the major movements into 
one federation under the London-based leadership of de Gaulle, which added to his credibility and legitimacy.320 
The next month, de Gaulle announced the formation of the Comité Français de la libération nationale (French 
Committee of National Liberation) or CFLN, which became the provisional government of the Republic in 
waiting, with de Gaulle and Giraud as co-presidents.321 These two entities demonstrated the unity of resistance 
in France and the colonies, and seemed to end the power struggle between de Gaulle and Giraud.

B. De Gaulle attempted to increase his credibility and legitimacy with the metropolitan communist networks 
with a message to them stating that he desired a “renewal” of the nation and actualization of the ideals of 
“liberty, equality, and fraternity.”322 In a BBC broadcast several weeks later, he stated that “national liberation 
cannot be separated from national insurrection.” Knowing that the communists wanted to involve more of the 
populace in a broader social movement, and wanted a very different type of post-war government, this carefully 
and cleverly worded statement seemed calculated to appease them. However, this instinct to insurrection was 
exactly what he sought to tame later.323  

C. The Gestapo arrested Jean Moulin in June 1943. After his subsequent death, and other arrests and deaths, 
the leaders of the resistance gravitated to Paris. Many of them attempted to reclaim independence from the 
London-based leadership. During this power struggle, the communist party gained influence within the CNR 
thanks to the Red Army’s victory in Stalingrad in February 1943, and the earlier Vichy decision to accede to 
German demands to export French workers to Germany. The communists tried to channel this into support for 
themselves and their call for national insurrection. The BCRA and the CFLN were now challenged to contain 
communist resistance and to reinforce the power of the state.324

D. Communist resisters formed the Comité de libération de Paris (Paris Liberation Committee) in September 
1943, whose membership soon expanded to non-communists. The communists intended to draw on popular 
discontent and prepare for national insurrection. The city now contained many réfractaires, escaping round-ups 
and running out of food and money. The communists sought to arm them in support of leftist insurrection.325 
Many France-based leaders saw the call to immediate action and national liberation as a way to gain independ-
ence from the leadership in London and Algiers.326 

E. In response to the communists, the non-communist resisters in London formed the Comité General d’Études, 
or General Committee of Studies. This group selected persons who were prepared to take ministerial roles 
immediately upon liberation and establish legitimacy to prevent a national insurrection.327 De Gaulle began deft 
internal political maneuvering by handing out the prospective portfolios. In the spring of 1944, de Gaulle ended 
his dual presidency with Giraud by using Giraud’s association with former Vichy Vice Minister Pucheu. Pucheu 
was tried and executed for his role in executing communist resisters in the Free Zone. Girard was deprived of 
his post as commander-in-chief and departed the scene. This event drew the communists closer to de Gaulle.328     
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9. External Support

A. Information Operations and Strategic Communication

1) The BBC broadcasted daily into France, giving the Free French five minutes a day. The BBC was banned 
in Occupied France in 1940 and in the Free Zone a year later. Listening was punishable by fines or imprison-
ment. Yet, the number of French listeners rose from approximately 300,000 in 1941 to three million in 1942. 

2) An early form of internal resistance propaganda were leaflets, called papillons (butterflies), that were pasted 
in public places such as lampposts and urinals.329 In March 1941, the BBC urged the use of the “V” for victory 
sign throughout France. Its appearance gradually increased until the Germans departed in 1944.330 In Morse 
code, the “V” was three dots and a dash (…-) which was also the opening beat of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony 
and could be hummed or tapped.331 Busts of Marianne, symbol of the French Republic, also appeared in 
graffiti or physical form as a symbol of resistance.332  The Cross of Lorrain, symbol of the territory annexed by 
Germany, was used by de Gaulle’s Free French forces imprinted on the tricolor flag and used to decorate their 
equipment.333 Its appearance in graffiti form in France also symbolized resistance.

B. Jedburgh Teams

1) During World War I, T.E. Lawrence worked with Arab guerrillas against Ottoman Turks on the Arabian 
Peninsula in coordination with conventional British forces. These actions tied down large numbers of Turkish 
military personnel guarding logistical lines, giving British conventional forces greater freedom of maneuver. 
This activity inspired the WWII concept of Jedburgh teams.334 

2) These teams parachuted into France and linked up with resistance fighters behind enemy lines. These were 
three-person, multinational teams consisting of a British or American officer, a French officer, and a radio 
operator of one of those nationalities. This multinational combination allowed for the necessary military, 
cultural, and political understanding, combined with necessary language capabilities and technical commu-
nication knowledge.335

3) The teams liaised for the purpose of guiding resistance activities in support of Allied conventional units. 
They coordinated air drops of arms and equipment and conducted specific skills training. They also provided 
leadership if required. These activities were better coordinated and executed than activities conducted by 
Lawrence, due to technologically improved radios and better aircraft capable of larger payload drops at night 
and during rougher weather.336  

4) The Jedburgh concept was very limited in scope. The teams were conceived and designed specifically to 
assist Allied conventional forces once the invasion of France began. Thus, they only deployed beginning on the 
night of 5 June 1944, only hours prior to the beach landings and large drops of whole conventional units.337 
Ninety-three teams were deployed, with a total of 265 members, operating until late September 1944.338 These 
teams were most successful when working with well-organized maquis, closely linked to de Gaulle’s Free French. 

10. Integrating Resistance into the Conventional Force Liberation Campaign

A. The debate centering on two options of how to integrate the resistance into the liberation of France lasted 
well into 1944. First was a more military option: liberation by bombing and inserted agents acting against 
specific targets to cripple German military power. The second option was national insurrection through guer-
rilla warfare, allowing leftist ascendency by communist resisters.339  During the course of over a year, the Allies 
gradually began to favor a provisional government with a resistance organization supporting the Allied military 
advance, and were opposed to the communist model of national insurrection which could allow a communist 
takeover of France.340
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B. Specialized functional resistance networks were organized to integrate with Allied efforts early in the war. 
These networks served a more military function in direct support of the Allies without the political goals of 
most other resistance networks. There were intelligence networks such as Phalanx341 and Nimrod,342 sabotage 
circuits closely linked to and directed by Britain’s SOE,343 and French organized escape lines for POWs and 
downed aircraft crews such as the Comet and Shelburn Networks.344  

C. As part of D-Day planning, the Allies incorporated guerrilla warfare by resistance units into their plans. On 
June 5, the day prior to the landings, the BBC broadcast coded messages to resistance forces to sabotage railways 
(Plan Green), roads (Plan Tortoise), and telecommunications networks (Plan Violet) to impede movement of 
German forces toward Normandy. 

D. The Allies hoped to push German forces back into Germany with minimal political disorder in France. By 
D-Day, the Americans had not excluded the possibility of establishing a military government, as in Italy, but de 
Gaulle opposed this idea. De Gaulle sought to convince and demonstrate to the Allies that he had broad French 
popular support, that the French would liberate themselves with Allied help, and that the communists would 
not seize power - thus precluding the need for a military government. On June 6, he broadcasted “our actions 
behind enemy lines must be linked as closely as possible to the front line action of the Allied and French armies.” 
On June 7, a delegate of the French Communist Party countered and also broadcasted a message via the BBC 
stating that the French should “arm themselves and fight to drive the invader from the soil of the motherland 
and restore liberty and independence.”345 Furthermore, the Americans sought elections for the people to choose 
their government, obviating the need for a provisional government led by de Gaulle.  

E. The maquis took immediate actions that led to negative repercussions. Many donned arm bands reading 
“FFI,” designating themselves as part of the Forces Françaises de l’Interieur (French Forces of the Interior), hoping 
to be treated as POWs if caught, and not as terrorists. Untrained and impetuous, the maquis made a number 
of mistakes, including daylight attacks and fights against French and Allied units. The Allied solution was to 
concentrate maquis elements in redoubts and supply them by air with weapons and leadership to slow German 
forces moving toward Allied lines.346  

F. Britain’s SOE delivered over 45,000 Sten guns, 17,000 pistols, 10,000 rifles, 300 bazookas, and 143 mortars to 
resistance forces. Fighters destroyed large sections of rail lines, preventing German reinforcement to Normandy by 
rail, and restricting them to roads, which now allowed more ambush sites, greatly slowing German movement.347

G. Multiple resistance groups took advantage of post D-Day turmoil, seeking different end states. The cities 
of Toulouse and Lyon drew close to a state of anarchy due to violent guerrilla activities conducted by disparate 
resistance groups, and a lack of Allied or Free French forces.348 This included Spanish communists conducting 
anti-fascist violence and seeking to carry their effort into Spain, and French communists in Lyon seeking to 
ignite national insurrection. The Paris Liberation Committee, dominated by communists, asserted itself in Paris 
and took little advice from Allied and Free French delegations. This committee organized strikes and marches. 
They also formed neighborhood security units called Milices Patriotiques (Patriotic Militias), which they hoped 
would form the nucleus of a national insurrection.349   

H. The first ten weeks after the Allied invasion in Normandy resulted in untold numbers of dead maquisards. 
The reasons ranged from poor tactics to reprisals by the Germans, who regarded them as terrorists to be shot 
summarily. Many population centers across France, suspected of harboring maquisards suffered horrible reprisals 
including mass executions and whole towns and villages being burned.350   

I. On August 16, 1944, the 1st Free French Division, formed with French troops in exile and attached to the 
American Seventh Army, landed in Provence. By early September, de Gaulle dissolved the FFIs, giving them 
the choice of returning to their homes or joining the regular army.351  Meanwhile, the Americans still did not 
recognize de Gaulle’s provisional government. 

J. Resistance groups infiltrated the Paris Prefecture of Police gaining considerable freedom of movement and 
action. On August 18, the Paris Liberation Committee and the CNR agreed on an insurrection order and posted 
it all over Paris the next day.352 Police in civilian clothes seized the police prefecture for the resistance, the tricolor 
was flown around the city, and resisters patrolled in requisitioned cars. This occurred with a significant German 
military presence still in the city. De Gaulle feared a communist takeover or a Warsaw Uprising style bloodbath. 
Meanwhile, Allied and French troops moved toward Paris while in concurrent negotiations with the German 
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commander. The 2nd Free French Armored Division entered Paris on August 24. The Germans surrendered the 
next day. Insurrection and bloodbath were avoided and the city spared. On August 26, de Gaulle led a victory 
parade down the Champs-Élysées.

11. Post-Conflict

A. Transition.  After the liberation of Paris, de Gaulle continued his political maneuvering to establish his 
provisional government in an effort to head off any communist political or military resurgence. He established 
the primacy of the regular military and his provisional government, headquartered in Paris. He ordered the 
demobilization of resistance forces including the FFI. He replaced elements of the internal resistance with 
members of his Free French Forces, and re-established state power. Dashing communist hopes for a new polit-
ical order, de Gaulle stated that “France is not a country that is beginning. It is a country that is continuing.” 
The majority of de Gaulle’s government contained Free French who served him in London.353 The supremacy 
of the regular army and the state was further asserted through a succession of ceremonies highlighting the role 
of the new chivalric order, the Compagnons de la Liberation.354 They were proconsuls, empowered to deal with 
problems such as food supply, collaborators, and the restoration of order. Town level liberation committees 
were gradually displaced.355

B. New Political Parties.  Resisters desiring post-war political power organized themselves into new political 
parties, with two having primacy: the Mouvement de Libération Nationale (non-communists) and the Front National 
(communists). Other socialist and Christian Democrat parties also formed. De Gaulle dealt with other internal 
forces gradually, such as Spanish Republicans who wanted to liberate Spain from Franco, German anti-fascists 
who wanted to establish a free Germany, and Zionist Jews who wanted to establish a Jewish state in Palestine.356  

C. Justice and Vengeance.  Liquidating the Vichy heritage threatened grave domestic stress. An informal and 
spontaneous purge of Vichy officials and supporters began in the summer of 1944, with Resistance bands 
conducting over 10,000 summary executions. Later, more systematic retribution followed. About 80,000 
Frenchmen were killed after the liberation in the settlement of wartime scores. Special courts were established 
to try citizens accused of collaboration and heard approximately 125,000 cases over the next two years. Some 
50,000 offenders were punished by “national degradation” (loss of civic rights for a period of years), almost 
40,000 received prison terms, and between 700 and 800 were executed.357 Marshal Pétain, the leader of Vichy 
France and hero of World War I, was sentenced to life imprisonment on a small coastal island, after his original 
death sentence was commuted by de Gaulle. 

D. Reconciliation.  Amnesty laws were passed in 1951 and 1953 allowing former Vichy officials to return to 
government posts.358 After the repatriation of former prisoners and deportees, elections were held. Former resist-
ance leaders dominated the outcomes and effected a politically leftward move: three quarters were communists, 
socialists, or Christian Democrats. The Fourth Republic was established but lacked long-term stability, leading 
to the Fifth Republic in 1958.359

12. Summary 

A. Resilience. Internal political differences and the psychological effects of previous wars undermined the 
resilience of the French people and their government. Significant internal political divisions were compounded 
by the memories of Prussian reprisals for actions of irregular snipers (Franc-Tireurs) followed by extraordinarily 
high casualties in World War I. 

B. Pre-Conflict Resistance Planning

1) Organized Resistance.  The French government did not prepare for resistance warfare under a foreign 
occupation. Socialists and communists possessed the only extant networks, organized for self-protection, 
connected to the Communist International (COMINTERN), and aimed at undermining the Third Republic. 
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2) Government-in-Exile 

a) There was no pre-designated government-in-exile. The German partial occupation of France, annexation 
of some territories, and the creation of a puppet government based in Vichy led to a confusing situation. The 
French colonies, including the military forces located there, were placed under Vichy government control. 
French forces not subjecting themselves to the Vichy government were considered to be in rebellion against 
it. This was the situation when de Gaulle left France for Britain and sought to establish himself as a center 
of power opposing the Vichy government.

b) Charles de Gaulle gathered a small military force in England and gradually won the allegiance of French 
people inside and outside of France. He also gained the support of the western Allies as the center of French 
resistance to the Germans, and eventually established an organization that for all intents and purposes func-
tioned as a legitimate government-in-exile. 

C. Integration of Resistance during Conflict

1) Integration.  The myriad of French resistance networks represented a politically disparate, and disjointed 
array of prospective post-war interests. Geographically, the leftist groups were centered on Paris while the 
rightist groups were centered on Lyon. A significant number of Spanish Republicans who fled Franco’s Spain 
were present in southern France. They sought to return and fight, and were sympathetic to leftist French 
organizations. Many groups had specific purposes such as rescuing French prisoners, rescuing Jews, assisting 
Allied aircraft crews to escape, or gathering intelligence and sending it to England. Eventually, almost all of 
these groups, including reluctant communists, pledged support to de Gaulle and his Free French organization. 

2) Ideological Cleavage.  Throughout the war, de Gaulle and the Allies were always wary of the leftist groups. 
They understood that these groups did not seek to re-establish a French Republic but to begin a revolution for 
a new socialist France, aligned with the Soviet Union. Even after their pledge of support, de Gaulle insisted 
that the Allies take Paris to ensure that the communist organizations around the city did not seize the capital 
in the wake of the German retreat. 

D. External Support to Resistance

1) Military.  The Allies lent much direct support to the resistance organizations in France in the form of 
material, advisors, and funding to gather intelligence, support POW and aircraft crew evasion and escape, 
and conduct sabotage. The multinational Jedburgh teams, formed specifically to assist Allied conventional 
forces after D-Day, were the most useful to the Allied military effort. They could communicate with London 
for directives and advise networks on effective courses of action. 

2) Political.  De Gaulle established himself as France’s political leader seeking to re-establish the pre-war French 
state. He gained credibility with the British SOE and American OSS by sharing information and intelligence 
gathered in France, and legitimacy among the French people by securing British and American support for 
his Free French Forces and BCRA. De Gaulle deftly maneuvered himself to the forefront of displaced French 
leaders by forming the Free French as an organization, using it in direct support of the Allied effort, and align-
ing its goals with those of the Allies. He then convinced the Americans and British to not establish a military 
government and gained their gradual acceptance of his ability to counter the communist threat.

E. Resistance Strategies

1) The Nazi policy of terror conditioned the actions of the resistance, though it had a lesser effect on communist 
organizations. The French resistance groups inflicted minimal casualties on German personnel and material. 
They often acted directly against collaborating countrymen instead of Germans in order to avoid reprisals. 

2) De Gaulle aligned the purpose of his Free French resistance networks with those of the British and Americans. 
They directly supported the military effort to liberate France by gathering and sending intelligence to London 
to better inform invasion plans. Additionally, they built larger networks for eventual direct support of the 
invasion by slowing German reinforcements. 
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3) The communists conducted direct attacks against the Germans with the intent of bringing about harsh 
reprisals against the population. This was intended to radicalize the population and support the communist 
cause. The communists did not seek to restore France to its pre-war form but to bring about a revolution, and 
in some cases union with the Soviet Union. Their methods brought much suffering to the population and 
they united with other organizations only to expel the Germans. 

4) Ultimately, the policies of de Gaulle regarding the operations of resistance forces proved victorious. He used 
the French resistance in direct support of allied military necessity. During the invasion of Normandy, French 
resistance forces conducted crucial sabotage activities, ambushes, and raids to slow the movement of German 
reinforcements moving toward Normandy. That gave the allies critical time to land enough men and material 
to build up insurmountable forces. The communists’ tactics never ignited the revolution for which they hoped 
for, but simply caused the deaths of many French citizens through Nazi reprisals.     

F. Restoration of Sovereignty.  After the landings in North Africa, de Gaulle successfully fought to maintain 
his political supremacy among French officers outside of Vichy. This success carried on to the D-Day landings, 
after which he was able to march into Paris at the head of a small Free French contingent and prevent commu-
nist takeover. He then presented and insisted on the perspective that the French liberated themselves, though 
with Allied assistance, and thus did not require an Allied military government. De Gaulle’s persona and polit-
ical acumen allowed him to re-establish an independent and sovereign France, defeat socialist and communist 
groups, and avoid an Allied military government seeking elections which may have resulted in a very different 
government. De Gaulle may have proven himself as “le premier résistant” of the twentieth century.360 
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“…the largest and best organization in Europe.”362

- Harold B. Perkins, SOE

1. Background

A. Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union signed the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, a German-Soviet Nonaggression 
Pact, on August 23, 1939. On September 1, 1939, Germany invaded Poland under two pretexts:  Polish perse-
cution of ethnic Germans, and a Polish troop incursion (German staged) into Germany. This resulted in France 
and Great Britain declaring war on Germany on September 3. A German blitzkrieg took their forces to the edge 
of Warsaw by September 8. On September 17, the Soviet Union invaded Poland. 

B. The next day, September 18, the Polish government refused to surrender, and escaped to Romania. Military 
units were ordered to move south, evacuate Poland, and reconstitute in France. The Commander-in-Chief of 
the Polish Army appointed General Michael Tokarzewski to organize underground resistance in both parts of 
occupied Poland.363 The Warsaw garrison surrendered on September 28. 

C. Soon after defeating Poland, the Germans and Soviets administratively re-organized the country. The Germans 
annexed western Poland (the Polish Corridor, Lodz, and Polish Silesia), which contained large numbers of 
ethnic Germans. The Soviets no longer recognized Poland as an independent state and annexed eastern Poland. 
In the central part of the country, the German occupiers formed the General Government as an autonomous 
part of Greater Germany and divided it into four districts: Krakow, Warsaw, Radom, and Lublin. The German 
Governor-General, headquartered in Krakow, ruled directly, versus ruling through Poles, except at the lowest 
administrative levels. 

D. During the initial invasion, as Polish security and police forces withered, robbery and looting increased. 
Many Poles were initially optimistic when the German Army halted the anarchy. This crackdown on the criminal 
element was likely the primary factor contributing to a measure of early popularity of the occupier. Then, the 
Nazis expropriated Jewish property and leased it to Poles, offered jobs, and began rebuilding and expanding 
infrastructure (to move goods, labor, and resources out of Poland and into Germany). Debts owed to Jewish 
creditors were canceled and initial food quotas were relatively small. Some gratitude to the occupiers accom-
panied accommodation to them. As the occupiers increasingly imposed regulations on traditional aspects of 
Polish civic life, and demanded compliance with lethal penalties against individuals and then gradually whole 
groups, a resistance mentality was nurtured and eventually increased.364 

2. Polish Independence and Pre-war Resilience

A. Poland’s geographic location between great powers helped form a resilient society built upon a common set 
of nationalist values and rules. These stemmed from a shared culture, language, religion, and a national identity 
cemented during a long history of resistance to invasions and occupations.365  Up to and through World War 
I, much of modern Poland was occupied by Austro-Hungarian, German, and Russian forces. Several Polish 
organizations were formed to seek independence from foreign powers. The two primary organizations were the 
Polish Military Organization (Polska Organizacja Wojskowa), led by Józef Piłsudski and formed at the outbreak of 
World War I, and the National Democrats (Narodowi Demokraci), led by Roman Dmowski, which was formed 
in the late nineteenth century. In 1918, after the Treaty of Versailles, Poland regained self-rule after nearly a 
century and a half of foreign partitions. 

B. Immediately following Poland’s new independence, revolutionary Russia under the Bolsheviks sought to 
regain its Polish interests in the Polish-Bolshevik War of 1919-1921. Polish organizations united behind Piłsudski 
and defeated the Bolsheviks. The primarily Catholic nation had its national conscience reinforced by church 
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exhortations against “godless Bolshevism.” Recent Polish independence, and the defeat of Russian Bolsheviks, 
permeated the national consciousness and became part of education and military lore. National festivals were 
fused with Catholic Church holidays and celebrated together. These shared experiences brought about cama-
raderie and national solidarity between social classes.366 

C. The population of the new Polish state was overwhelmingly Catholic Poles, with several significant ethnic 
minorities such as Protestant Germans in the former East Prussia, Orthodox Christian Ukrainians (Unitarian), and 
primarily Orthodox Jews. Each ethnicity spoke its own language and lived in self-imposed separation, interacting 
mostly though trade. Social conflict among these groups existed but never rose to the national level, likely due to 
the overwhelming numbers of the Catholic Polish majority. Within that group, social conflict and class struggle 
were alleviated by a collective historical conscience, a common religion, and national solidarity fostered by the 
Church, voluntary organizations, schools, and the army. Class struggle was neutralized through the dedication 
of the elites to community welfare through direct participation in civic and social welfare organizations.367

D. During the struggle for independence encompassing World War I and the Polish-Bolshevik War from 
1914 to 1921, the Poles established volunteer organizations to oppose the policies of the partitioning powers. 
Examples include the paramilitary Rifleman’s Association, “Rifleman (Zwiazek Strzelecki “Strzelec”), its eques-
trian branch, the Mounted Military Preparedness Group (Konne Przysposobienie Wojskowe “Krakus”), and civic/
aid organizations such as the Volunteer Fire Guards (Ochotnicza Straz Ogniowa), the Polish Red Cross (Polski 
Czerwony Krzyz), Catholic Action (Akcja Katolicka), and youth and women’s auxiliary groups sponsored by both 
government and opposition groups. These organizations and their operations instilled the habit of membership 
in independent volunteer groups, while also aiding the formation of national identity against the centripetal 
forces of Poland’s large neighbors. These groups also gave people a sense of self-sufficiency which translated into 
resistance to obligations imposed by the central government. Additionally, due to the overwhelming Christianity 
(Catholic, Protestant, and Unitarian) of the country, Christian references were used to evoke national unity 
such as referring to the new Polish independence of 1918 as the “resurrection of Poland” and the defeat of the 
Bolsheviks as the “Miracle on the Vistula.”368

E. In 1926, Marshal Piłsudski led a coup and tookt power. He installed the Sanacja regime, which lasted until 
1939. The new regime ruled through primarily one party, using governing power to marginalize the others, 
especially the communists. The regime controlled patronage, used police coercion, and divided its enemies. 
This quasi-democratic system left a legacy of mistrust in government institutions.369

F.  As the Polish majority tried to form a new post-World War I democratic state, a substantial portion of 
peasants and urban socialists opposed communism but desired a new postwar political order. This resulted in 
socialist organizations, political and military, remaining outside the structure of what later became the Secret 
State and its Home Army.370

3. Government(s)-in-Exile

A. On September 17, 1939, during the German attack on Poland, the President of Poland authorized members 
of the Polish government to go abroad to continue Polish sovereignty and resist the invaders and their claims. 
Primary members of the Government of the Republic of Poland escaped and established a government-in-ex-
ile, first in France and then in London. This government carried significant authority and legitimacy with the 
western Allies because: 1) it had substantial military units outside of Poland fighting alongside the Allies; 2) 
the invasion of Poland was Britain’s casus belli for its declaring war on Germany, and; 3) a majority of Poles 
accepted the exiled officials as the true leaders of Poland, giving it de jure legitimacy. This government-in-exile was 
recognized by the Allies and was able to exert a degree of control in Poland through underground movements, 
excluding the communists, which consisted of a secret state that eventually became The Polish Underground 
State (PUS) and the Home Army.371 Allied recognition of this government was withdrawn on January 5, 1945 
with western de facto and later de jure recognition of the Soviet Union-backed government of Poland.372 The 
government-in-exile continued to exist, however, until December 22, 1990 when it recognized Lech Walesa as 
President of Poland.373 
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B. The Union of Polish Patriots (Związek Patriotów Polskich), formed in Moscow, competed with the London-
based government of the Republic of Poland for government-in-exile status. The Soviets dropped Polish com-
munists into Poland in 1942 to set up a Worker’s Party (Polskiej partii robotniczej) which included a resistance 
organization called the People’s Guard (Gwardią Ludową).”374 A Soviet proxy, the Provisional Government 
of the Republic of Poland (Polski Komitet Wyzwolenia Narodowego), established in 1944, claimed to be the 
legitimate government. It declared the official end of the Second Polish Republic (1918-1939) and the Polish 
government-in-exile. The example of Moscow’s competing government-in-exile highlights the risks a legitimate 
government-in-exile must confront and overcome. 

4. The Nazi Occupation

A. General.  Between September 1939 and late 1944, the Nazi occupation gradually increased in brutality, 
moving from administrative and economic control to an attempt to totally control the populace.375 The increasing 
ruthlessness stemmed from Nazi ideology, which identified Poles as Slavs, and thus sub-humans to be exploited. 
The two most disruptive policies imposed by the Nazis, that affected the majority of the populace, were food 
and labor quotas. The quotas were ever increasing, with penalties for non-compliance becoming increasingly 
lethal. These policies led to death through starvation for many in their homes or death by disease in labor camps. 
These policies engendered resistance more than any other policy of the Nazis.376

B. Security Apparatus.  The Nazi security apparatus employed terror as the primary tool to force compliance. 
The security apparatus was split into two elements: an investigative branch, the Security Police, and a constab-
ulary or gendarmerie, the Order Police.377 The Security Police conducted intelligence and counterintelligence 
activities and investigated political activities. The Order Police enforced laws dealing with population movement, 
trade, health, and cultural activities and fought common and political crime. Auxiliaries consisting of ethnic 
Germans, Poles, Polish Ukrainians, and Soviet citizens were also used. These auxiliaries operated in small units 
under direct German supervision and conducted food confiscation, pacification actions, slave labor dragnets, 
anti-black market raids, and anti-partisan sweeps. They also conducted mass executions and deportations. The 
Polish Police were subordinate to the Order Police and exempt from conducting executions and round-ups. They 
fought common crime and coordinated night watches and fire brigades.378 Sometimes the Polish Police were 
able to facilitate the escape of underground members or warn about threats from the gendarmerie or Gestapo.379

C. Targeted Collective Terror.  As the Nazi occupation went on in time, it grew ruthless, increasingly engag-
ing in deportations for slave labor and Jewish extermination. Offenses led to wholesale punishments of groups 
of people, due to the inherent racism of Nazi policies and their goal of destroying the Polish elite class. Large 
groups of probable associates of perpetrators, defined by social circles and geographic locations, were arrested 
and incarcerated, deported to labor camps, or killed. The Nazis targeted the Catholic Church because they 
considered it to be the primary expression of Polish nationalism, thus facilitating resistance.380 Sham partisan 
units, consisting of non-Germans, and part of the security apparatus, would often go into the suspected area 
to conduct reconnaissance and gather information prior to police units sweeping in.381

D. Use of Polish Government Bureaucrats and Institutions to Execute Policy.  The occupiers used Polish 
bureaucrats to execute Nazi policy. The intent was to divide the Polish populace, while giving the Nazis the 
opportunity to claim credit for things deemed charitable. Teachers were used to issue identity documents and 
visit households to admonish peasants to fulfill their food quotas, and other duties, in addition to classroom 
instruction. Priests had to read official pronouncements from their pulpits after mass. Village quota commit-
tees made up of teachers, priests, lawyers, doctors, wealthy farmers, and prominent citizens, were tasked with 
ensuring fulfillment of the German food and labor service quotas. In practice, they became hostages, initially 
with their property at stake, and later their lives. Many Poles cooperated by accommodating for reasons such 
as maintaining an income, fear of being assigned a worse job, fear of deportation as forced labor, and often in 
the belief that they could moderate Nazi policies at their level of execution. Some required official employment 
cover for their underground activities, and some were able to successfully intervene when their countrymen 
were maltreated. Sometimes they hesitated to intercede for fear of endangering themselves and their families. 
Some were able to enrich themselves. Often, Poles in these official positions acted disloyally to the Nazis, thus 
jeopardizing themselves, but others executed Nazi policies zealously, enraging the underground and similarly 
jeopardizing their lives.382 Nazi terror caused most people to accommodate as a rule, resist when necessary or 
able, and collaborate for self-preservation.383
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5. Resistance Groups 

A. Embryonic Resistance 

1) Prior to 1939, Poland did not have an organized pre-war resistance infrastructure. In lieu of such plans, 
the political, fraternal, social, and veteran organizations continued to meet, often clandestinely. Organizations 
such as the paramilitary Rifleman’s Association provided some training, while police officers, teachers, forest 
wardens, and bureaucrats recruited friends and relatives, forming clandestine networks. Polish bureaucrats, 
functioning as auxiliaries, siphoned money from government coffers, and teachers secretly taught Polish his-
tory and culture. Pre-war organizations’ clandestine meetings formed the nucleus of resistance organizations 
that eventually conducted clandestine activities. In the meantime, political parties and their publications also 
went underground.384

2) Forbidden by occupation authorities, writers, artists, and educators continued their activities in secret. 
Between 1939 and 1945, over 2,000 underground papers and periodicals were published in German occu-
pied Poland. Polish educators ran a system of secondary schools with pre-war curriculum. Warsaw had two 
universities and one polytechnic institution that continued secretly under occupation. Secret military officer’s 
schools, non-commissioned officers’ schools, and numerous other specialized military schools trained cadets 
for a clandestine army.385 

B. Nonviolent Resistance

1) The Young Scouts (a youth organization) engaged in acts of “little sabotage,” including writing anti-Ger-
man slogans on walls and defacing German property. The intended effect was to make German occupiers 
feel unwelcome and uneasy, while bolstering Polish morale.386 Sometimes cooperative employees invited the 
organized resistance to attack shipments, warehouses, and stores to cover embezzlement and to provide supplies 
to the underground.387

2) Cheating became the predominant method of passive resistance by a majority of the population. Polish 
officials falsified documents to aid the resistance or alleviate hardships.388 Food was sold on the black market 
for a better rate.389 Underground shelters were built to conceal people, domestic animals, and foodstuffs like 
boxes of grain and salted meat in barrels, in order to survive the food quota. Millers were bribed to obtain 
false records of grain surrendered for the food quota. Warehouse workers mixed grain with sand to increase 
the weight of food delivered under quota. Stones were put in potato sacks delivered to the Germans to increase 
their weight. Milk surrendered under quota was diluted with water. Pigs were illegally slaughtered and affidavits 
were issued by officials confirming that they were stolen by bandits. Acts of sabotage were often disguised as 
equipment malfunction or German carelessness. The black market was the most widespread and successful 
form of popular resistance, serving as a release valve in a totalitarian system, and even providing the occupi-
ers with goods and services not otherwise obtainable.390 The fact that cheating was the most prevalent form 
of resistance among the majority demonstrated that accommodation was the primary mode of interaction 
between them and the occupiers.391 

C. Development of the Polish Underground State (PUS)

1) Legitimacy.  Polish tradition and societal rules established during long periods of occupation, before World 
War I, were reinforced by underground courts and the accepted structure of an underground state. This legiti-
macy extended to the WWII Polish resistance organizations, united under the Polish Underground State (PUS). 
The vast majority of people granted legitimacy to the Resistance, and the Polish Government abroad, as the 
continuations of the pre-war Polish state.392 This extension of popular legitimacy to the PUS, as an alternative 
source of authority, legitimized it and unified resistance under it. The PUS leadership acted in a disciplined 
and restrained manner to prevent reprisals. It also provided law and order in areas where occupation forces 
were sparse and could not check common criminality.393 The communists remained outside of it, were loyal 
to the Soviet Union, and received material support from it.

2) Structure.  Eventually, the PUS became an extraordinarily developed organization. At its head was the 
legitimate government-in-exile in London, with executive and consultative bodies, and representatives of the 
major political parties. It was able to communicate instructions to the underground inside Poland, the Home 
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Army (guerrilla function), and a secret administration (shadow government function). The Home Army was 
organized by function, as was the shadow government, which had the ability to conduct investigations of 
collaborators and mete out justice, as well as communicate to the general population. It was likely the most 
developed resistance organization in Europe at the time (see fig. 17).

Figure 17. WWII Polish Underground State394

3) Unification.  The process of unifying various resistance organizations began in 1940 with the formation of 
the Political Coordinating Committee (Polityczny Komitet Koordynacyjny), or PKP. By 1944, except for com-
munists and a small faction of National Democrats, the resistance organizations were militarily and politically 
consolidated under the central authority of the PUS. By then, the PKP’s Delegate held the rank of Deputy 
Premier within the exiled government in London. Thus, the Polish resistance became Europe’s most unified 
and centralized movement, with the comprehensive infrastructure of a state, including central and local civil 
institutions and an organized military structure.395

4) Motivations.  People joined this movement typically for reasons of security and revenge, and not of ideology 
(excluding the communists). In areas with little law and order, people sought protection with the underground. 
The underground operated as a self-help and security organization, fighting common crime and operating as 
a neighborhood watch. Many who suffered under the occupation wanted to avenge themselves against the 
occupiers. Some joined for less noble reasons such as seeking revenge against neighbors for slights.396

D. The Home Army (Armia Krajowa – AK)

1) In November 1939, weeks after the Polish government’s departure and his appointment to organize resist-
ance, General Michael Tokarzewski organized the Union for Armed Struggle (Unia walki zbrojnej) as a vehicle 
to unify underground military detachments. General Tokarzewski’s Chief of Staff, Colonel Stefan Rowecki, 
was the first commander of the Underground Army. The London Polish government-in-exile, soon renamed 
the Underground Army of the Polish Underground State as the Home Army (Armia Krajowa, AK) in 1942.397
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2) The Americans and British never adequately armed the Home Army, which numbered about 100,000 
by 1943. The Allies decided at the Teheran Conference of 1943 that Poland and Eastern Europe would fall 
within the Soviet sphere of influence. The Soviets supported the communist People’s Army, which remained 
outside the PUS, and not the Home Army. Thus, the Home Army only possessed the arms they hid after the 
1939 campaign along with captured weapons. The British dropped some supplies through the war, helpful for 
some sabotage actions, but insufficient to arm the Home Army, which totaled over 350,000 by spring 1944.398

E. Communists

1) A communist underground also existed from the beginning of Polish partition until the Soviets consoli-
dated their power over Poland in 1947. This organization earned the enmity of the other organizations due to 
its support of the Nazis until 1941, when Germany broke its pact with the Soviets. From then onward, they 
practiced “revolutionary banditry” against the independence motivated resistance organizations and “active 
struggle” against the Germans. To assist the Red Army tactically and ideologically, they fostered anarchy by 
attacking the Germans in ways calculated to provoke harsh Nazi reprisals, hoping that such Nazi terror would 
eliminate the elites and radicalize the population, enticing them to join the communists.399 

2) The communist movement consisted of the Polish Workers Party (Polska Partia Robotnicza) or PPR, and 
its People’s Guard (Gwardia Ludowa) or (GL), later re-named the People’s Army (Armia Ludowa) or AL. Its 
goal was to initiate an uprising in Poland to relieve the Soviet Union, destroy the traditional Polish elite, and 
radicalize the people to create new recruits for its movement. Though Nazi reprisals killed many Polish elites, 
the communists conducted their own assassination campaigns against elites, and engaged in information war-
fare by replacing their goal of “class warfare” with the slogans of “active struggle” and “national liberation.” In 
1942, the communists began an assassination campaign of “class cleansing” to kill “reactionaries,” particularly 
elites seeking an independent Poland. Communist attacks against the PUS and independence minded people 
outnumbered their attacks against the Germans.400

F. Ukrainians. The ethnic Ukrainians living in Poland also developed a nationalist resistance group. The Poles 
and Ukrainians failed to coordinate activities with each other due to a hostile relationship.401 This hostility was 
due to the use of Ukrainians as auxiliaries by the Germans, the excesses carried out by the Ukrainian under-
ground, and cooperation by Ukrainian elites with the communists. 

6. Lack of Unity of Effort

Initially, Polish resistance was split into populists, nationalists, Piłsudskites402 and communists. Each group sought 
an independent Poland, except for the communists who sought union with the Soviets. These groups fought 
for Polish independence and viewed both the Third Reich and Soviet Union as their enemies. The communists 
received tangible Soviet support, which increased as the war continued. Meanwhile, Britain and the U.S. provided 
little support to the Home Army, even though they diplomatically recognized the exiled Polish government. 

7. Home Army (AK) Operations

A. The Home Army interim military objectives were focused on self-defense, sabotage, and intelligence. These 
interim operations were part of a larger campaign to prepare the Polish Home Army for its primary military 
objective: to eventually engage in a general uprising behind German lines in support of Allied operations.403 

B. The AK conducted a limited struggle against the Germans for two primary reasons: first, they anticipated that 
the Germans would lose and retreat from Poland, allowing the AK to conduct large scale fighting with western 
help to reassert independence and stave off the Soviets; second, and more importantly, the AK was concerned 
with Nazi reprisals against the populace. Thus, their actions were well targeted and relatively moderate. During 
operations to capture weapons from German police, their guidance was to “unconditionally disarm and do 
not kill.” They raided to confiscate supplies, burned food-quota documents, and crippled machinery, but they 
left most infrastructure undamaged, reasoning that it would soon again be in Polish hands. The food quota 
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documentation was destroyed instead of the food to avoid suffering. Destruction to the level of loss of jobs was 
avoided for fear that the people who lost jobs would be shipped off as forced labor. During attacks they often 
pretended to be Soviet partisans, in an attempt to spare people from reprisals. They also hid the bodies of dead 
Germans after violent clashes to spare the people. When collaborators were too cooperative with the Nazis, 
they were warned. Failure to heed resulted in physical beating. Continued failure to heed resulted in review, 
sentencing, and death. They were more likely to target Poles than Germans for fear of reprisals.404

C. AK operations killed about 6,000 Germans. By June 1944, the Directorate for Sabotage (KierownietwoDywersji) 
or KeDyw, destroyed 1,167 railroad petroleum cars, 6,930 railroad engines, 19,058 railroad cars, 4,326 cars 
and trucks, 600 telephone and electric lines, and 443 trains. These figures exclude OPERATION TEMPEST 
and the Warsaw Uprising.405

D. The Warsaw Uprising began on August 1, 1944 and is the best known Polish resistance action. The Poles 
hoped to defeat the Germans and install an independent government in Warsaw, forestalling Soviet takeover of 
Poland. They received next to no assistance from the western Allies. It was part of OPERATION TEMPEST 
which had the goal of seizing control of cities and installing Polish civil authorities ahead of the arrival of the 
Soviet Red Army. The Resistance intended to use the Home Army to liberate the capital within three days, 
ahead of the advancing Red Army. Instead, the Red Army stopped its advance, and the Resistance fought the 
Germans alone for sixty-three days. Most of Warsaw was destroyed. Hitler ordered what remained of the city 
razed. Polish resistance was irrevocably damaged, with over 20,000 killed and wounded and 16,000 taken pris-
oner. Over 250,000 civilians died. German losses were over 30,000.406 By February 1945, the Soviets overran 
most of Poland, the underground and Home Army were dissolved, and many PUS leaders were arrested and 
imprisoned.407 Almost eighteen percent, or about 6 million of Poland’s pre-war population of 35 million, per-
ished.408 The rising utterly failed, which also resulted in the failure of OPERATION TEMPEST.409 

8. External Assistance

Poland, its secret state, the PUS, and the Home Army received very little western Allied support. Poland was 
geographically difficult to access and western Allies gradually realized that the Soviets would eventually push 
out the Germans. Therefore, Poland received scant western resources, despite the large amount of intelligence 
Poland provided to the Allies such as V2 rocket information and components, and information concerning the 
extermination of people, specifically Jews at Auschwitz. 

9. Summary

A. Resilience

1) Poland’s Second Republic (1918-1939) included disparate ethnicities in distinct geographic areas. As Poland 
attempted to establish its new democratic state, various ethnicities’ interests conflicted with those of others. 
Germany and Russia exploited these cleavages that weakened national resilience (e.g., ethic Ukrainians and 
ethnic Germans).

2) As Poland emerged from World War I and its conflict with the Bolsheviks as a newly independent state, it 
also developed many NGOs with civic and charitable focuses, which sometimes operated as quasi-governing 
institutions over the next two decades. This self-rule assisted it to quickly develop underground organizations.

B. Pre-Conflict Resistance Planning 

1) Organized Resistance.  The Poles did not incorporate resistance into pre-war contingency plans, and hastily 
established resistance as their country fell to the German and Soviet advances. 

2) Government-in-Exile.  The Poles successfully moved their government representatives out of Poland and 
made hasty plans for a nascent resistance directed from London. Their exiled government was able to control 
the activities of the PUS and Home Army to the degree that socialists and communists were their only com-
petition for regaining independence.
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C. Integration of Resistance During Conflict

1) Merging into the PUS.  Disparate resistance organizations formed following the invasion of Poland. The 
primary, and largest, nation-wide organizations were populists, nationalists, Piłsudskites, and communists. 
Excluding communists, these groups were independence-oriented, seeking to regain Polish sovereignty, and 
eventually merged into the PUS and developed a united strategy. The communists sought unification with 
the Soviet Union.

2) Ideological Cleavage.  Soviet support to Polish socialist and communist resistance groups weakened Poland’s 
overall resistance effort by preventing a cooperative, unified front. The groups supported by the Soviets were 
not reliant on the London-controlled underground and did not have to cooperate with them. This may have 
been a factor in the disastrous outcome of the Warsaw Uprising which basically destroyed non-leftist resistance. 
The remaining effective resistance after the Warsaw Uprising was Soviet-linked.410

D. External Support to Resistance.  Western Allies gave little support to the Polish resistance, predominantly 
due to geography and operational reach, later exacerbated by the 1943 Teheran Conference agreement that 
Poland would be liberated by the Soviet Union. The Poles had to use their few hidden weapons and what they 
could take from the occupiers. The Soviets supported the communist resistance with advisors, weapons, and 
equipment, positioning them to assist the Red Army. 

E. Resistance Strategy

1) The occupier policy of terror conditioned the actions of the resistance, though it had a lesser effect on 
communist organizations. The underground and Home Army inflicted minimal casualties on the Germans 
for fear of reprisals against the population. They often acted against collaborating Poles instead of Germans 
to avoid reprisals. 

2) The PUS leadership based its actions and strategy on its early conviction that the western Allies would 
assist them in liberating Poland. They eschewed large scale violence until the Germans retreated, which they 
assumed was occurring during OPERATION TEMPEST. The Warsaw Uprising destroyed the city and dec-
imated the ranks of the resistance, resulting in fewer resistance forces to face the Soviets. Afterward, under 
Soviet occupation, many Poles could only await a war between the West and the Soviet Union, which never 
occurred, in the hope of salvation from communism.411 Without external assistance against the might of the 
Soviet Union, Poland had no choice but to await a change in circumstances.

F. Restoration of Sovereignty.  The legitimate government-in-exile in London was disenfranchised by the western 
Allies, and Polish sovereignty was lost to a Soviet puppet communist administration. Many Poles fought the 
Soviets and their Polish, communist allies for several more years in the hope of western assistance. The Polish 
state and its national sovereignty were not restored until 1989. 
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CASE STUDY 3. PHILIPPINES: WWII FILIPINO AND  
AMERICAN RESISTANCE

“...resistance was one of the finest hours for the Philippine people.” 412

1. Background

A. The Japanese invaded the Philippine Islands on December 8, 1941, less than a day after the attack on Pearl 
Harbor, which had crippled American naval capability in the Pacific. As a United States Commonwealth, 
the Philippines was the responsibility of the U.S. Despite knowledge of Japanese expansion and warnings of 
Japanese intentions toward the Pacific islands, the U.S. pre-war effort did not establish a resistance capability 
for the Philippines. Plan Orange contained the U.S. Philippine defense plan, calling for U.S. forces to defend 
the Bataan Peninsula and Corregidor Island for up to six months while awaiting reinforcement. Poor prepara-
tion resulted in insufficient rations being stored on the peninsula to sustain a large force for any length of time 
against a siege, though there was adequate ammunition. Barely enough rations existed to hold out for more 
than a few months. Eventually, the approximately 76,000 American and Filipino forces on Bataan surrendered 
on April 9, 1942, and those on Corregidor surrendered on May 6, 1942. 

B. After the surrender order, many U.S. Army Forces Far East (U.S.A.F.F.E.) personnel chose to flee to the jungle 
rather than surrender. Thousands of Filipino soldiers around the islands also escaped capture. However, these 
groups operated more as traditional guerrilla groups, based in inaccessible terrain from where they launched 
raids and ambushes. 413    

2. Geography

The Philippine Archipelago includes over 7,000 islands consisting of vast jungles and mountains, and consid-
erable amounts of road-less terrain. The islands are divided into three sections: the northern islands (Luzon), 
the central islands collectively known as the Visayas (Panay, Negros, Cebu, Bohol, Samar and Leyte), and the 
southern islands (Palawan, the Sulu Archipelago and the large island of Mindanao). The southern islands are 
the largest but have the smallest populations. The population is concentrated along the coast.

3. Resilience

A. As a result of the Spanish-American War of 1898, the Philippine Islands, ruled by Spain prior to the war, 
were ceded to the United States. In 1899, resistance to American rule turned violent and became known to 
Americans as the Philippine Insurrection, which ended in 1902 with American victory. The Filipino Insurrectos 
and the Philippine population suffered disproportionate casualties compared to the Americans. That war ended 
with the capture of the insurrectionist leader, followed by an amicable peace. Afterward, American forces were 
stationed in the islands as part constabulary and part model for establishment of Philippine forces. The rela-
tively mild American rule, seeking to nurture the Philippines to maturity and eventual independence, as well 
as deliver economic benefits, resulted in very amicable relations and a later partnership against the Japanese.

B. The racially and ethnically diverse Philippine population had multiple potential political leverage points. 
Racially, Filipinos were Negrito, Indonesian, and Malay but most were heavily mixed due to centuries of 
inter-marriage. Filipinos spoke eight major languages with 60 dialects. English, although the second most spoken 
language, was only spoken by 28 percent of the population. There were three religions: Christians, Muslims, 
and Pagans. Most Christians were Roman Catholic.414 Politically, a significant communist movement was 
entrenched as the Communist Party of the Philippines. Like its European counterparts, the communist party 
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was well organized and provided a resistance structure post Japanese invasion. The Japanese failed to exploit 
any of these seams of potential leverage resulting from population diversity, and instead alienated all of these 
groups during their harsh occupation. The few collaborators were primarily in urban areas.

4.Governance of the Philippines

A. After the U.S. surrender, Japan installed a collaborationist Filipino government with a new Japanese approved 
constitution.415 This nominal government had legal jurisdiction to treat guerrillas or resistance forces as either 
traitors or bandits. Yet, many members of the new government surreptitiously cooperated with and assisted 
resistance forces.416 The Philippine Constabulary was an example of institutional level cooperation with the resist-
ance. The U.S. had created the Constabulary decades prior to deal with guerrillas, and the Japanese reconstituted 
it for the same purpose. However, many Constabulary members cooperated with the resistance and provided 
weapons, ammunition, and intelligence. The Japanese eventually disbanded the Constabulary in October 1944. 

B. The Japanese also created the Kalabapi, a single-party political organization, and the Japanese Army’s political 
arm. It controlled Neighborhood Associations to ensure policing and distribution of food and commodities. The 
Kalabapi also maintained a spy network to root out resistance members and sympathizers. The loyalty of the 
leadership was enforced by punishing leaders and their families who collaborated by commission or omission 
in any way with the resistance.417 The Japanese intended to establish a New Republic of the Philippines and 
have it declare war on the U.S. The Japanese effort failed at first, but later succeeded in September 1944, with 
the use of more cooperative collaborators.418 Pro-Japanese Filipino organizations existed before and after the 
Japanese invasion. The Japanese used some to infiltrate U.S. led resistance units.  

5. Resistance Groups

A. American Led. American and Filipino officers and soldiers who escaped Japanese capture on Bataan and 
Corregidor, fled into the jungles and mountains. More troops escaped later during the long marches to prison 
camps, after witnessing Japanese soldiers killing individuals who fell sick or collapsed. Some sought to continue 
to fight, while others sought escape to Australia. Some remaining U.S. civilians, operating agricultural estab-
lishments, were intermittently able to assist Americans soldiers hiding in the jungle.419 These military members 
remarkably organized effective resistance groups, although disconnected from each other. The Filipino guerrilla 
units with U.S. leadership were organized on the pre-war military hierarchy. They were joined by small numbers 
of U.S. troops elsewhere on the islands. 

B. Domestic Groups. Many local militias formed, not to combat the Japanese, but to combat banditry after 
the Philippine government’s fall and U.S. surrender. The Japanese did not physically occupy all populated areas. 
Some of these local protective militias became the embryos of larger resistance groups, especially in the Visayas 
region. That region also had many resistance groups led by Philippine Army officers, whereas the Americans 
were present mostly north on Luzon and south on Mindanao.   

1) The Hukbalahaps (Hukbong Bayan Laban sa mga Hapon), or “The People’s Army Against the Japanese” 
(Huks) were an internal communist guerrilla movement, strongest in central Luzon. They did not directly 
challenge U.S.-led resistance units but were often hindrances, although they claimed to cooperate. The Huks 
fought their own war against the Japanese, which they later continued against the post-war Filipino govern-
ment.420 The Huks managed to establish semi-liberated enclaves from which they harassed the Japanese and 
raided for weapons and supplies.421

2) The Moros were another domestic group that the U.S. did not control. Concentrated on Mindanao and 
the smaller Sulu archipelago between Mindanao and Malaysia, the Moros had been fighting for almost three 
and a half centuries before the Japanese invaded. They fought the Spaniards from the 1500’s to 1900’s and 
fought the U.S. from the1900’s until the 1940’s. They fought all non-Moros, whether Westerners, Japanese, 
or the Filipinos from the north of Mindanao, with the exception of the Chinese with whom they were trading 
partners for centuries. U.S. Colonel Wendell W. Fertig brokered a limited alliance between the Moros and 
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local Christians and focused them on fighting Japanese. Colonel Fertig began with a cadre of five officers and 
about 175 enlisted soldiers, building an organization of almost 40,000, while carving out significant areas of 
control on Mindanao.422

3) The small Chinese community, comprising less than one percent of the population, also had its anti-Japanese 
resistance organization, which received China-based communist support. Some of these Chinese communist 
party members traveled to China before the Japanese invaded the Philippines, to receive guerrilla warfare 
training. This training greatly aided the Chinese resistance effort. Chinese communists cooperated with their 
fellow communists, the Huks, operating primarily on Luzon, while they remained outside the cities during 
the occupation. Non-communist Chinese resistance groups existed but were not as militarily effective.423

6. Communications and Strategic Communication

U.S. and Filipino military personnel in hiding had a few short range radios, which they used to communicate 
with U.S. submarines surfacing offshore at night. Runners passed messages to small groups that did not have 
radios.424  On Mindanao, the Church of Mindanao priests were commonly used to pass information. The priests 
from anti-Japanese Catholic Churches required little vetting. As with European resistance organizations, some of 
these organizations published newspapers.425  Every day at 1700 hours, Allies broadcasted into the Philippines. 
It began with General MacArthur intoning “I shall return” and ended an hour later with another promise to 
return.426  The phrase “I Shall Return - MacArthur” was imprinted on match boxes, cigarette packs, and mirrors 
and sent into the Philippines.427

7. Resistance Phases

The Philippine resistance can be broken down into three phases in order to examine the events and forces that 
brought them about.

A. Initial /Nascent

1) On the eve of MacArthur’s departure from Corregidor, he decided to “continue resistance operations by 
guerrilla methods,” intending for resistance forces to support conventional forces upon their return, which he 
assumed would happen in a matter of months. He appointed Brigadier General William Sharp as commander 
of the Visayan-Mindanao force to lead this resistance.428 Colonel Claude Thorpe was sent north to form a 
resistance organization in central Luzon429 and in May 1942, he established the Luzon Guerrilla Force in the 
newly designated Luzon Guerrilla Area. 

 2) Available weapons and equipment were poor. Conventional training was good, but there was no resistance 
training or doctrine to support it.430  Much of the equipment, weapons, and ammunition were manufactured 
informally in the jungles - for example, brass curtain rods used to make bullet shell casings. Most groups were 
out of touch with Allied headquarters and often unaware of other resistance groups. Some groups existed more 
to survive than to fight. Others preyed on locals for sustenance. Communist groups fought to consolidate 
postwar power.431

3) Mindanao’s resistance organization, the first well organized group, was relatively closer to Australia, and 
easier to reach by submarine and radio wave. Mindanao quickly benefited from its proximity to Australia, 
receiving supplies and agents. Other groups gradually received increased support once communications were 
established and submarines could deliver supplies.

4) After the surrender order, many Americans outside Bataan and Corregidor chose to flee to the jungle instead 
of being taken prisoner by the Japanese. Many were overcome by lack of food and disease. Others were killed 
or enslaved by Moros or killed by pagan Magahats.432 Escapees who reached Australia informed the Allied 
command of the existence of many resistance bands with U.S. officers leading them. Radio contact was soon 
established, and by late 1942, submarines facilitated regular contact, bringing Allied Intelligence Bureau agents, 
supplies, radios and code books.433 
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B. Mid-Term “Lay Low.” In mid-1943, MacArthur’s headquarters issued the “lay low” policy to its resistance 
leaders. U.S. headquarters required intelligence to inform military planning for future operations. Resistance 
leaders were expected to collect and send information, while only engaging in sabotage of Japanese lines of 
communication in order to maintain Filipino morale. This limited activity was intended to avoid the reprisals 
that the Japanese military conducted against civilians, individually and collectively, suspected of cooperating 
in any way with the resistance.434

C. Pre-Liberation. Several weeks before the U.S. landings on Leyte in October 1944, instructions changed 
from information collection to conducting sabotage. Resistance units were directed to conduct such operations 
in and around Manila, to draw Japanese troops to that area and away from beach landing sites. In the fall of 
1944, the U.S. headquarters required more details concerning Japanese force disposition, while also requiring 
an increase in activities to draw Japanese attention away from landing sites. Resistance units received orders to 
conduct offensives against Japanese forces, while continuing sabotage and intelligence collection. One U.S. led 
resistance group seized an airfield, which was then used a week prior to invasion by U.S. Marine aircraft for 
operations against the Japanese.435  

8. Legal Status of the Resisting Americans

American resisters who escaped from surrendered units were regarded by the Japanese as renegades who refused 
to obey orders. The Japanese treated these American soldiers as illegal combatants and terrorists. Upon capture, 
they were tortured and executed as war criminals.436 The U.S. military outside the Philippines continued its 
administrative responsibility for these inadvertent stay-behind American resisters with such things as pay and 
promotions, which was communicated to them from the Australian-based U.S. headquarters.

9. Networks

Unlike European WWII resistance, most Philippine-based resistance groups were concentrated in inhospitable 
jungles and mountains, with little activity in urban areas. However, Colonel Fertig’s group on Mindanao even-
tually controlled significant territory that included population centers. Political and religious differences were 
the greatest differentiating factors among the Filipinos of the disparate resistance groups. U.S. and Filipino army 
officer-led groups tried to collect specific intelligence to assist the return of regular forces, but little publicly 
available information has been succinctly compiled by researchers to help understand specific intelligence or 
escape networks. 

10. Utility of Resistance

A. Approximately 260,715 guerrillas in 277 guerrilla units fought as organized, armed, and tactically employed 
resistance units.437 Resistance or anti-Japanese forces controlled about 95 percent of the land, but these inhospi-
table interior areas were sparsely populated, and of little agricultural or other value to the Japanese war effort.438

B. The Australian-based U.S. headquarters viewed the Philippine resistance units as useful sources of informa-
tion, and attempted to restrict the resistance unit activities to information collection. Other actions against the 
Japanese were intended to maintain Filipino morale. The Allied Intelligence Bureau began to send agents to 
establish coast-watching stations in late 1943. 

C. After conventional forces landed, many resistance personnel acted as guides. Former resistance personnel 
maintained contact with their intelligence sources in areas the Japanese still held. They also provided information 
on prison camps where Allied personnel were held in preparation for raids on those camps.439

D. Military led groups, and especially Filipino soldiers, who witnessed the suffering of their families, tended 
to want to kill Japanese enemy soldiers. However, Japanese reprisals against civilians tamed former resistance 
personnel’s’ enthusiasm for retribution. 
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11. Summary

A. Resilience. Though the Filipinos had fought a war for independence against the Americans four decades earlier, 
the relationship between them became very amicable, resulting in partnership against the Japanese. Despite the 
racial, ethnic, and religious diversity within the Philippine population, the Japanese were not able to leverage 
the differences to their advantage. The Communist Party of the Philippines was politically well entrenched. Of 
the indigenous population groups opposing the Japanese, only the communists sought a complete overturn of 
the old political system and establishment of a new regime, but they had no nearby allies to support them. The 
Moros, though united by Islam, were physically separated due to being spread upon different islands, and also 
retained cultural and ethnic differences among them. These factors provided enough distinction among Moros 
that Islam was inadequate to unify them to seek physical or geographical gains.440 Most of the other groups 
cooperated to fight the Japanese and relied on American promises of post-war independence.

B. Pre-Conflict Resistance Planning. No pre-war plans to establish resistance organizations existed in the 
Philippines. Additionally, a requirement for a government-in-exile was unnecessary because the U.S. held sov-
ereignty over the islands. The U.S. had adequate knowledge of Japanese expansion plans prior to the Japanese 
invasion of the Philippines in 1941. This knowledge could have informed the creation of resistance or stay-behind 
forces. Planned resistance capability could have designated cadres, stored caches of radios, weapons, ammunition, 
and medical supplies. Such organization could have collected and transmitted intelligence on Japanese military 
and naval disposition and activities, and Japanese troop quality from the onset of war. This information may 
have led to speedier and more efficient Philippine-based Allied operations against the Japanese.

C. Integration of Resistance during Conflict. The planned resistance could have more efficiently incorporated 
the Huks and Moros, not by directing their activities, but by accounting for the activities that they would likely 
undertake within overall resistance plans, and complementing those activities. Ideally, stay-behind resistance 
forces could have been on an earlier trajectory to prepare for and assist the return of Allied forces. 

D. External Support of Resistance. The U.S provided support to resistance organizations through its own, 
admittedly inadvertent, stay-behind forces. Once communication was established with these Americans on the 
islands, supplies, equipment, weapons, and even additional personnel were delivered. 

E. Resistance Strategy. The groups cooperating with Americans in the islands received support to maintain 
and to arm themselves. The American intent was to use these groups to directly assist an eventual invasion of 
the islands. The Americans and most of these Filipino groups became wary of direct action against the Japanese 
for fear of reprisals against the population. As in other parts of the world, the communists were less inhibited 
in this regard. 

F. Restoration of Sovereignty. After the Japanese were ejected from the Philippines, American sovereignty over 
the Philippines was restored to its pre-war status. The U.S. fulfilled its promise to the Filipinos in return for 
their efforts against the Japanese and granted the islands independence in 1946. Concurrently, as part of the 
agreements granting independence, the U.S. also retained the right to maintain many military and naval bases 
as well as some favorable economic conditions for itself. 
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CASE STUDY 4. THE FOREST BROTHERS: WWII AND POST WWII 
BALTIC RESISTANCE TO SOVIET OCCUPATION

(Estonian: metsavennad, Latvian: meža brāļi, Lithuanian: miško broliai)

“…the right of all peoples to choose the form of government under which they will live; and …sovereign rights  
and self-government restored to those who have been forcibly deprived of them…”

  - Atlantic Charter, August 14, 1941, Common Principle Three

1. Background

A. The Forest Brothers is the term applied to the organized, anti-communist and anti-Soviet, resistance effort 
in the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. The term was first used to describe people in the Baltic 
region who fled to rural areas to escape the effects of the Russian Revolution of 1905. This study focuses on the 
post-WWII anti-Soviet effort, but will touch upon the formative resistance efforts against the Soviets in 1940-
1941 and the effort against the German occupation of 1941-1944 for descriptive context.

B. Estonia and Latvia were absorbed into the Russian Empire by Czar Peter the Great in the eighteenth century. 
Lithuania fluctuated between a Polish duchy and an independent state. Throughout Russian dominance of the 
Baltics, friction accompanied the relationship, due to Baltic prosperity as compared to impoverished Russians. 
Estonia and Latvia became the most modern, literate, and wealthy regions of the Russian empire. In the nine-
teenth century, all three nations developed a strong sense of nationalism.441  

C. When the Russian empire collapsed in 1917, the Baltics established western style governments, and fought 
and defeated the Red Army, retaining their independence. Apart from a Soviet-backed attempted coup in Estonia 
in 1924, twenty years of independence and relative peace existed in the Baltics after World War I. However, 
in 1939, the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact between the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany placed the Baltics in the 
Soviet sphere and allowed the Soviets to annex the region. Stalin then pressured the Baltic States to accept Soviet 
military bases, which was soon followed by invasion and occupation in June 1940.442    

D. In the summer of 1940, following phony elections in each of the three Baltic States, they were annexed by, 
and became republics of, the Soviet Union. They soon suffered horrendous oppression and collectivization. 
Large numbers of priests, ministers, businessmen, intellectuals, military officers, and landowners were arrested 
and deported to Siberia or outright killed. Farms, industries, and businesses were collectivized. When Nazi 
Germany reneged on its pact with the Soviets and invaded the Baltics in June of 1941, the German troops 
were welcomed as liberators and seen as the lesser of two evils. Having experienced massive repression under 
the Soviets, many Baltic citizens cooperated and fought with the Germans against the Soviets, including the 
initial bands of the Forest Brothers.443  

E. The Soviets re-established their power over the Baltics in 1944 and began a new wave of repression, charac-
terized by more deportations and killings. The most repressive time was from 1944 until the death of Stalin in 
1953. The anti-communist Forest Brothers, in each of the Baltic States, fought the Soviets until they were effec-
tively destroyed as organized entities by the Red Army and People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD).

F. Each of the three Baltic States attempted to form governments-in-exile, to varying degrees, but with little 
success. Lithuanian President Antanas Smetona, escaped abroad on June 15, 1940,444 and attempted to form 
a government-in-exile. He was not successful because he lacked legitimacy with his people, and because there 
was no such allowance in Lithuanian law.445

G. The last independent Latvian government, prior to the German and Soviet invasions, did not arrange for, or 
empower a government-in-exile. Though, on May 17, 1940, the Latvian government authorized its Envoy to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Estonian_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latvian_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithuanian_language
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Britain to represent Latvian national interests under a special powers act “in case of war” when diplomats abroad 
were unable to contact the Latvian government under war-time conditions.446 However, the envoy refused to 
form a government-in-exile, insisting that it would not achieve recognition and would place him, as a diplomat 
of Latvia, in an untenable position.447 

H. An Estonian government-in-exile was not established by the government, but one was established by the 
Estonian diaspora in 1953, lasting until 1991.448 Former members of the government of Estonia found refuge 
in Sweden and established what they claimed was a government-in-exile, identifying ministers and a Governor-
in-exile of the Estonian Central Bank. This government was never recognized by the Allies, internationally, or by 
the Estonian Foreign Service. However, it continued to exist, and symbolically reunited with the Government 
of Estonia on October 8, 1992.449  

I. The resistance in Lithuania was numerically the largest and best organized. All three Baltic States experienced 
very similar situations regarding each Soviet and Nazi occupation. During the first Soviet occupation, the Soviets 
assimilated all three states as Soviet Socialist Republics (SSRs), denying them their individual sovereignty, unlike 
their treatment of other eastern European states such as Poland. This situation reoccurred in the second Soviet 
occupation. Even under the German Reich, the three countries were absorbed into Ostland and not recognized 
by Germany as separate sovereign states. 

2. The First Soviet Occupation

A. In June 1940, as a result of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, the Soviets began their occupation of Estonia, 
Latvia, and Lithuania. In each country, the Soviets established new electoral rules, thus rigging the elections, 
and ensuring new legislatures full of communists. In each country, those new legislatures requested that their 
countries become absorbed into Soviet Union directly as Soviet Socialist Republics.450 Each request was imme-
diately granted.451  

B. People engaged in various forms of resistance. Only fifteen percent of eligible Lithuanian voters cast ballots 
in the Diet elections. Many voted for cartoon characters. Political rallies were sparsely attended. Portraits of 
Lenin and Stalin were stolen. A Red Army concert was interrupted by attendees singing patriotic songs and 
national flags often made appearances.452  

C. Seeking to eliminate competing sources of authority throughout the Baltics, the Soviets sent their secret police, 
the NKVD, to target certain institutions. Property belonging to the Roman Catholic Church (the Lithuanian 
population was 90 percent Catholic) and synagogues of the Jewish religion were confiscated and monasteries 
closed. The clergy had to pay special taxes and some were executed. Members of former government cabinets 
and senior members of the major political parties were deported. Large farms were confiscated and collectivized 
or converted into state farms. Large bank deposits were impounded and local currency was banned.453   The 
armed forces of each state were disbanded, purged and incorporated into the Red Army, staffed with Russian 
commissars. Tens of thousands of people were deported to Siberia.454

D. On 9 October 1940, the Lithuanian Activist Front (LAP) resistance group was organized with hundreds of 
three-man cells across the country. The LAP stockpiled weapons with the goal of rising up and inciting revolt 
when the time was right. It absorbed other groups such as the Iron Wolf and the Lithuanian Freedom Army, 
and grew to a strength of 36,000 members.

E. In Latvia, the Soviets arrested 3,353 people based on Article 58 of the Russian Criminal Code (enforced 
throughout the Baltics), which defined punishments for so-called “counterrevolutionary crimes”, including 
“treason.” This repression later reached its peak on the night of June 13-14, 1941, when 15,443 men, women 
and children were taken to the U.S.S.R. Among them were many soldiers and officers of the former Latvian 
Army, who were shot or arrested and deported to the U.S.S.R.455  

F. In Estonia, active resisters became known as Forest Brothers, and in the summer of 1941, their resistance 
became known as the “Summer War.”456 Gradually, they engaged in military actions against Red Army units as 
well as against collaborators. These irregular tactics caused some confusion and panic among many Soviet soldiers 
who feared being surrounded by the Forest Brothers and would flee.457 The main strengths of the Forest Brothers 
were their loose organization, ability to blend into their environment, and a generally supportive population.458
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3. The Nazi Occupation

After the German invasion of June 1941, the Lithuanian LAP formed a provisional government, which was 
also attempted by Estonia. Those governments were soon disbanded by the Nazis, and all three Baltic States 
became part of Ostland, which also comprised Belorussia. Riga hosted the institutions of civil administration 
and military command for Ostland, as well as the main SS and Police establishments.459 As in other occupied 
territories, the Nazis demanded laborers for work throughout the Reich. Resistance to this led to abductions, 
imprisonment and executions.

4.The Second Soviet Occupation

A. By early 1944, Soviet guerrillas were operating in eastern Lithuania, still under German occupation. The 
Lithuanians feared Soviet return and the destruction of Lithuania as a state. Thus, the political arm of the 
Lithuanian resistance, the Supreme Committee for the Liberation of Lithuania, with German permission, 
formed the Lithuanian Territorial Defense Force, which became the Home Guard.460 The Germans sensed a 
threat to their rule and attempted to exert direct control over the Home Guard, causing most of its members 
to flee to rural areas to prepare to conduct guerrilla warfare against the oncoming Soviets.461 During June to 
August 1944, the Soviets ostensibly liberated Lithuania from German occupation once again. The massive 
Red Army prevented the formation of organized resistance, allowing the Soviets to quickly transition to power 
consolidation.462 During the next five months, the Soviets executed or deported tens of thousands of people as 
they exacted a toll for collaboration with the Germans.463

B. As the Soviets retook Estonia, they formed People’s Defense Units, consisting of Estonians who were intim-
idated into joining, or who volunteered. These units were designed to crush the resistance. They guarded local 
government buildings, executed arrests and deportations, and requisitioned property.464  Many of the members 
were thieves and opportunists who joined for social leadership. They were able to intimidate their fellow citizens 
through threats of prosecution and deportation.465 

C. On July 17, 1944 the Soviet Army reached the border of Latvia, and soon the Nazi occupation was replaced 
by the second Soviet occupation. The Latvian SSR government returned from Russia as an instrument of Soviet 
occupation policy.466 In the autumn of 1944, an armed, organized resistance movement started to develop in 
Latvia.467

5. The Three Stages of Resistance

A. The anti-Soviet resistance in the Baltics can be broken down into three stages. The first stage (July 1944 to 
May 1946) saw the largest battles as well as caused the greatest number of casualties. Partisans in the forests 
gathered in the hundreds in well-fortified camps. They attacked occupation authorities in small towns, dis-
armed the military units of local collaborators in rural districts, released arrested people, and destroyed draft 
and quota records.468

B. During the second stage (May 1946 to November 1948), large-scale battles against Soviet security forces 
were avoided. Only about 4,000 partisans remained in the forest, divided into smaller groups, and moved 
into purpose-built camouflaged bunkers, built under barns, dwelling houses, on the slopes of streams, under 
potato pits, and under the roots of trees. Entrances were in and under stoves, and in both wet and dry wells. 
When discovered within these bunkers, the occupants were trapped because these structures were not suited 
for defensive purposes and often had no means of escape.469

C. The third and last stage (November 1948 to May 1953) saw the resistance movement losing strength. During 
this time, greater attention was devoted to propaganda work through print. This work was intended to develop 
national and social awareness of the population, to maintain their belief in the successful end of the struggle 
resulting in regaining independence.470
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D. During the second and third stages, civil disobedience increased as partisan military actions decreased. These 
political actions interfered with Soviet-sponsored elections and collectivization programs, and encouraged people 
not to recognize the Soviet regime or institutions representing it. The resistance even issued instructions for 
citizen behavior while under this occupation. However, despite thousands of copies of dozens of periodicals, 
songs, prayer books, and proclamations, printed in cramped underground bunkers, the resistance could not 
overcome Soviet information dominance among the population.471

E. Food was typically the most critical concern of the partisans in the forests. Local farmers usually supported 
them, but as deportations increased, this support structure dwindled. This caused the Forest Brothers to req-
uisition food and material from the better-off inhabitants and collectivized farms, often issuing certificates in 
return, acknowledging the requisitions.472

F. The numbers of guerrillas declined precipitously after the early large-scale battles, with the loss of life, depor-
tation of supporters, and some members returning to legal lives. The NKVD constantly improved its ability 
to locate and penetrate resistance groups. The violence and terror applied by the Soviets, through torture and 
execution of captured fighters and display of mangled corpses in public squares, also took their toll on the 
morale of the Brothers and the population. Finally, the realization that the western powers would not uphold 
the Atlantic Charter caused active resistance to become increasingly futile, ceasing by 1953. 

6. The Forest Brothers

A. Lithuania  

1) The Lithuanian Forest Brothers group was the most organized and widespread. Approximately four percent 
of the Lithuanian population was directly or indirectly engaged in the movement. Most of the men who went 
into the forests were of military age. Women who joined performed clerical, communications, and medical 
work. Farmers constituted the largest portion of the Brothers. Only a few were professional servicemen, 
mostly junior military officers.473  The resistance was comprised of individuals across the social spectrum.474 
Approximately 100,000 people were part of the resistance movement between 1944 and 1956.475  

2) The main tier of the Forest Brothers, the “active front line soldiers” were composed of fighters who wore 
military uniforms to project legitimacy as combatants engaged in warfare and not bandits behaving criminally. 
They lived in the forests in underground bunkers and tunnels and were armed with captured German and 
Soviet weapons.476  

3) The second tier consisted of “inactive fighters” whose participation was more passive. They were armed but 
led open legal lives, fighting only when an opportunity presented itself. 

4) The last tier were the “supporters,” who comprised a substantial portion of the population. They provided 
supplies, shelter, and intelligence, and supported an underground press.477  Similarly corresponding tiers existed 
in both Estonia and Latvia.478 In terms of this resistance operating concept, the first tier were guerrillas, the 
second corresponded to the underground, and the third were the auxiliary.

5) Motivations for joining the Forest Brothers included avoiding conscription into the Red Army, fear of 
persecution for previous political associations, families fleeing deportation, farmers resisting collectivization, 
and enemies of the Soviets based on knowledge and experience of the previous Soviet occupation.479  

B. Estonia

In the early part of the resistance in Estonia, the Armed Resistance Union (RVL) was the dominant organization 
seeking restoration of independence. However, it was very hierarchical and conventionally minded, and registered 
its members, posing a danger to them. People who wanted to resist but were wary of such an organization joined 
other small groups, which became the Forest Brothers.480  The largest Estonian Forest Brothers’ organization 
was the Armed Resistance League, which operated from 1946-1949, operating in groups of 5-10.481 

http://www.estonica.org/en/Armed_Resistance_League/
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C. Latvia

In Latvia, anti-Soviet resistance organization also began under Nazi occupation in anticipation of Soviet return.482 
Former soldiers, who served in Latvian or German units, constituted the core.483 They were later joined by 
peasants, workers, and intellectuals, totaling about ten to fifteen thousand active combatants.484 The Latvian 
Forest Brothers were most active in the heavily wooded and swampy areas of Latvia’s borders. Local peasants 
supplied them with sustenance and intelligence.485 As with the other Baltic Forest Brothers, the NKVD gradually 
infiltrated them and destroyed them as groups.486

7. Forest Brothers’ Strategy, Operations, and Tactics

A. Strategy

1) Initially, a common underground authority to create a strategy, represent the movement, and seek support 
from abroad did not exist in any Baltic state. As resistance developed throughout the Baltics beginning in 1944, 
the movements considered it vital to establish credibility and legitimacy to attain western assistance. They 
expected to receive weapons, ammunition, medicine, communications equipment, and political support in 
fulfillment of the Atlantic Charter, which affirmed that all nations had a right to regain their lost independence.487

2) In 1946 the Supreme Committee on the Reestablishment of Lithuania issued a proclamation defining its 
objectives, strategy, and tactics.488 On February 16, 1949, it established the Movement of the Struggle for 
Freedom of Lithuania (LLKS), declaring it as the highest legal authority in Lithuania, with its goal being 
to re-establish an independent and democratic Republic.489 In effect, it established a shadow government. 
Lithuanian partisans adopted the military structure of the Lithuanian Army, taking oaths, maintaining military 
discipline, and subjecting themselves to courts martial. Most of them wore Lithuanian military uniforms, 
adorned with the symbols of Lithuania, such as the mounted knight, tricolored flag, and Cross of Vytis.490

3) In 1945, groups of Estonian Forest Brothers began attacking smaller NKVD units, village councils and 
executive committees of the parishes, and collaborators. Food, clothes, and cash were requisitioned from co-op-
eratives and other state enterprises in the name of the Republic of Estonia.491  Initially, the Forest Brothers’ 
connections inside the security agencies allowed them to avoid many anti-resistance operations. The Brothers 
also disseminated political information through leaflets and newspapers.492  

4) Seventy five percent of Forest Brother targets were civilian collaborators, collective farms, and other public 
entities. The motivation behind selecting those targets was most commonly revenge against informants and 
collaborators. Many Forest Brothers who surrendered or were arrested by the Soviets were punished by death 
or deported to Siberia.493   

5) Despite the fact that organized resistance in Latvia and Lithuania was substantially more widespread, active 
and organized, Estonia still had an estimated 15,000 to 20,000 people hiding in the forests, which was over 
one percent of the population at the time.494 Many of these Estonians believed that the western powers would 
soon assist them (the so-called “waiting for the white boat”).495 They were also joined by those wishing to 
avoid conscription to the Red Army and by former members of the Defence League and the Home Guard. 
They formed the core of the Forest Brothers movement. There were about 30,000 Forest Brothers in post-war 
Estonia.496 

6) In response, the Soviet authorities started massive military operations to capture the Forest Brothers and 
their supporters. The network of NKVD (later KGB) agents rapidly expanded, and raids in forests and in 
farmhouses became increasingly frequent.497 

7) The strategy of the leadership of the Estonian Forest Brothers was formed by a small core of men named 
Jerlet, Oras, Raadik, Saaliste and his brother Saalists. One writer used their names to form the acronym 
JORSS and referred to their strategy as the JORSS strategy. Like for the partisans in Lithuania and Latvia, 
their ultimate success depended on western intervention. Thus, they awaited a war between the Soviets and 
the west to trigger an uprising in Estonia.498

http://www.estonica.org/en/Waiting_for_the_White_Ship/
http://www.estonica.org/en/Defence_League/
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8) The Estonian JORSS organization was created in 1947 and was eradicated in 1949. Its primary objective 
was the survival of the Forest Brothers as an armed force prepared and ready to join the West in a war against 
the Soviets. The second objective was to convince the population to overthrow Soviet rule. The third objective 
was to gather information useful to the West and relay it to assist their war preparations. These tasks were 
performed mostly from 1947 onwards.499  Their strategy can be broken down into further detail (see Table 3. 
The JORRS Strategy: Ends, Ways, and Means).

Ends Ways Means Risk
The Forest Brothers are 
prepared for combat upon 
the outbreak of war 
between the Western 
countries and the USSR.

The survival of the Forest Brothers and 
their weaponry by stealth.

Contact between groups for the purpose 
of mobilizing the Forest Brothers.

Provisioning with the help of supporters 
and through confiscation.

A loosely structured organization for the 
sake of security.

Long-term instructions to coordinate the 
activity of different groups.

Existing Forest Brothers.

Terrain outside of settlements.

Mediation between different groups.

Supporters in the form of local 
inahbitants.

State insitutions.

Discipline and morale of the Forest 
Brothers.

AAcccceeppttaannccee::   The Soviet authorities do 
not accede and respond with violence.

AAcccceeppttaannccee// ffeeaassiibbii ll iittyy::   The support 
of the inhabitants is crucial (they accept 
as long as they can see the merit or do 
not suffer.)

AAcccceeppttaannccee// ffeeaassiibbii ll iittyy::  Controlling 
different groups is complicated.

CCoommpplliiaannccee::   Avoidance of war by the 
Western countries changes the strategy 
as a whole.

The Estoninan population 
can be mobilized for an 
armed uprising against 
Soviet rule at the oubreak 
of war, while mobilization 
by the USSR is obstructed.

Information operations to explain the 
objectives of the Forest Brothers' 
activities, the criminal nature of the 
Soviet rule, and the international political 
situation.

Taking into account the interests of the 
populations.

Clarifying the objectives by means of 
actions (armed attacks on Soviet 
representatives and sites).

Identifying members of the general 
pouplation suited for mobilization 
(physical capability, attitude).

Arming the population for mobilization 
with outside help.

Leaflets, brochures.

Facilities for compiling media.

Disseminators of oral information.

Data for infomraiton operations (crimes 
by the Soviet authorities, people's 
attitudes, anti-Soviet actvities of foreign 
countries).

Information to identify targets (physical 
aparameters, justification for the 
selection of target).

Resources for carrying out armed 
activities.

Contacts with Western countries.

FFeeaassiibbii ll iittyy::   The dissemination of 
written information requires printing 
facilities.

FFeeaassiibbii ll iittyy::    The availability of 
resources for attacking the Soviets and 
arming the population.

FFeeaassiibbii ll iittyy::    Lack of contact with the 
Western countries

The Western countries and 
Forest Brothers possess 
strategic information 
needed to prepare for and 
conduct the war.

Gatheirng information (the political and 
economic situation in the Estonian SSR, 
people's attitudes, location/nature of the 
Soviet Security agencies and armed 
units).

Relaying the information to foreign 
countries.

Local inhabitants.

Collaborators with the Soviet authorities 
(by making them  double agents).

Forest Brothers capable of gathering 
intelligence (skills, discipline, 
connections, ability to move around).

Communication channels (radio stations, 
postal service, courier, state media).

FFeeaassiibbii ll iittyy::   Persuading collaborators 
to coooperate (with compromising 
circumstances, material resources, a 
strong ideological stance).

FFeeaassiibbii ll iittyy::    Establishing a systme of 
communication (channels, methods, 
willingness of both parties).

The JORSS Strategy:  Ends, Ways, and Means

Table 3. The JORSS Strategy:  Ends, Ways, and Means500

B. Operations and Tactics

1) Resistance operations were intended to support the strategic goal of national liberation by the western powers, 
based on the declaration of self-determination in the Atlantic Charter.501 Thus, group members believed that 
they only had to continue resistance until help arrived. Only then would they focus on overthrowing Soviet 
rule. This caused a less aggressive strategy of minimal violence in order to avoid large scale Soviet attacks.502  
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2) Lithuanian activities sought to: 1) prevent Sovietization of the country by annihilating communist activists 
and NKVD forces in the countryside; 2) safeguard the public order, protect the population from robberies 
by civilians or Red Army soldiers; 3) free political prisoners; 4) enforce the boycott of the elections to the 
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., or the leadership of the puppet state; 5) disrupt the drafting of Lithuanian 
youth into the Red Army; 6) obstruct the nationalization and collectivization of land, and; 7) prevent the 
settling of Russian colonists on the land, and in the homesteads, of deported Lithuanians.503

3) In application, this resulted initially in large partisan units of up to 800 men or more who fought pitched 
battles against the Red Army in the northeast of Lithuania. The Soviet forces could easily replace their losses, 
while the partisans could not, and large partisan formations were easy to locate and destroy. This method of 
fighting lasted only until mid-1945.504  The Brothers continued terrorizing Soviet officials, attacking govern-
ment buildings, ambushing NKVD troops, assassinating communist leaders, and attacking prisons to free 
their captured comrades.505 

4) The JORSS strategy (Table 3) called for an organizational structure. The developed organization covered 
all of Estonia (see fig. 18) and divided the country into three sections.506 Each section had a staff that oversaw 
approximately one-third of Estonian territory. Communication was through proxy, mail, and coded radio 
messages. Each of these 1/3 staffs of three to five persons managed branches of three to five persons beneath 
them, as well as coordinating activities between them. The primary activities supported survival and de-con-
flicting activities.507

5) Outside of the formal organization were supporters and sympathizers. Supporters sustained the Forest Brothers 
with material goods, accommodations, medical aid, and transportation. Many farmers had arrangements with 
the Forest Brothers, exchanging farm labor for food. Each band was self-supporting, with no centralized funds 
held at a higher level and distributed downwards.508 

6) This decentralized organization required strong leadership and discipline at the local level. This was sus-
tained by the social status that accompanied being a Forest Brother, and the developed discipline of hiding in 
the forest and undertaking surreptitious actions over the course of years, while surrounded by the enemy. The 
organizational structure (see fig. 18) was cellular.509 

7) When the Forest Brothers engaged in robbery and theft in order to sustain themselves, they gave the Soviets 
the opportunity to use effective propaganda against them, which cost them some support among the popu-
lation, and enabled the Soviet authorities to develop their intelligence network. This was what the Brothers 
tried to avoid by exchanging labor for material support.510
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Figure 18. Outline of the Strategy of the Estonian Forest Brothers by Martin Herem (The Comfort Zone Model). 511

8. Soviet Tactics and Operations 

A. The Soviets acted against the partisans initially with pitched battles against large formations where they could 
afford to expend many lives. Resistance numbers decreased from those battles as well as from the Forest Brothers 
returning to civilian lives. They realized that the survival of the resistance and the Forest Brothers in particular 
relied on rural community support. Thus, the Soviets also acted on the population to reduce popular support.

B. First, Soviet land reforms took land from the middle class and wealthy, and divided it among the lower 
classes and landless. Middle class farmers were the most likely to assist the partisans. This created an internal 
class struggle and allowed the Soviets to portray themselves as champions of the poor. This resulted in at least 
some accommodation and neutrality toward the Soviets, while greatly reducing the resources available to the 
resistance. In Lithuania, the Soviets awarded the city of Vilnius, a part of pre-war Poland, to Lithuania, gaining 
some political support and attenuating some opposition.

C. Second, in the late 1940s, the Soviets engaged in massive deportations in the Baltics. Tens of thousands of 
people were deported to Siberia. This had two effects: first, it immediately increased the number of people fleeing 
deportation and joining the resistance, second, the deportations concurrently destroyed the support networks 
providing food, supplies, and information, from within the general population. This forced the partisans in the 
forests to forage and requisition food and supplies from the local populace. Requisitioning, in turn, alerted the 
authorities to their presence and increased the burden on the population.

D. Third, land collectivization was pushed more rapidly in the Baltics than elsewhere, reducing the number of 
people sympathetic to the resistance. In the beginning of 1949, throughout the Baltics, collectivization of land 
ranged from 3.9 to 8 percent. By the end of that year, collectivized land ranged from 62 percent in Lithuania, 
80 percent in Estonia, and to 93 percent in Latvia. Farmers who resisted were deported. Moral and material 
support to the resistance declined.512   
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E. The NKVD also recruited local, ethnic militias to give the political impression of a civil war instead of a war 
by partisans against Soviet occupation. They also continuously described the Forest Brothers as bandits.  This 
was easy to refute immediately after the occupation when the Brothers wore uniforms, were organized in large 
units, and fought conventional battles. 

F. A critical tool of intelligence gathering was torture. Its effective use yielded much useful information however, it 
also resulted in many resistance members preferring to kill themselves rather than surrender. This accounts for the 
many stories of surrounded partisan units heroically attempting to shoot their way out of hopeless situations.513

G. Other methods of intimidation employed by the Soviets were public hangings of local partisans, and the 
public display of the dead bodies of resistance fighters in market squares, sometimes in obscene poses. Local 
residents were often forced to closely view the bodies so that NKVD agents could observe them for emotional 
responses, and thus pick out compatriots and family members who were otherwise not known. Those persons 
were then arrested and interrogated for further information and often deported to Siberia. To avoid this occur-
rence to friends and family, in situations where capture was imminent, many Forest Brothers killed themselves 
by holding grenades to their heads to avoid identification.514 Burning of homes and farms suspected of belonging 
to resistance members was also widespread.515

H. In 1946, the Soviets added the tactic of pseudo-partisans. These groups would claim to be resisters from 
another region, arrange a meeting with actual resisters and then kill them all. They also robbed and murdered 
in the name of the Forest Brothers in order to discredit them.516

I. Publicly, the Soviets granted immunity from prosecution if resisters simply agreed to renounce their oppo-
sition and turn in at least one weapon. In practice, when these resisters surrendered, they were threatened 
with deportation unless they provided information on their former comrades or even agreed to re-join them 
as NKVD agents. The majority of resisters presented that choice agreed to cooperate, but then did nothing 
to assist the NKVD, and avoided deportation for themselves and their families without betraying comrades. 
However, some did betray their comrades.517 The Soviets were also successful in inserting agents into actual 
resistance cells. Some of these agents were Baltic ex-patriot communists living in the Soviet Union, who could 
easily blend among their countrymen. 

J. By the early 1950s, the Soviets had established specialized groups to find and monitor resistance cells. These 
groups built detailed pictures of the cells they monitored, such as actual names, code names, behaviors, com-
munication methods, and contacts. Once they were satisfied that they knew practically all the members, they 
acted to eliminate them at once. As resistance numbers dwindled, so did their support among the population.518 

9. Resistance Unravels

A. Throughout the Baltics, a rapidly changing social order, deteriorating economic conditions, and lack of per-
sonal security turned people from focusing on ideology and national independence toward personal survival. 
Former members of paramilitaries, or those who served in the German army, were excellent targets for Soviet 
recruitment as informants based on their compromising past and fear of persecution. Heavy blows to the move-
ment were dealt by the mass deportations and collectivization in March 1949. Many supportive farmers and 
their families were deported to Siberia. The removal of those farmers, along with forced collectivization, robbed 
the Forest Brothers of their supporters.519  These actions constituted deadly blows to the organization.520 This 
environment, combined with the patient and ruthless activities of security agencies, practically eradicated the 
organizations between the Autumn of 1949 and Spring of 1950. The primary reason for their failure was caused 
“by the betrayals committed by those who found themselves betrayed.”521

B. Beginning in the summer of 1945, the vast majority of people killed by the Forest Brothers were civilian 
collaborators and communists. The resistance portrayed itself as the alternative authority, but doing so also 
required it to enforce its rule. This meant it had to act upon the civilian population. It therefore punished those 
who collaborated too enthusiastically. Yet this led to a few ugly and ill-advised actions throughout the Baltics. 

C. Eventually, a large part of the populace throughout the Baltics saw the partisans as fighting a lost cause, 
and simply wanted an end to the violence. As the immediate post-war years went on, the number of Forest 
Brothers dwindled, but their actions increased against civilian targets in attempts to fight collectivization and 

http://www.estonica.org/en/Deportation_of_March_1949/
http://www.estonica.org/en/Collective_farms/
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collaboration, and their popular support waned. Betrayals became the prevalent method of finding and dis-
membering the remaining resistance cells, as more people sought some form of accommodation to a situation 
they could not change.522

D. By 1953 the Soviet authorities managed to suppress active armed resistance. In Estonia the resistance claimed 
the lives of about 2,000 Forest Brothers, while thousands were arrested and sent to Siberian prison camps. After 
1953, resistance became increasingly infrequent, although some partisans held out in the forests for decades.523 
The fighting in Estonia was less extensive and less centralized than in Lithuania or Latvia.524 

10. The End of Organized Resistance. 

As the resistance of the Forest Brothers in the Baltics faded, the only remaining hope for freedom from occupa-
tion was western intervention. Envoys were able to surreptitiously leave the Baltic States and arrived in western 
capitals to plead for assistance. The most famous of these missions was by the Lithuanian Juozas Luksa. He 
escaped Lithuania carrying letters to the Pope and the United Nations describing the brutality of the occupation. 
He received only moral support and a little effort from western intelligence agencies. He returned to Lithuania 
in 1950 to a greatly reduced resistance. Thousands of NKVD troops hunted him. He was betrayed, ambushed, 
and shot dead. Although the last Lithuanian partisan group was destroyed in 1956, some Lithuanian resistance 
members hid in bunkers or were sheltered by local citizens into the 1960s. Two Estonian Forest Brothers, Hugo 
and Aksel Mottus were caught by police in 1967 after living for twenty years in underground bunkers in the 
forests.525

11. Summary

A. Resilience. Estonia and Latvia had suffered lengthy political domination by Russia since the eighteenth 
century, and gained their independence after World War I, while Lithuania existed intermittently as a duchy 
of Poland. Each retained a strong sense of nationalism and did not want to be absorbed again into their larger 
neighbors. This nationalism provided the backbone of resistance to Soviet domination. 

B. Pre-Conflict Resistance Planning. The Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact took the Baltics by surprise. They did 
not have time to organize and develop a resistance capability in the short time before Stalin absorbed them as 
Soviet Socialist Republics. During that period they developed resistance groups in each country, but without 
national level organization. Afterwards, they welcomed the Germans in removing the Soviets but suffered Nazi 
repression, and could not develop a national level organization to face the returning Soviets in 1944. 

C. Integration of Resistance During Conflict. In each state, several organizations that existed in 1944 even-
tually merged into larger umbrella organizations. This may likely have been due to decreasing membership, 
capability, and hope, making the survival of individual organizations less likely. Communist resistance groups 
did not develop and compete against independence minded groups as in France and Poland.

D. External Support to Resistance. Despite the stated goals of the Atlantic Charter, the United States and 
Great Britain ceded the Baltics to the Soviets at the Yalta conference, as they had also done to Poland. Thus 
Baltic resistance received no material western support.

E. Resistance Strategy. The Forest Brothers relied on the intervention of the western powers in order to free 
them from the Soviets. Their strategy was to maintain themselves as a force, ready to assist allied armies as they 
fought the Soviets in the Baltics, and ready to reclaim national sovereignty. Toward that end, after costly, large-
scale battles against the Red Army in 1944, they conducted only smaller scale operations against smaller Soviet 
units and attempted to prevent collaboration with the Soviets. 

F. Restoration of Sovereignty. Sovereignty was not restored to each nation until the fall of the Soviet Union 
in December of 1991. Lithuania was the first Soviet republic to break from the Soviet Union in 1990 and was 
followed in 1991 by Estonia and Latvia.
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APPENDIX E

COLD WAR RESISTANCE CASE STUDIES

“No country can allow its safety to be wholly dependent on faithful observance by other  
states of rules to which they are obliged.”

    - Arthur Balfour

1. Introduction

Case studies of resistance organizations established during the Cold War are presented here as examples of what 
was done to elucidate what can be done. These case studies contain experiences from which we can learn today. 
They contain examples of mistakes and good ideas that can be adjusted to our present environment. The term 
stay-behind was used throughout these post-WWII European examples to describe what we refer to in this 
concept as resistance organizations. This difference in terms can be attributed to the contexts and perspectives of 
the times. Those stay-behind forces were organized first by individual member states, and then assembled under 
a NATO umbrella. Each state’s stay-behind forces had slightly different original reasons for their establishment 
and each contains lessons for the present. The first case study focuses on U.S. support to such organizations, 
while the others focus on national level stay-behind organizations developed in several European countries after 
WWII. Some of these organizations grew out of existing organizations involved in the fight against the Nazis, 
while others were established, with no previous experience, by a nation resisting an occupier (e.g., Switzerland). 

2. Case Studies Summaries

A. The first case study focuses on the framework that the United States established to support the stay-behind 
forces of its NATO allies. This study is different from the others in that it deals with U.S. authorities to assist 
allied and partner stay-behind organizations. This is significant because the U.S., its allies and partners, must 
understand each other and have a common basis. Nations ready to assist each other in this effort must establish 
cooperation through formal agreements and practical exercises in order to form a basis of understanding. 

B. Switzerland is the next study and offers both: 1) the perspective of a neutral nation preparing for resistance; 
and 2)   a very complete and transparent model. Uniquely among these studies, Switzerland not only had a 
very resilient society but also used its willingness to resist a potential occupier as a strong deterrent against that 
possibility. 

C. The case study of the formation of Italian stay-behind forces offers the perspective of a resistance capability 
born directly from war. The roots of this resistance organization, formed against communist incursion, predate 
the end of WWII. The Italian capability was initially focused on the cross-border threat from its communist 
neighbor, Yugoslavia, and fear of infiltration across that border, as well as fear of sympathizers offering cooperation 
from within Italian borders. It offers lessons of the potential misuse and misdirection of such an organization. It 
helps to explain why resistance organizations must be formed under strict and suitable legal and policy frame-
works and why their focus must be limited to resisting a potential occupier without coming close to resembling 
an internal intelligence organization, or acting against subversive groups or individuals. Both of those tasks are 
better performed by actual intelligence and law enforcement agencies. Lastly, the Italian stay-behind effort, 
eventually known as Gladio offers an examination of the consequences of not establishing clear legal and policy 
frameworks for such organizations. The negative political revelations of the Italian Gladio operation eventually 
helped to deconstruct most stay-behind organizations throughout Western Europe in the post-Cold War period, 
while leaving a very negative impression on the minds of politicians and citizens regarding such organizations. 

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/1433795?ref=international-law
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/1433795?ref=international-law
https://www.azquotes.com/author/838-Arthur_Balfour
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D. Norway, like most western European states, established its resistance capability under the threat of advancing 
communism. This study examines how that resistance capability was developed, piecemeal, into an eventual 
comprehensive capability. Due to its geography, population, and historical experience, Norway offers yet another 
perspective on the establishment of resistance organizations. Much like Italy, its resistance capability also later 
suffered due to inadequate legal and policy frameworks. 

3. Conclusion

In each of these studies we can discern the importance of legal and policy frameworks, established during peace-
time, by both the potential resisting nation and external allies and partners ready to offer assistance. It becomes 
apparent that a resistance organization should not be used to gather intelligence on political opposition, or for 
countering a perceived internal insurgency, even if fomented from outside the nation. Furthermore, political 
support for a nation’s resistance organization is inextricably linked to the frameworks established to support that 
organization, and which convey legitimacy to the organization among the citizenry and can retain legitimacy 
during an occupation. 
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CASE STUDY 1. HISTORICAL U.S. SUPPORT FRAMEWORK  
TO NATO STAY-BEHIND GROUPS526

“If I always appear prepared, it is because before entering on an undertaking, I have meditated long and  
have foreseen what may occur. It is not genius which reveals to me suddenly and secretly what  

I should do in circumstances unexpected by others; it is thought and preparation.”

         - Napoleon Bonaparte

1. Background

For the U.S., the concept of stay-behind organizations in Western Europe was part of a panoply of activities, 
conceived as measures of retaliation against Soviet threats and actions. Stay-behind organizations were kept 
distinct from other intelligence activities. However, “If you used a local labor union to fight the communists, it 
is quite possible that you would have asked the same labor leaders into the stay-behind network.”527

2. National Security Council Document No. 68 (NSC 68)

A. The most significant U.S. document spelling out the rationale for reacting to the Soviet threat was National 
Security Council document No. 68 (NSC 68) of April 14, 1950:

the United States and the other free countries do not now have the
forces in being and readily available to defeat local Soviet moves
with local action, but must accept reverses or make these local
moves the occasion for war – for which we are not prepared. This
situation makes for great uneasiness among our allies, particularly
in Western Europe, for whom total war means, initially, Soviet

occupation. . .528

[Therefore it is necessary to] strengthen the orientation toward the
United States of the non-Soviet nations, and help such of those
nations as are able and willing to make an important contribution
to U.S. security, to increase their economic and political stability

and their military capability.529

B. NSC 68 and other NSC enabling documents developed an array of actions considered as justified to be 
undertaken in order to cope with the Soviet threat. These actions included military assistance and training, 
economic aid to Western Europe, direct paramilitary operations conducted against the Soviet Union, and 
stay-behind forces.
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3. The Office of Policy Coordination (OPC)

A. For the U.S., the origins of the stay-behind program go back to the creation of the Office of Policy Coordination 
(OPC), authorized in National Security Council directive 10/2 on June 18, 1948.530 The OPC was the predecessor 
to the CIA’s Directorate of Operations. Though residing within the CIA, it took direction from the Departments 
of State and Defense. It was charged to organize and support “guerrilla movements” and “underground armies.” 
Its original mission was to assist in liberating Eastern European countries from communist control and pushing 
back the Soviet border to Russia.531 NSC 10/2 stated that overt foreign activities of the U.S. government must 
be supplemented by covert operations because of the “covert activities of the U.S.S.R.” It also recommended 
placing responsibility for them in a new entity. This new entity, OPC, would operate independently.532

B. Thus OPC was to be a new and independent body with the mission of carrying out peacetime operations. 
NSC 10/2 stated that such operations did not include armed conflict by recognized military forces, espionage 
and counterespionage, nor cover and deception for military operations. It defined such operations as covert 
activities related to information, economic warfare, preventive direct action (including sabotage, anti-sabotage, 
demolition, and evacuation measures) and subversion against hostile states (including assistance to underground 
resistance organizations, guerrillas, and refugee liberation groups).533 Thus, American justification for support 
to the stay-behind program was born.

4. Structure and Organization

OPC was activated on September 1, 1948 with Frank Wisner as its chief. By late October 1948, Wisner cate-
gorized “Functional Groups” of activities to be conducted by OPC. This was done with the help of an Advisory 
Council of representatives from the Army, Navy, Air Force, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the State Department. 
The functional groups encompassed the general areas of: psychological and political warfare, economic warfare, 
preventive direct action, and miscellaneous activities: 534

• Functional Group 1:  Psychological Warfare

o Program A – Press (periodical and non-periodical)
o Program B – Radio
o Program C – Miscellaneous (direct mail, poison pen, rumors, etc.)

• Functional Group 2:  Political Warfare

o Program A – Support of Resistance (Underground)
o Program B – Support of DPs [Displaced Persons] and Refugees
o Program C – Support of anti-Communists in Free Countries
o Program D – Encouragement of Defection

• Functional Group 3:  Economic Warfare

o Program A – Commodity operations (portion redacted)
o Program B – Fiscal operations (portion redacted)

• Functional Group 4:  Preventive Direct Action

o Program A – Support of Guerrillas
o Program B – Sabotage, Counter sabotage and Demolition
o Program C – Evacuation
o Program D – Stay-behind
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• Functional Group 5:  Miscellaneous

o Program A – Front Organizations
o Program B – War Plans
o Program C – Administration
o Program D – Miscellaneous

5. Stay-behind Forces, Piercing the Iron Curtain, and NATO

A. Stay-behind operations were also envisioned behind the Iron Curtain. A National Security Council directive 
of October 23, 1951 ordered that resistance forces be created in areas under Soviet control and be made opera-
tionally available in the event of war. As the authors of Battleground Berlin further related: “For OPC Germany, 
this meant creating ‘stay-behind’ assets in East Germany – clandestine operatives who would be equipped with 
radios and would remain inactive unless war actually came.”535

B. The U.S. military sought repeatedly to take over the stay-behind activity, but the CIA successfully resisted. 
The European division of OPC became the action arm for the stay-behind program. With the creation of 
NATO, stay-behind activity became connected with NATO, and eventually fell under a purpose created entity, 
named the Allied Coordination Committee (ACC). The ACC consisted of intelligence representatives of the 
member nations. Though all the nations were members of the ACC, not all were participants; for example 
Turkey, Greece, Portugal, Iceland, and Canada did not participate.536 Sweden and Switzerland may have been 
informal, intermittent participants.537 Specifically, the CIA dealt with Swiss military intelligence on the subject 
of placing communications equipment in parts of the country.538

C. In 1952, OPC was merged with the espionage element of the CIA, the Office of Special Operations. This 
meant that there was only one clandestine arm of the CIA, the Directorate of Operations (then known as 
the Directorate of Plans), and it was this element that dealt with the intelligence services in Europe on the 
matter of stay-behinds, among other things. Stay-behind organization and activity was conducted directly on 
a country-by-country, or bi-lateral, basis. The U.S. was thus organized to assist with European national level 
stay-behind organizations.

6. Summary

In order to be successful, resistance organizations should plan and coordinate with capable and supportive allies 
and partners. This planning should be done together and integrated as much as possible. As emphasized in the 
preceding chapters, though not necessarily contained in the U.S. framework reviewed above, such planning 
should also account for placement of a government-in-exile, which must receive immediate recognition and 
material support from allies and partners. Planning should likely include arms, communications equipment, 
and other material, cached within the threatened state for use by the resistance organization, and possible use 
by forces from partner nations.  There should also be planning for additional logistical support during conflict. 
Critical to legitimacy during both pre-crisis and conflict, this planning must also develop mutually supportive 
and integrated legal frameworks on both sides, capable of supporting both pre-crisis activities and resistance 
activities during conflict. Mutually integrated legal, informational, logistical, and operational frameworks are 
vital to success.
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“Victory is reserved for those who are willing to pay its price.”

- Sun Tzu

Shortly before World War I, the German Kaiser was the guest of the Swiss government to observe military  
maneuvers. The Kaiser asked a Swiss militiaman: “You are 500,000 and you shoot well, but if we attack  

with 1,000,000 men what will you do?” The soldier replied: “Shoot twice and go home.”

- Unknown 

1. Background

The Swiss Cold War Total Defense model was a whole-of-society approach to defense. The intent was to involve 
the whole country (i.e., private sector, local government, and NGOs), and not just the military, in national 
security. This also included economic and psychological mobilization of the population. The entire populace was 
subject to call-up for both military and nonmilitary functions, while the national infrastructure and industrial 
production base were co-opted and tooled for possible defense usage. This extensive civil defense network and 
wide civic integration achieved a high level of societal resilience. The Cold War Total Defense model was based 
on the Swiss experience during World War II, when Switzerland was able to deter Nazi Germany from invading 
this small nation on the border of the Third Reich. 

2. Resilience  

At the strategic level, the Swiss viewed the military as only one element of national power. They incorporated 
the diplomatic, informational, economic, and societal elements of national power into a traditional military 
domain. To boost resiliency and lower vulnerability to foreign propaganda, they maintained an objective national 
news service, promoted education, engendered national pride in Swiss institutions, and maintained reserve food 
supplies at the national, local, and individual levels. The Territorial Service was created as a new military branch 
shortly after WWII to provide internal security and protect the civilian population with assets such as auxiliary 
police/guard, hospital groups with medical transport, motor transport, and air defense.  The Territorial Service 
brigades had mixed/interagency headquarters focused on three main tasks: 1) Civil Defense: civilian popula-
tion defense with Canton (the equivalent to provinces or U.S. states) representatives in charge, along with the 
Department of Justice and Police; 2) Psychological Defense: information warfare with the Department of the 
Interior in the lead, and; 3) Economic Defense: led by the Department of National Economy. Civil defense 
against chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) threats became a cornerstone of population 
protection. The strategic objective was to make the society resilient to any form of outside aggression through 
a holistic Total Defense.

3. Information Activities

A general principle guiding Swiss efforts was dissuasion, a form of psychological deterrence. This concept was 
combined with powerful conventional forces, guerrilla resistance, and the planned self-destruction of Switzerland’s 
industrial, communications, and transportation networks to deny their usage to an enemy. This was intended to 
signal a potential aggressor that the only gain in attacking Switzerland would be the occupation of a hostile area, 
denuded of economic or transportation value, with continued resistance by a determined and armed population. 
The objective of Total Defense was to make Switzerland an indigestible hedgehog. The information activities 
were again heavily influenced by WWII experience when the nation was subjected to Nazi propaganda. The 
national resilience and defense messages of the time were promulgated during that period via military produced 

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/561692
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news reels and the satiric acts of cabaret artists. Some self-censorship was imposed to avoid reprisals and comply 
with the neutrality principles.

4. Total Defense and Resistance

A. A critical component of Total Defense was the ability to conduct resistance operations in enemy-occupied Swiss 
territory. A popular misconception is that the plan relied on the writings of Major Hans von Dach, contained in 
his seven-volume series Total Resistance, (printed as one short book in 1965) wherein he propagated a concept 
of resistance conducted by the entire population, which he termed “partisan warfare.”540 The Swiss General 
Staff rejected that advice due to concerns with the law of land warfare and the maintenance of governance over 
a population of partisans, and chose instead a conventional doctrine with an integrated resistance plan.541 The 
Swiss military’s other major concern was that an overemphasis on von Dach’s partisan warfare would neglect 
other important components of Total Defense.542 The Territorial Service included a stay-behind force as early 
as 1948.  However, the Soviet invasion of Hungary in 1956 highlighted the operational security limitations of 
maintaining this stay-behind element in the Territorial Service. By 1967, the requirement to train and equip a 
stay-behind force was transferred to the Military Intelligence Service.  

B. The government’s 1973 Swiss Security Policy Report stressed the need for resistance in occupied regions 
requiring a classical stay-behind unconventional warfare mission, and an organization to carry it out. Section 
426 of the report stated, “The occupation of the country must not mean that all resistance has ended. Even in 
this case, an enemy shall meet not only with the population’s antipathy, but also active resistance.”543 Section 
717 highlighted, “Guerrilla warfare and nonviolent resistance in occupied areas are being prepared within the 
limits of international law and will, if necessary, be carried out.”544  This remained unchanged until the end of 
the Cold War.

C. Resistance operations would be integrated with the operations of a robust conventional force. Swiss Army 
61 became the organizing concept for the military. It designated three field army corps designed to protect the 
heartland, and one mountain army corps for the alpine regions. These 4 army corps were organized into field, 
mechanized, mountain, and border divisions.545  At its peak, Swiss Army 61, based upon a militia concept of 
universal conscription, encompassed 625,000 personnel.546 This number stands in relation to a 1962 population 
of 5.5 million.547 The main battle doctrine revolved around a defense-in-depth, with static units to channel Soviet 
forces into destruction zones, and mobile units for counterattacks.548 An integral part of this plan was resistance 
in occupied Swiss territory. After the operative collapse of regular military units, their remnants would continue 
the fight in the occupied regions as guerrillas or partisans. In parallel, the civil population in these areas would 
practice nonviolent resistance within the parameters of international law. A pre-established resistance cadre 
organization would support and bring coherence to these efforts. The potential risk of repression and counter 
violence was noted, and the government called upon the populace to prepare itself for such eventualities.549  
In 1969, the government produced a booklet printed in the three primary languages of Switzerland (German, 
French, and Italian), entitled Civil Defense, and also known as the Red Booklet. Its purpose was to explain how 
to prepare for natural disasters and war, and to instill a spirit of patriotism and resistance against communism 
in an attempt to strengthen national resiliency. It was criticized for its ideological perspective but it contained 
much practical civil defense advice.

5. Resistance Organization

A. Switzerland set up covert organizations tasked with the conduct of resistance in the event of a full or partial 
Soviet occupation. The Swiss Federal Council also established a government-in-exile location in Ireland for such 
an eventuality.550 The Military Intelligence Service, which had been tasked with building a stay behind network, 
created the Special Service to organize popular resistance to the enemy, and supply the government-in-exile 
with intelligence. The Special Service was made up of three hierarchical levels, with the top level consisting of a 
small group of directing officers, members of the regular military who always dressed in their military uniforms 
and were responsible for the administration and training of the secret army. The second level was made up of so 
called trusted persons from across Switzerland who were responsible for the recruitment of resistance fighters and 
supporters. Those individuals formed the third level in their respective parts of the country. Persons recruited 
by the second level could themselves recruit new members to join the resistance organization.
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B. In 1979, an embarrassing spy scandal, the Bachmann-Schilling Affair, led to a parliamentary commission 
investigation (PUK-EMD), which concluded that there was insufficient oversight and training of the Special 
Service. The Swiss government transformed and re-designated the effort into Project 26 (P-26); a designation 
derived from the 26 Swiss cantons.551 Defense planners conceived it as a top-down, cadre-led structure, rather 
than a broad, decentralized civilian resistance movement as envisioned by von Dach. Leadership of the effort 
to establish and develop this organization remained with the Military Intelligence Service, but there was now 
a 5-member parliamentary oversight committee. Like the Special Service, the P-26 was organized into three 
levels. The command staff consisted mainly of senior military officials on civilian contracts or secondment. On 
the second, and core level, the cadre organization formed the secretive and well-trained nucleus of the resistance 
underground. This formation had a decentralized organizational model with distributed, clandestine cells. The 
third level would only have been recruited by the cadre if Switzerland had come under foreign occupation. P-26 
was tasked with recruiting and training core personnel who could continue the fight after an occupation. P-26 
executed this by setting up stay-behind arms caches, storing specialized equipment that would be required by 
the resistance organization, and organizing the necessary infrastructure for the coordinated command of the 
resistance from unoccupied parts of Swiss territory - or from a potential exile base.552 In essence, P-26 provided 
the framework for the creation of both an underground and a partial auxiliary. The underground is understood 
as a “clandestine cellular organization within the resistance movement that has the ability to conduct operations 
in areas that are inaccessible to guerrillas such as urban areas under the control of the local security forces,” 
and a partial auxiliary is “that portion of the population that is providing active support to the guerrilla force 
or the underground.”553

C. Operationally, the P-26 concept offers four areas for contemporary consideration on how to set up a clan-
destine organization for the conduct of resistance in the case of occupation. First, the group prepared for four 
possible and plausible operational scenarios:

• A foreign military transiting Switzerland and occupying only a portion of territory without the 
goal of full occupation.

• A foreign power attacking Switzerland and occupying a portion of territory with the ultimate goal 
of full conquest and occupation.

• Full conquest and occupation by a foreign army.

• The overthrow of the Swiss government by external forces resulting in the occupation of Switzerland.554

D. Second, the Swiss government placed the organization outside of the traditional military and government 
bureaucracy, to protect its members from discovery in the event of occupation, and to preclude its surrender 
as part of an overall capitulation agreement. Its military leader was hired under a private-sector contract, and 
personnel signed an employment convention via a front company delineating rights and obligations, with mem-
bers paid and insured discreetly by the federal government. During peacetime, P-26 fell under the direction of 
the Swiss Chief of the General Staff.555

E. Third, P-26 sought members who were balanced, independent, stress-resistant, and trustworthy, but with 
a low profile from both character and societal perspectives. They were to have regular jobs that would provide 
cover for periodic training absences. Many had no military service records and there were also a minority of 
females. Professions included educators, academics, medical field personnel, and engineers.556 Recruitment 
was slow, with careful vetting and selection. Once enrolled, members were trained and allocated to one of the 
approximately eighty resistance regions across the country. The manning for P-26 was set at 800 personnel, 
about half of whom had been recruited and trained by the time of its deactivation in 1990. The six-to-ten person 
units found in the eighty resistance regions were autonomous, and each had an active and sleeper cell assigned, 
with the active cell having no knowledge of the existence of the sleeper cell.557 A typical cell had an operational 
chief, communicator, courier, and demolitions/engineering specialist.558 

F. Fourth, the training was conducted in a centralized manner inside a military bunker near Gstaad, a tourist 
site in central Switzerland. Most training was conducted in 1 to 2 week increments about 3 to 4 times a year. 
Persons participating in this training could cover this time away by claiming that they were on vacation or holiday 
so as not to rouse suspicions or unwanted interest in their activities, and keep their membership secret from 
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co-workers and neighbors. The British provided some of the training based on their expertise. It took about five 
years for an individual to be fully trained. The bunker, nicknamed Schweizerhof, was also the central location 
where the equipment and supplies were maintained in peacetime. P-26 achieved a high degree of planning, 
detail, training, secrecy, and operational security for the operationalization of resistance plans during peacetime.  

G. A scandal known as the Secret Files Scandal shook the nation in 1989. The Swiss Government had been 
keeping files on about 900,000 of its citizen, roughly 15% of the population, under the codename Project 27. 
A distinct investigation conducted by a federal judge into P-26 led to a report that is still classified but did 
not find any wrongdoings by any of the individuals involved. The political climate at that time with the end 
of the Cold War and the revelations of other NATO stay behind networks in Europe, in particular Gladio in 
neighboring Italy, led to the Swiss government shutting down P-26 in 1990.  

6. Conclusions for Contemporary Planning

A. Although not actually tested by war and occupation, the Swiss example illustrates a pragmatic approach 
for a small state in preparing for resistance in the event of full or partial occupation of its national territory by 
foreign forces. Several lessons for evaluation come to the forefront.

B. First, the Swiss profile as a small country with limited resources has relevance for its equally small European 
cousins, and for many non-European nations as well. The Swiss P-26 resistance organization would have con-
ducted its operations in the rather flat Swiss Mittelland, which encompasses most of the population centers, 
as well as the industrial engines of the economy. This pre-alpine region is also not much different than the 
topography found in the Baltics. Additionally, the Swiss population is highly heterogeneous, having German, 
French, Italian, and Rhaeto-Romanic regions. The Swiss have successfully meshed these diverse cultural and 
ethnic groups into a single Swiss identity, providing a foundation for societal resilience and resistance to foreign 
occupiers. This prerequisite is an important lesson for similar heterogeneous nations. For example, the Baltic 
nations have Russian and Polish national minorities with varying but mostly successful degrees of integration.

C. Second, articulating the Total Defense concept and resistance mission in official national security documents 
provided clear and essential policy guidance for a whole-of-government approach to these efforts, by providing 
national level direction.. All elements of national power must be integrated into a defense concept and the 
psychological/information war component takes a leading position for preparation. Credible media outlets, an 
educated, critical-thinking population, and a degree of national pride are antidotes to adversarial propaganda 
campaigns.

D. Third, while guerrillas may come from parts of the armed forces, a clandestine cadre organization can provide 
one structural model for resistance preparation and clandestine network establishment, with new recruits being 
brought into the underground and auxiliary forces only after hostilities are initiated. Of particular interest is the 
recruitment of nonmilitary personnel conducted by the P-26. In an age of biometrics and electronic databases, 
this approach could provide a resistance organization a greater degree of security against a foreign occupiers’ 
pacification operations.

E. Fourth, resistance planning and operations must be well integrated with an adequate conventional military 
deterrent. Resistance operations alone are insufficient as a deterrent effect to dissuade an aggressor. The Swiss 
coupled a resistance concept and organization with a four-corps, 625,000-person conventional military force, 
which represented almost 12 percent of its population in time of national emergency.

F. Finally, Switzerland did not possess a true SOF capability during the Cold War. Today, SOF are traditionally 
responsible for unconventional warfare and resistance missions. SOF can be an important catalyst for resistance 
planning and preparation by facilitating unified action with their interagency brethren to achieve unity of effort 
in resistance operations. The Swiss Cold War experience provides a useful starting point for today’s national 
policymakers, and their SOF elements, in considering how to adapt the Cold War concept of Total Defense to 
current events - especially its critical resistance element. 
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7. Summary

A. Perceived Threat. The strategic objective of the Swiss holistic Total Defense approach was to make the society 
resilient to any form of outside aggression, albeit with the Soviet Union at the forefront of perceived foreign 
power threats. As part of the preparation against that particular threat, civil defense against CBRN threats 
became a focus in protecting the population. 

1) Resistance Organization and Preparation. The Swiss created a hierarchical, cadre-led structure instead 
of relying on a broad civilian movement. The cadre nucleus was carefully selected, vetted, and trained and the 
organization even provided for division into underground and auxiliary responsibilities. Recruits mostly held 
regular jobs to provide cover for periodic training absences, and many had no military records. The lowest 
tactical organizational level was the typical cell structure. The Swiss also chose a friendly foreign state in which 
to locate their government-in-exile to continue a legitimate government retaining national sovereignty. Finally, 
they engaged in dissuasive messaging to ensure a potential invader and occupier that it could not succeed, 
including the publicized planned destruction of their own industry and facilities to ensure that the enemy 
gained nothing valuable.

B. Policy and Legal Frameworks. The Swiss had a public policy and accompanying legal framework of Total 
Resistance, to assure both Swiss citizens and any potential occupier that the nation, led by the state, planned to 
continue resistance even if their conventional forces were defeated and the country was occupied.  Conventional 
troops would become resistance fighters if their formations were defeated, to ensure integration of conventional 
forces with the resistance organization. The Swiss also established a pre-crisis resistance cadre to lead resistance 
efforts. 

C. Outstanding Points. The resistance organization was placed outside of the Swiss military and government 
bureaucracy to prevent the discovery of its members in case of occupation. Its leader was hired under a private 
sector contract and cadre members were employed and paid via front companies. The full organization was not 
intended to be built out in peacetime. During peacetime, only the cadre level of personnel was recruited and 
trained. This meant that most cell members would be recruited during crisis or occupation. This legal structure 
was also an attempt to preclude its surrender in case of capitulation, as it was not part of the armed forces.
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CASE STUDY 3. ITALY: STAY-BEHIND GROUP  
-  OPERATION GLADIO559

“Insurrection by means of guerrilla bands is the true method of warfare for all nations desirous of  
emancipating themselves from a foreign yoke. It is invincible, indestructible.” 

- Giuseppe Mazzini

1. Background

A. In August 1990, during a parliamentary debate on terrorism, Italian Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti con-
firmed rumors of the existence of a secret network run by the Italian intelligence services during the Cold War. 
The network was established for the purpose of conducting stay-behind operations in case of an invasion by the 
forces of the Warsaw Pact, similar to structures in other NATO countries. The secret had been well preserved 
for almost 40 years. This revelation caused inquiries to other West European governments, which gradually 
admitted to possessing similar organizations.560

B. On September 8, 1943, an armistice was declared between Italy and the Allies. However, fighting in Italy 
continued between the Allies, remnants of the army loyal to Mussolini, and the Germans. Further, the battle 
began among Italians for the political future of Italy. The next twenty months saw conflict between networks 
of anti-fascist partisans, Mussolini’s supporters, and royalists, fighting each other for the future control of Italy. 
Further, this fighting occurred against the backdrop of an increasingly likely ideological confrontation between 
the Soviet Union and western powers. The partisans, Royalist armed forces, and fascists each possessed their 
own intelligence networks. The intelligence organizations of the military services each also had inner cores and 
objectives unknown to each other. Volunteers of the Crown was a paramilitary group fighting to preserve the 
monarchy.561  Army Volunteers for the Independence of Sicily fought in quasi-guerrilla warfare style, closely 
linked to local organized crime.562  Other organizations abounded throughout Italy until June 1945 when they 
were officially disbanded, bringing an end to most open conflict.

C. However, tensions remained in northeastern Italy where there was fear of a Yugoslav, communist takeover 
of the area. The area of Venezia Giulia was contested between Yugoslavia and Italy. Therefore, in November of 
1945, former members of the Committee of National Liberation of the city of Gorizia, established a clandes-
tine group of about 1,200 partisans for activation in case of attempted forcible annexation by Yugoslavia.563 
This tension with Yugoslavia also resurrected another wartime resistance organization named Osoppo in early 
1946. The Army’s Chief of Staff sanctioned the Osoppo group, and liaison was established between it and the 5th 
Territorial Command. In 1947 it was renamed as Voluntary Corps of Freedom (Corpo Volontaria della Liberta), 
with a strength of about 4,500. During the elections of April 1948, it was secretly deployed in the northeast 
region to protect against possible Yugoslav infiltration in support of a communist coup.564 

D. In 1950, that unit, derived from the original Osoppo, changed again. It was now codenamed “O,” and became 
a cadre organization, designed to expand to 20 battalions of 360 men each, for a total of 6,500 men. It was 
tasked with securing lines of communication, protecting civil and military installations, conducting guerrilla 
and counter-guerrilla operations, gathering intelligence, and reporting on enemy activities. Its weapons were 
stored in the depot of the 8th Alpine Regiment in Udine.

E. A U.S. Army intelligence report from 1947 noted the existence of an anti-communist movement named 
the Anti-Communist Clandestine Army (Esercito Clandestino Anticomunista), or ECA, whose goal seemed to 
be to prevent a communist takeover. There also existed several neo-fascist organizations, as well as the Italian 
Communist Party (Partito Comunista Italiano), or PCI, which was a communist network. Large numbers of 
communist partisans refused to surrender their weapons at the end of the war and Italian security forces discov-
ered large weapons caches over the course of the following years. Tensions existed between the PCI communist 
network which was suspected of colluding with the government of communist Yugoslavia. This suspicion 
resulted in the sanctioning of or non-interference with other anti-communist secret networks such as ECA, as 
a balance against the communist network.565
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F. In 1953, Italian Military Intelligence (Servizio Informazioni Forze Armate), or SIFAR, purchased a tract of land 
in a remote part of Sardinia, at Capo Marrargiu for the purpose of establishing a training camp for members of 
a resistance organization. It became known as the Saboteurs’ Training Center (Centro Addestramento Guastatori) 
or CAG, and was partially subsidized by the Americans.566

2. Structure and Organization

A. The structure of the stay-behind network was probably completed by late 1956. By late September, SIFAR 
authorized the creation of a training branch known as the Training Center (Sezione Addestramento) or SAD, 
inside the R office, the Foreign Intelligence office (Ricerche all’estero) of the Intelligence Service. The new body, 
activated by 1 October, included a head of section and two groups: one tasked with general organization and 
support for two large guerrilla units (codenamed Stella Alpina and Stella Marina), and one with permanent 
secretarial work and activation of the operational branches (intelligence, stay-behind, propaganda, escape, and 
guerrilla) and some smaller units kept in a high state of readiness. Between 1959 and 1964, two more groups 
were added: one for logistical and operational air activities to support a Light Aircraft Section (Sezione Aerei 
Leggeri) or SAL, originally created in 1958–59, and one for both long and short range communications. SAD 
also supervised the training and experimental activities of the CAG, which was defined as the operational and 
training base for the whole operation. Between 1964 and 1971, a new group was added to maintain liaison 
with the stay-behind operations in other NATO countries, and with the Alliance’s structures in charge of 
clandestine warfare.567

B. The name Gladio first appeared in documents resulting from U.S.-Italian discussions in October of 1956 
concerning the possible establishment of a joint organization for the Italian stay-behind effort. Between 1956 
and 1958, the tasks and the framework of the new network were further defined by a joint U.S.–Italian body 
named the Gladio Committee.568

C. The old Osoppo group was incorporated into the new Gladio operation and basically became the new Stella 
Alpina guerrilla unit, even retaining its old leader. Recruiting personnel for the new, smaller units did not begin 
until the end of 1958. Before then, the only significant step taken was the training of six members of SAD 
in the U.S. between October and November 1957. The immediate consequence of the formal creation of the 
new structure was the end of the previous stay-behind structure of Osoppo, which was officially terminated in 
October 1956. The political backdrop to these events which may have intensified efforts was the Suez Crisis of 
1956 and the Soviet invasion of Hungary in the same year. At the same time, the Italian Minister of Defense 
requested an increased American military presence.569

D. In 1959, a report from the SAD section of SIFAR identified the two guerrilla units, Stella Alpina and Stella 
Marina, as near fully operational. It also listed the main lines of effort of the organization as: completing the 
CAG, establishing operational doctrine, establishing a communications center to contact stay-behind units and 
to jam enemy broadcasting, constituting the 40 special nuclei operational branches, creating arms caches, and 
training cadres, among others.570

E. Within this structure, were 40 small nuclei (30 of which were activated by 1961) which would include two-
to-three members and two radio operators to carry out such tasks as intelligence (6 nuclei ‘I’), stay-behind (10 
‘S’), propaganda (6 ‘P’), evasion and escape (6 ‘E’), and guerrilla (12 ‘G’). They would be based on a grand total 
of about 172 men, under the leadership of about 32 organizers.  Then there would be five large guerrilla units 
in a high state of readiness, categorized as Rapid Response Units (Unita` di Pronto Impiego), or UPI, namely 
the Stella Alpina (which already a force numbering about 600, but intended to be brought up to a total of 
1,000 and be capable of mobilizing another 1,000 men), the Stella Marina (another 200 men), the Rododendro, 
Ginestra, and Azalea (each numbering between 100 and 200 men). Altogether, the five larger units would total 
a maximum of about 1,500 men, with an additional 1,500 to be mobilized if necessary.

F. According to the original documents on which later parliamentary reports were based, these estimates turned 
out to be too high: the list of external personnel recruited for the stay-behind operation (i.e., not including 
the SIFAR personnel acting as instructors, planners, etc.) never amounted to more than 622 with about half 
selected between 1958 and 1967, and the rest between 1967 and 1990.571
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G. The organizational plan focused mostly on northern Italy (defined as Zones I and II) but, as a second stage, 
it also conceived of extending operations to the central and southern parts of the country (Zones III and IV). 
The units were being prepared to operate either in case of occupation by the enemy or, in case of internal 
subversion, in order to spur the local population to resist and to maintain the continuity and presence of the 
national government, either as a shadow government, or representing and loyal to a lawful government-in-exile.

H. Arms caches were deployed throughout the possible zones of operation, with the risk of their being discovered 
and re-purposed. Between 1959 and 1960, most of this material was provided by the U.S., and stored in Naples 
before being sent to the CAG at Capo Marrargiu. By the early 1960s, there were enough supplies to equip 30 
out of the 40 nuclei which should eventually be set up: they included explosives, weapons, ammunition, rifles, 
hand grenades, daggers, mortars, light machine guns, pistols, rocket launchers, radios, binoculars, and various 
other devices. When the matter was investigated in 1990, the Italian secret service provided the parliamentary 
committees with a list of 139 caches. The weapons were usually stored underground and their deployment was 
done at night, to maintain secrecy of the deployment of the caches and the greater operation. Nevertheless, 
two of them were accidentally found; one by some workers in 1966 and a second one in 1968 by a Carabinieri 
patrol. This led to the decision to withdraw the arms caches in 1972, which was completed by June 1973. All 
the equipment was recovered, with the exception of two caches of light arms.572

I. Unfortunately, there was a gradual evolution of the original principles according to which the project should 
operate. Some of the larger guerrilla units designated to operate near the Yugoslav border were gradually tasked 
to keep under control, and if necessary neutralize, subversive activities conducted in peacetime in their areas. 
Additionally, the U.S. representatives on the Gladio committee expressed their desire to intensify the activities 
of the operation. In particular, they suggested that some of the programs be adjusted to the principles of coun-
terinsurgency (COIN) doctrine. The U.S. military and the Kennedy administration would then promote use 
of the Italian base for external activities unrelated to Gladio. This would have included COIN training courses 
for foreign elements (particularly Africans), utilizing Italian instructors outside of Italy for the same purpose. It 
also would have included activating some members of Gladio on Italian territory to partake in propaganda and 
counterpropaganda. According to the released documents, these American initiatives were never agreed upon 
and the only COIN effort occurred during one exercise named Delfino in 1966.573

3. Conclusion

Though much information is still classified, the general outlines of Gladio are known. In the immediate after-
math of WWII, Italian security concerns were focused on the northeast Trieste area, due to fear of influence and 
incursion by communist Yugoslavia. The operation was formed to deal with the fear of enemy occupation by 
organizing a clandestine resistance in peacetime to deal with such an occurrence, and to maintain state legitimacy 
in occupied territory. The released documents provide evidence of an extremely high degree of coordination 
and cooperation with the U.S., including partial American financing and provision of arms and equipment.574

4. Summary

A. Perceived Threat. Immediate post-war conflict existed between networks of anti-fascists, Mussolini sup-
porters, royalists, and those who supported integration with the western Allies of WWII. Additionally, there 
was concern about communists and their potential to break off a northeast chunk of Italy, due to proximity to 
communist Yugoslavia.

B. Resistance Organization and Preparation. A designated resistance organization was placed within the intel-
ligence service. Its structure contained guerrilla units as well as intelligence, escape and propaganda networks. 
It sought to establish operational doctrine, and it did eventually establish a small nuclei of cells, supported by 
caches of arms and communications equipment. Information concerning whether plans existed for an exiled 
government was not released. 
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C. Policy and Legal Frameworks. A lack of legal framework for the resistance organization and its efforts was 
a major contribution to the problems it faced when knowledge of its existence was made public. Suspicions 
surrounding its internal activities against Italian citizens (which may have been criminal), along with strongly 
perceived foreign (American) influence, ensured that the legacy of Gladio would make the establishment of 
such organizations in the future extremely difficult.

D. Outstanding Points. Eventually, part of this effort was directed near the Yugoslavian border with the task of 
identifying, and if necessary neutralizing, pro-communist subversive elements that sought to unite with Yugoslavia. 
The United States almost misdirected this Italian effort by seeking to transition it into a counterinsurgency role. 
Such a role may have assisted in the countersubversion task near Yugoslavia in northeast Italy, but such a task was 
outside the scope of a resistance organization. The Italian effort suffered from altered and confused intent in its 
early years, as well as an absence of clear policy and legal frameworks justifying and protecting these activities.
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“In the light of our wartime experience, a determined will to fight on even after military defeat and  
occupation is an essential part of a small country’s defense preparedness.”577

- Defence Minister Jens Christian Hauge

1. Background

A. Norway was propelled to develop a stay-behind capability after WWII based on several events, including its 
own occupation during the war. In March of 1947, the United States proclaimed what came to be known as 
the Truman Doctrine.578 This was a new policy whereby the United States committed to assist nations under 
communist threat. The initial effort focused on preventing communist takeover in Greece and protecting Turkey 
from perceived Soviet threats regarding the Dardanelles. In May of 1947, communists took over Hungary, and 
the Marshall Plan was announced in June 1947. In February 1948, the communists took over Czechoslovakia, 
followed by a Soviet offer of a non-aggression pact to Finland two days later. In that same month, the Norwegian 
Prime Minister publicly warned about and called for vigilance against the internal threat posed by the Norwegian 
Communist Party.579 Based on these events, Norway began its stay-behind plans.

B. This stay-behind program began with three classified activities code-named Saturn, Jupiter, and Uranus.  
Saturn was a project to cache about 50 radio transmitters throughout strategic points in the country. These would 
be assigned to persons not previously involved in similar activities, to avoid a potential occupier discovering the 
persons, and would be activated only under occupation or internal coup.580

C. The next effort was to establish an organization for intelligence collection and sabotage behind enemy lines, 
prepared well ahead of time, and not improvised during a crisis. This was most likely code-named Jupiter.  Its 
initial purpose was to establish a network to protect important industry and factories against infiltration and 
sabotage. Interestingly, private initiatives for this purpose were already underway. The intent was to guard against 
fifth column581 subversive activities. This evolved into a counterespionage effort to protect industry, while also 
providing the capability to collect wartime intelligence against an occupying power.582

D. Complementing this was the creation of a partisan action organization. This partisan organization was dis-
tinguished from guerrilla activity. Guerrilla warfare was to be conducted by special commando type units, left 
behind by a retreating army to operate behind enemy lines in occupied territory. Partisan units would conduct 
sabotage and underground activities in occupied territory against targets of military significance. This partisan 
organization would require a high level of preparedness in peacetime. It was designated as FO 4, which was 
derived from the name given to Norway’s Defense High Command in exile during the war, which planned and 
executed sabotage and other underground activities in occupied territory. These partisan groups would be based 
on small action groups of two to four men, with access to pre-positioned caches of radios, weapons, and other 
supplies. They would be recruited from Army and Home Guard non-commissioned officer ranks with local 
area knowledge. Veterans from the wartime resistance were only to be used as instructors because they could be 
too easily identified and eliminated by an occupier through local informers.583

E. In the spring of 1949, these code-named, partially filled organizations became a secret organization under the 
Chief of Defense Staff, named Rocambole. It subsumed the previous Saturn, Jupiter, and FO 4 efforts. Its purpose 
was to perform isolated missions in occupied territory. Its tasks were destruction of material targets, organizing 
larger secret groups, reception of airlifted personnel and supplies, reconnaissance, special intelligence, guerrilla 
actions, assassinations, and protection of installations and communications during liberation of territory. Notably, 
guerrilla warfare was no longer excluded from its missions, and intelligence work was clearly within its tasks.584
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F. Rocambole was intended to establish fifteen five-man groups. In organizational cadre fashion, only the leader 
and radio operator for each group would be recruited and trained, with other members being nominated but 
not activated. If all of Norway fell under occupation, then a wartime headquarters would be established in 
Great Britain. From its beginning in spring of 1949, Rocambole was primarily occupied with training security 
officers for important industrial firms and acquiring suitable radio equipment and training radio operators. By 
the end of 1949, training was completed for nine group leaders and seven radio operators, and Rocambole had 
become a tripartite, U.S.-U.K.-Norwegian, effort. By the end of 1949, the plan for Rocambole was expanded to 
between fifteen and forty five groups of five men each, with a corresponding number of secret caches containing 
explosives, weapons, ammunition, food, field equipment, and communications equipment. The organization’s 
primary intent was to conduct sabotage against industries within occupied territory that could be of use to the 
enemy, and its secondary intent was to secure critical sites and communications facilities within free territory 
if Norway fell under partial occupation.585

G. The basic outline was a secret network of small, well-equipped groups, only mobilized after partial or full 
occupation. There would be an initial period of concealment during which time these groups would find cover 
and carry out reconnaissance and detailed planning, with only selected groups being switched quickly to the 
active phase. The caches were established under an assumption that they could not be resupplied for 12 months.586

H.Rocambole peacetime leadership consisted of eight men. After mobilization, it would become twice as large, 
with staff responsibilities divided among communications, operations, intelligence, training, personnel, and 
supplies. The mobilized leadership would establish itself initially within Norway, with assistance from American 
and British intelligence agencies, and displace to an allied country if Norway fell under full occupation. During 
the first few years of establishing the organization, there were staff meetings about once per week, with American 
and British intelligence services attending.587

I. In 1950, the Rocambole staff received a house in the Smestad camp in northwest Oslo as its headquarters, 
while also preparing a disaster plan for rapid mobilization and transfer of cadre staff to an allied country in case 
of critical developments. A sense of urgency was createded by the world political situation, particularly the war 
in Korea. During this time, Rocambole also conducted “pilot operations” which consisted of groups practicing 
deployment to cache locations. A joint American-British proposal to carry out a practice mobilization of the 
whole organization was rejected as jeopardizing the organization and its members.588

J. By 1951, several training courses were being conducted. These courses consisted of some sort of basic course, 
a special industrial course, and radio operator’s course. By the end of the year, twenty seven group leaders and 
twenty seven radio operators were trained and deployed in northern Norway, which was considered the area 
under the greatest threat.589

K. By 1952, information had been collected on “key categories of sabotage targets,” which comprised radar 
installations, airfields, communication lines and nodes, fuel depots, and significant industry. Other High North 
targets included some major highways and power stations. Planning became intense for the northern part of 
Norway, especially Finnmark, due to its proximity to the Soviet Union. By autumn of 1952, a total of ninety 
one persons had been trained as cadre and organized into thirty two groups, each with a radio station and radio 
operator.590

2. Intelligence

A network of intelligence agents tasked to perform general military intelligence work in occupied territory 
was begun under the cover name of Lindus, but later called Group 27.  By May of 1950, it had established 
forty stations with radio operators in southern Norway. During that summer, two additional networks were 
established. The first, Group 67, was a stay-behind organization tasked to collect and pass on political and 
economic information and brief agents about to be infiltrated into occupied territory. The second was Group 
134, which was a counterintelligence or counterespionage group tasked to infiltrate the enemy’s security services 
in occupied territory to warn of danger. As with Rocambole, these networks, excluding Group 134, were only 
supposed to be established in skeleton or cadre form during peacetime. Group 134 members had to establish 
their trusted communist bona fides before a crisis in order to be able to infiltrate the enemy, if necessary. There 
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is insufficient public information available to know whether, or to what degree, this was accomplished. Group 
33 was organized to report on movements of enemy planes and ships and trained fourteen stations. Group 
45 was established for meteorological data. Group 74 was organized to evacuate certain Norwegian and allied 
personnel, but was not an escape and evasion organization. Blue Mix was the escape and evasion organization.591

3. Costs

Costs were minimal. The majority of personnel were unpaid volunteers. Their motivation was idealistic, without 
remuneration beyond very minor gifts such as books or compensation for lost earnings.592

4. NATO

A. In August 1951, Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR) established an ad hoc committee, titled the 
Clandestine Planning Committee, or CPC, but it was only open to the U.S., Great Britain, and France, with 
other nations invited only when their interests were involved as the meeting subject. Early on, it was established 
that stay-behind elements were first and foremost instruments at the disposal of their national governments, 
with the primary task of forming the nucleus for the re-capture of lost territory.

B. At the start of this coordination, Norway insisted that it would command and control stay-behind forces 
and not place them under NATO command.593

“During the last war, the Norwegian government was located outside the boundaries of the country, but its 
constitutional powers remained in legal order and it exercised its functions as government throughout the ene-
my’s occupation of Norway. […] Under the influence of these experiences the Norwegian government views it 
as self-evident that it should retain responsibility for political leadership in the country – also in occupied parts 
of the country. Were the leadership of the resistance movement to be subordinated to an American general and 
his international staff, this would incite a political storm in the country if it became known before an occupa-
tion – and after an occupation it would provide an excellent basis for enemy propaganda.”594

C. However, the relationship between national control and NATO supervision was a recurring topic, until the 
establishment of the Allied Clandestine Coordination Groups, or ACCG, at Supreme Headquarters Allied 
Powers Europe (SHAPE) and subordinate commands. ACCG documents affirmed that “Command and control 
will at all times be retained by the respective National Clandestine Services.”595  

D. In furtherance of both national control and organizational safety and continuity, critical information was 
sealed, and deposited in the Norwegian embassies in London and Washington. These sealed files contained 
copies of personnel records in both the Rocambole and Blue Mix organizations, and the information necessary 
to establish and run the radio communications networks for the various services.596

5. NATO Plans for Guerrilla Warfare to Delay and Slow a Soviet Attack

A. By 1961, NATO viewed war in Europe in two phases as a result of potential Soviet attack. The first phase 
would consist of large-scale maneuver warfare lasting about thirty days. The second phase would last longer and 
be characterized by efforts to regroup and re-supply. NATO leadership did not expect the Soviets to be able to 
occupy large parts of Europe. It was seen as desirable for stay-behind activities to be conducted in areas from 
which NATO forces were forced to temporarily retreat. SHAPE accepted that stay-behind activities were purely 
national responsibilities, but it still desired coordination for intelligence operations and evasion and escape 
operations. This effort would go through the ACCG (Renamed Consultative and Coordinating).

B. SHAPE desired to delay an attacking enemy’s advance. In line with this, Norway established an organization 
separate from its stay-behind organization to conduct delaying activities. It planned for twenty groups comprising 
a total of 375 men. They would be tasked to assist in the early phase of a war by obstructing strategic railway 
lines, oil pipelines, and ports, while supporting allied air activity, and hindering enemy advance movement for 
the establishment of tactical air bases. Planning or assessments then extended to the earliest operational stages 
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of such a war and foresaw the launching of such activities as early as possible. This necessitated coordination 
with friendly neighbors, which meant early operations on Swedish and Finnish territory, though most likely 
conducted by those nations. As early as 1953, Norwegian-Finnish planning had begun for such operations.597

6. Post 1970 

A 1996 report from the Lund Commission, appointed to investigate allegations of illegal surveillance, provides 
the primary material for information after 1970. According to that report, the elaborate district-by-district 
organization was abandoned by the 1970’s and replaced by a more informal network. Also, in 1974, a network 
named Argus was established for intelligence missions and evasion and escape activities, and in 1978, it attained 
a more military structure with leaders appointed from the military. Further, the 1978 revelation of an arms 
cache in the Oslo residence of a Norwegian ship owner resulted in the re-location of all privately housed caches 
onto military bases. In 1980, the Norwegian stay-behind effort joined NATO’s Allied Coordination Committee 
(ACC), which was likely the continuation of the ACCG. Directives affirmed that command and control of 
stay-behind organizations were a national responsibility in both peace and war with coordination conducted 
to facilitate joint exercises, economize resources, and establish common terminology. In 1983, Rocambole, the 
sabotage network, was disbanded. In 1991, after the Italian Gladio revelations, the CPC and ACC were dis-
banded. As fear of invasion waned, primarily from the 1970s onward, stay-behind forces’ raison d’être began 
to vanish. Further, allegations of improprieties, even if mostly unfounded, contributed to the decline of the 
stay-behind organizational concept. After the Gladio affair in Italy, stay-behind organizations all gained a bad 
reputation and were also very difficult to justify after the fall of the Soviet Union.598

7. Summary  

A. Perceived Threat. External communist threats convinced the Norwegian government to establish a resistance 
organization. The primary concern seemed to be communist penetration of its society. The nation otherwise did 
not have significant internal divisions. The organization initially focused on intelligence collection and sabotage 
behind enemy lines. The purpose was to protect important industry and factories against infiltration and sabo-
tage. This was intended to guard against fifth column activities. It thus evolved into a counterespionage effort. 

B. Resistance Organization and Preparation

1) Complementing this intelligence effort was a partisan organization (distinguished in the Norwegian lexicon 
from guerrilla warfare which is conducted by stay-behind special commando units) designed to conduct sab-
otage and underground activities in occupied territory. These partisans were based on very small teams with 
access to pre-positioned caches of arms, communications equipment, and other supplies. The whole program 
was placed under the Chief of Defense Staff, with plans for the displacement of the headquarters in wartime 
to Great Britain.

2) The outline of the organization was as a secret network of small, well-equipped units mobilized after occu-
pation. Initially they would conceal themselves, then conduct reconnaissance and planning. Then selected 
groups would conduct actions. The caches were supplied to sustain groups for twelve months. Sabotage would 
be conducted against industries within occupied territory that could be of use to the enemy. Training courses 
were established for intelligence and partisan personnel. 

C. Policy and Legal Frameworks. Though under military leadership, most personnel were unpaid volunteers 
motivated by idealism. The organization’s legal framework was problematical, resulting in allegations of illegal 
surveillance by it. Further allegations of improprieties after the Italian Gladio revelations, combined with the 
fall of the Soviet Union, contributed to its further decline.

D. Outstanding Points. Security and secrecy concerning the existence and hierarchy of the organization, its 
cadre members, and potential operations were duly treated as critical to organizational survival and success. 
Additionally, the government insisted on maintaining national, versus NATO, operational control. For these 
reasons of national control, and to ensure safety and survivability, copies of personnel records in both the 
Rocambole and Blue Mix organizations, and the information necessary to establish and run the radio commu-
nications networks for the various services, were sealed and deposited in the Norwegian embassies in London 
and Washington.
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APPENDIX F

CASE STUDIES LESSONS LEARNED

“Only a fool learns from his own mistakes. The wise man learns from the mistakes of others.”

 - Otto von Bismarck

1. Introduction

A. An examination of the case studies, as compared to the suggested organization and actions laid out in the 
main body of this concept, can elucidate certain salient points and commonalities. Since this is not a critique of 
the past actions of others, nor a claim to having created the standard within this volume for the establishment 
of resistance organizations, this section is not a point by point comparison or an excessively detailed analysis. 
Rather, it is a general review within selected groupings of topics. These groupings are themselves a summary of 
the suggestions laid out in this volume, and the information summarized within them reflects the salient points 
and commonalities brought out within the case studies.

B. First is a review of the World War II case studies. The actual historical occurrence of these events offers the 
benefit of hindsight, and some ability, at the risk of over-simplification, to rate organizations and activities as 
successful or unsuccessful. This review includes some causal analysis, while being acutely mindful of the context 
in which these struggles occurred. The Baltic resistance of the Forest Brothers will again be included in this 
section, since that resistance, though fought mostly after WWII, arose as a resistance struggle during the war, 
with strong roots in the first Soviet occupation.

C. The selected Cold War case studies reviewed resistance networks that were established to varying degrees 
based on the context of the Soviet threat of the time. Except for the Italian networks applied in the immediate 
post-war period against feared communist penetration from Yugoslavia, these networks were never activated 
against an enemy, because the Soviet Union never invaded the countries in question. Except for Switzerland, 
each of these nations was to some degree occupied during WWII, and it can be assumed that these networks 
were established to a large degree based on lessons learned from WWII resistance organizations. In fact, some of 
them grew directly from WWII organizations. The studies from this era offer insight mostly into the perceived 
threat, organizational methodology, strategic messaging, and legal and policy frameworks – rather than success 
or failure in application. 

2.  Second World War Case Studies

A. Resilience

1) In this concept, we defined resilience as the will of the people to maintain what they have – “The will and 
ability to withstand external pressure and influences and /or recover from the effects of that pressure or influence.”

2) Chapter Two reviewed several factors contributing to resilient nations. Those factors included a sense of 
national identity, psychological preparation, vulnerability recognition and reduction, preparation, interoper-
ability with external supporters, and planning for resistance. 

3) The WWII case studies in Appendix D revealed several strengths and weaknesses regarding resilience 
within each nation studied, including the Philippines for purposes of this description. The primary facts or 
experiences influencing national resilience within the surveyed nations included recent wars and occupations, 
ethnic diversity or minority ethnic commonality with the aggressor nation, and divergent internal ideological 

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/419698
https://www.azquotes.com/author/1426-Otto_von_Bismarck
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groups (communists) adhering to or seeking unity with a foreign nation. National identities were affected to 
varying degrees by ethnic identities and how well integrated those identities were in the national identity. The 
draw of communist ideology was present in each of the four cases, and internally divided nations as resisters 
sought to either restore pre-war governance ideas or bring about communism. The concerned governments 
may have conducted extensive pre-war population vulnerability assessments and taken actions to reduce those 
vulnerabilities, however, we have little evidence of this. Full exploration of this topic is beyond the scope of 
the present volume, but assessing the success of these activities would be an excellent subject for further study. 
The WWII case studies revealed an overall lack of adequate preparation to continue the struggle against the 
occupier through organized national resistance. There were no resistance plans, and thus no interoperability 
plans or exercises, with other nations. Lack of preparation for resistance during occupation contributed to 
lower resiliency in these nations. 

a) Wars and Occupations

(1) Relatively recent wars had both positive and negative effects on resiliency. In France, the late nineteenth 
century war with Prussia demonstrated the costs of guerrilla warfare in terms of French lives lost and phys-
ical destruction brought about by reprisals. France’s World War I experience left a deep scar on its society 
from the incredibly massive loss of so much of a generation of its young men. These relatively recent costs 
of war, though not the only factor, contributed much to its weak national resiliency against the invading 
Nazi-German forces, and its willingness to come to terms with its enemy while attempting to preserve its 
honor and sovereignty in the form of Vichy France. 

(2) In the Philippines, the most recent war was the uprising against the Americans immediately following 
the U.S. assuming sovereignty over the Philippine islands after the Spanish-American War. That war ended 
relatively amicably with the surrender of its leader, who then became the leader of the Philippines, but 
without continuing a military or political war against the United States. The ensuing decades of American 
occupation involved large degrees of cooperation and economic benefit to the Filipinos. The Americans 
and Filipinos developed mutual affinity. This made their relationship extremely resilient when faced with 
Japanese aggression. This degree of adherence, coupled with American assurances of Filipino independ-
ence after the war, as opposed to continued domination by Imperial Japan, activated Filipino nationalism. 
Filipinos worked in concert and cooperation with American goals against the Japanese. Thus, the last war 
fought by many Filipinos against the United States did not weaken either. In fact, they formed bonds of 
friendship which sustained their mutual efforts and survived from the beginning of the war through to the 
end. There was no cleavage for the Japanese to exploit, nor did the Japanese adequately attempt to create 
such cleavage during their occupation. 

(3) Poland and the Baltic States of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania each experienced degrees of Germanic 
or Russian domination for centuries. During and after World War I, they each gained their national inde-
pendence and were able to form states. Each also successfully engaged in wars to protect themselves from 
Russian communists immediately after World War I. This helped solidify the national identity in each 
country, and gave them confidence in their survivability as nations against their more powerful neighbors. 
Poland, in particular, developed many NGOs with civic and charitable focuses, which sometimes operated 
as quasi-governing institutions in the period between the two world wars. This concept of self-help assisted 
it to quickly develop underground organizations. Thus, these recent successful war experiences helped 
form their national identities and gave them confidence to survive as nations. Those recent successful early 
twentieth century wars were major factors in the positive resilience of these nations due to their effects on 
national identity.

b) Nationality and Ethnic Identities 

(1) In France, the factor of ethnicity was minimal. France had a well formed, strong, historic national iden-
tity. The regions of Alsace and Lorraine were mixed between French and Germans, but these border regions 
with their mixed identity did not have a major impact on the war and were not a major battle ground.

(2) Filipinos, for the most part, identified as a nation of people, with physically isolated minorities. Their 
presence on an archipelago of islands formed their identity, and allowed for degrees of sub-cultures, but 
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there was a majority common ethnic identity on the major islands which were the primary battleground and 
prize. Where there were differences which the Japanese could have used to access points of political leverage 
and turn them into military leverage, they failed to do so by treating all Filipinos as subordinate to them. 

(3) Poland had a very large German population in the westernmost part of its new state. When Nazi Germany 
invaded, it created a separate government for the portion with the large German population thus using 
ethnic leverage well to seize territory. However, this separation meant that the rest of Poland contained an 
ethnic Polish majority with less risk of a portion of its population adhering to a foreign nation. The exception 
was the minority Ukrainian population, which the Soviets in particular were able to leverage against the 
ethnic Poles. The very large Polish Roman Catholic majority allowed for ethnic solidarity against German 
and Russian domination.

(4) The Baltic nations were incorporated into larger neighboring states for much of the previous several 
centuries, but had each formed cultures and individual national identities that were basically European 
and not Russian. The primary ethnic problems within these nations revolved around the ethnic Russians 
that were settled into these lands during the Soviet occupations. These Russians presented a problem for 
national anti-Soviet solidarity. Small portions of these populations continue to form potential leverage or 
access points within those nations.

c) Communist Ideology

(1) Communism was a major factor during both French 
and Polish resistance efforts, as a competitor to national 
resistance, with the intent of bringing about a Soviet 
aligned communist government. It was a lesser factor in 
Filipino-American resistance. In the Baltics, communist 
ideology combined with the power of the state to bring 
about the gradual destruction of the Forest Brothers. 
In France, adherents formed networks to support this 
ideology prior to WWII. During WWII, they saw the 
opportunity to bring about a communist government 
for France after the Germans were ejected. Part of their 
strategy was to engage in violent direct action against the 
Germans to cause German reprisals against the French 
population in the hope that these reprisals would cause 
more French citizens to join the communist cause. The 
communist networks were in constant competition 
with non-communist networks. Luckily for France, the 
Soviets were too geographically distant to assist them. 
Additionally, de Gaulle, the British, and the Americans 
adequately supported the non-communist networks and 
starved the communist networks of enough support to 
suffer their deserved demise. Yet, this internal competi-
tion was a major factor throughout the time of resistance against the Germans.

(2) In Poland, communist groups received support from their ideological brethren in the adjoining Soviet 
Union. This support, along with the physical entry of Soviet forces, allowed the communist cause to win, 
and crushed the more organized, widespread, and supported Polish Underground State. The communist 
groups won due to external support by a large and powerful neighbor, while the more legitimate forces of 
a free Poland lacked such support due primarily to geography.

(3) In the Baltics, communist ideology was less of a factor than in Poland. This was probably due to the fact 
that the ideology was so closely associated with their very powerful Russian neighbor that had dominated 
at least two of the three nations for so much of their history, while the third also recognized the danger 
associated with this mostly Russian propagated ideology. Therefore, communist fifth columns inside of 
these nations were less effective.

The concept of national resilience has many 
components and is very contextual. Previous 
wars and occupations strengthened the resil-
ience of some nations but weakened the resil-
ience of others. Ethnic identity was a major 
factor in each state and an internal ethnic 
population similar to the occupier typically 
weakened national resilience, as these popu-
lations were used as points of leverage by the 
occupier. An exception is the Japanese who 
failed to use internal Filipino ethnic divisions. 
Communist ideology was a major factor in 
each case except for the Philippines (though 
the communists there became a large post-war 
problem). Communist networks offered inter-
nal competition and threatened the restoration 
of independent governments. They were suc-
cessful where they were geographically close to 
the Soviet Union and too distant for support 
from the western allies.
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(4) In the Philippines, the communist Huks sought to establish a post-war communist government in the 
archipelago but they had minimal support among the population, no support by the Americans, and the 
Japanese occupiers were also anti-communist. Therefore, despite the presence of communist groups in the 
islands, their ideology was a minimal factor affecting the resistance and the post-war outcome. 

d) Pre-Conflict Resistance Planning

Prior to WWII, none of the states in the case studies made 
plans for establishing resistance as a form of warfare, or 
establishing intelligence or logistical networks. This may 
have been because establishing such an effort may have 
appeared to signal impending defeat, though this is specula-
tion. The Polish state engaged in hasty planning immediately 
prior to being invaded, which laid the basis for the gradual 
formation of their Polish Underground State. The Baltic 
nations prepared for the second Soviet occupation based 
on their experiences of the first and on occupation by Nazi Germany, but could not plan as a state entity 
while under German occupation. Each state had pre-war underground communist networks to some extent.

B. Establishment of Resistance Networks

1) Each of the nations in the case studies established resistance networks. The communist networks had 
advantages in that they were established prior to WWII. These communist organizations were either driven 
underground by the national governments, or existed as underground networks seeking the overthrow of the 
national governments and typically unification with the Soviet Union.

 2) The initial French underground networks were communist, formed in 1936. After the German invasion and 
division of France into occupied and unoccupied zones, other non-communist networks sprang up. Initially, 
these were not externally directed and each was basically purpose driven, such as gathering intelligence to send 
out of France to the Allies or escape networks. Later, many of these networks became loyal to de Gaulle and 
his provisional government. British and American intelligence and special operations agencies also established 
specific networks to directly assist the coming invasion of France. The Jedburgh teams, formed with American, 
British and French members, though short lived as a program, were formed to provide direct assistance to the 
maneuver of Allied conventional forces, using local French networks.

3) The Poles had many organizations or associations that functioned outside of government and became tem-
plates for underground networks. Immediately prior to occupation by the Germans and Russians, the Polish 
government tasked its military to form underground networks. These networks eventually combined with 
other independent networks to form the Polish Underground State. This became the most organized resistance 
in Europe. Despite its organization and many successful operations, such as smuggling German rocket parts 
to the west, it lacked western material support and was eventually crushed by the Soviets. 

4) The Baltic States also had organizations and associations independent of government. Their anti-Soviet 
resistance, both active and passive, began under the first Soviet occupation. They continued underground 
activity while under German occupation, and as the German occupation ended, their resistance became 
highly organized. It contained a strong military component to fight the Soviets as they re-entered the Baltic 
States to reclaim them as Soviet Socialist Republics. Gradually, they were ground down from large, organized, 
uniformed military units into smaller networks, surviving by hiding in the woods in underground bunkers. 
Lacking Western material support they eventually failed.

5) In the Philippines, neither the United States, which held sovereignty over the islands, nor local Filipinos 
established resistance organizations prior to the Japanese invasion. As in the European examples, the commu
nists already had an organization, but without significant outside support such as what the Soviets were able 
to provide to Polish and Baltic communist organizations. They had little effect on the Japanese and were not 
able to compete adequately with the resistance groups eventually established by the American military. American 
and Filipino soldiers escaping Japanese capture fled to the inner parts of the islands and established the first 

The existence of pre-conflict networks was 
not determinative of success. The pre-con-
flict communist networks began resistance 
efforts faster, but success was determined by 
the extent of external assistance. However, 
pre-crisis establishment of resistance network 
human and physical infrastructure, within 
legal and policy frameworks, can lend credibil-
ity, legitimacy, and unity to a resistance effort. 

Each nation surveyed began with many groups 
of resisters whose networks and were eventually 
brought together under the auspices of one or 
more umbrella organizations linked to an external 
exiled government, or only an interior shadow 
government. Each nation also faced the inter-
nal problem of competition from communist 
resistance networks which were supported by 
external communists to various degrees. Whether 
supported by the western allies or the Soviets, 
the resistance networks with the most outside 
support, typically based on accessibility, and even-
tually joined by friendly conventional military 
forces, were victorious.
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(4) In the Philippines, the communist Huks sought to establish a post-war communist government in the 
archipelago but they had minimal support among the population, no support by the Americans, and the 
Japanese occupiers were also anti-communist. Therefore, despite the presence of communist groups in the 
islands, their ideology was a minimal factor affecting the resistance and the post-war outcome. 

d) Pre-Conflict Resistance Planning

Prior to WWII, none of the states in the case studies made 
plans for establishing resistance as a form of warfare, or 
establishing intelligence or logistical networks. This may 
have been because establishing such an effort may have 
appeared to signal impending defeat, though this is specula-
tion. The Polish state engaged in hasty planning immediately 
prior to being invaded, which laid the basis for the gradual 
formation of their Polish Underground State. The Baltic 
nations prepared for the second Soviet occupation based 
on their experiences of the first and on occupation by Nazi Germany, but could not plan as a state entity 
while under German occupation. Each state had pre-war underground communist networks to some extent.

B. Establishment of Resistance Networks

1) Each of the nations in the case studies established resistance networks. The communist networks had 
advantages in that they were established prior to WWII. These communist organizations were either driven 
underground by the national governments, or existed as underground networks seeking the overthrow of the 
national governments and typically unification with the Soviet Union.

 2) The initial French underground networks were communist, formed in 1936. After the German invasion and 
division of France into occupied and unoccupied zones, other non-communist networks sprang up. Initially, 
these were not externally directed and each was basically purpose driven, such as gathering intelligence to send 
out of France to the Allies or escape networks. Later, many of these networks became loyal to de Gaulle and 
his provisional government. British and American intelligence and special operations agencies also established 
specific networks to directly assist the coming invasion of France. The Jedburgh teams, formed with American, 
British and French members, though short lived as a program, were formed to provide direct assistance to the 
maneuver of Allied conventional forces, using local French networks.

3) The Poles had many organizations or associations that functioned outside of government and became tem-
plates for underground networks. Immediately prior to occupation by the Germans and Russians, the Polish 
government tasked its military to form underground networks. These networks eventually combined with 
other independent networks to form the Polish Underground State. This became the most organized resistance 
in Europe. Despite its organization and many successful operations, such as smuggling German rocket parts 
to the west, it lacked western material support and was eventually crushed by the Soviets. 

4) The Baltic States also had organizations and associations independent of government. Their anti-Soviet 
resistance, both active and passive, began under the first Soviet occupation. They continued underground 
activity while under German occupation, and as the German occupation ended, their resistance became 
highly organized. It contained a strong military component to fight the Soviets as they re-entered the Baltic 
States to reclaim them as Soviet Socialist Republics. Gradually, they were ground down from large, organized, 
uniformed military units into smaller networks, surviving by hiding in the woods in underground bunkers. 
Lacking Western material support they eventually failed.

5) In the Philippines, neither the United States, which held sovereignty over the islands, nor local Filipinos 
established resistance organizations prior to the Japanese invasion. As in the European examples, the commu
nists already had an organization, but without significant outside support such as what the Soviets were able 
to provide to Polish and Baltic communist organizations. They had little effect on the Japanese and were not 
able to compete adequately with the resistance groups eventually established by the American military. American 
and Filipino soldiers escaping Japanese capture fled to the inner parts of the islands and established the first 

The existence of pre-conflict networks was 
not determinative of success. The pre-con-
flict communist networks began resistance 
efforts faster, but success was determined by 
the extent of external assistance. However, 
pre-crisis establishment of resistance network 
human and physical infrastructure, within 
legal and policy frameworks, can lend credibil-
ity, legitimacy, and unity to a resistance effort. 

Each nation surveyed began with many groups 
of resisters whose networks and were eventually 
brought together under the auspices of one or 
more umbrella organizations linked to an external 
exiled government, or only an interior shadow 
government. Each nation also faced the inter-
nal problem of competition from communist 
resistance networks which were supported by 
external communists to various degrees. Whether 
supported by the western allies or the Soviets, 
the resistance networks with the most outside 
support, typically based on accessibility, and even-
tually joined by friendly conventional military 
forces, were victorious.

resistance networks. Initially, they did not even know of 
each other but because they were led by American and 
Filipino officers, they were ideologically and strategically 
united in their efforts to oust Japan and restore the status 
quo. Once the American military outside of the Philippines 
became aware of these networks, they received support 
and were used to assist the coming invasion to re-take 
the islands from Japan. 

C. Governments-in-Exile Maintaining Sovereignty 

1) The case of France during WWII is unique. The French 
government had no exile plans in case of invasion. After 
the German invasion, and loss of much territory and 
sovereignty, the French negotiated with the Germans. 
The result was the splitting of France into two portions. 
One portion, which included the traditional capital of Paris, was occupied by Germany. The other portion, 
not occupied by Germany, came about with the Treaty of Vichy and had its capital in that city. 

2) After the initial invasion, Colonel Charles de Gaulle escaped to England. There, he sought to gather free 
French citizens to continue the fight against Germany. He was tried by the Vichy government in absentia 
and sentenced to death for treason. Over the course of a few short years, he gained the support of the British 
and then the Americans. He contacted and developed networks inside of France and made himself valuable 
to the British and Americans by providing information to them from these networks inside of France. He 
soon established provisional political offices and a government in waiting, ready to take the reins of France. In 
this way, once France was liberated, he avoided immediate elections which may have given too much power 
to the communists and avoided the imposition of an Allied military government as was done in Italy. De 
Gaulle survived and thrived through self-exile, cooperation with and support of British and American military 
efforts, gradual official British and American proclamations of recognition of him and his organization as the 
true representatives of France, the abrogation of the Vichy government, and the German invasion of Vichy 
controlled France in 1942 after the Allied landings in North Africa. De Gaulle had essentially become the de 
facto, self-exiled, leader of a provisional government and re-established French sovereignty.   

3) The government of Poland exiled itself at the beginning of the conflict and eventually arrived in London. 
Due to that government’s legitimate, legal establishment, 
it was able to retain international recognition of its sov-
ereignty over Poland. The exception was the Soviet Union 
which recognized a different Polish government that the 
Soviets established in Moscow. The exiled government 
in London had diplomatic recognition and support from 
both the United States and Britain. This government was 
able to influence events in Poland through the resistance 
networks it had ordered established as it fled. These net-
works eventually became the Polish Underground State 
(PUS) through which it was able to exert some governance 
within Poland. Yet, despite the Polish government retain-
ing recognition by the United States and Britain, and 
despite its acceptance by the majority of Poles, it became 
much less relevant near the end of the war. This is because 
the Western Allies ceded Poland to the Soviet sphere at 
the Yalta conference. After the Soviet invasion the Soviets 
installed a communist government. 

Exiled governments, or in the French case, a pro-
visional government, served as rallying points for 
the occupied nations and offered hope for the 
return of independence as well as providing a 
legitimate and credible entity to deal with external 
allies and partners. Such governments were able to 
make commitments regarding political decisions, 
cooperate on intelligence and military matters, 
and enter into financial support arrangements. 
Thus, such entities greatly benefited the occupied 
nation. The exiled government of Poland rendered 
all these services competently, but lost its status 
with the western allies due to their decisions based 
on what they viewed as political and military 
realities and necessities.
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4) Each of the three Baltic States attempted to form exiled governments, to varying degrees, but with little 
success. The Lithuanian President escaped and attempted to form a government-in-exile, but was not success-
ful because he lacked legitimacy with his people and because there was no such allowance in Lithuanian law.

5) The Latvian government authorized its Envoy to Great Britain to represent Latvian national interests under 
a special powers act under war-time conditions. However, the envoy refused to form a government-in-exile, 
insisting that it would be an untenable position.

6) An Estonian government-in-exile was not established by the government; however, one was attempted in 
Sweden by the Estonian diaspora in 1953. It lasted until 1991, but it never achieved international recognition. 

7) The Philippine archipelago was ruled locally by a Commonwealth government established in November 
1935. However, the Philippines was still an American protectorate over which the United States held sovereignty. 
Thus, though a local ruling Commonwealth governing entity existed in the capital of Manila, the sovereignty 
of the islands was held by the United States, through its own governing capital of Washington D.C. The 
Philippine Commonwealth government exiled itself from the Philippines during the Japanese invasion and 
established its headquarters in Washington D.C. Yet, the United States retained sovereignty over the islands 
until the scheduled independence of the Philippines, scheduled for 4 July 1946, according to Article XVIII 
of the 1935 Constitution of the Philippines. That constitution was ratified by popular vote in the islands and 
by the U.S. government, allowing for a ten year transition period to full independence. 

D. Strategic Communication and Guiding Narratives

1) The Free French forces of de Gaulle were given five minutes a day to broadcast messages to France through 
the BBC. These broadcasts, combined with leaflets pasted in public places, the use of the “V for victory” 
sign which was also broadcast in Morse code (three dots and a dash {…-}), and physical or drawn busts of 
Marianne, or the Cross of Lorrain, were all powerful symbols used to evoke France and its eventual liberation. 
De Gaulle and his Free French were consistent in messaging the narrative that the Republic did not cease to 
exist despite the treaty of Vichy and that France would eventually be free of its occupiers. This consistent and 
powerful message, evoked in broadcasts by de Gaulle and other Frenchmen outside of France, combined with 
imagery, facilitated popular hope that the occupiers would be ousted and for the resumption of France as an 
independent republic. De Gaulle’s narrative after the liberation of France was that France had freed herself. 
This was intended to avoid Allied interference in France through establishment of a military government, or 
the stationing of forces in the country under any terms other than those agreed to by France.

2) Poland and the Baltic States used the typical underground printing methods for newspapers and journals, 
and graffiti, to spread the message of resistance against their occupiers. The non-communist movements in 
each country also acted to spare lives much more so than the 
communist networks. During Nazi occupation, the non-commu-
nist networks desired that the people accept them and cooperate 
with them, whereas the communist networks relied on provoking 
Nazi reprisals and on the eventual power of the Soviet Union to 
impose communism by force. Poland sought acceptance by, and 
support from, the western powers and cooperated with them as 
much as possible. Internally, the PUS relied on its political legit-
imacy granted by its legal exiled government and its tactics within 
Poland of mostly sparing Polish live and property. The Baltic 
resistance against the Soviets relied on much the same message as 
the PUS did during WWII. The Baltic Forest Brothers held out 
for western aid and were also sparing of Baltic lives as much as 
possible. Both the Polish resistance and Baltic Forest Brothers 
acted against collaborators and traitors as both vengeance and 
deterrence. 

Each nation had a guiding narrative of 
the restoration of sovereignty and inde-
pendence. This functioned to maintain 
the morale of the occupied populace 
and give them hope for ultimate victory 
against their occupiers. Resistance net-
works acted in support of this narrative 
by psychologically and physically dis-
suading traitors and collaborators. They 
also retained credibility amongst the pop-
ulation when they limited deaths and 
damage and showed cooperation with 
external allies seeking the restoration of 
their national independence.
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3) The Philippines, as an American protectorate, relied on eventual American return to re-assert U.S. sover-
eignty over the islands and restoration of the status quo, which meant Philippine independence as a nation in 
1946. The American message was best captured in General MacArthur’s phrase, “I shall return.” As a person-
ality, General MacArthur was very familiar to the Philippine people, through previous service there as well as 
having been a civilian Military Advisor to the Commonwealth of the Government of the Philippines from 
his retirement in 1937, until his recall by the U.S. Army in the summer of 1941. The message by the exiled 
Philippine government, as well as the United States, was that the U.S. will free the islands from the Japanese 
and the Philippines will gain their independence as scheduled in 1946. This guarantee of independence, based 
on agreement in 1935, was a powerful motivating force for many Filipinos. Joining the Americans to resist 
Japan, resulting in their complete independence as scheduled, was a powerful motivator. 

E. Maintaining Political Legitimacy

1) The provisional government established by Charles de Gaulle developed political legitimacy over time 
though its recognition by the Allied powers, and eventual acceptance by the French people. This began with 
acceptance by the resistance networks. This legitimacy of the provisional government headquartered in London 
grew from outside of France and reached into France. It was practically complete when de Gaulle led a small 
French contingent at the head of a large Allied army parade through Paris’ Arch de Triomphe. He then set 
about imposing his government and transitioning power to it.

2) The exiled government of Poland retained its legitimacy among the people of Poland as well as the western 
Allies throughout most of the war. Its eventual loss of legitimacy in the international arena was caused not by 
mistakes attributable to it, but by the United States and Great Britain recognizing the Soviet sphere of influ-
ence, though not recognizing the Polish government imposed by the Soviets.

3) The people of the Baltic States did not have exiled or provisional 
governments to support. Therefore, the internal shadow govern-
ments, as part of their Forest Brothers organizations, fulfilled this 
requirement. They relied on their actions among the people to 
speak for them in addition to their internally distributed messages. 
Due to the lack of an external government, and accompanying 
resources such as information broadcasts and arrangements with 
allies, the Forest Brothers probably had the greatest internal struggle 
with legitimacy. 

4) The Philippine Commonwealth government and the United 
States did not lose political legitimacy in the Philippines among the 
people, or in the international arena (which together the United 
States and Great Britain mostly controlled). Upon the ejection of 
the Japanese from the islands, the Commonwealth government 
returned, the U.S. continued its sovereignty, and Philippine inde-
pendence occurred as scheduled on July 4, 1946. 

F. Organizational Components of Resistance

Each nation surveyed had the basic components of a resistance 
organization (guerrillas, underground, auxiliary, and public 
component in the form of an exiled or provisional government). 
Each non-communist resistance organization basically also sought 
to spare as many lives and as much property as possible, as they 
foresaw the return of independence from their occupiers. The 
networks of each nation became reasonably well developed. 
The French and Filipino resistance organizations in particular 
were guided by Allied militaries to achieve military objectives, 
especially immediately prior to the invasions of France and the 

The political legitimacy of resistance 
was maintained by the credibility of 
exiled or provisional governments, 
as well as through the actions of the 
resistance forces. France, Poland and the 
Philippines had the strongest external 
political support, though this did not 
translate into adequate military support 
for Poland from its western allies. The 
struggle within the Baltic States was 
almost exclusively internal. Thus, their 
political legitimacy relied more on the 
actions of the Forest Brothers than the 
resistance efforts of the other nations 
with external political support.

The independence-focused resistance net-
works each basically became organized along 
the lines of fighters, underground, auxiliary, 
and governance functions.  People who 
wanted to somehow resist their occupiers 
fulfilled one of these functions based on 
their willingness and abilities. People also 
moved amongst these functions based on 
willingness, ability and experience.
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Philippines. The Polish non-communist resistance and Forest Brothers, though they had well developed net-
works, did not receive such guidance because no invasion by the western allies was contemplated. Each resistance 
organization in Poland and the Baltics was gradually ground down under unrelenting Soviet coercion, aided 
by collaborators and communists. 

G. Nonviolent Peaceful Protest and Passive Resistance 

Passive resistance can be distinguished from nonviolent peaceful protest. Passive resistance can be surreptitious 
work slow-downs or acts of minor sabotage (not sitting next to a soldier of the occupying army on public 
transportation, mixing stones into bags of potatoes to increase the weight 
in an effort to seem to comply with food quotas, spraying graffiti, etc.). 
Nonviolent peaceful protest is a more encompassing category involving 
open protestation against the occupier, such as work strikes or carrying 
placards in front of government buildings. Unlike individual passive 
nonviolent acts, nonviolent, open protest clearly identifies the protester 
and the issue. During the occupation of the reviewed countries by Nazi 
Germany or the Soviet Union, there were innumerable instances of 
passive resistance as well as open nonviolent protests. In particular, 
several instances of such resistance occurring as open, nonviolent protests 
in France. Yet, these instances were not successful. The typical early 
reaction of the German occupiers was to allow the local authorities time 
to put an end to such activities. If such activities continued into weeks, 
and particularly if they affected the German war effort, the Germans 
stepped in directly to arrest and deport people in order to bring an end 
to the activities. Thus, in the context of resistance against either the Nazi 
Germans or communist Soviets, peaceful nonviolent protests were not 
effective due to the willingness of the occupier to apply the level of force 
necessary, often lethal, to end the protest. 

H. Restoration of Sovereignty

1) France and the Philippines had their sovereignty returned at the end of WWII. In France, Charles de Gaulle 
was probably the single most important individual in ensuring this outcome when the Allies liberated the 
country. His provisional government received internal recognition from a significant proportion of the French 
citizenry, as well as international recognition, most importantly by the Allied victors. French sovereignty was 
restored as Allied troops moved through France, liberating each village, town, and city. American sovereignty 
over the Philippines was restored in the same manner. American and Filipino troops moved through the islands 
to liberate them and resume actions toward the scheduled transfer of sovereignty from the United States to 
the people of the Philippines in 1946. 

2) The nations of Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Poland suffered very different fates. Each was overrun by the 
Soviet Red Army with no intention by the government of the Soviet Union to restore full sovereignty to those 
nations. The Baltic States were re-incorporated into the Soviet Union as Soviet Socialist Republics, even before 
the defeat of the Forest Brothers resistance movement. The Soviets recognized Poland as an independent nation 
but only after arranging for unchallenged communist 
supremacy within it. This was accompanied by the sta-
tioning of large numbers of Soviet troops and eventually 
incorporating Poland into what became the Soviet con-
trolled Warsaw Pact of communist controlled nations.

3) Within each nation, processes were put in place to 
deal with wartime traitors and collaborators, with accom-
panying rules attempting to eliminate the settling of 
scores resulting from personal feuds. Many people in 
each nation suffered numerous extra-judicial actions, 
ranging from physical assaults, to property destruction, 

Passive resistance occurred as a mat-
ter of opportunity and risk analysis. 
When an opportunity presented 
itself to cheat the occupier of labor, 
money or goods and the risk was 
low, then many people often did 
so. However, open protests against 
Nazi and communist occupiers 
was treated as defiance and even-
tually resulted in the application 
of forceful coercion resulting in 
arrests, deportations and deaths. 
Open resistance against an occupier 
willing to use the degree of force 
necessary to coerce and maintain 
control was not successful. 

The restoration of sovereignty and independence 
occurred in those nations with significant external 
support to their resistance effort and the eventual 
entry of large scale conventional military forces of 
the western Allies. Orderly post-war legal processes 
to handle charges of treason and collaboration with 
as much fairness as possible assisted those nations 
employing those processes. The nations unfortu-
nate enough to come under Soviet domination 
also suffered political purges based on inadequate 
adherence to communist ideology.
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and killings. The Soviets also took this opportunity to purge as many non-communists as possible from gov-
ernment offices and positions of authority in order to bring about as much communist ideological purity as 
possible, while also using these methods to intimidate the population into compliance. 

3. Cold War Resistance Case Studies

A. Perceived Threat

1) During the early part of the Cold War, the U.S. focus was on potential Soviet invasion of European coun-
tries, which included providing support to “indigenous anticommunist elements in threatened countries…” 
Therefore, the U.S. established a policy and legal framework that was ready to assist, and in fact encouraged, 
peacetime efforts against Soviet communist infiltration.

2) Stay-behind or resistance networks of this era were originally developed to defend against Soviet infiltration, 
subversion, and sabotage. The Italian and Norwegian cases are good examples. The U.S., through its policy 
and legal frameworks designed to support the efforts of military and intelligence organizations, assisted those 
efforts. In the examples of those two nations, however, the focus of efforts was not limited to planning for a 
crisis period preceding and following an actual invasion, but also included attempts to prevent communist 
infiltration. Problems arose because many communists were citizens of those countries. This meant that 
anti-communist efforts by stay-behind or resistance forces, actually became ill-trained and ill-equipped coun-
terespionage or counter subversion, with the attendant political and legal problems. 

3) Of three cases in this sample, the Swiss were the only ones who established a resistance capability focused 
solely on an actual physical invasion by the Soviets, whether temporary, partial, or complete. The Swiss objec-
tive was to harden the resilience of their society against outside aggression through a holistic Total Defense. 
The Swiss model maintained a clear focus on a potential invading enemy, and avoided the negative political 
ramifications that occurred in other countries, such as Italy (Gladio).

B. Resistance Organization and Preparation 

1) Resistance organizations in the sampled nations were organized variously under established military or 
intelligence organizations. The Swiss created a Special Service under military auspices and, uniquely among 
the sampled nations, expanded their inchoate resistance organization to encompass civilian institutions and 
organizations. They intentionally picked resistance leaders who had no military connections to lead the organ-
ization during occupation, in order to better prevent their discovery by the occupying power.

2) Generally, the organizations were not fully manned for reasons of financial expense, as well as to not reveal 
members. Thus, nations generally conducted some pre-vetting of prospective individuals, and planned further 
recruitment only when finally necessary to resist against an occupier. Nations did create caches for weapons, 
ammunition, communications devices, and other material, but some learned only gradually that such activity 
required legal and policy framework authority. 

3) Each nation established specific functions based skeletal networks focused on activities such as intelligence 
gathering, sabotage, propaganda or information operations, and movement of persons for reasons such as escape. 
They also engaged in site surveys for planned sabotage of facilities and equipment useful to the invader. The 
Swiss, in particular, even prepared tunnels and bridges for collapse in case they were threatened with invasion. 
The Swiss not only focused on specific networks, but also on preparing most of the population to engage in 
some form of resistance, creating deep and thorough opposition to the invaders as part of their Total Defense 
concept. The Swiss model publicized these efforts to engage in dissuasive messaging against potential aggression.

4) Since these organizations were never tested by an occupier, it is difficult to draw insights based on experience. 
However, positive lessons can be learned. The Swiss model of dissuasive messaging, separating the resistance 
organization from the military for security purposes, and preparing targets for sabotage to prevent their use 
by the enemy can provide guidance for resistance. The cadre nature of the organizations is also important for 
security and resource preservation. Involving the whole-of-society to increase the depth and breadth of potential 
resistance is a Total Defense concept advocated within this document for nations that lack strategic depth. 
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C. Policy and Legal Frameworks  

1) Of the nations surveyed, Switzerland seems to have had the most detailed legal and policy frameworks to 
support the establishment and conduct of their resistance networks. A great deal of control over resistance 
actions was held at the most senior levels, because sabotage actions were designed to maintain national morale 
which is inherently a political calculation.

2) Italy and Norway seemed to have lesser frameworks to support their resistance efforts. This inadequacy in 
Norway led to accusations of illegal surveillance. In Italy, it led to strong public suspicions of illegality and 
wrongful American clandestine influence within the country. These perceptions resulted in making the Italian 
stay-behind plan code word of Gladio infamous and bringing negative attention to other similar European 
networks.

3) Though these networks were not used, we know from the political and legal backlash spurred by the Gladio 
revelations, that strong policy and legal frameworks are absolutely essential to the establishment of national 
resistance networks. Such frameworks can protect the actors from false political and legal accusations, while 
granting legitimacy and credibility to the effort to establish and conduct resistance.

D. Outstanding Points 

1) The Swiss resistance organization was placed outside of the Swiss military and government bureaucracy to 
prevent the discovery of its members in case of occupation. Additionally, its leader was hired under a private 
contract while cadre members were employed and paid via front companies. This legal structure also func-
tioned to legally preclude its surrender in case of capitulation, since the resistance organization was not part 
of the armed forces.

2) The Italian effort was initially directed near the Yugoslavian border with the task of countering pro-commu-
nist subversive elements seeking to unite with Yugoslavia. It suffered early from altered and confused intent.

3) The Norwegians deposited sealed copies of personnel records and the information necessary to establish and 
run resistance networks in the Norwegian embassies in London and Washington. This protected identities and 
operational intent, increased the survivability of crucial information, and allowed access to this information 
by a legitimate government-in-exile.
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APPENDIX G

ASSESSING RESILIENCE

“A Country is not a mere territory; the particular territory is only its foundation. The Country is  
the idea which rises upon that foundation; it is the sentiment of love, the sense of  

fellowship which binds together all the sons of that territory.” 

- Giuseppe Mazzini

1. Introduction

A. As stated in chapter two, a society’s resilience enables deterrence and supports national defense planning, 
including regaining national sovereignty. Resilience is a society’s survivability and durability. It is the will of 
the people to maintain their status quo - The will and ability to withstand external pressure and influences and/or 
recover from the effects of that pressure or influence.

B. Identifying and reducing vulnerabilities is a critical aspect of resilience. Reducing vulnerabilities requires 
whole-of-government and whole-of-society approaches that cover all the elements of the operational environment. 
For example, proactively countering adversary messaging, diversifying and protecting the national economy and 
critical industries/infrastructure, facilitating a common operating picture and information sharing, protecting 
basic standards of living, securing borders, promoting national unity, adopting data and cyber protection and 
information assurance measures, reducing vulnerabilities of key populations, and maintaining existing military 
advantages. These must be assessed as potential vulnerable points of political leverage (influence) by an aggressor.

C. Governments must understand and recognize the manner in which an adversary can, or is, exploiting its 
advantages in the domestic operational environment. Governments inform and educate the population about 
the threat, particularly those elements of the population that are vulnerable to activities of the adversary. 

D. Governments can use assessment tools to measure malign foreign influence within their borders. This can be 
accomplished by categorizing areas of human activity to provide perspective on potential areas of malign influ-
ence within society. At the end of this appendix is a sample of how such activity can be categorized and rated.

2. Resilience and Hybrid Warfare599

A. Hybrid warfare is inextricably linked to the concept of resilience, because it exploits the vulnerabilities of a 
state, instead of directly confronting that state’s armed forces. The concept of resilience is better understood if 
it is associated with hybrid warfare as the threat to be protected against.

B. In broad terms, hybrid warfare can be understood as a creative combination of civil and military ways and 
means that are deployed in a synchronized manner.600 Hybrid warfare allows a tailored combination of efforts 
to explore and exploit a target state’s internal weaknesses, or political and social cleavages, for the purpose of 
gaining access that can be used as internal leverage against that state.

C. A state’s vulnerabilities create strategic options for the actor using hybrid warfare. A hostile state actor, or 
even sub-state group, can use asymmetric options to identify, access, and exploit cleavages, and gain internal 
leverage within the targeted state. As presented in Appendix C of this document, Russia is a prime example of 
a state that has developed asymmetric tactics combined into hybrid warfare against its targets very effectively, 
and continues to enhance its ability to use hybrid means to achieve its international political objectives.
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D. Hybrid warfare is based on the internal characteristics of the target state. It thus begins with discover-
ing weaknesses or cleavages within the society of the target state that can be exploited.601 This can mean the 
instrumentalization of a segment of the target population, by causing them to act in ways that support the 
political objectives of the state engaging in hybrid warfare. This is a form of instigation of “war among the 
people.”602 During its execution or implementation, the state employing this means will likely engage in a form 
of maskirovka (see Appendix C) to conceal itself as the actor. This maintains political deniability for the state, 
helping to avoid overt international responses, and reduces risk by reducing political vulnerability in case the 
actions are not successful. This is all aimed at preventing the target state from clearly identifying these methods 
and successfully countering them.603

3. Resilience Enhances Deterrence by Reducing Adversary Leverage Points

A. With the rise of hybrid warfare, much discussion of the term resilience has associated it with the increasing 
complexity of the modern security environment, the changing threats, and the unpredictability of attacks. 
However, in protecting their own societies, democratic states cannot guarantee complete security for their 
people without becoming threats to their own values. State institutions and societal organizations must be 
able to identify their internal weaknesses and cleavages that can be leveraged against them by an outside pow-
er.604 Based on this understanding, resilience contributes to deterring hybrid attacks. This concept of resilience 
differs somewhat from the approach of NATO.605

B. An element of resilience is to focus on preventing or identifying asymmetric attacks that are designed to 
destabilize states, polarize societies, and spread distrust. The focus should be on discovering and assessing weak-
nesses or societal cleavages which are most dangerous when they affect the critical juncture where Clausewitz’s 
“fascinating trinity”606 of government, people and the military interact in strategy-making.

4. Engaging in Continuous Resilience Assessment

A. The state and society seeking to protect itself must perform critical self-assessments to honestly identify inter-
nal weaknesses. This is a continuing and permanent process for as long as an external power, or combination 
of powers, seeks to leverage weakness within the targeted state. As with resistance, this too is a whole-of-soci-
ety, whole-of-government approach. Political leaders should address security questions with their electorates. 
Externally originating propaganda campaigns targeting specific groups within a society should be countered 
by public diplomacy campaigns using truthful and independent media.607 Resilience also requires improving 
educational programs to help build civil awareness and critical thinking.

B. The Foreign Malign Influence and Summary Assessment rationale charts below (figs. 19 and 20) identify 
categorized sections of a society that a state should continually assess for vulnerabilities.608  These are historically 
typical areas in which weaknesses or cleavages exist that an outside power can use as leverage, and therefore 
should be protected.
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Figure 19. Foreign Malign Influence Assessment Chart Sample609
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Figure 20. Foreign Malign Influence Assessment Chart Legend Sample610

5. Individual Resilience Preparation

Each free and sovereign state has its own contextual historical development, legal and policy frameworks, and 
cultural traditions and customs. Most of these are more than adequate to guide individual behavior during 
times of adversity imposed by a foreign aggressor state. During a state of formal peace, adversity and heightened 
internal pressure on the population brought by that foreign state may still exist. Many states have informal 
codes of behavior that are not legally enforceable, but rather serve as common guides for its citizens. The U.S. 
has such a guide in the form of its Pledge of Allegiance.  Citizens should commonly understand, as also guided 
by law, the bounds of acceptable behavior during times of adversity and crisis (see Appendix H, fig. 22).
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APPENDIX H

POPULATION INTERACTION WITH FOREIGN OCCUPIER

“War is an ugly thing, but not the ugliest of things. The decayed and degraded state of moral and  
patriotic feeling which thinks that nothing is worth war is much worse.”

- John Stuart Mill

1. Introduction

A. Throughout the history of conflict, societies have had to deal with individual and group level interactions 
between the occupied and the occupiers. These interactions cover the entire range of human behavior. However, 
in societies under occupation by a foreign power, not all interaction with the occupier is deemed acceptable 
by the majority of the occupied population that seeks to re-establish its independence and sovereignty. These 
modes of unacceptable interaction have typically led to violence, and often death of the persons whose behavior 
was deemed by the majority as unacceptable.

B. Behavior deemed as unacceptable by the majority of people seeking to regain their freedom from a foreign 
occupier has typically been qualified along a range of cooperative behaviors. Depending on the circumstances, 
these behaviors can range from simple actions, such as minor actions of politeness, to obedience to newly imposed 
laws or regulations, to sexual fraternization, and on the farthest end of the spectrum, voluntarily betraying one’s 
society, nation, or fellow citizens to the advantage of the occupying regime.

C. Focusing on twentieth century conflicts covered in the case studies in this volume, some examples of the 
punishments meted out to such collaborative individuals run the gamut from public shaming to killings. These 
ranged from shaving the heads of women in France at the end of World War II (WWII) for sexual fraternization 
with the occupiers, to physical beatings for similar offenses, and to outright extra-judicial killings for suspected 
egregious offenses.

D. Some scholarly work has been conducted to examine the behavior of groups and individuals under repressive 
regimes and their behavior toward each other when the political situation devolves into a civil war. This issue 
is one which will hopefully be minimized in the context of pre-planned resistance and societal fortification 
through resilience, as well as a common societal focus on the restoration of the status quo ante.       

2. Collaboration, Accommodation, and Resistance (C-A-R)

A. Professor Marek Jan Chodakiewicz has put forth an understanding of popular resistance which divides attitudes 
of the population into three methods by which they cope with foreign invaders; collaboration, accommodation, 
and resistance. His concept is graphically represented here with the ROC’s creation of the C-A-R bar below. 
These methods are generally defined as:611

• Collaboration:  An active relationship with the occupier for reasons of self-interest and to the detriment 
of the occupied population

• Accommodation:  Multilevel gradational compliance with the occupiers, with its character depending 
on its relative proximity to either collaboration or resistance

• Resistance:  Passive and Active opposition to the occupiers 

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/199267?ref=historical-military
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/199267?ref=historical-military
https://www.azquotes.com/author/10083-John_Stuart_Mill
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B. In this understanding, when the occupier gradually introduces policies aimed at increasing control over the 
population, the scope of officially permissible behavior quickly narrows, eventually forcing increased resist-
ance.612 Passive resistance is a response to oppressive policies such as economic exploitation. Active resistance is 
a response to the lack of traditional and accepted social institutions and translates into organized resistance.613 
When an occupier increases the level of control and possibly terror, armed resistance to it is reduced due to the 
lethal danger to the actors and to those around them from collective reprisals. Blatant resistance invites death. 
Armed resistance and its accompanying risk, in such conditions, increases only when a degree of accommoda-
tion is not an option.614

C. In this model, population behavior can be seen as a spectrum, with collaboration and resistance occupying 
opposite ends. Accommodation encompasses the graduated area between them. Accommodation spans a plethora 
of attitudes that borders resistance on one end and stops short of collaboration on the other end. Accommodation 
is a matter of finding a modus vivendi with the occupying powers while surrendering as little as possible on the 
individual and group levels, and is thus distinguishable from collaboration. 

D. Collaboration is a conscious and consistent collusion with the occupiers, for reasons of self-interest that 
causes grave harm to the population as a whole, a group within it, or one of its individual members. 

E. Accommodation is directly related to resistance, or fused to it, and is a complementary function or mode 
of behavior. Participation by the citizenry in institutions and organizations sanctioned by the occupiers is a 
necessary prerequisite for successful resistance.615 In fact, in this concept’s construct of the components of 
resistance, based on historic experience captured in U.S. doctrine and other professional writings, a measure of 
accommodation is necessary to facilitate the existence and functioning of an auxiliary and even some members 
of the underground. The Resistance, as an organization, draws its members from the accommodation-resistance 
range of population interactive modes. Accommodationists provide the bulk of the auxiliary.

F. Resistance is an action taken to adversely affect the occupier. Most narrowly defined, it is armed struggle. 
However, its most widespread form is cheating those authorities acting on behalf of the occupiers. For example, 
in the Polish case study a form of resistance included intentionally poor execution of the occupiers’ orders. 
Resistance can be spontaneous or planned and active or passive. Resistance is most often shaped by nationalism 
and the national conscience increases as the occupier increases oppression. An increase in occupier oppression is 
what the communist resistance groups attempted to bring about through acts intended to bring the consequences 
of harmful reprisals against the people, in an attempt to draw more people to those communist groups.616

3. Relationship between the C-A-R Spectrum and Components of the Resistance Organization

A. Persons inclined to actively or passively resist tend to fill the underground and guerrilla ranks. Collaborators 
present the greatest security threat to the organization. Below is a model graphic created for this concept to 
represent these relationships, which are based on the collaboration, accommodation, and resistance spectrum, 
which we will term as the C-A-R bar (see fig. 21).
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Auxiliary - Underground - Guerrilla

Resistance Organization Components

Collaboration Accommodation Resistance

Modes of population interaction with occupiers

Figure 21. The spectrum of Collaboration, Accommodation and Resistance (C-A-R) related to Resistance Organizational 
Components617

B. The C-A-R Bar contains the spectrum of behavior among the population. It is not meant to demonstrate 
equal division of the population into thirds. A person can move along the spectrum depending on their per-
sonal experiences through time. It also demonstrates linkage between members of the population engaging in 
accommodation and resistance modes and the organized resistance. Accomodationists are essential and tend to 
serve as auxiliary members. People most inclined to engage in active or armed resistance are more likely to be 
members of the underground or guerrillas. The resistance organization components bar is below the behavior 
modes bar to demonstrate that resistance organization members are under, or within the population, masked 
by it. Its placement also demonstrates the portions of the population which typically contribute to the different 
resistance components. The establishment of a shadow government entity (usually an adjunct of the underground) 
by resistance organizations has been used historically to discourage collaboration through application of its 
judicial resources, sometimes rendering harsh results. Such a shadow government interacts with the population 
as part of the underground depicted in this graphic. Additionally, the establishment of a government-in-exile 
has also been used to restrain collaboration.618 

4. Effects of Significant Coercion or Terror

A. General Effect. When an occupier increases terror, larger segments of the population can be terrorized into 
accommodation. Some people can even be forced into collaboration as a form of self-preservation. Paradoxically, 
terror can also cause an increase in the resistance instinct. Extreme coercion or terror can force an accommo-
dative, passive attitude while also creating outlaws with no choice but to resist. In these conditions, survival 
depends on successful alternation between accommodation and resistance.619

B. Divisive Effect. The effect of terror on an occupied population also expedites national consciousness. When 
that population has different identity groups, and they each identify as separate from the majority nation, there 
is a reflex for a defensive outlook and self-preservation. This attitude can reduce and even preclude cooperation 
between these groups. With an increase in terror, each group undertakes self-defense in various forms of resist-
ance that often adversely affects its relations with the other groups. Thus, the occupier can apply a strategy of 
divide and conquer to the population to exacerbate differences among them and undermine the effectiveness 
of accommodation and resistance of each group.620  
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C. Effect on Links between the Population and Organized Resistance. When the occupier applies a high 
degree of coercion on the population, the mode of active or armed resistance becomes more difficult and dan-
gerous, thus reducing the number of people willing to engage in such resistance. Though some forms of passive 
resistance can still be disguised, active resistance is met with harsher countermeasures. This causes varying degree 
increases in accommodation and collaboration. It also reduces the links or connections between the resistance 
organization and the general population, thus weakening the organization (see fig. 22).

Resistance Organization 
Components

Modes of population 
interaction with occupiers

Auxiliary - Underground - Guerrilla

CollaborationCollaborationooollaboraCollaboratllaboration

y - Underground - Guerrillaa

ResistanceAccommodation

rsrs

Coercion

Figure 22. The Effect of Coercion on the C-A-R Bar 621

5. Context of Today’s Threat

The above elucidations taken from historical analysis should be applied to the context of the likely actual threats 
posed today. Based on twenty first century mores, rapid and accurate information exchanges among most advanced 
nations, and various forms of international integration and inter-dependence, an occupier from among these 
nations is not likely to apply widespread terror in the forms analyzed in the above case studies. However, the 
previous analysis is still valid in demonstrating relationships and the effects of coercion on those relationships. 
This is because today’s aggressive state actors are likely to use more subtle means of coercion and terror. In 
accord with the previously discussed hybrid warfare section, they are more likely to use asymmetric methods 
that can publicly be denied while bringing about very similar effects to the methods of the occupiers examined. 
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6. Individual Conduct under Occupation

Historically, collaboration has resulted in judicial or extra-judicial actions against collaborating individuals or 
groups. This occurs in each of three conditions: 1) while under occupation; 2) during the turbulent ouster of 
the occupier, which may be characterized by some chaos and lawlessness, and; 3) later, when sovereignty has 
been restored with a fully operating judicial system. Due to the historical issues of collaboration, and at times 
confusion with accommodation, states may consider educating their populace during peacetime on such modes 
of cooperation and the bounds of acceptable behavior during occupation. For example, states can publish guides 
of behavior for their populations prior to a crisis as part of the fortification of their societal resilience. To that end, 
below is a suggestion of general possible points for consideration and dissemination, which should be modified 
for compliance with national traditions, social acceptability and legal frameworks of each state (see fig. 23).

I will never forget that I am a citizen of a sovereign nation.  I will remain loyal to my sovereign and legitimate 
government, whether remaining on our soil or exiled, my countrymen, and the democratic principles upon which 
my country was founded.

I am not obligated to actively take part in armed resistance. However, my country expects me to do my best to 
support our resistance as best as possible and to not hinder its ability to act. If I do take part in armed resistance I 
will act in a manner that will not bring harm to my fellow countrymen.

As a member of my community I will continue to support and assist my fellow citizens during occupation. 
If I am a public servant, I will continue to provide services that do not violate my country’s pre-occupation laws 
or harm my fellow citizens.

Civilian Code of Conduct under Occupation

Article I

Article II

Article III

Article IV

Article V

I will never assist the occupying forces in suppressing, harming, or restricting the freedom of my countrymen, 
and if coerced to do so, will resist to the absolute utmost best of my ability, realizing my accountability for 
my actions.

I will always remain con�dent in the eventual victory of my nation and my people. As a citizen, I am 
responsible for my actions during occupation. My country expects me to behave in an honorable manner, in 
accordance with these articles and my nation’s laws.

Figure 23. Civilian Code of Conduct under Occupation Sample622
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APPENDIX I623

SWEDISH GOVERNMENT SWEDISH CIVIL CONTINGENCIES AGENCY (MSB)

“If Crisis or War Comes” Pamphlet
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APPENDIX J  - GOVERNMENT INTERAGENCY PLANNING AND PREPARATION CHART

APPENDIX J

GOVERNMENT INTERAGENCY PLANNING AND PREPARATION CHART
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PART I – ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS, AND INITIALISMS

ASCOPE area, structures, capabilities, organizations, people, and events
A2/AD  Anti Access Area Denial
BBC  British Broadcasting Corporation
BCRA  Bureau Central de Renseignements et d’Action (WWII French Central Bureau of Intelligence  
  and Action)
CALI  capabilities, activities, limitations (including vulnerabilities), and intentions
CFLN  Comité Français de la libération nationale (WWII French Committee of National Liberation)
CI  counterintelligence
CIL  critical information list
CNR  Conseil national de la résistance (WWII French National Council of Resistance) 
DIMEFIL diplomacy, information, military, economic, financial, intelligence, law/law enforcement
DOD   Department of Defense
FARC  Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia
FID  foreign internal defense
FSF  foreign security forces
HUMINT human intelligence
ICRC  International Committee of the Red Cross
IDAD  Internal Defense and Development
IED  improvised explosive device
IHL  international humanitarian law
IHRL  international human rights law
IRGC  Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps 
IW  irregular warfare
LOAC  law of armed conflict
LOW  law of war
MoI  Ministry of Interior
MoD  Ministry of Defense
NATO  North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
NGO  nongovernmental organization
NKVD  People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs (USSR)
OPC  Office of Policy Coordination (U.S.)
OPSEC  operations security
OSINT  open-source intelligence
PIRA  Provisional Irish Republican Army
PMSEII-PT political, military, economic, social, information, infrastructure, physical environment, time
PN  Partner Nation
POW  prisoner of war
PUS  Polish Underground State
ROC  Resistance Operating Concept
SC  Security Cooperation
SFA  Security Force Assistance
SIGINT  signals intelligence
SOCEUR Special Operations Command - Europe
SOE  Special Operations Executive
SOF   special operations forces
UW  unconventional warfare
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GLOSSARY

PART II – TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Auxiliary. The support element of the irregular organization whose organization and operations are clandestine in 
nature and whose members do not openly indicate their sympathy or involvement with the irregular movement.

Cache. A source of subsistence and supplies, typically containing items such as food, water, medical items, and/
or communications equipment, packaged to prevent damage from exposure and hidden in isolated locations 
by such methods as burial, concealment, and/or submersion, to support isolated personnel.

Cadre. A small group of people specially trained for a particular purpose or profession.

Fifth column. A group within a country at war who are sympathetic to or working with its enemies. The term 
dates from the Spanish Civil War, when General Mola, leading four columns of troops towards Madrid, declared 
that he had a fifth column inside the city.

General war. Armed conflict between major powers in which the total resources of the belligerents are employed, 
and the national survival of a major belligerent is in jeopardy.

Government-in-exile. A government that has been displaced from its country, but remains recognized as the 
legitimate sovereign authority.

Guerrilla. A combat participant in guerrilla warfare.

Guerrilla base. A temporary site where guerrilla installations, headquarters, and some guerrilla units are located. 
A guerrilla base is considered to be transitory and must be capable of rapid displacement by personnel within 
the base.

Guerrilla warfare. Military and paramilitary operations conducted in enemy-held or hostile territory by irreg-
ular, predominantly indigenous forces.

Insurgency. The organized use of subversion and violence to seize, nullify, or challenge political control of a 
region. Insurgency can also refer to the group itself. (JP 3-24).

Intelligence preparation of the operational environment. The analytical process used by intelligence organ-
izations to produce intelligence estimates and other intelligence products in support of the commander’s deci-
sion-making process. It is a continuous process that includes defining the operational environment, describing 
the impact of the operational environment, evaluating the adversary, and determining adversary courses of action.

Irregular warfare. A violent struggle among state and non-state actors for legitimacy and influence over the 
relevant population(s). Also called IW. (JP 1).

Limited war. Armed conflict just short of general war, exclusive of incidents involving the overt engagement 
of the military forces of two or more nations.

Operations security. A process of identifying critical information and subsequently analyzing friendly actions 
attendant to military operations and other activities. Also called OPSEC. (JP 3-13.3).

Partisan. A member of an armed group formed to fight secretly against an occupying force, in particular 
in German-occupied Yugoslavia, Italy, and parts of eastern Europe in the Second World War (The Oxford 
Dictionary). The term is used in this book limited to this historical context, unless used to describe a political 
supporter of a cause in a non-warfare context.
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Proxy. An agent or organization authorized to act on behalf of another. A proxy is an agent or substitute author-
ized actor. The necessary element is authorization.

Resilience. The will and ability to withstand external pressure and influences and/or recover from the effects 
of that pressure or influence.

Resistance. A nation’s organized, whole-of-society effort, encompassing the full range of activities from nonvi-
olent to violent, led by a legally established government (potentially exiled/displaced or shadow) to re-establish 
independence and autonomy within its sovereign territory that has been wholly or partially occupied by a 
foreign power.

Shadow government. Governmental elements and activities performed by the irregular organization that will 
eventually take the place of the existing government. Members of the shadow government can be in any element 
of the irregular organization (underground, auxiliary, or guerrilla force).

Strategic communication. Focused efforts to understand and engage key audiences to create, strengthen, or 
preserve conditions favorable for the advancement of the governments’ interests, policies, and objectives through 
the use of coordinated programs, plans, themes, messages, and products synchronized with the actions of all 
instruments of national power.

Subversion. Actions designed to undermine the military, economic, psychological, or political strength or 
morale of a governing authority.

Surrogate. A person or organization acting as substitute for another. A surrogate is used to replace or substitute 
someone or some organization with another. A surrogate is a substitute when the primary actor is for some 
reason unable to act in that capacity.

Unconventional warfare. Activities conducted to enable a resistance movement or insurgency to coerce, dis-
rupt, or overthrow a government or occupying power by operating through or with an underground, auxiliary, 
and guerrilla force in a denied area. Also called UW. (U.S. Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and 
Associated Terms, as of April 2019).

Underground. A covert unconventional warfare organization established to operate in areas denied to the 
guerrilla forces or conduct operations not suitable for guerrilla forces.
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1 This concept reflects the synthesis of ideas, discussions, and intellectual capital contributed in five seminars and 
two writing workshops, with the most recent event occurring in October 2018. U.S. Special Operations Command 
Europe (SOCEUR) facilitated the seminars and workshops, which included representation from Estonia, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Sweden, Poland, Norway, Denmark, Finland, and the NATO Special Operations Headquarters. The par-
ticipants included subject matter experts, government and military practitioners, and representatives from academia 
and industry. Those initial ideas were built upon within several previous limited distribution versions of this work, 
adding U.S. Joint and Army doctrine, select portions of the Assessing Revolutionary and Insurgent Strategies (ARIS) 
series developed by the United States Army Special Operations Command and the Johns Hopkins University Applied 
Physics Laboratory, articles from professional journals, historic material and material from other relevant publications, 
entities, and individual professionals. 
2 This comprehensive defense strategy has been instituted or is being reinstituted in Sweden, Switzerland, Singapore, 
Finland, Denmark and Austria. This summary was based on the following sources:  George J. Stein, “Total Defense:  
a Comparative Overview of the Security Policies of Switzerland and Austria”, Defense Analysis vol. 6, no. 1 (1990): 
17-33.  “The Five Pillars of Total Defence,” Singapore Ministry of Defence, accessed July 2018.  https://www.mindef.
gov.sg/oms/imindef/mindef_websites/topics/totaldefence/about_us/5_Pillars.html. Swedish Defence Commission 
Report, “Resilience - The total defence concept and the development of civil defence 2021-2025,” 20 December 2017, 
a summary issued by the Swedish Defence Commission Secretariat,https://www.government.se/4afeb9/globalassets/
government/dokument/forsvarsdepartementet/resilience---report-summary---20171220ny.pdf.  “Sweden’s Defence 
Policy, 2016 to 2020,” Government Offices of Sweden, June 1, 2016, https://www.government.se/globalassets/gov-
ernment/dokument/forsvarsdepartementet/sweden_defence_policy_2016_to_2020.
3 After Action Report, Resistance Seminar, Riga, Latvia, November 23-25, 2015, 6.
4 Finland expresses this as its Societal Security Strategy. See Charly Salonius-Pasternak, “An effective antidote: The four 
components that make Finland more resilient to hybrid campaigns,” Finnish Institute of International Affairs (FIIA), 
October 3, 2017, https://storage.googleapis.com/upi-live/2017/10/comment19_finland.pdf.
5 E.g., Finland, Norway, Sweden and Denmark are members of the Nordic Defence Cooperation (NORDEFCO), 
and Norway and Denmark are also members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). 
6  E.g., One priority may be the governmental establishment of large cash reserves to continue economic transactions 
in case automated credit systems fail due to power failure or cyber attack. 
7 E.g., The National Defence Training Association of Finland (MPK) is a voluntary organization, overseen by public 
law, promoting national defense through safety and security training and education to Finnish citizens. It also trains 
the Territorial Forces with oversight from the Finnish Defence Forces. 
8 E.g., The Swedish Home Guard, Singapore Armed Forces Volunteer Corps, Estonian Defense League, Latvian 
Zemessardze (National Guard), Danish Home Guard, Finnish Territorial Forces. 
9 United States Department of Defense, DOD Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (As of 15 October 2016), 
(Washington DC: Department of Defense, 2016), 119.
10 Joint Publication 3-20, Security Cooperation (Washington DC: United States Government, May 2017), GL-5
11 Joint Publication 3-20, Security Cooperation (Washington DC: United States Government, May 2017), GL-6, vii.
12 Joint Publication 3-05, Special Operations (Washington DC: Department of Defense, 2014), GL-12. 
13 Joint Publication 3-22, Foreign Internal Defense (Washington DC: United States Government, July 2010), I-1. 
14 Modified from After Action Report, Resistance Seminar, Krakow, Poland, April 26-27 2016, 4.
15 Modified from After Action Report, Resistance Seminar, Krakow, Poland, April 26-27 2016, 5. 
16 After Action Report, Unconventional Warfare / Resistance Seminar, Baltic Defence College, Tartu, Estonia, 
November 4-6 2014, p. 4.

https://www.mindef.gov.sg/oms/imindef/mindef_websites/topics/totaldefence/about_us/5_Pillars.html
https://www.mindef.gov.sg/oms/imindef/mindef_websites/topics/totaldefence/about_us/5_Pillars.html
https://www.government.se/4afeb9/globalassets/government/dokument/forsvarsdepartementet/resilience---report-summary---20171220ny.pdf
https://www.government.se/4afeb9/globalassets/government/dokument/forsvarsdepartementet/resilience---report-summary---20171220ny.pdf
https://www.government.se/globalassets/government/dokument/forsvarsdepartementet/sweden_defence_policy_2016_to_2020
https://www.government.se/globalassets/government/dokument/forsvarsdepartementet/sweden_defence_policy_2016_to_2020
https://storage.googleapis.com/upi-live/2017/10/comment19_finland.pdf
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17 United States, National Security Strategy of the United States of America, December 2017, 27.
18 Common operating picture is defined as, “A single identical display of relevant information shared by more than one 
command that facilitates collaborative planning and assists all echelons to achieve situational awareness. Also called 
COP.” United States Department of Defense, DOD Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (As of 15 October 
2016), (Washington DC: Department of Defense, 2016).
19 Mark Grdovich, A Leader’s Handbook to Unconventional Warfare, (Fort Bragg: U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special 
Warfare Center and School, November 2009), 13, 16-17.
20 Aleksa, Karolis, ed., Prepare to Survive Emergencies and War: A Cheerful Take on Serious Recommendations (Vilnius:  
Ministry of National Defence, 2015).
21 Nic Robertson, Antonia Mortensen, Elizabeth Roberts and Woj Treszczynski, “Lithuania issues manual on what to 
do if Russia invades,” CNN online, October 28, 2016, http://edition.cnn.com/2016/10/28/europe/lithuania-war-man-
ual/index.html.
22 See H. von Dach, Total Resistance: Swiss Army Guide to Guerrilla Warfare and Underground Operations (Boulder: 
Paladin Press, 1992), 127-140. Von Dach provides myriad examples of how individuals, from teachers to clergy to 
farmers to caterers and more, can disrupt the daily operations of the enemy. 
23 Mao Tse-Tung, On Guerrilla Warfare (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., 1965), 71-87.
24 David Kilcullen, Out of the Mountains (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015).
25 Grdovic, A Leader’s Handbook to Unconventional Warfare, 13-14.
26 Mission Command, Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 6-0 (Washington D.C.:  Headquarters, Department of the 
Army, 2014)
27 The Local, “Sweden Mobilises entire Home Guard for First Time since 1975,” The Local, June 6, 2018, https://
www.thelocal.se/20180606/sweden-mobilises-entire-home-guard-for-first-time-since-1975..
28 Modified from original graphic representation contained in After Action Report, Resistance Seminar, Swedish 
Defence University, Stockholm, Sweden, July 26-27, 2016. 
29 Carl von Clausewitz, On War, edited and translated by Michael Howard and Peter Paret (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1984), 481.
30 This model was constructed by Otto C. Fiala, assisted by Cathey Shelton.
31 This model was constructed by Otto C. Fiala, assisted by Cathey Shelton.
32 International Conferences (The Hague), Hague Convention (IV) Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land 
and Its Annex: Regulations Concerning the Laws and Customs of War on Land, (The Hague: October 18, 1907), Section 
III, Article 42, 1907.
33 This model is consistent with both Seminar Series findings and U.S. Joint Doctrine.
34 Grdovic, A Leader’s Handbook to Unconventional Warfare, 12; “satellite television “ added to original.
35 Grdovic, A Leader’s Handbook to Unconventional Warfare, 12.
36 This graphic was designed and contributed by SGM William Dickinson, Senior Operations Sergeant, SOJ3, SOCEUR
37 Leonhard, Robert, ed., Assessing Revolutionary and Insurgent Strategies: Undergrounds in Insurgent, Revolutionary, 
and Resistance Warfare, 2nd Edition. (Fort Bragg: United States Army Special Operations Command, 2013), 153.
38 Leonhard, Undergrounds in Insurgent, Revolutionary, and Resistance Warfare, 188.
39 This model was constructed by Otto C. Fiala and Diane Le-Farnham.
40 United States Department of Defense, DOD Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (As of 15 October 2016), 
(Washington DC: Department of Defense, 2016), 221.
41 Leonhard, Undergrounds in Insurgent, Revolutionary, and Resistance Warfare, 171.
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42 Leonhard, Undergrounds in Insurgent, Revolutionary, and Resistance Warfare, 175.
43 Modified from the Merriam-Webster Dictionary.
44 Leonhard, Undergrounds in Insurgent, Revolutionary, and Resistance Warfare, 177-178.
45 United States Army Institute for Military Assistance, The Underground, ST 31-202 (Fort Bragg: U.S. Army Institute 
for Military Assistance, 1978), 190.
46 Leonhard, Undergrounds in Insurgent, Revolutionary, and Resistance Warfare, 180.
47 United States Department of Defense, Joint Doctrine Note 2-13, Commander’s Communication Synchronization 
(Washington DC: Department of Defense, 2013).
48 United States Department of Defense, Joint Publication 3-61, Public Affairs (Washington DC: Department of 
Defense 2016) and Joint Doctrine Note 2-13, Commander’s Communication Synchronization (Washington DC: 
Department of Defense, 2013).
49 United States Department of Defense, Joint Publication 3-61, Public Affairs (Washington DC: Department of 
Defense 2016) and Joint Doctrine Note 2-13, Commander’s Communication Synchronization (Washington DC: 
Department of Defense, 2013).
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